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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY.

Introduction. Sexual orientation discrimination in employment violates both
California law and the California Rules of Professional Conduct. At least 6% and perhaps
as many as 10% of Los Angeles County lawyers are gay. In late 1992, the Los Angeles
County Bar Association established a Committee on Sexual Orientation Bias to study
sexual orientation discrimination among Los Angeles County legal employers. C'f the
Committee's 13 members, eight (including its chair) are heterosexual and five are gay.

Findines. The Committee surveyed legal employers as well as both
heterosexual and gay attorneys, conducted focus group discussions with gay attorneys and
obtained from the State Bar of California data comparing the income and professional
situations of heterosexual and gay attorneys. Based upon the data and input from these
sources, the Committee made several findings:

• A troubling degree of sexual orientation discrimination exists in the employment
of attorneys in Los Angeles County. Almost two in five attorneys reported
witnessing or experiencing some kind of sexual orientation discrimination against an
attorney in a professional setting in Los Angeles County. This discrimination
manifests itself in all stages and aspects of attorney employment.

• Recruitment and Hiring. Roughly one in seven attorneys reported that his
or her employ·er· engaged in some form of anti-gay discrimination in the
recruitment and hiring of attorneys. Jbe incidents reported ranged from
unconscious bias to subtle, and sometimes overt, discrimination against gay
attorneys. Many employers do not want "too many" gay attorneys.
Moreover, reports of frank and open anti-gay hostility -- sometimes reported
by the discrimirtating attorneys themselves -- were common.

• Work Environments. Over half of the attorneys believe that their work
environment is less hospitable to gay atton~ ~ys than to heterosexual attorneys.
Over two-thirds reported that attorneys in their office make anti-gay comments
and jokes - about half of the time relating to someone in their offices who is
gay or perceived to be gay. Many heterosexual attorneys appear to be
unaware of or unconcerned with relevant laws and rules of professional
conduct barring anti-gay discrimination. Reports of stereotyping gay attorneys
-- as "effeminate" and InV-infected (for gay men), as unattractive and
"aggressive" (for lesbians), as "unstable," "uncontrolled" sexually or
criminally-inclined (for both lesbians and gay men) - were not uncommon.

• Work Assignments. Roughly one in seven attorneys reported that clients,
partners or supervisors in his or her office prefer not to work with gay
attorneys; roughly one in ten reported witnessing or experiencing
discrimination against gay attorneys in work assignments. It appears that
some attorneys, even those who have no personal anti-gay prejudices, limit the
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opportunities of gay attorneys out of fear of the reactions of third parties -
clients, judges and others who might interact with them. This suggests that
employers may be unwilling to confront external sources of anti-gay bias.

Evaluation, Promotion and Advancement. Roughly one in six attorneys
reported that his or her employer engaged in some form of sexual orientation
discrimination in attorney evaluation, promotion and advancement. There
appears to be a "glass ceiling" for gay attorneys. For example, among
lawyers with less than 10 years in practice, heterosexual attorneys in law
firms are almost three times more likely to be partners than their gay peers.
Anti-gay discrimination in attorney evaluation and promotion sometimes takes
cover in vague judgments - the attorney does not "fit in" - or in disparate
application of necessarily subjective standards for decisions.

Retention and Career Path. Sexual orientation discrimination has adverse
career consequences for gay attorneys. Not only are gay attorneys less likely
to become law firm partners, they also appear to have career paths different
from those of their heterosexual peers. Generally, gay attorneys appear to
have less "prestigious" or "powerful" positions than their heterosexual peers.
Attorney reports indicate that these career path differences result in part from
active discrimination by employers and in part from strong perceptions among
gay attorneys that certain employment settings -- government, educational and
non-profit institutions, some in-house law offices and some smaller firms 
offer .more secure long-term employment for them than larger law firms or
private practice generally.

Monetary Compensation. Gay attorney incomes are substantially lower than
those of their heterosexual peers. For example, among heterosexual lawyers
with 10 or more years in practice, 41% earn over $125,000 per year and only
25% earn under $75,000 while, among their gay peers, only 27% earn over
$125,000 but 44% earn under $75,000. Roughly 30% of all attorneys and
40% of gay attorneys appear to believe that this income disparity results, at
least in part, from compensation discrimination by employers. It may also be
a result of the "glass ceiling" for gay attorneys seeking law firm partnership.

Employee: Benefits. Most employers do not provide gay attorneys 
particularly those with same-sex domestic partners - with employee benefits
comparable to those provided to married heterosexual attorneys. Many
attorneys, both heterosexual and gay, see this disparity as unjust and
discriminatory. Potential fraud, administrative problems and cost - especially
fear of IllV/AIDS-related health claims - are often cited as reasons for
disparate benefits treatment of gay attorneys. However, the experience of the
growing number of California law firms and corporate employers that now
extend benefits to same-sex domestic partners of employees suggests that this
can be done practically and economically.
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General Ignorance about Gay Attorneys. The data .and focus group input
suggest tha4 in large part, the bias suffered by gay attorneys is rooted in
ignorance. It appears never to occur to many heterosexual attorneys that a job
applican4 subordinate, colleague or other attorney could be gay or have gay
relatives and friends. Accordingly, when conversations tum to gay people or
related issues, many heterosexuals feel unrestrained by the usual rules of
professional decorum and consideration. Similarly, when making attorney
employment decisions, many heterosexuals are not mindful of the legal and
ethical prohibitions on anti-gay discrimination.

• In response to discriminatory pressures, most gay attorneys in Los Angeles
County remain invisible as such - that is, "in the closet." Many gay attorneys
believe that hiding "in the closet" is the most certain and, in some instances, the only
path to job security.

• Invisibility and the Understatement of Anti-Gay Discrimination. Because
of gay attorney invisibility, reports of sexual orientation discrimination may
understate the true· magnitude of the problem. Many gay attorneys will not
take the risk that their visibility as gay people will be increased by
confronting discrimination. Among heterosexuals, unless gay attorneys are
visible, the problem of anti-gay discrimination is not perceived as significant
or not perceived at all.

• "The Closet" as .Evidence of Discrimination. Maintaining their invisibility
comes at a profound personal cost to many gay attorneys. Numerous gay
attorneys reported that "the closet" produces destructive anxiety, a sense of
isolation, and alienation from colleagues and employers. That so many gay
attorneys would 'choose "the closet" attests to the weight of sexual orientation
discrimination in the legal profession.

• Employer Pressure to Remain "Closeted." Despite the pain and isolation it
can cause, many employers exert pressure on gay attorneys to remain "in the
closet." Roughly a quarter of gay attorneys reported that their employers
advised them to be "closeted" or criticized them for "bad judgment" in being
"out." No' comparable restrictions are imposed on disclosures of the private
lives and public relationships of heterosexual attorneys. Moreover, a near
majority of gay as well as heterosexual attorneys believe that an attorney's
career can be damaged by indications of a gay sexual orientation - even an
otherwise neutral comment that reveals the gender of a gay attorney's
domestic partner. Attorneys registered the most concern over actions that
would let clients know that an attorney is gay.

• Relations Between Gay Attorneys and Heterosexuals. While socializing
and personal relationships can be important to success in the legal profession,
gay attorneys often encounter severe problems when it comes to "networkirig."
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Many attorneys, gay and heterosexual alike, reported a "chill" in interpersonal
relations with attorneys known to be gay. These problems are particularly
painful to gay attorneys in committed same-sex relationships. Generally, it
appears that same-sex couples are consciously or unconsciously excluded from
many office-sponsored social events. The social exclusion of gay attorneys
highlights a double standard: while few would see the social introduction of
an opposite-sex spouse or domestic partner as any sort of "sexual" statement,
many heterosexuals view the mention or social introduction of a same-sex
domestic partner as inappropriate "flaunting" of one's sexuality.

While most employers responding to the Committee's survey have a non
discrimination policy tliat expressly prohibits sexual orientation discrimination,
many employers have yet to put those policies into practice effectively.

• Employer Policies. Although 67% of the employers reported having a non
discrimination policy that expressly prohibits sexual orientation discrimination,
22% had a policy that expressly prohibited gender, race and ethnicity
discrimination but not sexual orientation discrimination. The balance had no
formal non-discrimination policy.

• Implementation of Employer Policies. Both employer and attorney reports
indicated that, even if employers have non-discrimination policies on paper,
many have yet to take steps to implement them to counteract sexual
orientation discrimination. Roughly a third of attorneys reported believing
that their employers have failed to take steps necessary to control sexual
orientation discrimination in recruitment, hiring, work assignment, evaluation,
retention and promotion. Moreover, most employers reported that they have
not taken steps 'to counteract sexual orientation discrimination comparable to
those they have taken to counteract gender, race or ethnicity discrimination.

• Employer Awareness of Anti-gay Bias. Reports of incidents of anti-gay bias
were substantially higher among attorneys than employers. This suggests that
employers may seldom hear of incidents of anti-gay bias. Attorney reports
also suggest that this may be due to attorney reluctance to report anti-gay bias.
On the part of gay attorneys, this appears to stem both from a fear of being
too "out" and a fear of being labelled a "troublemaker."

• Employer Response to Complaints. It appears from employer reports that
even employers who are aware of incidents of anti-gay bias are unlikely to
respond. Of employers aware of anti-gay comments or jokes by attorneys in
the workplace, for example, no more than a quarter reported that they treated
the incident seriously or tried to learn the relevant facts, and only about half
of the employers identifying a problem acted to correct it.
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• Communication of Policies Against Sexual Orientation Discrimination.
Over half of the attorneys, heterosexual as well as gay, believe that their
employers have not made their policies against sexual orientation
discrimination known to applicants and employees. Similarly, employer
reports indicate that most employers do not publicize their policies against
sexual orientation discrimination to the same extent as they publicize their
policies against gender, race and ethnicity discrimination.

Recommendations for Employers. Many Los Angeles County legal
employers have failed to recognize the need to modify and implement employment policies
with respect to gay attorneys. This failure not only causes strain between gay attorneys
and employers or potential employers - often unseen by employers - but also needlessly
exposes employers to risks of violating laws and ethical rules prohibiting sexual orientation
discrimination. Accordingly, the Committee fonnulated several recommendations for
employers:

•

•

•

Adopt, Implement and Publicize a Non-discrimination Policy Relating to Gay
Attorneys. Employer policies should prohibit discrimination and harassment on the
basis of sexual orientation, should be enforced by clearly-established grievance and.
complaint follow-up procedures and should be broadly publicized throughout the
workplace.

Encourage Non-discriminatory Recruitment and Hiring of Qualified Gay
Attorneys. Hiring .efforts should. include procedures and practices to ensure non
discriminatory recruitment and hiring of qualified gay attorneys, training for
interviewers to eliminate even subtle anti-gay bias, inclusion of an employer's gay
attorneys in all aspects. of the hiring process and identification of a gay-sensitive
contact to whom applicants can address qu~stions relating to the treatment of gay
employees which might not otherwise be raised.

Promote a Workplace Climate That Ensures Equal Employment Opportunities
for Gay Attorneys. In addition to adopting express non-discrimination policies,
employers should ensure that their other policies and practices promote equal
opportunity in work assignment, evaluation, compensation, advancement and
retention, regardless of sexual orientation. For example, any mentoring program or
support group system should be utilized to create an open and cooperative work
environment for gay attorneys. Employers should take steps to educate and sensitize
their workforces regarding anti-gay bias, to prevent harassment of gay employees
and to discourage inappropriate anti-gay comments and jokes. Employers should
support, acknowledge and promote the interests and activities of gay attorneys to the
same extent as the interests and activities of other attorney employees are supported,
acknowledged and promoted.
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Provide Gay Attorneys and Their Same-Sex Domestic Partners with Employee
Benefits Comparable to Those Provided to Heterosexual Attorneys and Their
Opposite-Sex Spouses. Employers should provide employee benefits, including
insurance, employee leave and employee assistance programs, to gay attorneys and
their same-sex domestic partners comparable to those provided to heterosexual
attorneys and their opposite-sex spouses. In particular, employers should provide
health and other insurance benefits to the same-sex domestic partners of gay.
employees on the same terms as such benefits are provided to opposite-sex spouses
of employees; children of gay employees or their same-sex domestic partners should
be covered to the same extent as children of heterosexual employees or their
opposite-sex spouses.

Provide Gay Couples the Same Opportunities to Socialize with Colleagues as
Heterosexual Couples. In employee rosters and invitations to office-sponsored
events, employers should treat same-sex domestic partners in the same manner as
opposite-sex spouses. Employers should provide gay couples the same opportunities
to socialize with colleagues as it provides heterosexual couples, both _at office
sponsored events and in other efforts to facilitate socializing among colleagues.

Do Not Encourage Gay Attorneys to be "Closeted" at Work or in Their
Professional Activities. Employers should ensure that gay attorneys have the same
freedom as heterosexual attorneys to determine when and the extent to which their
personal relationships are revealed at work. Employers should not, however,
pressure a gay attorney to be more "out" than he or she wishes to be. The
appropriate goal for legal ~mployers should be to create a workplace in which gay
attorneys may choose freely whether to be open about their sexual orientation
without fear of discririlinatory reprisal.

Recommendations for the Association. As it has with respect to gender,
race and ethnicity bias, the Association should lead the Los Angeles legal community in
the elimination of sexual orientation bias. Accordingly, the Committee recommended that
the Association publish this report, encourage legal employers to adopt the Committee's
recommendations, provide information on domestic partner benefits, sponsor relevant CLE
programs and sponsor other programs to counteract sexual orientation discrimination. The
Committee also recommended that the Association establish an ongoing committee on
Sexual Orientation Bias in the Legal Profession, charged with responsibility for the
implementation of these recommendations and follow-up on this study.

Conclusion. We urge all members of the Association and legal employers to
consider carefully the fmdings and recommendations contained in this report. We hope
that these fmdings and recommendations, when viewed in the light of the law and rules of
professional conduct prohibiting sexual orientation discrimination, will help the Los
Angeles legal community to recognize the seriousness of the problem of sexual orientation
bias and to take appropriate steps to remedy it.
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I. INTRODUCTION.

A. The Issue of Sexual Orientation Discrimination.

Discrimination based upon sexual orientation is, in most employment contexts,
a violation of California law. The California Labor Code prohibits sexual orientation
discrimination by any California employer with five or more employees; a violation of this
statute exposes the discriminating employer to the risk of administrative action and civil
litigation.1 In addition, California Rules of Professional Conduct prohibit members of the
State Bar of California and California law firms from discriminating on the basis of sexual
orientation in employment or in accepting or terminating the representation of a client. 2

Despite the laws intended to control discrimination, anti-gay bias appears to be a
widespread and often v~lent problem throughout California. 3

While the number of iawyers directly affected by this bias cannot be stated
precisely, the data reviewed for this study suggest that it is substantial. It is clear from a
number of studies, ranging from the path-breaking work of Alfred C. Kinsey and his
colleagues to recent polls by Louis Harris & Associates, that at least 5%4 and perhaps as
many as 10%5 of the general population is comprised of men and women who are lesbian,
gay or bisexual. In the 1991 Demographic Survey of the State Bar of California (the "State
Bar Demographic Survey"), approximately 4% of State Bar members under 40 years of age
and approximately 3% of all State Bar members identified themselves as "a member of the
lesbian, gay or bisexual community. ,,6 Those self-identified gay attorneys 7 appear to be
concentrated in California's largest urban centers, Los Angeles and the San Francisco Bay
area.8 Responses from the random sample of attorney members of the Los Angeles
County Bar Association (the "Association") surveyed for this report suggest that at least
6% to 7% of the Association's attorney members are gay.9

I Cal. Lab. Code §§ 1101, 1102 and 1102.1. See generally Thomas H. Cadell, Jr., "Enforcing the New Sexual Orientation Discrimination Law,"
Los Angeles Lawyer, July/August 1993,26.

l Rule 2-400, Rules ofProfessionaJ Conduct of the State Bar of Califomia (effective March I, 1994). See Supreme Court of California. Order
No. S034144 (Feb. 3, 1994).

l ~ £Jk "Gay Men Become No.1 Hate-erime Targets," The Los Angeles Tunes, May 10, 1994, Bl (according to the 14th Annual Report of
the Los Angeles County Commission on Humin Relltions, "(f)or the first time since the county began keeping track, African Americans have been
supplanted by gay men as the leading target of hate aimes").

•~ £Jk "Polling on Sexual IssllCS Has Its Drawbacks," The New York Tanes, April 25, 1993, Sec. lit 23, Col. 1 (reponing on a poll by
Louis Harris " Associates).

l~ £Jk Alfred C. Kinsey, Wardell Pomeroy, Clyde Martin " Paul Oebhcrd, "Sexual Behavior in the Human MIle" (1948).

• SRI International, "Demographic Survey of the State Bar ofCalifomla" It 7, Table I-I (3% fi&urc), and S-2 (4% figure ex1rapolmd based
upon the relative ages of gay and all respondents) (August 1991). To the extent that some gay IUOmeyS may be unwilling to identify themselves as
gay, even in a confidential Stile Bar survey, these figures may understate Ibc true perceoIIge of gay aaomcys in California.

, This report uses Ibc adjective "gay" to mean either bomoscxual or bisexual. SimUarty, terms such as "py people" or "gay 1ttDmeys" are used
to refer, collectively, to lesbians, gay men and bisexual men or women. In addition, this report uses the tams "gay male" and "gay men" to refer,
collectively, to bisexual and homosexual men and uses the lmn "lesbian" to refer, collectively, to bisexual and homosexuaJ women.

• See State Bar Demographic Survey, above, It S-4.

• Of the 255 respondents from the random sample of Association members, 30 (ll.rlo) identified themselves as gay. As discussed in Appendix
A-I, however, the response rate from the separate sample of gay attorneys was just under twice the response rite from the nndom sample of

(continued...)
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Because one's sexual orientationlO generally is not discemable from visible
characteristics, both gay people themselves and anyone wishing to understand sexual
orientation bias must address the so-called "closet."11 Gay people may choose whether
and in what circumstances to be "out" as well as when to conceal their sexual orientation.
While most heterosexuals take for granted the freedom to disclose their own sexual
orientation in, for example, routine discussions or introductions of their spouses, straddling
the line between concealment and disclosure of their sexual orientation is a daily, and often
painful dilemma for many gay people.

The frequent invisibility of homosexuality or bisexuality poses a problem for
any study of sexual orientation discrimination.12 The number of individuals who are
willing to identify themselves as gay is likely less than -- and perhaps even a minority of-
all gay people. Further, the data reviewed for this study suggest that the invisibility of gay
people is not only a manifestation of anti-gay discrimination, but also works to minimize
the perception as well as the reporting of sexual orientation discrimination. Among gay
people themselves, it appears that many individuals choose to remain "in the closet" and
endure discrimination rather than take the risk that, by confronting it, their visibility as gay
people will be increased and expose them to further discrimination. Among h~terosexuals,

it appears that, if gay people are not readily visible, many do not perceive the problem of
anti..:gay discrimination as significant or do not perceive it at all.

Whatever the true percentage of gay people in society and in the legal
profession may be, professional ethics and the law both dictate that the Association and the
legal profession have an obligation to address sexual orientation discrimination. The legal
profession has been a leader in attacking ethnic, racial and gender discriminafion; .
discrimination based upon sexual orientation is not only illegal but is similarly hurtful in its
impact and consequences for Association members and other members of the bar.

.
B. The Preparation of this Report.

In late 1992, Richard Chernick, then President of the Association, established
an ad hoc committee (the "Committee") to study the issue of sexual orientation

'(...continued)
Association members. See Appendix ~.I, Part (2). Assuming that the higher response rm beld true for gay IIIOJ'IIeYS in the nndom III11ple of
Association members, that 30 of 2SS respondents ftom the rmdom III11ple identified themselves IS gay suggests that roughly 6% to 7% of the
Association's anomey members Ire gay. But this may understate the true percentage of gay anorneys in the Assoc:iIbon's membership to the extent
that some Association members may not be wUling 10 identify themselves IS gay, even in I c:onfidentiaI Assoc:iIbon lUlVey.

10 As do the California Labor Code and the California Rules of Professional Conduct. this report uses the 1mn "ICXUII oricntldon" rather than
"sexual preference" or other terms to describe the phenomenon of human sexuality. In doing so, this report intends no comment IS to the nature of
human sexuality. We simply note that the extent to which sexuality is inborn or developed, immutlble or ftexJ'bIe, or learned or beyond conscious
influence is subject to much debate among experts and well beyond our expertise. In any event. because sexual orientation disaimination is in
California both Ulegal and I violation of professional ethics, these matters Ire irrelevant to the questjons addressed by this report: the extent to
which sexual orienlation discrimination exists in the legal profession in Los Angeles County and what steps should be taken to remedy it.

II Phrases like "in the closet" or "closeted" refer to I gay person whose sexuality is not known 10 others - either because be or she actively
conceals it or simply because he or she does not take steps to correct the common presumption that all people Ire beterosexuaJ. Similarly, terms
like "out of the closet" or "out" refer to • gay person whose sexuality is known 10 others or who takes steps to let it be known.

u ~.t.L ·Statistics On Gays Called Unreliable; The Los Angeles Tanes, May I, 1994, AI, A3; "Polling on Sexual Issues Has Its
Drawbacks," The New York Times, above.
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discrimination by legal employers in Los Angeles County. President Chernick charged the
Committee with the responsibility to recommend whether the Association should adopt and
promote a policy among legal employers on the subject of sexual orientation
discrimination. In November 1992, President Chernick appointed Joseph D. Mandel, Vice
Chancellor-Legal Affairs at the University of California, Los Angeles ("UCLA") and
former President of the Association, to chair the Committee. In December 1992, President
Chernick appointed 12 additional Association members. Upon assuming the office of
President of the Association on July 1, 1993; Gerald L. Chaleff reappointed the chair and
each of the Committee members for another term, ending June 30, 1994.13

The Committee membership represents a microcosm of the Association's
diverse membership, including gender, racial and ethnic diversity and representation from
public, corporate and private law offices of various sizes. The Committee also reflects
sexual orientation diversity; eight of the Committee's 13 members (including its chair)
identify themselves as heterosexual, three are openly lesbian and two are openly gay men.

Prior to the Committee's first meeting, two other metropolitan bar
associations, the Bar Association of San Francisco ("BASF") 14 and the Association of the
Bar of the City of New York ("ABCNY"), IS conducted studies on sexual orientation bias
in the workplace. 16 The Committee reviewed the work of the BASF and ABCNY studies
prior to undertaking its own study. 17

The Committee convened for the first time in January 1993. At that meeting,
the chair organized the Committee into two principal subcommittees, each comprised of six
Committee members: one to explore the policies and practices of legal employers
regarding gay attorney employees and the other to explore the experiences and perceptions
of attorneys concerning sexual orientation discrimination. The Committee secured the
services of an attitudinal survey expert, Curtis F. Shepard, Ph.D., to assist it in developing
appropriate surveys and in tabulating and interpreting the survey responses. 18

With the assistance of Dr. Shepard, the Committee developed two surveys.
One survey (the "Attorney Survey") was designed to be completed by individual attorneys

I) Since then, two members of the Q>mmittee resigned in connection with acceptInce of employment outside California. Both were replKCd It
the request of the Q>mmittee chair. • '

'< Bar Association of San Francisco, -eremng III Environment Cooduc:ive to Diversity: A Guide for LepI Employers on Eliminlting sexual
Orientation Disc:rimination" (August 1991) (the -BASF Study"),

" The Q>mmittee on Lesbians and Gay Men in the Legal Profession, -Report on the Expel ienc:c of Lesbians and Gay Men in the Legal
Profession," 48 The Record of The Association of the Bar of the City of New York 843 (Vol. No, 7, November 1993) (the -ABCNY Study-),

16 The Q>mmittee also understands thatl11east two other voluntary bar assoc:iItions in California, the San Diego County Bar Association and
the Santa Clara Q>unty Bar Association, are currently engaged in studies of ICXUB1 orientIDon bias.

., Although the Committee's methodology was different in meterial respects from the methodologies employed in the BASF and ABCNY
Studies, the findings of the Committee are consistent with the findings contained in the BASF and ABCNY Repons,

.. At the time of his retention, Dr. Shepard was serving as Acting Director of UCLA's Student Affairs Information and Research Office
("SAlRO"), an in-house research co'lSulting department Prior to assuming the Acting Direc:tor position, Dr. Shepard, lUtlong other professional
activities, had managed attitudinal survey projects IS • resean:h analyst with SAlRO. Dr. Shepard is currently Director of the ClUtlpus Project of the
National Gay &. Lesbian Task Force,
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to assess their views of sexual orientation discrimination and the quality of work life for
gay attorneys. In September 1993, the Attorney Survey was mailed to a sample of Los
Angeles County attorneys including both heterosexual and gay attorneys: 550 attorneys
belonging to local gay attorney associations and a random sample of 1,634 Association
members. The total response rate for the Attorney Survey was approximately 20%.

The Committee's other survey (the "Employer Survey") was directed at
managing partners (or their equivalent) at a variety of law firms and other settings at which
lawyers are employed in Los Angeles County. Many of the Employer Survey questions
paralleled those in the Attorney Survey, but the Employer Survey also included questions
concerning specific employer policies and practices. In September 1993, the Employer
Survey was mailed to a random sample of 400 Los Angeles County legal employers. The
response rate from the Employer Survey was approximately 17%.

In addition to the information from the Committee's own surveys of attorneys
and employers,19 the Committee used information from two other sources as the basis of
its study and this report. First, the Committee conducted four focus group discussions (the
"Focus Groups") for the purpose of gathering anecdotal information from gay attorneys
concerning their experiences with and perceptions of sexual orientation discrimination.2O

Second, the State Bar of California provided the Committee with an analysis of certain data
from the State Bar Demographic Survey comparing gay and heterosexual members of the
State Bar (the "State Bar Data").21

During late 1993 and early 1994, Dr. Shepard tabulated and analyzed the
results from the Committee's own two surveys.22 At meetings in February and March
1994, the Committee reviewed, analyzed and discussed the results of the Committee's own
surveys, the State Bar Data and the anecdotal information elicited at the Focus Groups.2J
The Committee chair thereafter appointed a special drafting subcommittee, which prepared
an initial draft of this report. The report was reviewed, debated and refined in meetings
held in May 1994. The fmal report was approved unanimously by the Committee on
June 9, 1994.

•• Data collected from the Attorney Ind Employer Surveys include responses to StIl'Idardizcd "forced mswer" questions as well IS

extemporaneous comments written by,respondents in places provided on the survey foons. Tabul.. summaries of responses to scleacd "forced
IJlSwer" questions in the Attorney Survey ad Employer Survey Ippcar in Appendix C·I and Appendix C-2, respectively. Excerpts &om the
comments written on the Attorney surVey ad Employer Survey forms IppeII' in Appendix 8-1 IIId Appendix 8-2, rcspcctivcly. Appmdix 8-1
combines comments from the Attorney Surveys with cxccrp1Cd comments from the Focus Groups (discussed below), III orpnized under various
subject matter beadings. Appendix 8-1 I1so identifies the IOW'CC of caclI comment (Attorney Survey or Focus Group Discussion) as well IS the
sexual orientation of the commentator. Appendix 8-2 identifies the IOUr'CC ofcacb ClOIDIIIaIt by type ofcmployer. In both Appcndiccs 8-1 and
B-2, information identifying the persons or institutions to wbic:h the comments rdIIe bas been excised.

:10 Appendix 8-1 combines cxccrp1Cd c:ommcnts &om the Focus Groups widI e:xtt:uipOIlDCOUS COIIIIDCIl1S from the Auomey Surveys.

2' SRllntemational, "1991 Demographic Survey of the State Bar ofCllifomia: Comparisons of Gay and Non-gay Smtc 8Ir Members" (January
I994). Tabular summaries and graphic repn:sentations of the State Bar Dlda IppeII' in Appendix C-3.

22 Sandra Frith, I research analyst for the UCLA Business Enterprises Administntion, assimd in this process.

2) Appendices A.I through A.7 contain I more detailed discussion of the methods used for the Employer and Attorney Surveys, the
characteristics of the sample and respondents for both surveys, the methods uscd for the Focus Groups, the IOW'CC of and methods used for the State
Bar Da1a, IS well IS the scope and limi1ations of the Commiuec's analysis of this data.
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II. FINDINGS.

A. Sexual Orientation Discrimination in the Employment of Attorneys.

The data reviewed by the Committee provide convincing evidence of
discrimination against gay attorneys in the legal profession in Los Angeles County. The
data from the Attorney Survey and State Bar Data suggest that sexual orientation
discrimination in the employment of attorneys is widespread and manifests itself in all
stages and aspects of attorney employment: recruitment and hiring; general work
environments; work assignments; evaluation, promotion and advancement; compensation;
and retention and career path.

As a general matter, 39% of the Attorney Survey respondents -- almost two in
five -- report that they have experienced or witnessed some kind of sexual orientation
discrimination against gay or gay-perceived attorneys in a professional setting in Los
Angeles County.24 Almost 68% of lesbian attorneys, 58.3% of gay male attorneys, 24%
of heterosexual female attorneys and 17.2% of heterosexual male attorneys report having
witnessed or experienced such anti-gay discrimination in Los Angeles C~unty. 25

Comments from the Attorney Survey responses and Focus Groups support the
findings of sexual orientation discrimination in the legal profession in Los Angeles County.
The comments also illustrate the range of problems gay attorneys face. As reported by
heterosexual and gay attorneys alike, the ills suffered by gay attorneys range from
unconscious bias to subtle as well as overt forms of discrimination -- including open
hostility. Viewed in the light of legal and ethical prohibitions of sexual orientation
discrimination, these fmdings are troubling.

1. Recruitment and Hiring.

The Attorney Survey responses indicate that discrimination against gay
attorneys in recruitment and hiring is a serious problem in Los Angeles County.
Approximately 15% of the Attorney Survey respondents - more than one in seven -
believe that their offices apply hiring criteria less favorably to an applicant who is gay or
perceived to be gay.26 By comparison, the percentages of Attorney Survey respondents

24 Appendix C.l. Table 12. The more specific data on the incidence ohnti-gay discrimination in particulll' employment contexts II'C discussed
in detail below.

25 Ill. Here and elsewhere in 1his report where sud! differential responses appear. the di1fercntes by gender IIld sexual oricntltion could be
attributed to several factors. It may be that hctcroscxual women, lesbians and gay men II'C more ItlUIICd to the problem of bias gencrally - IIId in
the case of gay IIItomcys. sexual orientation bias in plrticu1ll' - IIId II'C therefore bodt more likely to monitor their cmploym for cIisaiminatory
actions and also more likely to detect them when they occur. But it may also be that some heterosexual women, hcteroscxuaI men. lesbians IIId gay
men arc more inclined to perceive discrimination even when it did DOt really occur - perhaps particulll'ly so if they themselves II'C members of a
protected group.

26 Appendix C.l. Table 2. Breaking this response out by gender and sexual orientation, 20.5% of lesbian anomcys and 19.7% of gay male
anorneys believe that their officcs apply hiring criteria more severely to gay or gay-pcrccivcd applicants. while 6.7e;. of heterosexual female
anorneys and II.S·/o of heterosexual male attorneys believe that their offices do so. Ill.
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who believe that their offices similarly discriminate against people of color and women are,
respectively, approximately 12% and 10%.27 Similarly, 15.3% of the Attorney Survey
respondents report that they have witnessed or experienced anti-gay discrimination in
attorney hiring.28 In addition, 9.4% of the Attorney Survey respondents - almost one in
ten -- believe that one or more attorneys applying for employment in their office were
turned down as a result of being or being perceived to be gay.29

Attorney comments support the finding that gay attorneys are subject to
discrimination in recruitment and hiring. The comments indicate that overt hostility and
blatant discrimination against gay attorneys are not uncommon. Several heterosexual
Attorney Survey respondents were straightforward, even defiant, about their admitted bias
against gay attorneys. One stated, "We ... do not believe we ... have to hire gay or lesbian
attorneys -- ever. ... Don't have any; don't want any."30 Similarly, another stated: "We
do not seek out [gay] applicants and have. no interest in hiring them. ... We are not
interested in lawyers with that type of disability - a mental -~d emotional problem of
obvious magnitude. ,,31 A heterosexual attorney from a "multi-n~tional" firm said,

We will not hire [gay attorneys]. ... We have discussed the issue and how to prevent having
them as lawyers. ... I and the rest of the fIrm do not want to work with them.32

Yet another said, "I would not knowingly hire any [gay] attorney." 33

Another heterosexual attorney commented that, in his finn, "recruiting is
controlled by the male labor group which is both sexist and~ homophobic. ... All of
the lawyers [who were openly gay] are gone. ... I have watched gay men be deprived of
work and eased out of jobs." 34 Other heterosexual attorneys observed:

Openly gay attorneys or candidates [are] subject to overt criticism and discrimination by
partners; ... being openly gay is fatal to any professional advancement in the frrm. [The] work
environment [is] openly hostile to gay or pro-gay attorneys.3S

%7 M.

)I Appendix C.I, Table 12. Breaking Ibis response out by gender II1d sexUII orientation, 29.8% of Iesbiln 1IltDmeys, 22.3% of py male
attorneys, 5.3% of heterosexual female attorneys II1d 8.2% of he1mlsexUII male attorneys RpOrt 1bat lhey have witnessed or experienced lI1U-gay
discrimination in attorney hiring. M. '

%9 Appendix C-I, Table 1. Breaking Ibis response out by lender ad ICXUII orieo1ation. 15.0% of lesbiln IltOmeyS ad 17.3% of py male
attorneys believe Ibll Ibeir office has engaged in lIlU-gay discrimination in m:rui1ment or hiring, while 4.1% of hetcrosexuaI female attorneys and
2.30/. of heterosexual male attorneys believe 1bat lhcir office has done 10. M.

)() Appendix B-1, Comment 13.

JIM., Comment II.

32 M., Comment 18.

H M., Comment 17. ~M., Comment 14.

)4 M., Comment 7.

35 M., Comment I.
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I believe there is "unofficial" discrimination in hiring - the fIrm, as an institution, thinks of itself
as a tolerant, diverse community - but I do not doubt that individuals involved in recruiting and
hiring have their own biases which affect their decision-making. The overwhelming majority of
the approximately 200 attorneys in my frrm are married, with kids. ... I think most of the
attorneys (and probably almost aU of the partners) don't even think about these issues.36

The comments of gay attorneys also confirm the problem:

At my former fIrm, attorneys are encouraged to eliminate candidates perceived as gay or lesbian
through initial interviews.)7

When I put Lawyers for Human Rights [a lesbian and gay attorneys group] on my resume, a
number of my job interviews were essentially terminated once I explained what kind of
organization it is.31

When seeking to change firms seveml years ago, a number of frrms ... made it clear how
unpleasant it would be [because I am gay].39

The subjective nature of employment criteria was also cited as opening the
door to more subtle forms of anti-gay discrimination. A heterosexual attorney stated, "It
takes only one homophobe to blackball a qualified 'attorney from being hired. ,,40

Similarly, one gay attorney stated,

Interviewing/recruiting procedures make it very easy for a single attorney interviewing an
applicant to blackball hiJp/her for completely subjective reasons (e.g., the applicant won't "fIt
in"). This is a problem at all fIrms, and I don't have any solutions to suggest, but I'm aware of a
number of instances when this resulted in an otherwise qualifIed applicant being rejected.41

Another commonly cited manifestation of more subtle discrimination was the concern that
an employer not have "too many" gay attorneys. For example, one heterosexual attorney
reported,

[W]e have something of a reputation as a "liberal" frrm. ... Nevertheless, two of my partners 
people [who] wouldn't dream of saying that we shouldn't have "too many" Jews or Catholics, for
example -- have expressed a desire that we not have "too many" gays, out of the concern that we
might become known as a "gay fIrm" or attract too many gay candidates we'd have to turn down.

Being a good liberal firm, of course, no one would articulate these concerns publicly.42

,. M.• Comment 3.

J1 M., Comment 27.

)I M., Comment 45.

" M., Comment 26.

40 M., Comment 8.

01 M., Comment 99.

<2 M., Comment 74.~ ilL Comment 52.
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2. General Work Environments.

In Los Angeles County, attorney work environments frequently are described
as not hospitable, supportive or secure places of employment for gay attorneys. Over 40%
of the Attorney Survey respondents - more than two in five -- believe that their work
environment is less hospitable to gay attorneys than to heterosexual attorneys. 43 In
addition, more than half of the Attorney Survey respondents - 51.7% - believe that their
employers do not acknowledge, address and support the interests and activities of gay
attorneys to the same extent as those of heterosexual attorneys. 044

a. Inappropriate Statements and Jokes.

In particular, derogatory statements and jokes about gay people are
commonplace in Los Angeles County attorney workplaces. Approximately 66% of the
Attorney Survey respondents - almost two-thirds - report that attorneys in their office
make such anti-gay statements or jokes.4s Moreover, it appears that about half of the time
such derogatory statements or jokes by attorneys are directed at a particular person in the
office who is gay or 'perceived to be gay. Over a third of the Attorney Survey respondents
report that attorneys in their office made anti-gay comments specifically relating to
someone in their office.46

Numerous Attorney Survey respondents cited anti-gay comments and jokes as
the basis for their perceptions of a generally hostile attitude towards gay attorneys: 47

At [myoid firm], there were a number of comments evidencing bias, including the use of the .
term "faggot" relatively consistently. At one point, a partner was talking about a letter he got
from BALIF, the lesbian and gay. bar association in San Francisco, inquiring as to the terms of
the firm's policy regarding lesbians and gays. The partner said, "How could I answer that with a
straight face? ... They should know that we don't allow homosexuality in associates.....

4) Appendix C-I, Table 3. Breaking this response out by gender Ind IeXUI1 orientation, 52.3% oflesbiln IIIome)'S II'Id 49.3% of gay male
attorneys believe that their work environment is less hospitable to gay .aomeys, while 34.9% of heterosexual fanIJe attorneys II'Id 28.8% of
heterosexual male attorneys believe so" Ill.

.. Ill. Breaking this response out by gender Ind sexual orientation, 59.1% of lesbill'l attorneys Ind 59.6% of gay male attorneys believe that
their office docs not suppon gay attorneys to the same CX1Cnt it supports beterosexuaI attorneys, while 45.0-,4 of bctcrosexual fcmaIe attorneys and
42.5% of heterosexual male attorneys believe so. Ill.

., Appendix C-I, Table 5. These repons Ire very consis1cnt when brotcn out by gender Iftd IeXUI1 Olic:ntltion: 64.4% oflcsbian attorneys,
65.5% of gay male attorneys, 61.2% ofbcterosexual female attorneys IIId 69.5% ofbctcrosexual male attorneys repon ll'lti-gay comments by
attorneys in their offices. !!!.

06!!!. Breaking this response out by gender II'Id sexual orientation: 40.1)-,4 of lesbian attorneys, 38.2% of gay male attorneys, 29.8% of
heterosexual female attorneys II'Id 27.S". of beterosexuaI male attorneys report spcc:ifiCllly-argeted lllti-gay comments. Ill·

.7 See generally Appendix B-1, Comments 6,26,41,68, 81, 83, 87, 106 II'Id 149~9 .

.. M., Comment 162.
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In the last law ftnn I was with, the managing partncr said that I could not be affiliated with the
lesbian and gay bar association because that was not something a partner of his ftnn should be
doing. Another partner continually made negative remarks about the fact that I was a Icsbian.49

It is acceptable in my office to verbally ridicule gays and lesbians in a way that is not acceptable
towards other minorities. The manager of my department participates in this verbal gay
bashing.so

One gay male associate reported that a senior partner's secretary, surmising that he was
gay, commented loudly to his own secretary and another attorney with lewd and graphic
speculations about his weekend activities. 51 A lesbian attorney reporte~ "In court, I was
referred to as 'the dyke attorney. '" 52

Some heterosexual attorneys seem to recognize the harm in verbal "gay
bashing. ,,53 At the least, anti-gay comments and jokes strongly imply bias. One
heterosexual attorney explained, "[T]he one gay attorney we had was not comfortable
disclosing his sexual preference at work except to 2 or 3 of us, and understandably so -
the male attorneys of the firm consistently and frequently made jokes at the expense of
gays. ,,54 Further, purported "jokes" can easily cross the line into outright harassment. An
example provided by another gay attorney illustrates this:

I was walking out to my car one night and [the managing partner] screamed out at me, "Are you
now going to play with your homosexual friends?" ... [I]n the office, ... six months to a year
later, he placed his foot on my rear end, basically out in the open hallway, when I was leaning
over to pick up some files. ... [Tlhe fact is he was in a position of power. He made me feel
very uncomfortable. In a subsequent incident, I was down on the floor looking at some files and
he said, very provocatively~ "Well why don't you get off your knees?" and chuckled. I knew
clearly what the inference was. He also made a comment to me in the rest room about if I didn't
use my penis that he was going to cut it off. You know, in a jovial, good 01' boys type way.55

Anti-gay comments and jokes have a corrosive effect in the workplace. One
gay attorney said, "[W]hat's so disturbing about [anti-gay comments] is the realization that
things aren't as safe as you'd hoped or believed."S6 Similarly, another stated that at his
firm, where attorneys showed "open hostility [to gay people] through snide jokes about
sexuality and gender, ... it was just very difficult to feel completely welcome." 57 These

•• !!!., Comment 34.

50 !!!., Comment 151.

" !!!., Comment 152.

52 !!!., Comment 157.

" But see M., Comment 147 ("People should be Ible to lieU nasty jokes IIld nWte fun of IIlYone").~ M., Comments 146 IIId 148.

54 !!!., Comment 6. See also M., Comment 149 ("This is • anaIl firm with no pys. lesbians, minority or women 1ISDmeyS, or disabled. So
derogatory statements (Ibout gay people IIld others) are accepted IIld forgoum •.. there is DO one to complain Ibout them").

" !!!., Comment 163.

to !!!., Comment 168.

" !!!., Comment 166.
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sorts of comments and jokes are insulting and hurtful not only to gay people, but to others
who may have gay family, friends or colleagues.

Like sexist and racist comments and jokes, anti-gay comments and jokes are
inappropriate behavior in a professional setting. As one gay attorney stated,

The same people who tell "fag" and "dyke" jokes today are the people ten years ago that were
discriminating blatantly against women. And they wouldn't think about it today. They just need
to be told -- as they have about sex discrimination - clearly and repeatedly that it is not
acceptable behavior.sl

Attorney Survey responses suggest that this workplace hostility stems in part
from a lack of recognition of gay people and sexual orientation bias. Apparently, it never
occurs to many heterosexual attorneys that ~ job applicant, subordinate, colleague or other
attorney could be gay. One stated that the matter of gay attorneys "has never come up at
my firm as far as I know; I have no idea if there are gay or lesbian .attorneys in my
office. ,,59 Another heterosexual attorney wrote, "My prior firm was essentially 'clueless'
and insensitive regarding gay issues." 60 Similarly, a gay attorney said, "I don't think the
hiring partners are aware of any issue [concerning the hiring of gay attorneys]. They
probably don't think they have had any gay or lesbian applicants."61 Accordingly, when
conversations tum to gay people or related issues, many heterosexuals feel unrestrained by
the usual rules of professional decorum and consideration.

b. Regard for Relevant Law and Professional Ethics.

Even more troubling, some heterosexual attorneys appear unaware of or
unconcerned with relevant laws and rules of professional conduct barring discrimination.
One gay attorney reported,

A lot of people have the attitude that sexual orientation discrimination ... is not covered, or that
it's not as well established under the law, or it's not an important area of discrimination. I went
to a firm seminar in employment law about a year ago and I noticed in their sample non
discrimination clause that sexual orientation wasn't included. I asked the partner iIi charge about
it and he said, "Well, we j~ don't think it's covered in the law.n62

Another said,

At a firm lunch, the senior litigation partner raised a hypothetical concerning anti-discrimination
protection for persons with my and whether you should advise a corporate client to adhere to

51 ~., Comment 167.
,. I!L Comment 206.

60 ~., Comment 207.

61 ~., Comment 208.~ !!!., Comment ISS ("I was told a 'gay' joke by • panner who did not know I was gay").

62 ~., Comment 211.
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that statute..,. [His view] was that you would advise them nQ1 to adhere to that statute out of
concerns about communication of the disease by casual contact Even when told at this luncheon
that that was not the mode of transmission for the HIV virus, he continued to insist that, indeed,
it was ... proper ... to advise the client to ignore the law because of the liability concems.63

Attorneys should not disregard laws against discrimination, whether in their
own actions or in advice to their clients. Moreover, the hostility reflected in anti-gay
comments and jokes is unacceptable in a professional workplace. Whatever their personal
views on homosexuality, heterosexual attorneys should conform their words and actions to
professional standards and the law. Although their exact number cannot be stated
precisely, gay people are numerous enough that almost every attorney in Los Angeles
County -- knowingly or not - comes in contact with gay applicants, colleagues, clients,
judges and other government officials each week, if not each day, he or she practices law.
Disregard of this reality makes it harder to remedy the problem of sexual orientation
discrimination. It can also produce myriad problems -- misunderstandings, unintended
offense and, potentially, complaints about discrimination.

c. Unconscious Bias.

Unconscious bias often appears to promote workplace discrimination against
gay attorneys. The Attorney Survey and Focus Group comments reported the existence of
harmful generalizations, stereotypes and misperceptions of gay attorneys in the workplace.
For example, in response to an Attorney Survey question about incidents of bias, one
heterosexual attorney said, "The only gay or lesbian attorney I know of did horrible work
(in addition to running up thousands of dollars of 900 number phone bills to a psychic)."64
One gay attorney -- who had a copy of the September 1992 California Lawyer cover story,
"Gays at Law," on his office desk -- reported,

[Olne of the senior executives said "Why do you have that out there?
about all the crimes that the gays do?"6s

What does it do, talk

Gay attorneys, both male and female, are viewed by some as more sexually
aggressive or predatory than heterosexuals -- or less "stable" or committed in their romantic
relationships.66 For example, one gay attorney stated:

I don't think I have been the victim of intentional discrimination because I am gay, but I have
been treated unfairly because of other related factors or characteristics, such as being unmarried,
not having children, being thought of as not having any responsibilities or pressmes outside of

6S Mo. Comment 1730

64 Mo. Comment 1360

65 Mo. Comment 217.

.. M.• Comment 1370
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work, being thought of as immature or "unsettled" as well as a greater degree of secrecy about
my private life than is typica1.67

One lesbian attorney wrote that, after she shook hands with the clerk of the court, a
government official "commented to the clerk of the court, knowing that I was a lesbian,
'How can you stand her putting her hands on yoU?"'68 Similarly, another gay attorney
reported,

The partners on one matter seemed intent on keeping me away from one of the client's Vice
Presidents, whom they apparently regarded as attractive - though I did not. ... [T]hey all knew
I've been in a committed relationship with another man for 12 years, but seemed to think I would
be so unable to control myself that I would land a big, wet kiss on this guy if I bad a chance."

Another gay attorney stated, "If a straight male associate brings a series of different dates
to finn events he is likely to be perceived. as 'sowing his wild oats,' [but] if a gay male
associate or a female associate were to do so, ... they would..be.perceive~. as 'unstable. ,,,70

The common stereotype of gay ·men as "effeminate" appears to be particularly
problematic for gay male attorneys. One gay attorney observed,

My firm does encourage "machoism" and "aggressiveness." Anyone perceived as either
"feminine" or "weak" may not be as easily promoted. This hinders both men and women with
"feminine" qualities. There is an assumption in my firm that "feminine" men are gay?1

Ironically, several attorneys commented that the common stereotype of lesbians as
"aggressive," "macho" women is less of a problem -- and perhaps even a benefit -- in the
practice of law. One lesbian attorney stated,

As a lesbian, I was sexually harassed less than heterosexual women -- the male partners wouldn't
flirt with me and so there wouldn't be that dynamic where I had to either flirt back or not have a
relationship with them -- which was extremely helpful to me. Also, I was perceived as being
more assertive or aggressive, as were the other lesbians, than the heterosexual women. So, we
were given opportunities '" when heterosexual women were not72

On the other hand, lesbians are also subject to negative stereotyping, most usually that they
are unattractive, crude or unsophisticated. One lesbian attorney commented, "the comment
that people have made to me -- which I think they thought was a compliment - is that I
didn't look like I was gay.,,73.

" !!l., Comment 100.

.. !!l., Comment 153.

.. !!t., Comment 91.

10 !!!., Comment 137.

71 !!!., Comment 134.~ i!!., Comments 143 md 144.

72 !!!., Comment 139.~ i!!., Commenl3 134 mid 142.

n !!!., Comment 141.
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Another stereotype reported several times in the Focus Groups and Attorney
Survey responses is the view that all gay men have or will contract AIDS.74 One gay
attorney reported that he was told by a partner in his firm, "'[W]e have to be very, very
careful about who we hire, because of the insurance costs, '" and that, "The clear meaning
was: no more gay men."7S Another told this story:

After a partner at my fIrm died of AIDS, being out myself, I was constantly fIelding questions
from very senior partners who would come to me and say "Okay, who are they and are they
sick?" '" [T]here was a McCarthyite aspect to it. ... It was very disturbing.76

These various stereotypes are inaccurate and serve to promote discrimination
against gay attorneys. Like heterosexual attorneys, gay attorneys possess a wide variety of
personal and professional qualities. It is incumbent upon employers, individual attorneys
and the legal profession generally to ensure that gay attorneys are seen as individuals,
rather than caricatures, and judged on their individual merits.

3. Work Assignments.

The Attorney Survey data also evidence substantial problems of anti-gay bias
in attorney workplaces by colleagues, supervisors and clients. Approximately 15% of the .
Attorney Survey respondents said that clients of their office have expressed a preference
not to work with gay attorneys.77 Over 12% of the Attorney Survey respondents said that
partners or supervisors in their office have expressed a preference not to work with gay
attorneys.78 Over 8% said that attorneys in their office have been denied work
assignments because of their actual or perceived sexual orientation. 79 Over 11% of the
Attorney Survey respondents report that 'they have witnessed or experienced sexual
orientation discrimination in attorney work assignments. 80

Numerous Attorney Survey and Focus Group comments suggest that many
heterosexual attorneys, even those who may have 'no personal anti-gay prejudices, treat gay

,. In this connection, it is important to note that discrimination bIscd upon InV/AIDS is also limited by law, including the Rehabilitlltion Act of
1973. ~~ Chalk v. U.S. District Court for the Central District of CaJifornia. 840 F.2d 701 (9th Cir. 1988).

7S Appendix 1).1, Comment 171.

76 lll., Comment 175.

" Appendix C-I, Table 6. BreaJcing this out by emder and sexual orien1ation, 21.0% ofJesbian 1IIDmeyS, 23.6% of gay male ItlDrneys, 4.2% of
heterosexual female attorneys IIId 9.4% of heterosexual male ltlDmeys report that clients have expressed such a preference. lll. See also Appendix
C-I, Table 12 (regarding reports of client discrimination in aaomey selcction).

71 Appendix C-I, Table 6. Breaking this out by JeIIder and sexuaJ orientation, 16.6% oflcsbian attorneys, 18.7% of lay male 1tlDmeys, 2.8"_ of
heterosexual female attorneys IIId 10.0-;' of heterosexual male ItlDrneys report that panners or supervisors in their offices have expressed such a
preference. lll.

... lll. Breaking this out by gender IIId sexual orientation, 14.3% of lesbian attorneys, 17.3-" of lay male ItlDrneys, no heterosexual female
attorneys IIId 0.80/_ of heterosexual male attorneys report that anorneys in their offaces have been denied worX assignments on such. basis. lll.

., Appendix Col, Table 12. Breaking this out by gender IIId sexual orientation, 17.0-;' of IesbilllltlDrneys, 16.1)-10 of gay male anorneys, 9.3%
of heterosexual female attorneys IIId 3.8% of heterosexual male anomeys report that they have witnessed or experienced lllti-gay discrimination in
anomey worle assignments. lll.
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attorneys differently from their heterosexual peers out of fear of third party reactions. In
particular, when it comes to matters relating to a gay or suspected gay colleague,
heterosexual attorneys often act on the assumption that clients, judges and others will have
a problem with that attorney's sexual orientation.

One gay attorney reported, "An important case with media attention was taken
from me and given to another attorney by a supervisor ... who was concerned about my
openness on being gay."SI According to one gay attorney, at his firm, "openly gay and
lesbian attorneys are held back because of fears (generally, of older, straight lawyers) of
client discomfort." 82 Similarly, another reported, "I remember as a young lawyer being
counseled not to be very out in client relationships until I somehow knew it was safe. And
I do think that in some respects it affects work opportunity."83 One gay attorney noted
the difficult conflicts often presented by these concerns:

I distrust internal education to affect decisions ... to avoid confrontations with powerful people
and institutions [over anti-gay bias].... It's always easier to decide ... that, "Well, no one wants
to offend all our good friends ... and all these very good fellows who send us work." ... That
kind of unthinking lack of awareness of issues that are of importance to gay and lesbian lawyers
can go on even in ... the best of organizations."

Fears about the reactions of clients and others may in fact be rooted as much
in the discomfort of those who voice them as in reality. As one gay attorney stated, "My
senior partners profess not to be prejudiced themselves, but express concern for 'others' -
i.e., clients. ,,8S Another observed, "[T]here are ... many attorneys who project some of
their own internal discomfort by saying, 'Well, clients won't understand. ".86 Sometimes,
of course, clients may actually be prejudiced. One gay attorney stated, "[I] was removed
from a major case in one office due to a client's objections to my sexual orientation."87

Whether real or imagined, however, the objections of third parties should not
be allowed to hold back gay attorneys whose professional abilities would otherwise dictate
they .get the job -- any more than should a perceived "customer preference" against women,
people of color or members of other protected groups. While the task may often require
considerable delicacy and some compromise, heterosexual attorneys also have a legal and
professional duty to overcome the discomfort of clients, court authorities, government
officials and others with whom gay attorneys must deal professionally. As is true for

" Appendix B·I. Comment 48. Sec I1so i!!.• Comment 210.

11 !!!.• Comment 92.

I) !!!., Comment 204.

.. !!!.. Comment 212.

I) !!!.. Comment 93.

.. !!!.. Comment 204.

17 !!!.. Comment 37.
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female and non-white attorneys, gay attorneys should not be denied opportunities to employ
their talents because of indirect sources of bias.

4. Evaluation. Promotion and Advancement.

The data reviewed by the Committee also contain substantial evidence of
discrimination against gay attorneys in work evaluation, promotion and advancei11ent.
Approximately 17% of the Attorney Survey respondents - more than one in six - believe
that their offices apply advancement criteria less favorably to an attorney who is gay or
perceived to be gay.88 By comparison, the percentages of Attorney Survey respondents
who believe that their offices similarly disadvantage people of color and women are,
respectively, approximately 16% and 20%.89 Further, almost one in eight of the Attorney
Survey respondents -- 12.4% - report they have witnessed or experienced anti-gay
discrimination in attorney work evaluations. 90 Finally, 14.4% of the Attorney Survey
respondents -- more than one in seven - report they have witnessed or experienced anti
gay discrimination in attorney promotion or advancement decisions. 91

The State Bar Data support the finding of anti-gay discrimination with respect
to attorney evaluation, promotion and advancement -- particularly in law finns. 92 The
State Bar Data reveal that, controlling for age and years of practice, gay attorneys are far
less likely to become law frrm partners than heterosexual attorneys.93 These differences,
in the positions of gay and heterosexual attorneys are statistically significant -- that is,
highly unlikely to be the result of random sampling errors. Among lawyers in law £inns
with less than 10 years in practice, the State Bar Data show that heterosexual lawyers are
almost three times more likely 'to be partners than gay lawyers: 17% versus 6%.94
Looked at another way, partners comprise a significantly larger portion of heterosexual
lawyers with less than 10 years in practice (11%), than of gay lawyers at the same

a Appendix C-I, Table 4. Breaking 1IIis response out by gender IIld sexual orientation, 32.6% of lesbian lttOmeys IIld 23.0""- of JaY male
attorneys believe 11111 1IIeir offices apply 1beir advlllcement criteria more severely to gay or gay-perceived applicants, while 9.6% of he1mlsexual
female attorneys and 9.6"'. of heterosexual male IttOmeyS believe that their offices do so. !!l.

.. !!l,

10 Appendix C-I, Table 12. Breaking 1IIis response out by gender IIld sexual orientation, 2S.S% of lesbian Ittomeys, 18.~,", of gay male
attorneys, 8.0"'"' of be1erosexual female attorneys IIld 3.0% of heterosexual male IttOmeys report that they have witnessed or experienced lilli-gay
discrimination in attorney work evalUlJions. !!l.

"!!l. Breaking 1IIis response out bY gender IIld sexual orientation, 19.1% oflcsbian atIDmCyS, 23.6% of JaY male attomeys, 8.0"1. of
heterosexual female attorneys IIld 6.0% of helctoscxual male IISOmcyS report that they have witDessed or experienced IIlti-py discrimination in
attorney promotion or advancement !!t.

tl~ California Women Lawyers, "Glass Ceiling Survey: Women Lawyers in Large California Law Firms" (Seplernber 1993) (1be "CWL
Glass Ceiling Study") (reaching similar c:oodusions with respect 10 women IIIIomeys based on I survey of 161 California law firms).

f) Because analysis of the State Bar DldI cannot con1rOl for wbcdIcr py IIIOmCyS were "out" in their workplJces, it may understate the effects
of sexual orientation discrirninltion; gay attorneys who arc "closeted" may avoid adverse c:arccr conscquenccs. In addition, although the analysis of
1IIe State Bar Data controls for age IIld years of practice, other factors such IS systcmadc differences in the education IIld nining of gay and
heterosexual attorneys may also explain the differences in attorney status. Finally, it may be that JaY attorneys have systematically different career
aspirations 1IIan heteroscxual attorneys and simply do not wish to invest 1be effort required to become law firm partners or achieve higher incomes.
But see CWL Glass Ceiling Study, above, 11 7 (dismissing similar arguments with respect to women attorneys).

.. Appendix C-3, Table I and Figures I-A, I-B, I.e IIld I-D.
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experience level (4%).95 Among lawyers in law finns with 10 or more years in practice,
heterosexual lawyers are still significantly more likely to be partners than gay lawyers:
86% versus 67%.96 Partners also comprise a significantly larger segment of all
heterosexual lawyers with 10 or more years in practice (38%), than of all gay lawyers at
the same experience level (26%).97

This data and comments from several attorneys, both gay and heterosexual,
suggest the existence of a "glass ceiling" for gay attorneys -- particularly in law finns. 98

One gay attorney wrote,

A minority (sometimes, even one member) of the partnership can easily block any associate's
chances. They are, of course, too smart to articulate blatantly discriminatory grounds for doing
so. But I've seen it happen to gay associates three times in the last five years and it seems clear
what's really going on. And the other partners. are either unable or unwilling to counterbalance
it -- and would never confront it honestly as homophobia. As a result, qualified gay attorneys
usually leave after five to seven years.99

Similarly, another gay attorney stated, "[p]artners do not want to risk terminating a gay
attorney, but will not offer a partnership to one. For me, there is no possibility of
promotion here because of my sexual orientation."loo Another reported,

I was denied advancement to partner status after five. successful years as an associate in my
former firm. A friend who was one of the partners privately advised me of what was going on.
One of the partners did not like gays and blocked my being offered a partnership.JOI

And yet another stated, "I was told I would not be able to advance after I disclosed I was
gay."I02

Similarly, one heterosexual attorney observed, "[w]hen the gay associate was
up for partner, it was made clear that any reference to his sexuality would result in his loss
of the partnership opportunity." IOJ Another heterosexual attorney noted, "[a]dvancement
and pay criteria are subjective so that individual partners and the finn as a whole can tiptoe
through the issues professing liberal attitudes." 104 .

9$!!t. This is true even though the percentage or all gay lawyers with less than 10 yem' experience who practice in law firms (64".) is almost
identical to the percentage ornon-gay lawyers with less than 10 years' experience who practice in law firms (65%). !!t.

to !!t.

f7 !!t.

" ~~ Appendix 8-1, Comments 27,92 IIJd 104.

" !!t., Comment 104.

100 !!t., Comment 24.

101 l!!., Comment 19.

102 l!!., Comment 30.

101 l!!., Comment 49.

10< l!!., Comment 65.
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Discrimination in evaluation, promotion and advancement sometimes takes
cover in the expression of subjective judgments, such as remarks that a certain gay
attorney does not "fit in." One heterosexual attorney commented, "In my finn, there would
be no overt discrimination [against gay people,] ... it would be more subtle - i.e. the 'need
to fit in' or failure to do SO."10S Similarly, a gay attorney observed:

The process of advancement and promotion is even more subjective than hiring - and even
harder to ensure as being non-discriminatory. .,. [I]n my first few years at this firm, I had
absolutely stellar reviews. But when my main mentors left the fum, the new senior partner in my
department told me that my prospects with the firm were limited because, in his view, I "didn't
fit in." Afterwards, he seemed to go out of his way to make my work situation difficult and
unpleasant -- berating me in front of clients, giving me last-minute jobs with vague instructions,
etc. I also started getting very bad work reviews from that partner. It all seemed personal to me.
I am very "out" at this fum, but I can't be sure if that was part of my problem!06

Another gay attorney explained this way how discrimination at his law finn was cloaked in
subjective judgments about work quality:

[The kind of discrimination] I experienced ... most, both against gay people and against women,
was a ... lesser tolerance for error. I saw many times where a straight male associate - who was
a deacon at the Methodist Church, you know - could have the sorts of little mistakes that come
up in litigation and be immediately forgiven .... But God forbid that a female associate or,

.worse yet, a gay associate should make such a mistake. If so, suddenly it speaks to fundamental
questions about their competence and basic skills. ... It is the issue that, I think, is most critical
to fair treatment [of lesbians and gay men] and yet also the most difficult to get your arms
around. The problem is the different standards you use when judging someone whom you
perceive to be like you versus someone whom you perceive to be alien. And, unfortunately, I
think many people -- even relatively enlightened people - tend to see lesbians and gay men as
alien in the extreme. IO

?

Sexual orientation discrimination is probably more common in evaluation,
promotion and advancement than in recruitment and hiring for several reasons. First,
biased employers may be less likely to discover in the hiring process that an attorney is gay
than after the attorney has been employed for a period. Second, the necessarily more
subjective standards for work evaluation, promotion and advancement make such
discrimination easier to accomplish without detection or objection; a discriminatory
decision often is difficult to distinguish from a valid decision based on the merits. Third,
employers with anti-gay bias may have fewer qualms about hiring entry-level gay attorneys
than about investing thdse attorneys with the power and authority of supervisors or finn
partners later in their careers.

lOS !!L Comment 73.

100 !!L Comment 78.

101 M.• Comment 112.
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5. Retention and Career Path.

Gay Attorneys appear to have career paths different from those of their
heterosexual peers.108 The State Bar Data suggest tha4 even controlling for age and
years of practice, gay attorneys generally have less "prestigious" or "powerful" positions
than heterosexual attorneys.l09 As discussed above, among attorneys in law firms, gay
attorneys at all age and experience levels are more likely to be associates and less likely to
be partners than heterosexual attorneys.IIO Among attorneys with less than 10 years in
practice, gay attorneys, as compared to heterosexual attorneys, are more likely to be in
larger firms (67% versus 56%) and less likely to be in smaller firms (33% versus
44%).1ll Among attorneys with 10 or more years in practice, this tendency is
diminished: as compared to heterosexual attorneys, gay attorneys are about as likely to be
in larger firms (52% versus 50%) as to be in smaller finns (48% versus 50%).112 BU4
again, more experienced gay attorneys in those firms are less likely to be partners than
their heterosexual counterparts (67% versus 86%).113 .

In addition, the State Bar Data suggest tha4 at all age and experience levels,
gay attorneys are more likely to be employed "in house" than heterosexual attorneys.114
Among attorneys with 10 or more. years in practice, gay attorneys are more likely to be in
government jobs (19% versus 12% for their heterosexual counterparts); but among
attorneys with less than 10 years in practice, gay attorneys are less likely to be in
government jobs (10% versus 15% for their heterosexual counterparts). 11S Among
attorneys with 10 or more years in practice, gay attorneys, as compared with heterosexual
attorneys, appear less likely to be sole practitioners (35% versus 31%) and less lil\ely to
practice in a law firm (39% versus 44%).116

These differences in gay and heterosexual attorney career paths may, in part,
result directly from sexual orientation discrimination. As one heterosexual attorney
reported,

101 Gay attorneys also cam substantially less Iban he1croscxual attorneys of simil. ICc IIld cxpcricrKlc. ~ Scc:tion DA.6.a, below (discussing
Appendix C-3, Table 3IIld Figures 3-A, 3·B, 30C IIld 3-D).

109 Sec footnote 93, above, for • disf'Wion of how the State Bar om may either understate or ovemasc the effects of sexual orientation
discrimination on attorney career paths.

110~ Section DA.4, above (discussing Appendix C-3, Table I and Fiprcs I-A, I·B, I.e and I-D).
III Appendix C-3, Table 2. Similarly, among attorneys under 40 years of ICc, gay attomeys, IS compared to bcta'osexual attorneys, arc even

morc likely 10 be in larger firms (74% versus 54%) IIld even less likely to be in smaller firms (26% verses 46%). !!!.

111 M. Among attorneys 40 or older, 1his is also true: gay attorneys, IS compared to hcllCroSeXua1 attorneys, arc about IS likely to be in brger
rums (40-/. versus 3~1e) IS to be in smaller firms (6oe1e verses 61%). M.

III Appendix C.3, Table I IIld Figures I-A, I-B, loC IIld I-D.
II'M·

115M.

116 M.
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My firm has never employed an openly gay or lesbian attorney.... The gay attorney was
eventually given 60 days tennination notice, reportedly for quality of work reasons; however, he
found another job (an in-house position at a prestigious, large company, doing similar work to
what he had done in the firm) and has done very, very well there. After he left, I learned that the
male attorneys he'd worked with at the fum had in fact suspected or been told of his sexual
preference.117

The effects of discrimination on gay attorney career paths may also be
indirect. Attorney Survey responses suggest that gay attorneys in Los Angeles County are
generally more dissatisfied with their jobs than their heterosexual counterparts. I IS It also
appears that the dissatisfaction of gay attorneys stems, at least in part, from actual or
perceived sexual orientation discrimination. Attorney Survey responses indicate that
substantially more gay attorneys than heterosexual attorneys perceive that they were at a
disadvantage in their current job. 119 This dissatisfaction may lead to more frequent job
changes by gay attorneys.

Attorney comments confmn the influence of perceived discrimination on
retention and career path. One lesbian attorney reported,

I left one large corporate law finn to go to another after two years of practice, in part because it
was extremely uncomfortable at my frrst finn to be openly lesbian. In fact, there were times
where, even though I was open as a lesbian, people pretended not to know - even if I'd bring a
same-sex partner, or a date, to a finn function. People would actually treat us as though I was
bringing some single woman to meet men there. That's why I chose the second finn, where there
were people encouraging of gay men and lesbians. 120

Another lesbian wrote that she left a firm out of "fear of discrimination regarding making
partner and the nature of work assignments and the likely deteriorations in
training/mentoring once my orientation came out." 121 Another gay attorney said,

[F]or me [the effect of being gay] has been a job progression. ... [W]hen I was at [my first law
finn,] it was uncomfortable to be out, so I left. I went to [another law ftrm,] where one of the
conditions ... was that I would be completely out or I wouldn't come there. And it's actually
been a good experience. But now I even want more than that, so I'm going to start a firm. I just
want to control my life and I really don't want to worry about who I am anymore.III

117 Appendix 8-1. Comment 6.

til Gay male Attorney Survey respondents report consistently and substantially higher levels ofjob dissalisflction than do heterosexual male
attorneys - with the exceptions of work hours md n:lltions with female co-wortters. Appendix C-l. Tlble 10. Similarly. lesbian attorneys n:port
levels ofjob dissatisfaction consistently md substantially higher than heterosexual male IttomeyS IDd - with the exception of n:11tions with female
co-workers, support staff help and job security - also higher than hetcrosexua1 female attorneys. M.

II' Gay male attorneys report consistently ad substantially higher pen:eptions of disldvatage in their c:urmtt jobs than do betcrosexua1 male
attorneys. Appendix Col. Tlble 9. Similarly, lesbian Attorney Survey respondents report levels ofpen:eived disldvatage in their c:urmttjobs
consistently higher than do heterosexual male attorneys ad sometimes. but not always, higher than do heterosexual female attorneys. M.

120 Appendix B-1. Comrncnt 194.

111 M.• Comment 199.

III M., Comment 203.
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Some gay attorneys leave larger finns and corporations for practice in smaller
firms or on their own. One gay attorney stated,

In myoid finn, the concern was expressed [that clients would prefer not to work with a gay
attorney] and this was part of the reason I opened my own office. l23

Other gay attorneys may opt for practice in government, educational institutions or other
non-profit organizations -- because those employers are perceived to be relatively less
hostile places for gay people than private practice. One gay attorney said,

[A] lot of [gay attorneys] seek out smaller firms, government jobs in some places, public interest
jobs - jobs that, you know, create a place where you ... get to control your own thing. I think
that that is a large factor in the distribution of where gay attorneys are found, the gay attorneys
who want to be out, in particular.l24

Yet other gay attorneys fmd themselves frustrated with any aspect of the legal profession.
One said "After 12 years, I'm changing careers. I'm giving up being a lawyer for many
reasons -- but mostly I need to leave -- this is a socially conservative profession."I2S

6. Compensation.

a. Monetary Compensation.

The data reviewed by the Committee show a distinct disparity between the
incomes of heterosexual attorneys and their gay peers. Controlling for age and years of
practice, the State Bar Data indicate that gay attorneys earn substantially less than their
heterosexual peers. 126 These income differences are in most cases statistically
significant -- that is, highly unlikely to be the result of random sampling error. For
instance, among lawyers with 10 or more years in practice, 41 % of heterosexual lawyers
earn over $125,000 per year from the practice of law while only 27% of their gay
counterparts earn as much. 127 Likewise, 21% of heterosexual lawyers with 10 or more
years in practice earn over $200,000 per year from their practice while only 16% of their
gay counterparts earn over $200,000.128 These differences are also reflected at the lower
attorney income levels. Only about 25% of heterosexual attorneys in practice more than 10

.
J1] ~., Comment 195. Sec also m."Comment 196.

Iz.< ~., Comment 202.

III M., Comment 201. ~m., Comment 199.

126 As noted above, factors other 1han age or years of pnctice experience QIlDOt be 80IIyzed in Ibe Stile Bar om IlleS may suggest that these
fmdings either understate or ovcrsta1C the true effects of sexual oricrItItion disc:rimination 01\ IltDmey income. §s. footnote 93. above.

177 Appendix C.3, Table 3 and Figures 3-A, 3·B, 30C and J.D. These StIICWide stltistics 01\ Ibe relative income of gay IlleS lesbian c.Jifomia
lawyers compare roughly to national statistics on the relative income of gay and lesbian employees. According to the first nationally-condut1Cd
econometric study of sexual orientation discrimination based upon the GencraI Social Survey conduaed by the National Opinion Research Center,
"[g]aylbiscxual men eam from 9.5". to 25.ge.4 less, and lesbianlbiscxual women cam from 5.0% to 14.r.4 less." M.V. Lee Badgett, "Economic
Evidence of Sexual Orientation Discrimination," School of Public Affairs, University of Maryland (Nov. 1993).

UI Appendix C.3, Table 3 and Figures 3·A, 3·B, 30C and 3·D.
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years earn less than $75,000, but 44% of-gay attorneys in the same experience level earn
less than $75,000. 129 Further, at this experience level, only 9% of heterosexual lawyers
earn under $50,000 per year from their practice while 15% of gay lawyers earn under
$50,000.130

It is likely that the "glass ceiling" for gay attorneys in law finns plays a role
in this income disparity. 131 Inasmuch as partnership in a law firm generally constitutes
the highest potential income opportunity from the practice of law, the exclusion of gay
attorneys from that opportunity no doubt diminishes their income potential as lawyers,
particularly later in their careers.

The Attorney Survey responses also evidence a strong perception of sexual
orientation discrimination in employer compensation of gay and heterosexual attorney
peers. Almost 30% of all Attorney Survey respondents believe that gay attorneys fare
worse than similarly-situated heterosexual attorneys in terms of income. 132 Roughly 40%
of gay attorneys believe SO.133 Among Attorney Survey respondents, over 42% of
lesbians believe that their own compensation is less than that paid to heterosexual white
male peers. 134 Almost II% of lesbian attorneys reported that they had experienced pay
discrimination based specifically upon sexual orientation; an additional 8.5% reported that
they had witnessed sexual orientation discrimination in pay against others. 135 More than
II% of the gay male attorneys said that their own compensation was less than heterose~l

white male peers. 136 Over 8% of them reported that they had experienced pay
discrimination based specifically upon sexual orientation; an additional 7.4% reported that
they had witnessed sexual orientation discrimination in pay against others. 137

n0!J!. The State Bar Data show similar income differences between gay and heterosexual IUOmeyS lCCOTding to age. For example, 67% of gay
attorneys under the age of 40 earn less than 575,000 per year and only 5% earn more than 5125,000 per year, while 5,..4 of heterosexual attorneys
under 40 earn less than 575,000 and 15% earn more than 5125,000. !J!. Half of heterosexual attorneys over 40 earn more than 5100,000, while
only 25% of gay attorneys over 40 earn more than 5100,000. !J!.

III See CWL Glass Ceiling Study, ~ve.

IJ2 Appendix C-I, Table II. BrcaJdng this response out by gender and sexual orientation. 40.5% of lesbian attorneys, 37.2% of gay male
attorneys, 25.7% of heterosexual female attorneys and 18.8% of heterosexual male attorneys believe that gay attorneys fare worse than similarly
situated heterosexual attorneys in tmns of income. !J!.

m !J!.

1)4 Appendix C.I, Table 14A. To some eX1ent, these reports by lesbians may reOect discrimination based 011 gender. Nevertheless, by
comparison, only 22.4% of heterosexual women said their COlDpCIlAtion was less than heterosexual white male peers. !J!. The repons by lesbians
and heterosexual women may to some extent also reOect discrimination based on nee, ethnicity, religion and disability.

m Appendix C-I, Table 12.

1)6 Appendix C-I, Table 14A. To some eX1ent, these reports may reOect discrimination based 011 race, ethnicity, religion and disability.

IJ7 Appendix C-I, Table 12.
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b. Employee Benefits.

Benefits such as health insurance, life insurance, disability insurance,
employee assistance programs, pensions, family leave, bereavement leave, sick leave,
service discounts, company cars and paid parking can comprise a substantial portion of an
employee's compensation.138 Therefore, disparate treatment of gay attorneys with respect
to benefits can result in gay attorney compensation being substantially less than that of
their heterosexual peers.

Some employers appear to limit benefits in ways that expressly exclude gay
attorneys. For example, while approximately 35% of Employer Survey respondents
reported that they pay membership dues for gay bar associations to the same extent as dues
for other minority or women's bar associations, 28.6% reported that they do not do SO.139

According to the Attorney and Employer Survey results, moreover, most gay
attorneys with same-sex domestic partnersl40 are not compensated the same as mamed
heterosexual attorneys with respect to employee benefits. 141 Even at finns with policies
against sexual orientation discrimination, such benefits disparities appear to be common.
Roughly two-thirds of the gay Attorney Survey respondents and half of all Attorney Survey
respondents believe that their employers have not taken steps necessary to ensure that
lesbian and gay lawyers are provided employee benefits comparable to those provided
heterosexual lawyers. 142 While 54% of Employer Survey respondents reported that they
have reviewed their benefits policies to ensure that gay attorneys are treated fairly and
equitably, 46% reported that they have nol done so. 143

In particular, while Employer Survey responses suggest that most respondents'
parental leave and part-time policies are gender neutral (67.2%), marital status neutral
(67.8%) and apply irrespective of the biological relationship between parent and child
(70.2%), only 50.8% of Employer Survey respondents reported that their bereavement or

III See Jean Latz Griffm, "Push for Domestic Putncr Benefits PiddDg Up S1eam," The OIica&o TribWIC, Nov. 8, 1993, Sec. C, It 3 (lCCOfding
to a 1989 U.S. Department of Commen:e report, benefits comprise 3,.,4 of avenge U.s. employee compensation); "Employer 1993 Costs Rose 3.5
Percent, Reflecting Drop in Benefits Expenditures," BNA Pensions Ie. Benefits Daily, Jill. 27, 1994 (ICCOrding to a DNA study, benefits costs
constitute about 29% of total compensltion costs).

J)9 Appendix C-2, Tables 17 and I" The balance, 35% did DOt pay dues for any minority or women's bar lSSOCiItions.

'00 As do several mmlicipal ordinances in California penniUing the qistntion of such relationships, this report uses the term "domestic: par1I!er"
to refer to the rclltionship between a same-scx or opposite-scx couple in a conunittcd, long-term relationship simU.. to a marriage. 0Cber tams
commonly used to describe such relltionships include, for example, "pEICr," -life par1nCr," "companion," "long-term companion,· ·significant
other" or "spousal equivalent"

'41 Similarly, however, lIIIIIIII'ried betcrosexual attorneys with opposite-sex domcsti<: partDers usually arc DOt c:ompensllCd companbly to married
heterosexual Ittomeys. The difference bctwccn wunarried heterosexual couples IIld gay couples is thIt most heterosexual couples have the option
of marriage while no gay couples in California currcntJy have that option. As. result. most lIIIIDIIricd heterosexual attomeys can cure disparaIc
employee benefits trcetment if they choose to marry their domestic paI1JIerS, whUe gay IUOmeys with same-scx domestic partners cannot overcome
disparate employee benefits trcetment without a policy change by their employers.

'4: Appendix C.I, Table 3. The figure for gay men is 63,..... for lesbians is 67.4%, for be1eroscxuaI women is 35.1% and for heterosexual men is
31.5%. M· ~~ Appendix B-1, Comment 360 \No benefits extend to gay lawyers' significant others as would happen for heterosexuals").
~!!L Comments 362,369 and 379.

•0 Appendix C-2, Table IS.
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family leave policies allow leave for the death or caretaking ora same-sex domestic
partner. l44 Only 19.6% of Employer Survey respondents reimburse the cost of moving a
same-sex domestic partner on the same terms as the cost of moving an opposite-sex
spouse. 145 Similarly, only 15.1% provide employee assistance benefits (such as substance
abuse and crisis counseling) that cover same-sex domestic partners and children of a same
sex domestic partner on the same terms as opposite-sex spouses or children of an opposite
sex spouse. 146

Most significantly, the great majority of gay attorneys are not able to obtain
coverage for their same-sex domestic partners under employer-provided health insurance
programs. Some employers do not provide health care benefits even to employees; others
do not offer such benefits to family members of employees. J47 But when firms provide
health benefits for the immediate family members of heterosexual attorneys, they usually
do not provide similar benefits for same-sex domestic partners of gay attorneys. J48 Only
15% of Employer Survey respondents reported that they offer health benefits to the same
sex domestic partner of an attorney on the same or similar terms as benefits available to an
opposite-sex spouse of an attorney; 64% reported that they did not do so and the balance,
21 %, did not offer health benefits to any spouse of an attorney. J49

Perhaps as a result of these disparities, far more gay attorneys than
heterosexual attorneys are dissatisfied with their pay and fringe benefits. ISO Moreover, it
appears that most gay and many heterosexual attorneys see the absence of comparable
benefits for the domestic partners of gay employees as inequitable and discriminatory. JSI

Some attorneys believe that, because marriage is not a legally-mandated requirement for
extension of employee benefits, it is unjust for an employer to decline to offer such
benefits on the grounds that same-sex couples cannot marry.IS2

Gay attorneys se~k benefits for their same-sex domestic partners for the same
reasons that spousal benefits are considered important to heterosexual attorneys. One said,
"My long term companion should be provided with the identical benefits a spouse is
provided with." 153 Another said, "We need insurance and pension benefits for same-sex

'44 Appendix C.2. Tables 16 and 17.

I4S !J!.

I.. !J!.

'0~ £:&:., Appendix B-1,~ts 364 and 3SI.

I..~ £:&:., !!t., Comment 3S0 ("Unfor1unalC1y ... !he corporIIC dialIaes of1bis firm as III iD-bouse Iepl firm don't allot famiIy-orieDted bcDefit
packages for non-trlditional couples") and 373 ("There is no insurmce for 1IIDC-teX pII1IICrS (IDIICS) of cmployeesllttOmeyS").

I., See Appendix C-2, Tillie J7.

150 Appendix e-I, Table 10.

IS.~ £:&:., Appendix B-1, Comment 374 ("There is DO SIIIlC-teX bealth coverqe for domestic couples - • clear discrimiDation IpiDst py and
lesbian .nomeys").

ISl See !!t., Comments 3S9, 366 and 386. !M..s !!t., Comment 3S3 ("Gays should receive DO bcUcr 1reIImcnt 1hIII oCbcr UIIIDaIricd individuals,
whether they live together or not").

lSI !J!., Comment 381.
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partners."IS4 Yet another pointed out the powerful message equitable benefits sends:
"Spousal equivalent benefits ... that says it all to gay employees." ISS

On the other hand, employers reported several concerns with extending
benefits to the domestic partners of gay employees. One heterosexual attorney said,
"Management would probably be supportive of benefits for same sex partners if coverage
could be obtained at reasonable cost and if coverage standards were reasonably clear and
limited to relatively stable, committed relationships. ,,156 Easy and effective ways exist to
avoid potential fraud. 1S7 For example, some employers offering domestic partner benefits
require that the employee submit an affidavit that his or her domestic partner is a true
spousal equivalent -- that the couple lives together, that both partners consider themselves
life partners, that neither is married to or partnered with anyone else, that they are
fmancially interdependent and that they take joint responsibility for one another's common
welfare. 158

Other reasons for disparate benefits policies may relate to neglect or ignorance
of the minimal economic and administrative costs involved. One heterosexual attorney
said, "There are no 'efforts to achieve equity [for gay attorneys] in benefits or other
policies. I would 'guess this is du.e to neglect, not deliberate discrimination." 159 Some
employers fear high costs based upon the perceived incidence of AIDS among gay
attorneys.l60 This fear is unsupported by the data reviewed by the Committee. 161 One
study, when comparing the costs of average lifetime AIDS treatment with the costs of
routine pregnancy, concluded that:

"it is probably more expensive to cover female heterosexual spouses. Maternity costs are among
the biggest budget items in many insurance pools, but no one has seriously proposed eliminating
dependent wives from eligibility. Lesbians and gay men are the only group for whom cost is
advanced to justify discrim.ination." 162

1>4 ~•• Comment 383.

m ~.• Comment 384.~~., Cornmcnt 385.

I,. ~., Comment 347.

m It should be noted, however, thAt most employeR do not require hctcrosexuaI employees claiming to be mmied to submit any proof when
they sign up for spousal benefits. 'Understanding the Domestic Partner Dilemma: PcrspcctiVcs of Employer and Insurer: City of West Hollywood,
California, at 21. n.42 (2d cd., Oct. 1993).

lSi ~~. at 21.

I" Appendix 8-1, Comment 367.

160 ~., Comment 355 ("The firm will not consider extending benefits to SIIIlC-SCX domestic panncrs on cost grounds -largely, fear of AIDS·
related health claims").

KI Lesbians are in the lowest risk group for mY/AIDS. 'Understanding the Domestic PInDer Dilemma: above, at 18, n31 and n32.
Moreover, the rate of HIV infection among gay men has slowed significandy while the rate of bctcroscxuaI mY infection continues to climb. ~. at
18, n.33. In any event, the cost of AIDS is much less than the cost of other common ca1IISlrOphic bcaI1h problems. For example, the llYerage cost

of lifetime AIDS treatment is much lower than the cost of heart disease, cancer, high-risk pregnancies and CIICSArian-scction births; it is comparable
to the cost ofa single coronary. ~. at 18·19.

162 ~. at 19 (quoting a study of domestic partner benefits cxpcricnce at Locus Development Corporation).
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Substantial evidence exists that domestic partner benefits for gay employees
do not significantly increase economic or administrative costs. All of the studies on the
subject reviewed by the Committee indicate that the cost of providing domestic partner
health care benefits is nominal. For example, a report by the United States Bureau of
National Affairs, a university report by Stanford University, a municipal report by the City
of West Hollywood and a study of the experience of several large corporate employers
offering such benefits all conclude that the economic and administrative costs associated
with providing same-sex domestic partner health care benefits are minimal. 163 The
experience of employers in the studies reviewed by the Committee suggest that the
financial cost of providing health care benefits for same-sex and opposite-sex domestic
partners and their children amounts to only 0.5% to 3% of total health care costs. 164

Many employers find that some insurers or health maintenance organizations
from which they purchase group health benefits resist providing domestic partner coverage.
Nonetheless, many large insurers and HMO's now do SO.16S In any event, where
negotiations with insurers are unsuccessful, some employers subsidize the premiums on
individual policies for domestic partners of gay employees to the extent the employer
would have contributed toward the. coverage of an opposite-sex spouse under the group
plan. l66 From the perspective of gay employees, such a subsidy is a welcome statement
of employer support but is also second-best to domestic partner coverage under the .
employer's group plan. The cost of individual policies is almost always higher than that of
group plan coverage and, in some instances, individual policies may be unavailable.

In addition to the studies reviewed by the Committee, the large and growing
number of employers offering domestic partner health insurance benefits suggest that such
benefits can be provided practically and economically:67 In 1991, Lotus Development
Corporation became the first large, private employer to extend benefits, including health
care benefits, to the domestic 'partners of gay employees. 168 Since then, large numbers of

10) The Bun:au of National Affairs (DNA), -Recognizing Non-Tndi1ional FIII1i1ies: Special Report '38 (WlShington. D.C.. 1991); Stanford
University, -Report of the Subcommittee on Domestic: PIr1ners' Benefits, University Committee on FICUhy Ind Staff' Benefits- (June 1992);
-Understanding the Domestic: Panner Dilemma: above; Ind Steward D. Lawrcnc:e 4 John J. Fidel, ·'Toal CompcasIdon' Plan Design: The
Dollars and Sense of Adding Domestic: Panner Health Covcnge: CompcasIdon 4 Benefits Mmlgcmcnt. Autumn 1993, 82-86 (studying the cost
experience with suc:h benefits 11 Lotus DeveJopmcnt Corpontion, Levi SInUSS 4 Co. IIld odlcr employers). hrt of the I'CISOII the cost of such
benefits is so low is that enrollment tends to be low: few employees have domestic: pc1IICrs IIId few of those have domestic: partners who II'C not
otherwise insun:d. ~ -Understanding, the Domestic: PIItner Dilemma: above, It 15-18.

...~ u.. -Understanding the DOmestic: PIr1nCr DiIcmma,- above, • 13-20. Obviously, the cost would be CVCIl lower if aucb bcocfits were
offered to samc-scx couples but not to unmarried bctaosexuaI couples.

16$ These inc:lude Blue Cross in some 1ocCions, Cigna Ind Kaiser Pcrmmcntc. Even IDOI'C iasurers, iDcIudiDg AdDI, will cover domestic:
panners for employers who II'C self-insun:d.

16' Among Los Angeles law finns, these: inc:lude both Iqe finns (for example, Heller, Ehrman, White 4 McAuliffe) IIId smaller firms (for
CXIII1ple, Hedges &: Caldwell).

167 It also appears that, while an employer 1M)' deduct IIDOUJlts paid for domestic: pII1ncr benefits IS -ordinIry Ind acc:essary- business expenses,
the value of employer-providcd benefits for cIomcstic plr1ners is taxable IS inc:omc to the employee, unlike the value of cmploycr-proviclcd benefits
for opposite-sex spouses. See Glenn W. Carlson, CEBS, 4 Susan E. Goodwin, -COBRA IIld Tilt Implicalions of Domestic PIr1nCr Covcnge:
Employee Benefits Joumal 6 (June 1993); -Understanding the Domestic PIItner DiJemma," above, It 52-53.

...~ u.. Keith H. Hammonds, -Lotus Opens A Door for Gay Parmers: Business Week., Nov. 4, 1991,80,85.
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employers have followed suit. Many other California corporate employers 169 and public
employers170 now offer domestic partner benefits to gay employees. The trend towards
such benefits is even more pronounced among colleges and universities 171 and non-profit
organizations.172 Most significantly for the legal community in Los Angeles, a
significant and growing number of California law finns now provide domestic partner
benefits to gay attorneys. 173

B. The Visibility of Gay Attorneys in the Profession.

In Los Angeles County, sexual orientation discrimination is sufficiently
pervasive that hiding "in the closet" is often the most certain and, in some instances, the
only path to job security. Gay attorneys thus face difficult choices deciding when, if ever,
to be "out" in their professional lives. The Attorney Survey responses reveal that many
gay attorneys believe, as one stated, "[At this finn,] the policy is to discriminate against
gay men and lesbians. ... I have to stay in the closet at work and would never have been
hired if they knew."174 The Committee's fmdings suggest that these fears are, in fact,
often well-founded.

The data reviewed by the Committee also suggest that "the closet" imposes
substantial costs on both gay attorneys and their employers. Requiring gay attorneys to
separate their personal and professional lives in a fashion not required of heterosexuals is
not only unlawful, but it also denies gay attorneys access to informal and formal
networking and professional opportunities within the workplace and the profession. This
negatively affects an attorney's productivity and predictable tenure with his or her
employer, and takes its toll on the individual's sense of professional collegiality arid
emotional well-being.

16' Among these IU'e Adobe Systems, AskIIngres, Apple Computer, AU1Ddesk, InC., Borland ln1mlatkmal, California Pacific Medical Center,
HBO, Levi Strauss Corporation, Lotus Development Corpontion, MCAlUnivmal, Microsoft Corpontion, NeXT Computer, Oracle Corpormion,
Para Transit Inc., Silicon Graphics Inc., Sun Microsystcms, SuperMlII.: Teclmologies, Sybase Inc., Viacom III1mlItionai IIId Warner Brothers
Pictures.

110 Among these IU'e Bay Area Rapid Transit, Bcrlccley Unified School Distric:t, City of SlIIm Cruz. City of Sill Francisco, City of West
Hollywood and Santa Cruz Transit Employees. In addition, the Los Angeles City Council on November 16, 1993 pISSed a resolution to offer
domestic plr1ner health care benefits.

171 Among these arc Pomona College, Pitzer College and Stanford University in Califomia, as well as many well-lmown higher edUClllion
institutions across the country, includirlg: Harvard University, MIT, Colmnbia University, University of auc.go, Middlebury College, Colby
College, Princcton University, Smi1h College, Swartbmorc College, University of Colorado, University oflowa, University of Minnesota, University
of Pennsylvania, University of Vermont, Wellesley College, Williams College, Yale University and University of Wisconsin.

171 Among these arc American Civil Uberties Union, American Friends SCrvic:es Committee, Episcopal Cburch of Newark, Greenpcace
International, Human Rights Campaign Fund, Lambda Legal Defense IIId EdUCltion Fund, Los Angeles Philharmonic, Museum of Modem Art •
NY, National Organization for Women, National Public Radio, Ibc Union of AmcricIn Hebrew CooaregItjons ad Ibc Writers Guild of America
West

I7l These include Cooley, Godward. Cas1ro, Huddleson at Tatum (Sill Fnncisco, Menlo~ and Sill Diego); Hedges at Caldwell (Los
Angeles); Heller, Ehrman, White at McAuliffe (Los Angeles, Sill Francisco and Palo Alto); Howard, Ilice, Ncmerovski, Canady, Robertson at Falk
(San Francisco and Irvine); lrell at Manella (Los Ange1eslDowntoWD, Los AngeleslCcntury City and Newport BelII.:h); Milbank, Tweed, Hadley &.
McCloy (Los Angeles); Morrison at Foerster (Los Angeles, Sill Fnncisco IIId Irvine); Orrick, Herrington IIId Sutcliffe (Los Angeles and Sill
Francisco) and Pillsbury, Madison at Sutro (Los Angeles, SIll Francisco, San Diego, San Jose, Orange County IIId Menlo Park).

n. Appendix B-1, Comment 9.
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The pressures upon gay attorneys to hide their sexual orientation also serve to
suppress discussion of sexual orientation bias generally and to suppress complaints about
sexual orientation discrimination in particular. One gay attorney stated,

There's a powerful person, not a lawyer, but someone important in my current company •.. who
does not acknowledge his relationship of 14 years with his significant other.•.. There needs to
be recognition [of gay people] from the top. I would like to think that if, from the bottom, we all
carne out, that would really do something. But as long as the top is the way it is, realistically,
that's not going to happen.J75

Another observed that, although his firm has "at least three" gay attorneys, "the issues ...
simply have not arisen since none of these attorneys, including myself, is 'out' in the finn
or otherwise self-identified."J76

This is an important fact: it suggests that, troubling as all of the above
[mdings of discrimination are, they may substantially understate the amount of sexual
orientation discrimination that would be evident but for the fact that so many gay attorneys
remain closeted. Further, "the closet" itself is both a fonn and evidence of invidious
discrimination against gay attorneys.

1. "The Closet" as Evidence of Sexual Orientation Discrimination.

The Attorney Survey data show that the vast majority of gay attorneys in Los
Angeles remain "in. the closet" to some or most colleagues and coworkers in their
workplace !U1d within the legal profession generally. Slightly more than half of the gay
respondents report that they are "out" to most or all of their superiors and nearly half report
that they are "out" to most or all of the non-attorney staff in their workplace. 177 Only
39.4% are out to most or all of their peers and less than 10% are "out" to most or all
clients, judges, opposing counsel and courtroom personnel. 178 Although it appears that
most gay attorneys attempt to avoid unlawful discrimination by leaving their sexuality
ambiguous, or even making it appear mainstream,l79 it is also apparent that "the closet" is
at best an incomplete and personally costly solution to the problem of anti-gay bias.

The repercussions flowing from the apprehensions of "closeted" gay attorneys
are profound and destructive. Many gay Attorney Survey respondents and Focus Group
participants described the fear, isolation and other negative consequences that are often
related to being "closeted" in the workplace:

I7S !!L Comment 237.

176 M., Comment 229. See also M., Comments 243,269 and 272.

m Appendix C.I, Table IS.

171 lQ.

11'9~ £:L Appendix B-1, Comment 20S rOne closeted lesbian actually got manied so she would make par1JlCr").
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The emotional cost of being in the closet is enormous - you can't underestimate the potential
lost. The most important function we have is to make sure that the younger people coming along
will be the last to have to deal with this sort of anxiety.110

I have to sit anxiously in the office and, at every moment, try to figure out whether and when I can say
"we" and risk someone asking who "we" is. ..• [I]f someone asks, "What happened this weekend?" and I
slip and [say] "we" instead of "I," then I go through a kind of turmoil. That rea1ly requires energy that ...
prevents you '" from achieving any peace and assurance. II.

There is a strong culture of conformity - of not sticking out For gays and lesbians, that means
we must keep our personal life private. But, in our work reviews, we get criticized for being
private and quiet. lIZ

That so many gay attorneys would select "the closet" over facing the difficulties presented
to an "out" gay attorney is itself evidence of the power of anti-gay bias in the legal
profession. As one heterosexual attorney observed, "The reluctance of gay lawyers to
identify themselves attests to the weight of the few lawyers who I believe would not be
receptive. ,,183 -

2. Employer Pressure to Remain "Closeted."

Despite the pain and isolation "the closet" can inflict on gay lawyers, many
employers appear to exert pressure on gay attorneys to remain "in the closet." 184 These
practices are plainly discriminatory: no comparable restrictions are imposed upon direct or
indirect disclosure of the private lives and public relationships of heterosexuals. A male
attorney would, for example, never be instructed to hide the fact that his significant other is
a woman. A female attorney would never be adversely affected by the fact that her
committed relationship with a man reveals her to be heterosexual.

Approximately. 28% of lesbians and 18% of gay men reported that a gay
attorney in their workplace had been asked or advised to conceal his or her sexual
orientation.18s Gay attorneys stated:

I was told [by management] I would never have certain jobs because I was openly gay. They
said not to tell anyone, to be grateful that I have that job.l16

\10 ~•• Comment 282. ~!!. Comment 199.

III ~.• Comment 281.

112 ~., Comment 278.

113 ~., Comment 349.

I" m. u. .iJ!., Comments 240-83. Policies tbat pressure gay people to COIICIC8I their sexual orientmion Ire sometimes kDowD euphemistically
as "don't ask; don't ten" policies.

•as Appendix C-I. Table 7. In contrast, only 2.7% of heterosexual women and.!!2 heterosexual men reported that this bad oa:urred. !J!. It may
be that, because gay attorneys Ire uniformly more affected by restrictions on workplace disclosures of sexual orientation, bcterosexuaI IIIomeys do
not perceive such restrictions to be significant or do not perceive them at all.

,.. Appendix 8-1, Comment 280.
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[D]uring interviewinglhiring, [I was] told to "stay closeted" to improve" [my.] advancement
potential. ,s7

[no one recruiter, I said that I would like to be out And they just wanted to drop me like a hot
potato. They encouraged me !!Q! to tell anyone, ever, and particularly not to tell another recruiter
about my orientation, which was kind of a dampening experience for me.IA

[After coming out,] the General Counsel, ... a close personal friend [who] could not have been
more supportive, begged me ... not to tell anybody, saying that it would destroy my career.l19

Similarly, nearly 25% of all gay Attorney Survey respondents report that lawyers in their
offices have said that an attorney demonstrates "bad judgment" by openly identifying as
gay. t90 One gay attorney stated,

In myoid office, I was deemed to show poor judgment by being openly gay. ... In myoid fum, my
advancement to partnership was in dispute because I was gay. I turned down the eventual offer because I
realized it would continue to be an issue for the dissenters.191

Although far fewer heterosexu~l than gay Attorney Survey respondents
reported specific incidents of gay attorneys being pressured to remain "closeted," t92 the
comments of many heterosexual attorneys confirm the prevalence of employer pressure on
gay attorneys to conceal their sexual orientation:193

Here, you can "be" gay, but not "act gay" or show it at the office.IM

I don't think the finn would care if a lawyer~ gay, but would care if he/she was openly gay at
office, social events, etc. Support staff would be up in arms. 195

My sense is that being gay or lesbian is not a hinderance to advancement as long as one is quiet
(although not necessarily secretive) about one's sexual orientation. l96

Moreover, large numbers of gay and heterosexual lawyers alike believe that
being "out" can be harmful to an attorney's career. The Attorney Survey included a range
of questions about whether an attorney's career would be harmed if the attorney

'" !!l.• Comment 27.

•11 !!l., Comment 58.

... !!l., Comment 238.

Ito Appendix Cot, Table 7. In contrlSt, only 5.5% of hcferosexuaI men IIId only 1.4% of betaosexual women report 1hat Jaomeys in their
offices have said so. M. As to what may explain this diffemJCC between gay Il'Id heterosexual reports, see footnote 185, above.

•91 Appendix 8-1, Comment 195. One gay attorney IgrCCd that being "out" is foolish, SlIding. "[JCXUI1 orientation] is. DOII-issue. It doesn't
even come up - unless it's thrown in my face by the applicant - It which time I would ICriousIy question 1hat individual's discretion IIId judgment,
two qualities important to being Il'I effective attorney." !!l., Comment 244.

In Sec footnotes 185 Il'Id 190, above.

193~ y., Appendix 8-1, Comments 2,49,65,240-43,245-49 Il'Id 253-57.

1" !!l., Comment 240.

I'S M., Comment 241.

." M., Comment 250.
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participated in certain activities, or merely displayed certain cues, that might suggest a gay
sexual orientation.197 The responses reveal a general perception that being "out" is often
hannful to a gay attorney's career. 198

The strongest Attorney Survey response concerning "out" gay attorneys related
to clients: nearly three quarters of all respondents believe that it will harm a gay attorney's
career to let most or all clients know that he or she is gay. 199 This concern about
"customer preference" or biased clients was echoed in several attorney comments. For
example, gay attorneys reported:

[At my large firm,] firm-wide functions included all significant others; ftmctions at private homes
or where clients would be pre~nt did not.:ZOO

I was told that clients wanted an attorney that was "more aggressive" or that "liked sports." I was
also told that the firm would not take on a gay pro bono case because.it would upset clients.201

We had lots of Pacific Rim clients. Gay and lesbian attorneys were told not to have client
contact.202

In addition to the concern about letting clients know, many Attorney Survey
respondents perceived several other indicators of homosexuality to be especially honnful to
an attorney's career: displaying indicators of gay or lesbian community involvement in
one's office (48.0%); discussing one's personal or family life involving a same-sex partner
(46.3%); and bringing a same-sex date to an outside social or professional event
(46.2%).203 The perception of career honn declined slightly when the indicators of an
attorney's homosexuality stayed within the employer workplace. For example, only 37.9%
of respondents believe it would be honnful to bring a same-sex date to an internal office
event (without clients or outsiders).204 Similarly, when indicators of homosexuality are
kept within the gay community, the perceived risk of career honn was somewhat lower:
26.6% believe it harmful to take on gay-related pro bono work and 32.3% believe it
hannful to become active in gay community organizations.20s

'97 The ways of being "out" identified in the Attorney Survey included: (I) letting peers know; (2) letting subordinates know; (3) letting
supervisors/superiors know; (4) letting "sclec:1cd" clients know; (5) letting mostIllI clients know; (6) laking on gayofClated pro bono work;
(7) becoming active in gay community organiWions; (8) discussing gay issues or gay community activities in the office; (9) discussing one's
same-sex partner in the office; (10) displaying I piclure of one's same-scx partner in the office; (II) displaying evidence of gay community
activities in the office; (12) bringing I 'IIme-KX dale to III inteml1 office event (without clients or outsiders) where opposi1c-sc:x dales were
appropriall:; and (13) bringing I same«x dale to I social or professional event where clients or outsiders auended and where opposi1c-sex dales
were appropriall:.

•" Appendix C-I, Table 8.

•'" M·
2llO Appendix B-1, Comment 302.
JOI M., Comment 31.

J01 M., Comment 205.

JO! Appendix C-I, Table 8.

20< M.

10l M. But were an attorney to display indicators of this gay community work in his or her office, the -harmful" riling went up to 48.D-/e. M·
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There were also differences of opinion between heterosexual and gay Attorney
Survey respondents as to when being "out" is hannful to a gay attorney's career.
Generally, gay respondents are more likely to perceive harm from being "out. ,,206 But on
the subject of career harm if clients know that an attorney is gay, heterosexual women are
most likely to believe it harmful and heterosexual men, the least likely.207 Also, with
respect to all but three ways of communicating one's homosexuality,208 heterosexual men
were the least likely to perceive being "out" as harmful to a gay lawyer'S caret:. By
contrast, nearly half of all respondents, regardless of gender or sexual orientation, believe
that simply discussing one's personal or family life in a manner that revealed the gender of
one's partner -- a matter of no consequence whatsoever for a heterosexual attorney -
would harm a gay attorney's career.209

3. Social and Professional Relations Between Gay Attorneys and
Heterosexuals. .

In the legal profession, socializing and personal relationships - with other
attorneys, court and other government officials, business people and other current or
potential clients -- are important to professional advancement. 210 Approximately 52% of
Attorney Survey respondents believe that social activities are important to advancement in
their offices.211 In private practice, social activities are particularly important to business
development and advancement. 212 Among Attorney Survey respondents in private ftrrnS,
58.2% believe that social activities are important to advancement while only 38.2% of
respondents in in-house law departments and 39% of respondents in non-profit or
government employment believe SO.213

)06 See !!!.

207 !.!!.

201 The three were: (I) letting supervisors (IS opposed to peers or subordinates) knc, ; (2) letting "selCC1Cd" clients know; and (3) discussing
one's personal life with a same-sex panner. !.!!.

209 !.!!.

210~ "For Minority Lawyers, It's Who You Know, Bar Survey Suggests," The Los Angeles Tanes, March I, 1994, Dl, DI0 (ICCOrding to a
recent American Bar Association survey, "[w)i1hout business contacts on the outside IIId the mentoring IIId support network needed on the inside,
minority lawyers fail to generate the numbers of clients IIld cases that arc a Itey requirement of partnership IIId successive executive nnIcs within
law firms"); "Barriers Still Exist, Women Lawyers Say," The Los Angeles Tunes, March 10, 1994, DI, D4 (lCCOrding to a recent survey by the
Women Lawyers Association of Los Angeles, 1bcrc is a "1acIt of mentors within law firms or govcmmeut qcnc:ics that could help women Ieam the
ropes of legal practice" and "female attorneys arc at a great disadvantage compared 10 their male colleagues, who networlc with clients IIId each
other").

211 Appendix C-l, Table 16. Almost 62% of gay attorneys believe that social ectivities arc importmJt 10 Idvancement in their offices while just
under 43% of heterosexual attomeys believe so. !.!!.

212 See "For Minority Lawyers, It's Who You Know," above, at DI ("Minorities remain rarc in par1nership nnIcs at major U.s. law firms, Iqely
because they have few contacts in whitc-dominatcd corporIte suites - where decisions about hiring lawyers arc made"); "Barriers Still Exist,
Women Lawyers Say," above, at D4 (on a woman attorney's career pith to "power, prestige IIId standing in the profession, ... [oloe primary
roadblock, according to this survey IIId others, is exclusion from formal IIld informal settings designed to bring in new clients IIId sharpen so-called
rainmalcing skills").

2\) Appendix C-I, Table 16.
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When it comes to professional "networking," their sexual orientation often
presents gay attorneys with problems not encountered by heterosexual attorneys.
Generally, it appears that heterosexual and gay attorneys alike recognize the nature and
magnitude of these problems. 214 One heterosexual attorney remarked that "Once it's out
[that an attorney is homosexual], interpersonal relationships with co-workers change."21s
Another heterosexual attorney admitted frankly, "I would feel uneasy about socializing with
gay people.,,216 A gay attorney said, "There was a subtle chill in my relations with the
office after I came out. ,,217 Another said,

I was out in a big fmn but I knew I would never make partner because I knew I would not even
stay long enough to be considered for partnership. How could I network with the partners? They
were all white male, over 60 and married. We didn't belong to the same country club, if you
know what I mean. I left that fmn out of fear?"

Other gay attorneys noted the frequent internal conflicts presented in their
relationships with heterosexual colleagues:

[At my firm,] the choice of confronting or acquiescing in bigotry was a double-edged sword. I
didn't want to partake in any of the sexist or anti-gay jokes that were being made in the groups
who would gather to socialize in the office ... , so I typically removed myself from the situation
as opposed to vocalizing my objection, knowing what hostility that would bring me. But in
removing myself from those situations, ... I got the reputation of being aloof. ... When I did
speak up I was seen as a malcontent, a troublemaker. When I didn't speak up, I was seen as
aloof and held off onto my own.219

[For an openly gay attorney,] it is very easy ... to become perceived as the aggressive rabble
rouser -- the odd man out .... [Y]ou could even try to laugh at the jokes and be part of the •
game, but you are not going to be "in" because people are hyper-cautious around you.220

Perhaps even I110re than for "single" gay attorneys, the dysfunction in social
and professional relations with heterosexuals presents a particularly painful choice for gay
attorneys in long-tenn, committed relationships with a same-sex partner. One gay attorney
wrote, "Finn social events were painfully fonnal and boring - but necessary for success. I
was always uncomfortable not having my lover present and politely fending off 'marriage'
type questions. ,,221 Another said, "I am very reluctant to bring my same-sex partner due

214 Nonetheless. some heterosexual'attorneys suggest that, It least for gay attorneys. penonal ad professional relationships should be segregllCd
strictly. One said, ·What's 1he point or all this openness (about bomosexuaIityr Work is unrellted to teXua1 prefercnc:e - why try to mix them?
These are personal matters, not work matters.· Appendix B-1, Comment 249. ~.i!! .. Comments 248, 1S1. 256 ad 257.

m !!!.• Comment 218.

216 !!!., Comment 219.

m !!!., Comment 220.

m !!!., Comment 221.

lit !!!.• Comment 222.

Ull !!!., Comment 225.

221 !!!., Comment 303.
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stigma or unacceptance." 222 Another gay' attorney remarked that it is at law- or office
related social events

when gay and lesbian attorneys are most likely to feel and be perceived as "different" - usually
attending events without a date/spouse, making it more difficult to enjoy the event and participate
fully. As a result, they are often perceived by other attorneys as antisocial or mysterious ••. not
fitting in.223

As was the case many years ago for inter-racial couples and heterosexual
couples where the wife is the employee, gay couples have become a reality that employers
can no longer simply ignore. While 93% of the Employer Survey respondents reported that
their policy is that gay attorneys are welcome to bring same-sex guests to office-sponsored
social events,224 only 13% of Employer Survey respondents reported that gay attorneys in
their office always did so, 71.7% reported that they only did so "sometimes" and 15.2%
reported that they never did SO.225

Further, Attorney Survey questions that inspired the most written comments
were those relating to same-sex couples at office-sponsored social events. Most
respondents reported conscious or unconscious exclusion of same-sex couples. 226 Many
employers apparently do not consider the possibility that an attorney may have a same-sex
domestic partner227 and many gay attorneys appear to be unwilling to test the waters
where the welcome is uncertain.228 A heterosexual attorney wrote that, at his firm's
social events, "Same sex partners would not be welcome and would be subjected to
harassment. ,,229 A gay attorney said, "Although same-sex partners are tolerated, not

W }g., Comment 329.

m }g., Comment 325.~ i!!., Comment 338.

Z24 Appendix C-2, Tlble 19. Only 4.8% of the Employer Survey respondents reported 1hat same-scx guests were only "sometimes" welcome Ind
1.6% reponed that they were never welcome. }g.

W Appendix C-2, Tlble 19.

226 See genera/ly Appendix B-1, Comments 2J4.338. Some of these comments, however, reponed I welcoming environment for same-sex
partners. See i!!., Comments 287 ("Our attorneys feel free to bring same-scx sipific:ant others to die firm's lMual retreat. holiday party, swnmer
associate events, etc."), 298 ("This [large] firm is comfortlble with gay and lesbian IltOmeyS bringing [same-scx] guests to social functions"), 313
("Before I was bired, the firm went out of its way to include my significant odIcr in various activities, 10 1hat she c:ouJd meet die firm") Ind 318
("The firm is~ social. There are two out IUOmeys (including me) Ind we bring our pII1Ders to events wbcre spouses are welcome (usually
recruiting events). However, this is fairly new for the firm").

U7 For cumple, one bcteroscxual domey said. "[At my office,] DO effort has ever been ID8dc to rach out to gay and lesbian IIIIDrDcys and to
malce them feel welcome at social events." }g~ Comment 291. One gay male attorney said, "At firm social events, It is ISSUIIICd I am bctcroscxual
Ind, if I am welcome to bring I guest. I am told 1hat I may bring 'I ptfiicnd,'" }g., Comment 323. ADOlbcr gay IUOmey said, "No one is loing
to go out of bis or her way to specifically invite umc:-scx guests in this corporate environment I bring my same-scx partner bccIusc IlJat him IS

• spouse and assume 1hat be is welcome." }g~ Comment 299. ~!!l.. Comment 304.

m For CXlIDple, one gay IUOrney said, "[On invitations to office social evcots,] die word 'pest' is used for single IltOmeyS and probably
Inticipates In opposite-sex guest." I have never~ It by bringing I same-scx pest." }g.. Comment 296. AnoIber said, "Gay IItomcys have
been afraid to bring samc-sex spouses to social events. As I resu1t, it is difficuh to evaluate whether die firm 'welcomes' same-scx spouses, or what
its reaI reaction would be." }g., Comment 306.

no Id., Comment 284. Similarly, I glY IUOrney said, "During the firm's [long] history, there was only one opcnly-gay IUOrney hired.•.. He
attendedone finn function ... with bis life partner, [who] was isolated and alienated from the bcteroscxual group during the entire evening." }g.,
Comment 309.
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'welcome' at fmn events, there is much informal socializing •• that is important to one's
career -- from which gay couples are often excluded." 230 Another gay attorney reported,

In my year of being "out" at the firm, my partner was invited only to one small (6 person)
function. My partner has not been invited to any fmn-wide functions, particularly those [at]
which clients with heterosexual spouses attend.231

Another reported that, immediately after a gay attorney brought his domestic partner to a
firm Christmas party, "he noticed a marked change in the way partners related to him, he
noticed a significant drop off in the work assigned to him by a number of the partners and,
the following year, he was asked to leave the firm."232

Despite the easy acceptance of heterosexual relationships, the routine
introduction of a gay attorney's same-sex domestic partner is still viewed by many as
"flaunting" one's "sexuality." One gay attorney wrote, "I have been the object of critical
statements about 'dragging in' my 'personal' life because I mentioned my life partner.,,233
And as another noted, "there are certain people, generally more senior people in many
firms, who are uncomfortable with many of the issues relating to people's sexuality ... they
just don't want to know.,,234 .

Many of the concerns over same-sex relationships highlight a double standard.
Most heterosexuals are not conscious of the myriad ways that their own sexual orientation
is "out" in the workplace and in other professional contexts. Family photographs in the
office, appearing in public with one's spouse and conversations about one's spouse and
one's community activities are only a few examples of how the natw"e of one's personal
and community affmities communicate sexual orientation in ordinary interactions with
colleagues and clients. In most social and professional contexts, no heterosexual attorney
would imagine that the simple introduction of his or her spouse or domestic partner would
be understood as a "sexual" statement or an invitation to discuss sexuality. Acceptance of
the relationship between gay domestic partners is no more -- and no less -- a "sexual"
matter than acceptance of the relationship between opposite-sex spouses.

no!!L Comment 300. See also !!t., Comment 302. Similuly,. bc:ta'oscxuaIlUOmey reponed, "The par1IICrS arc fairly 8CCCpting ofsame-scx
spouses showing up It ... social events, lhough I don't think that would apply if clients were also invited - unless they could be fairly certain that
the nature ofthe-relationship would not be revealed. Also, ... I don't think it would be wise to bring • same-scx boy1iiend or girlfriend. as opposed
to • domestic panner, to I firm event I'm pretty sure that would be frowned upon.- ~.• Comment 292.

231 !!!., Comment 307. Another gay attorney said tbat, It his employer's social functions, -the auest was expected to be of the opposite sex. On
• firm mrelt where spouses were included. it was clear that my companion was !!2! invited.- !!, Comment 328.~ !!t., Comments 333 and
334.

231 M., Comment 335.~ !!t., Comments 315, 327 and 336.

233 M., Comment 273.

234 M., Comment 274.
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C. Employer Policies Against Sexual Orientation Discrimination.

Sexual orientation discrimination in employment cannot be overcome without
effective employer policies. Several gay attorneys spoke to the positive effects of strong
institutional support for non-discrimination. One reported, "That [the head of my office]
has made it very clear about sexual orientation discrimination not being tolerated made a
big difference this time - I was in the office before and I was not out and it was not
comfortable. ,,235 Another said,

There's a male-locker-room attitude among senior management It's redneck macho. But, when
someone said they weren't sure the lawyers would be comfortable with my sexual orientation, a
senior partner said to "judge him on his work, not his sexual orientation." Although risky, in
reality, J take my significant other to events - though we stick out a lot The lawyers are
trying - despite their backgrounds.136

Reflecting the double standard regarding disclosures of sexual orientation, however, some
legal employers would prefer to avoid addressing sexual orientation discrimination by
ignoring the fact that they have gay attorney applicants and employees.237

Through both the Employer and Attorney Surveys, the Committee sought to
evaluate the steps Los Angeles County legal employers have taken to counteract sexual
orientation discrimination. Specifically, the Attorney Survey included several questions
asking the respondents to evaluate the steps taken by their employers to counteract sexual
orientation discrimination. In addition, the Employer Survey sought responses to several
basic questions concerning the respondents' non-discrimination policies: (1) whether the
employers have such policies in written form;238 (2) if so, whether those policies
expressly extend protections to gay attorneys; and (3) whether the employers have taken
steps to counteract sexual orientation discrimination comparable to steps taken to counteract
gender, race and ethnicity discrimination. 239 .

Employer Survey responses reveal that a majority of respon~ents have non
discrimination policies that expressly prohibit sexual orientation discrimination, but it also
appears from both Employer and Attorney Survey responses that many employers have yet
to put these policies into practice effectively with respect to gay attorneys.

us !5!.• Comment 182.
:tl6 !5!., Comment 184.

237~~ ~., Comment 242 ("We do not have a policy on scxuaI oricntllion. [Sexual orientItion) is not an issue and tbetefore nothing needs
to be said Ibout it Such things should not be discussed in the office lIIyw1y.").

na The Employer Survey did not ask the precise Il8lUre of the non-disaiminltion policies. Instead, it liked whether the employer's policy
covers hiring. retention and promotion and whether the policy covers gay employees to the IIIIIC extent 15 women and people of color. The
Employer Survey also asked employers if they had • policy lhat did not specifically identify the poups protcc:Ied by the policy or had no non
discrimination policy at all.

n. In this regard, it is not to be assumed that employers have necessarily met with suc:ccss in efforts to countenlc:t 1Cftder, race and ethnicity
discrimination in the employment of anomeys. Rather, the purpose of phrasing the relevant Employer Survey questions in this manner WIIS to
determine the extent to which employers, by their own reports, had begun to take steps to counteract sexual orientation discrimination in anomey
employment comparable to steps taken to COW1terac:t gender, race and ethnic:ity discrimination.
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1. The Prevalence of Non-discrimination Policies.

Approximately 67% of Employer Survey respondents reported that they have
a written non-discrimination policy that expressly covers sexual orientation discrimination
to the same extent as discrimination based upon gender, race or ethnicity.240 The non
discrimination policy most Employer Survey respondents have adopted covers three areas
most critical to a lawyer's career: hiring, retention and promotion. An additional 22% of
employer respondents reported that their non-discrimination policy expressly prohibited
discrimination based on gender, race or ethnicity, but did not expressly prohibit sexual
orientation discrimination; 10% of Employer Survey respondents reported that, while their
non-discrimination policy did not make express reference to sexual orientation
discrimination, it also did not make express reference to gender, race or ethnicity
discrimination.241

Regarding the fOIm of non-discrimination policy, Employer Survey' responses
were generally consistent across legal employers of different size and type - law finns,
businesses with law departments and other types of employers.242 In-house law offices
were somewhat more likely to have written non-discrimination policies that expressly cover
sexual orientation discrimination (75%).243 Similarly, a substantial majority of both large
(21 or more attorneys) and small (1-10 attorneys) law offices reported adopting written
non-discrimination policies that expressly cover sexual orientation discrimination: 70% and
83%, respectively.244 The only category of Employer Survey respondents that had a
substantially different response was medium-sized law offices (11-20 attorneys); only 25%
of such respondents reported that they had adopted an explicit policy against sexual
orientation discrimination.245

2. The Implementation of Non-discrimination Policies.

Both the Employer and Attorney Survey responses suggest generally that most
employer non-discrimination policies have not effectively eliminated sexual orientation
discrimination in their workplaces. Several attorneys underscored the need to strengthen
the enforcement of nondiscrimination policies with respect to gay attorneys:

JOO Appendix C.2, Table 1.

2.41 J4.

2.42 Appendix C-2, Table 2.

2.43 J4.

:IU Appendix C-2, Table 1.

2.43 J4. Many of the employer responses from small offices pointed out that - IS a result of1bcir size - formal IIld wriaen policies did not exist
·We do not cere whit sexual orientation [Ill attorney) is. We have gay auomey[s) on stII1f (we're [a) small finn).· Appendix B-2, Comment 1.
~ Appendix 8-1, Comments 405,439 and 440.
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In the environment and at the fum that I'm with, I'm not sure if we have an antidiscrimination
policy. But even if we did, it wouldn't guarantee that all of us complied.246

Whatever [policies employers adopt], there would have to be reinforcement '" whether it be
through the threat of litigation or internal enforcement It can be very tricky when you have
people like lawyers who are not stupid and are adept at evading roles.... [T]hey have learned, on
the racial and gender issues, how not to speak their prejudices but to still act on them.247

The only problems with paper policies is that many people who will sign on because it seems
right don't really know how much work is needed, because they don't see in themselves some of
the problems.2AI

Several gay attorneys spoke particularly of the need for management support to overcome
the problem of disparate standards in attorney evaluations:

I think the subtle double standard liD workplace evaluations] is far harder to address except from
the inside..., I am a fairly senior partner [and] whenever a gay or lesbian lawyer is being
reviewed by a particular work group in my firm, I'll sit in on the partners' hmch meeting in that
work group. I will be there to try to make my own judgments about whether it is fair. ... It
doesn't eliminate [all bias], but when people know ... that I'm there and watching, it keeps the
process more honest.249 .

What is really needed is for the straight, white male partners and managers ... to pay special
attention to evaluations of gay -- and other minority - attorneys to make sure that the subtle
double standard does not work to weed them out.2S0

a. Recruitment and Hiring.

Almost 29% of Attorney Survey respondents believe that their employers have
not taken the steps necessary to ensure the absence of sexual orientation discrimination in
recruitment and hiring. 251 In addition, almost 32% of Attorney Survey respondents
believe that their employers have not taken the steps necessary to ensure that gay attorneys
are not discouraged from seeking employment in ·their offices. 2S2 And while several
Employer Survey respondents were enthusiastic about their hiring policies and
practices,253 Employer Survey responses generally indicate that policies against sexual

246 Appendix B.l, Comment 344.

%A7 !!!., Comment 343.

JOI !!!., Comment 345.

%A' !!!., Comment 192.

150 !!!., Comment 193.

m Appendix C-l, Table 3. Breaking Ibis down by gender IIld sexual orientation, 40% of lesbians, 34.5% of gay men, 21.7% of heterosexual
women IIld 21.6% of heterosexual men believe that their employers hive DOt lakeD such *ps. ~.

151!!!. Breaking Ibis down by gender IIld sexual orientlltion, 622% of lesbians. 62.9% of gay men, 22.1% of heterosexual women IIld 26.8";' of
heterosexual men believe Ibat Ibeir employers have not taken such steps. ~.

m See Appendix 8·2, Comments 8 ("If Ibey In: talented, we want them"){Large Law Finn), 7 rWe strive (to hire) the best qualified CIIldidate
without regard to gender, color, sexual orientation, etc."){Medium-sized Law Finn) IIld 19 rOne's sexual preference bu no business being
considering in Ibe hiring process"){Large Law Finn).
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Survey responses generally indicate that policies against sexual orientation discrimination
have been implemented only in a limited manner as regards recruitment and hiring.

In particular, the Employer Survey responses suggest that most Los Angeles
County legal employers do not treat gay attorneys as entitled to the same type of non
discrimination protections as women attorneys and attorneys of color. When asked whether
they provided training for interviewers about appropriate (and inappropriate) areas of
inquiry, approximately 61% of the employers responded that they provided training that
covered issues related to sexual orientation to the same extent that training is provided for
issues related to gender, race and ethnicity.2S4 Overall, this response is only slightly less
than the reports of employers adopting a non-discrimination poiicy that explicitly covers
sexual orientation.255

Nonetheless, only about 13% of the employers reported that they inform
search firms of their non-discrimination policy for gay attorneys when such information
was provided for women attorneys and attorneys of color.2S6 Only about 9% of the
employers responded that they identify attorneys who volunteer to be contacts for
applicants with questions about the employer's treatment of gay employees, even though
suc~ identification is commonplace for similar questions from women and people of
color.257 Only 6% of the employers reported that they actively recruit gay attorneys to the
same extent as they recruit women attorneys and attorneys of color; over 76% of the
employers reported that they do not actively recruit gay attorneys to the same extent as
women attorneys and attorneys of color.258

Moreover, those employers who involve their gay attorneys in the
interviewing process appear to do so somewhat selectively. While 39% of the Employer
Survey respondents reported that ·they include gay attorneys as members of their hiring
committees259 and 41 % reported that they include gay attorneys in the in-office
interviewing process,260 only 29% reported that they include gay attorneys when
interviewing law students on campus - even though the employers do include women
attorneys and attorneys of color in on-campus interviewing. 261

154 Appendix C.2, Tables 3 and 4. ,

255 The slight dc<:rcasc is lICCOunted for by law finns, which Ippcar to be less likely to provide IUch training complll'Cd to COfJlOI* employers
with legal dcputments. Almost ~~ of the law firms provide training, wbcrcas 75% of the corponIC employers provide training. !!!.

156 Appendix C.2, Tables 5 and 6.

157 Appendix C.2, Table 20.

lSI Ill.

". !!!.
:160 }!!.

)61 Appendix C-2, Table 7.
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b. Work Assignment Evaluation, Retention and Promotion.

The Employer Survey responses indicate that most employers have taken
important steps to implement non-discrimination policies with respect to gay attorneys in
work assignment, evaluation, retention and promotion. Nevertheless, the Attorney Survey
responses suggest that this progress is not perceived to be sufficient. A third of Attorney
Survey respondents believe that their employers have not taken the steps necessary to
ensure that performance reviews and work assignments are not affected by the actual or
perceived sexual orientation of lawyers. 262 Moreover, 36.4% of Attorney Survey
respondents believe that their employers have not taken the steps necessary to ensure that
advancement and promotion decisions do not discriminate on the basis of sexual
orientation.263 Finally, 56% of Attorney Survey respondents believe that their employers
have not taken steps necessary to ensure that their attorney workforce reflects the diversity
of attorneys in Los Angeles County, including gay attorneys. 264

Consistent with the Attorney Survey responses, the Employer Survey
responses were mixed as to whether employers make efforts to train and retain gay
attorneys comparable to efforts they report making with respect to women attorneys and
attorneys of color. Nearly 60% of Employer Survey respondents reported that they have
policies and procedures to ensure that performance reviews and work assigriments are not
affected by the actual or perceived sexual orientation of attorneys to the same extent tha~ .
they have such review policies in place to counteract gender, race or ethnicity bias.265

An additional 30% reported that they have no written policies concerning performance
reviews or work assignments for women, people ~f color or gay people. 266 Only 8.7% of
the employers reported that they have such written policies for women and people of color
which do not cover gay people.267 ~ this regard, while medium-sized employers appear
less likely to have review and work assignment policies with respect to gay people
comparable to their policies for women and people of color, essentially no difference exists
between large and small employers.268

Employer Survey responses also indicate that employers have not
implemented their non-discrimination policies regarding the promotion of gay attorneys to

)62 Appendix C-I, Table 3. Breaking this down by lender IIld ICXUI1 oricntBtion, 40.9% oflcsbians, 42.1% ofpy men, 25.8% ofhetcrosexual
women IIld 28.8% of heterosexual mdl believe thIt their employers hive not tIIcen sud! SICJlS. ~.

:l61!!!. Breaking this down by gender IIId ICXUI1 oricntltion, 47.7% of lesbians, 44.6% of gay men, 29.7% ofbdicrosexual women IIId 263% of
heterosexual men believe that their employers hive DOt taken such steps. !!!.

:164!!!. Breaking this down by gender IIId ICXUI1 oricntltion, 65.1% of lesbians, 59.9% of gay men, 43.9% of betaosexuaI women IIId S4.~10 of
heterosexual men believe thIt their employers hive not taken such steps. !!!.

:161 Appendix C-2, Tables 8 IIId 9.

:166 M.

:161 M.

261 M. For example, one small law firm employer responded, -~ Ire two openly gayllesbiln attorneys in this fum of 15, one of whom is
responding to this survey on behalf of the firm. Sexual preference simply his not been III issue in terms of work assignments, partnenhip,
commiuee assignments, social events or interaction with clients.- Appendix B-2, Comment 6.
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the same extent as comparable policies for women attorneys and attorneys of color. Well
over half of the Employer Survey respondents -- approximately 57% - do not have stated
goals for promoting gay attorneys even though they have such goals for women and people
of color. 269 Only about 6% report that they have stated goals for the promotion of gay
attorneys.270 A substantial portion of the respondents, however - approximately 36% 
reported that they do not have stated goals for the promotion of women attorneys, attorneys
of color or gay attorneys. 271

Similarly, a large portion of Employer Survey respondents reported that they
did not provide gay attorneys with institutional support and recognition to the same extent
as women attorneys or attorneys of color: 47% reported that they provide peer group or
mentoring for women attorneys and attorneys of color but not for gay attorneys; 52%
reported that their office newsletter reports on office activities relating to women and
people of color but not gay people; and 43% reported that their employee meetings or
luncheons included programs on current issues relating to women aQd people of color but
not gay people. 272 . .

3. The Awareness of Bias and Response to Complaints.

Employers have taken some notable steps to implement their non
discrimination policies with respect to gay attorneys. Significantly, however, it also
appears that employers may only rarely hear of incidents of sexual orientation bias in their
workplaces. For example, only 26% of the Employer Survey respondents reported that
they were aware of derogatory statements or jokes about gay people,273 even though
almost two-thirds of the Attorney Survey respondents reported hearing such statements or
jokes.274 Similarly, only about 8% of Employer Survey respondents reported that they
were aware of derogatory remarks by an attorney in their offices about another employee
based upon the other employee's actual or perceived sexual orientation,275 even though
over a third of the Attorney Survey respondents reported hearing such specifically-targeted

.. Appendix C·2, Table 11. This tn8y be explained in })lit by die Dct th8l some employers hive IdoI*d IbIICd Boals for 1be biring Ind
promotion of women Ind people of eolor in response to~ proc:uremcnt law or specific court orders th8l do not 8ddrcss sexual orientation
discriminltion.

2'0 !!!.

211 !!!.

m Appendix C-2, Table 21. Employer Survey respondents reporting th8l dIey took no such actions for lIlY of women, people ofeolor or gay
people were, respectively, 48.4% (no peer group or mcntoring), 53.1% (no newskUer coverqc) ad 44.4% (no meeting or luncheoD clisc:ussioos).
!!!.

27l Appendix C-2, Table 12.

21' Appendix Col, Table 5.

21' Appendix C-2, Table 13.
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anti-gay remarks.276 This difference in the Employer and Attorney. Survey reports could
reflect either severe problems at a small number of employers or, more likely in the
Committee's judgment, a widespread problem that is not being reported to employers.

Even more troubling, it appears that, even when employers hear allegations of
anti-gay bias, few take action. Most do not even make inquiries about the alleged incident.
For example, of the Employer Survey respondents that were aware of general anti-gay
remarks or jokes, only 25% of them treated them seriously, 25% worked to detennine the
truth of the allegations or learn of the relevant facts and 44% of those identifying a
problem developed a plan to correct it,277 Of Employer Survey respondents that were
aware of anti-gay remarks targeted at a specific employee, only 50% took the allegations
seriously; only 50% of those identifying a problem developed a plan to correct it.278

The apparent rarity of reports to and intervention by employers regarding
incidents of anti-gay bias may be explained in part by employee fears of retaliation for
raising a complaint. As one gay attorney observed,

Most people are willing to go. on leading lives of silent desperation, rather than take the risks
involved in a serious confrontation with an employer. Who wouldn't rather have a career than a
lawsuit? For whatever [the wrong done] is, the lives of these people are easy to disrupt, ... very
vulnerable ... because they're gay.279

Similarly, another. stated,

[My fonner employer] PUTp<?rts to have an anti-discrimination policy ... [and] any attempt to call
[discrimination] to the attention of the higher executives would have resulted in some dutiful lip
service. However, it would have been difficult to obtain another job in the industry after having
been labeled a "troublemaker."210

4. The Communication of Non-discrimination Policies.

While a few heterosexual Attorney Survey respondents questioned the need to
publicize their non-discrimination policies,281 several gay Attorney Survey responses
suggested the importance of clear communication of non-discrimination policies to
applicants and employees:

J76 Appendix C-I, Table S.

177 Appendix C-2, Tlble 12.
m!!l. Only one employer reponed thll it bid beard of I penon In lis office acc:using I lawyer of using "bad judgmen'- by opcIlIy identifying

IS gay, but did not elaborate IS to how it responded to lhe incident

219 Appendix B-1, Comment 342.

lID !!l., Comment 339.~~., Comment 341.

211~ ~., Comments 416 ("we do not affirmatively publicize our policy ofnon-discriminllion ... our actions speak for lhemselvcs") and 417
("since the firm ... hIS no criteria concerning sexual oricntltion ... , there is no reason to make its policies rqarding pylJcsbians known to
applicants").
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My finn appears to have no consciousness of the issue of sexual orientation bias. The silence is
deafening.282

A fonnal non-discrimination policy should be adopted and announced to all employees.2IJ

[I]t's really, really crucial to have a written policy. ... I've seen them from the receiving end and
know the message they send out. ... If you're a new employee someplace ... and you see "sexual
orientation" in there in type, it means that someone has thought enough about this to put it on a
parallel with all the other prohibited discrimination categories. ... [T]hat, in itself, is a very
powerful message.214

Employer and Attorney Survey responses both indicate that most employers
do not effectively communicate their non-discrimination policies regarding gay employees.
Approximately 53% of Attorney Survey respondents believe that their employers have not
taken the steps necessary to make their policies and practices with respect to gay attorneys
known to their employees285 and 56% believe that their employers have not taken steps
sufficient to make those policies and pra~tices known to job applicantS.~. These
responses were fairly consistent across gay and heterosexual, male and female
respondents.287

Employer Survey responses support the Attorney Survey indications of a
problem with the communication of policies against sexual orientation discrimination. The
Employer Survey asked whether the respondents publish their non-discrimination policies
regarding gay employees in "welcome packets" for incoming attorneys to the same extent
as non-discrimination policies for women and people of color are published; 44%
responded that they did, 22% responded that they did not and 32% responded that no such
actions were taken for women employees or for employees of color.288 Larger employers
and businesses were better at publishing their policies than others: 63% of the larger finns
(and 69% of corporate law ~ffices) reported that they publish their policies in a welcome
packet; only 36% of smaller law firms and 40.5% of all law firms did SO.289

About 9% of Employer Survey respondents reported that they have employee
education programs that address bias issues related to gay people to the same extent as bia.;

m M., Comment 422.

:Ill M., Comment 418.

.. M., Comment 423.

21S Appendix C-I, Table 3. Breaking this down by gender Ind sexual orientation, 53.5% oflcsbians, 61.7% of gay men. 50% of heterosexual
women and 44.7% of heterosexual men believe thIt their cmploym have not taken such steps liD communicate their policies to employees. .!!!.

216 M. BreaJcing this down by gender IIId sexual oricllbltion, 62.2% of lesbians, 62.~" of gay men. 56.7% of hc1aoscxual women Ind S4.~" of
heterosexual men believe thIt their employers have not taken such steps. .!!!.

217~ footnotes 285 IIId 286, above.

211 Appendix C-2, Table 13.

219 M. One explanation for this difference in responses is thIt lIrger firms Ire more likely to have welcome packets.
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issues relating to women and people of color are addressed. 290 Over 55%, however,
reported that they have education programs that address issues relating to gender bias, race
bias and ethnicity bias but do not address issues relating to sexual orientation bias;
approximately 35% reported that they have no education programs relating to bias
issues.291

D. The Reaction to the Study and the Committee Itself.

Beyond the evidence of anti-gay bias in the data obtained for this study, the
Committee's own experience in perfonning this study suggests apathy, even hostility,
concerning the subject of sexual orientation bias. For example, the rates of response to the
Attorney and Employer Surveys are somewhat troubling. The typical response rate for
mail questionnaires such as the Attorney and Employer Surveys is between 20 and
30%.292 While the overall response' rate for the Attorney Survey was 20%, a striking
difference is evident in the Attorney Survey response rates for the predominantly gay
attorney sample, 31%, and for the predominantly heterosexual attorneys in the random
sample of Association members, 16%.293 Also, the response rate for heterosexual
attorneys was below the norm. The 17% response rate for the Employer Survey was
similarly low. While the low response rates from heterosexuals and employers could
reflect some trouble with the survey instruments, they may also reflect, at least in part, .
apathy concerning the problem of sexual orientation bias.

In addition, while some attorneys expressed gratitude to the Association for
addres~ing the issue of sexual orientation bias,294 the study itself and the Committee were
also the targets of sharp criticism. Some heterosexual attorneys expressed fundamental
objections to the Association addressing the matter of sexual orientation bias at all. A few
suggested that the effort was unnecessary: .

I believe this survey is indicative of over-sensitivity to large and recognized minority groups. We
all need more tolerance toward others, and that includes more tolerance by "traditional" minorities
of "minor" acts of perceived discrimination. ..• For the record, this respondent is absolutely
opposed to limiting an individual's advancement because of iny ethnic, race, sexual or similar
characteristics,29S

To spend this amount of time on what should be a non-issue is approaching the absurd.296

J90 Appendix C-2, Table 10.

191 !!!.

1tl Conversation between Dr. Shepard and Dr. Maryann JlCOby, Associate Beb8vioral Scientist, Rand Corporation (May 31, 1994).~
CWL Glass Ceiling Swdy, above, It 2 (25-30-" is • ·typical· response rile for mail surveys). Sec cenera!!Y DoaaId P. WarwicIc and CIarles A.
Lininger, "The Sample Survey: Theory and Practicc· It 129 (Mc:Oraw Hill, New YOIt, 1975).

m Appendix A-I, Part (2).

Be §££. £:&., Appendix B-1, Comments 436,437 and 442.

m !!!.. Comment 425.

Jt6 !!!., Comment 429.
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Moreover, other heterosexual attorneys indicated that sexual orientation
discrimination, even if severe, should not be a concern of the Association: 297

My finn's recruitment and hiring of homosexual attorneys is!!Q business of the L.A. County
Bar.298

Doesn't the County Bar have better things to do with our dues besides establishing a Committee
on Sexual Orientation Bias to "examine the quality of work life for lesbian and gay attorneys in
Los Angeles County?" What next? "Pay Discrimination Against Marginally Competent
Attorneys"'f99

I am unwilling to participate in the survey and strongly believe it is not an activity the Los
Angeles County Bar Association should be carrying on. '" All the survey is going to do is to
upset many people and create wmecessary problems among attorneys and finns. '" I am sure
you are aware of the many complex legal, moral, religious and political problems and questions
which exist in this field.JOO

Frankly, I can fmd no justification for the Los Angeles County Bar Association to be expending
its funds (and my dues) on investigating policies regarding lesbians, gay men and bisexuals. I
have practiced law for 20 years in Los Angeles County, and I know many, many attorneys. To
date, not a single attorney has ever expressed an interest to me in this subject nor has ~t ever been
discussed. The most probable reason for that lack of interest is that there are some subjects
which may better be left unevaluated.301

There are plenty of important issues that the Bar should be addressing, this certainly is not one of
them. Find someone else to spend hislher valuable time responding to this garbage.302

I object to the intrusion of sexual questions such as those contained in the attached questionnaire.
I object to a committee on the purported subject of "bias" in sexual orientation. Please
discontinue this obnoxious intrusion. Why are the sexual practices of lawyers of interest to my
bar association~03

These comments and the survey response rates both suggest a need for greater
awareness and further education concerning the problem of sexual orientation
discrimination. Viewed in the light of the laws and ethical niles against sexual orientation
discrimination, as well as the severity of the problem of such discrimination identified in
this report, the matter is one which should concern both the Association and the Los
Angeles County legal profession greatly.

297 Sec also. Yo. i!!., Comments 426, 427 and 435 (questioning the study's objectivity).

%tI !!t., Comment 428.

299 !!t., Comment 430.

)00 !!t., Comment 431.

JOJ !!t., Comment 432.

JOl M., Comment 433.

JO) !!t., Comment 434.
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EMPLOYERS.

The data collected and reviewed for this report suggest not just a problem of
sexual orientation discrimination in the legal profession in Los Angeles County, but also
steps to be taken to· begin to address that problem. Because a large portion of gay
attorneys in Los Angeles County feel constrained to remain "in the closet," many Los
Angeles legal employers do not realize that they may have substantial numbers of gay
attorney applicants and employees. In part as a result, many Los Angeles legal employers
have failed to address discrimination against gay attorneys adequately. This failure not
only causes strain between gay attorneys and employers or potential employers - often
unseen by employers - but needlessly exposes employers to risks of violating laws and
ethical rules prohibiting sexual orientation discrimination.

The recommendations in this section are designed to mitigate the risk of
violations of relevant laws and ethical rules, as well as to improve professional relations
between employers and gay attorneys. Adoption of these recommendations by an employer
should also enhance the productivity of a now generally invisible number of gay attorney
employees. These recommendations follow from the findings set forth above and, in many
respects, parallel similar steps already endorsed by the Association and adopted by many
Los Angeles County legal employers to remedy the problems of gender bias, race bias and
ethnicity bias. 304

A. Adopt. Implement and Publicize a Non-discrimination Policy Relating to
Gay Attorneys.

Employers should. adop~ fonnal policies and procedures to prohibit sexual
orientation discrimination, and should take actions to implement those policies and
procedures, just as they have adopted fonnal policies and procedures and taken actions to
prohibit discrimination based on gender, race and ethnicity. In particular, employers should
adopt and implement a non-discrimination policy which expressly prohibits sexual
orientation discrimination and promotes equal opportunity in employment for gay attorneys.
This policy should prohibit discrimination and harassment on the basis of sexual
orientation, and should be enforced by clearly-established grievance and complaint follow
up procedures. The grievance procedure should provide a neutral forum for the resolution
of complaints of bias based upon sexual orientation; the complaint follow-up procedure
should ensure that complaints are taken seriously and investigated promptly and adequately.
The non-discrimination policy and grievance and follow-up procedures should be
publicized throughout the workplace.

JOt The RCOIIUIIeIIdIlions lIrC also very simUar to the rec:ommcndations 8dopIed by BASF mel the ABCNY in their rapec:dve scudies of sexUII
orientation discrimination.
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B. Encourage Non-discriminatory Recruitment and Hiring of Qualified
Gay Attorneys.

Employers should promote fair and equal recruitment and hiring of qualified
gay attorneys. This effort should include not only implementation of procedures and
practices for non-discriminatory recruitment of qualified gay attorneys, but training for
interviewers to eliminate even subtle bias, such as inquiries about (unvolunteered) sexual
orientation and marital status. Employers should involve their gay attorneys in all aspects
of the hiring process, not only to create a more sensitive and fair process and to obtain
contacts for recruiting, but to demonstrate their non-discrimination policy to potential
attorney employees. Employers should also identify a gay-sen.c;itive contact to whom
applicants can address questions relating to the treatment of gay employees which might
not otherwise be raised. As regards all other aspects of recruitment and hiring, employers
should undertake actions with respect to gay attorneys comparable to actions undertaken
with respect to women attorneys and attorneys of color.

C. Promote a Workplace Climate That Ensures Equal Employment Opportunities
for Gay Attorneys.

The problems of overt and subtle discrimination against gay attorneys, as well
as the effects of unconscious and indirect anti-gay bias, can be mitigated by broad
institutional support from employers. In addition to adopting, publicizing and
implementing an express non-discrimination policy, employers should ensure that their
other policies and practices promote equal opportunities for and fair evaluation, monetary
compensation, advancement and retention of qualified gay attorneys.

In particular, employers should take steps to ensure that work assignments,
performance evaluation, compensation and promotion are unaffected by an attorney's
sexual orientation. Any employer mentoring program or support group system should be
utilized to create an open and unbiased work environment for gay attorneys. As regards
other actions to ensure fairness in work assignment, evaluation, compensation and
promotion, or to provide mentoring and support, employers should take actions with respect
to gay attorneys comparable to actions taken with respect to women and people of color.

Employers should also demonstrate a commitment in the workplace to fair
treatment of their gay a(torneys. Employers should take steps to prevent harassment of gay
employees and discourage inappropriate anti-gay comments and jokes. These steps should
include education and sensitivity training on both legal and social aspects of sexual
orientation bias in employee training programs. As regards other employer anti-bias
programs, employers should undertake actions with respect to sexual orientation bias
comparable to actions undertaken with respect to gender, race and ethnicity bias.

Employers should support, acknowledge and promote the interests and
activities of gay attorneys to the same extent as the interests and activities of other attorney
employees are supported, acknowledged and promoted. For example, employers should
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pay membership dues and expenses for gay professional assochltions to the same extent as
membership dues and expenses are paid for professional' associations for women or people
of color. Employer-sponsored newsletters, employee luncheons, office meetings and other
programs should include activities and topics relating to the gay community to the same
extent that activities and topics relating to people of color or women are included.
Similarly, such newsletters, luncheons and programs should acknowledge and include the
activities of gay attorneys to the same extent that the activities of women atto:neys and
attorneys of color are acknowledged and included.

D. Provide Gay Attorneys and Their Same-Sex Domestic Partners with Employee
Benefits Comparable to Those Provided to Heterosexual Attorneys and Their
Qpposite-Sex Spouses.

Although the question remains open whether it is required by law, employers
should take steps to provide employee benefits to gay attorneys and their same-sex
domestic partners comparable to those provided to heterosexual attorneys and their
opposite-sex spouses.

In particular, employers should provide health and other insurance benefits to
the same-sex domestic partners of attorneys on the same terms as such benefits are
provided to opposite-sex spouses of attorneys; children of gay attorneys or their same-sex
domestic partners should be covered to the same extent as children of heterosexual
attorneys or their opposite-sex spouses. 305 If an employer cannot obtain group coverage
for same-sex domestic partners or their children, it should assist gay attorney employees in
obtaining individual coverage for their same-sex domestic partners and their children and
should -- at least to the extent the employer would have contributed to group coverage for
an opposite-sex spouse or children of an opposite-sex spouse - contribute toward the
premium for such individual coverage. '

Similarly, other employee benefits should cover the families of gay employees
in the same manner as the families of heterosexual employees. Employer parenting leave
policies and part-time policies should be gender neutral, marital status neutral and not
dependent upon the biological relationship between the parent and the child. Employers
should provide sick leave, caretaking leave, bereavement leave and other family leave
benefits to gay employees with needs relating to their children, same-sex domestic partners
and the children or f~ly of their same-sex domestic partners on the same terms as such
leave is provided to heterosexual employees with needs relating to their children, opposite
sex spouses and the children or family of their opposite-sex spouses. Similarly" employers
should provide relocation benefits and employee assistance programs (such as substance
abuse treatment Of crisis counseling) to gay employees, their children, same-sex domestic
partners and the children Of family of their same-sex domestic partners to the same extent

JOS Model doc:umeD1s for emnding hcIJ1h covcncc to cmpIoyecs' domestic panncrs Ire iDc:IudccI in Appendix E. In addition, assistlmcc md
other model docwncnts II'C available through lAmbda LcpJ Defense IIld EducatioD FUDd (Los Aqeles), tbc NIIional Center for Lcsbiln Rights
(San Fnncisco), tbc National Gay IIld Lesbian Task Force, IIld Hollywood Supports (Los Allgclcs).
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as such benefits are provided to heterosexual employees, their children, opposite-sex
spouses and the children or family of their opposite-sex spouses.

E. Provide Gay Couples the Same Opportunities to Socialize with Colleagues as
Heterosexual Couples.

Employers should provide same-sex couples the same opportunities to
socialize with colleagues as they provide heterosexual couples, both at office-sponsored
social events and in other employer efforts to facilitate socializing among colleagues. In the
same manner that an employer invites its attorneys to identify their opposite-sex spouses -
for example, in soliciting infonnation for employee rosters and announcements of office
sponsored events -- the employer should also invite its attorneys to identify their same-sex
domestic partners. Similarly, employers should acknowledge and include a same-sex
domestic partner identified by an attorney- in the same manner that. it acknowledges and
includes an opposite-sex spouse identified by an attorney -- for'. example, '.in employee
rosters, invitations to office-sponsored events and attendance lists for work-related
activities. In such invitations and listings, employers should use inclusive terms such as
"guest," "partner" or "significant other," instead of or in addition to terms such as
"husband," "wife" or "spouse."

F. Do Not Encourage Gay Attorneys to be "Closeted" at Work or in Their
Professional Activities.

Employers should ensure that gay attorneys have the same freedom as
heterosexual attorneys to determine whether, when and the extent to which their personal
relationships are revealed at work or in their professional activities. Practices that
encourage gay attorneys to conceal their sexual orientation perpetuate a fundamental
dysfunction in professional relations between gay attorneys and heterosexuals. Employers
should allow gay attorneys to be open about their sexual orientation and should support
"out" gay attorneys who encounter difficulties on account of their sexual orientation from
clients, coworkers and superiors.

Although employers should allow gay attorneys to be open about their sexual
orientation, employers should not pressure a gay attorney to be more "out" than he or she
wishes to be. The question of whether and when to disclose one's own sexual orientation
and personal life should. remain a personal matter for gay attorneys - just as it is for
heterosexual attorneys.306 The appropriate goal for legal employers should be to create a
workplace that is as unbiased and supportive for gay people as it is for heterosexuals. In
such a workplace, gay attorneys may choose freely whether to be oPen about their sexual
orientation without fear of discriminatory reprisal.

)06 Moreover, gay attorneys may have particular ICISODS for remaining "in tbc closet" For example, some may righdy fear problems in
connection with the military, child custody mmgcmcnts, fmnily R1IOOnsbips _ discriminatory employers, colleagucs or clients, As tbcy would a
bctcroscxual attorney, however, employers may require 1hat a py auomcy disdosc tbc pder orbis or her domestic par1ncr when tbc IItDrDCy

enrolls that domestic partner in employer-sponsoRd benefits programs.
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TIIE ASSOCIATION

As it has with respect to gender, race and ethnicity bias, the Association
should lead the Los Angeles legal community in the elimination of sexual orientation bias.
Accordingly, this report recommends that the Association take certain steps to that end.
The Association should establish an ongoing committee on Sexual Orientation Bias in the
Legal Profession, comparable to the Association's existing committee on Minority
Representation in the Legal Profession, charged with responsibility for the implementation
of these recommendations.

A. Publish this Remort.

Many of the findings in this report identify a basic lack of knowledge about
gay people and sexual orientation discrimination. Through widespread distribution, this
report can provide some of the needed education. The Association should disseminate this
study throughout its organization and the legal profession, using news media, seminars and
continuing legal education programs.

B. Encourage Employers to Implement the Recommendations.

The Association should encourage employers to implement the
recommendations in this report. The Association, as a member benefit, should provide
model policies and other assistance to employers wishing to implement these
recommendations. In addition, the Association should consider the most appropriate way
to measure the effect of these recommendations and the Association's efforts to implement
them.

C. Provide Information on Domestic Partner Benefits.

The Association, as a member benefit, should act as a clearinghouse for
information on insurance alternatives and benefit options relating to same-sex domestic
partners and gay families.

D. Sponsor and Promote Relevant CLE Prowuns.

The Association should ensure that its continuing legal education program .
offerings include programs on the subject of sexual orientation bias.

E. Sponsor Programs to Counteract Sexual Orientation Discrimination.

The Association should sponsor support group, mentoring or other programs
for gay attorneys aimed at counteracting the effects of sexual orientation discrimination in
legal employment.
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V. ' CONCLUSION.

Widespread adoption and implementation of the Committee's
recommendations for employers will trigger substantial benefits for legal employers and for
the gay attorneys - whether "out" or "closeted" - whom employers now or may in the
future employ. The elimination of practices that are illegal and violate professional ethics
is in itself a laudable end. The elimination of such practices will begin to restore the
dignity and professional standing of attorneys now adversely affected by sexual orientation
discrimination. Moreover, in the highly competitive environment of law practice in the
1990's, the creation of a professional environment free of sexual orientation discrimination
will have a salutary effect on the productivity of previously encumbered gay attorneys and,
in tum, a positive influence on the economic competitiveness of those attorneys and their
employers. The Committee urges all Los Angeles County lawyers and legal employers to
consider with deep commitment how best to implement the recommendations contained in
this report with the greatest possible dispatch.

June 9, 1994

Committee on Sexual Orientation Bias307
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DESCRIPTION OF f\.1ETHODS AND DATA

(1) The Attorney and Employer Survey Instruments.

The Attorney Survey is divided into five major sections:

Los Angeles County Bar Association

Report on Sexual Orientation Bias

Retention and Promotion, with questions aimed at determining
attorney views of what steps, if any, have been taken by their frrms or
offices to ensure that retention and promotion decisions are made in a

Al-l

Recruitment and Hiring, with questions designed to determine
attorney views of what steps, if any, have been taken by their firms or
offices to ensure that recruitment and hiring practices do not
discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation;

Social Events and Activities, serving as an index of workplace
climate, with questions exploring attorney views of the importance of
social activities to professional advancement as well as the receptivity
of their workplaces to including same-sex guests in the social activities
of the firm or office;

•

•

•

[L141936 .5]

Development of the subject matter for both survey instruments was guided by
the surveys prepared in connection with the ABCNY and BASF studies as well as
the personal experiences and anecdotal information collected by various Committee
members. The process was also facilitated by a focus group meeting among Dr. Shepard,
two Committee members and ten volunteer gay attorneys, who discussed what areas should
be addressed by the surveys. In addition, both survey instruments were pilot-tested with
gay and heterosexual attorneys and revised before final versions were produced and
distributed.

APPENDIX A-I
f\.1ETHODS

With the assistance of Dr. Shepard, the subcommittee on employers and the
subcommittee on attorneys each developed a proposed form of survey that thereafter was
reviewed, refined and approved by the Committee as a whole. The Attorney Survey was
designed to be completed by individual attorneys for purposes of assessing their views of
the quality of work life for lesbian, gay and bisexual attorneys in their current and/or
previous work settings. The Employer Survey was directed at managing partners (or
equivalent) at a variety of law firms and other settings in which lawyers are employed.
Copies of the fmal forms of the Attorney and Employer Surveys are attached as
Appendices A-2 and A-4, respectively.
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(2) The Distribution of and Response to the Attorney and Employer Surveys.

Los Angeles County Bar AssocIation
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Of the 2,184 Attorney Surveys mailed, 427 were completed and returned for a
20% overall response rate. Of the randomly-sampled group of Association members, 255
(16%) returned a completed Attorney Survey and, of the LHR/LLDEF sample, 172 (31%)

Most questions on both the Attorney and Employer Surveys employed a
"forced answer" format, requiring the respondents to select from among several alternative
responses provided on the survey form. In addition, however, both the Employer and
Attorney survey included several "open-ended" questions, permitting but not requiring the
respondent to include extemporaneous written comments on the subjects addressed.

AI-2

manner that does not discriminate against lesbians, gay men and
bisexuals;

Personal Information, for purposes of constructing a demographic
profile of survey respondents.

Attitudes, Beliefs and Experience, with questions exploring attorney
satisfaction with various aspects of their work lives, their assessment of
how lesbian, gay and bisexual attorneys fare with regard to a variety of
job-related factors when compared to heterosexual attorneys, as well as
workplace bias against gay attorneys; and

•

•

[L141936 .5J

On September 13, 1993, the Attorney Survey was mailed to a sample of 2,184
attorneys in Los Angeles County. The sample included a random sample of 1,634
Association member attorneys. In addition, a total of 550 surveys were mailed to members
of Lawyers for Human Rights, the Lesbian and Gay Bar Association of Los Angeles
("LHR") and non-LHR member Los Angeles attorneys who belong to the cooperating
attorney network of Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund, Inc. ("LLDEF"), a
national lesbian and gay rights organization. The Committee over-sampled gay attorneys
for two reasons. First, the Committee wanted to ensure adequate responses from gay
attorneys, who may be more attuned to issues of sexual orientation bias than heterosexual
attorneys. Second, the Committee wanted to have a sample of gay attorneys sufficiently
large to permit meaningful comparisons of the Attorney Survey responses of gay and
heterosexual attorneys.

The Employer Survey contains questions about the employment of lesbian,
gay and bisexual attorneys designed to parallel the questions in the Attorney Survey, and
also includes questions concerning particular employment policies and practices. The
Employer Survey is divided into the following six areas: Recruitment and Hiring, Social
Events and Activities, General Policies and Practices, Personnel Policies and Benefits,
Retention and Promotion and Firm/Office Information.
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(3) Research Procedures and Survey Data Compilation.

Los Angeles County Bar AssocIatIOn
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returned a completed Attorney Survey. The demographic characteristics of the Attorney
Survey respondents are summarized in Appendix A-3.

Because some survey questions are of a personal nature and thus may be
highly sensitive, all responses to both the Attorney and Employer Surveys were
anonymous, with no identifying information appearing on the survey forms.

AI-3[L141936.51

On September 24, 1993, the Employer Survey was sent to a sample of 400
employers in Los Angeles County, selected at random from entities with at least 20
employees according to information from the National Association for Legal Placement
("NALP") on file with the University of Southern California Law Center Placement Office.
Surveys were directed to managing partners, department supervisors or their equivalent. Of
the 400 Employer Surveys mailed, 70 were completed and returned for a 17% rate of
response. The characteristics of the Employer Survey respondents are summarized in
Appendix A-5.

The mailing of the Employer Surveys was preceded by a letter from Gerald L.
Chaleff, President of the Association, and Joseph D. Mandel, chair of the Committee,
telling the recipients that they would be sent an Employer Survey and urging participation
in the Employer Survey project. The mailing of both the Attorney Survey and the
Employer Survey was accompanied by a cover letter from Messrs. Chaleff and Mandel
urging the recipient to complete and return the survey. As further encouragement, reminder
postcards were mailed to the entire sample for both the Attorney and Employer Surveys
approximately two weeks after the original survey mailing. In addition, follow-up
telephone calls were made to each employer in the Employer Survey sample. The forms of
the Employer Survey pre-letter, the Employer and Attorney Survey cover letters and the
reminder postcards, as well as the instructions for the Employer Survey telephone calls,
appear in Appendix A-6.

The sensitive (and, to some, controversial) nature of the questions in the
Attorney and Employer Surveys likely had a negative impact on the rates of response. As
indicated elsewhere in this report, some survey recipients directly expressed their
displeasure that the Association was addressing issues of sexual orientation, believing that
one's sexuality is a private matter with no relevance to the workplace. Those who share
this view, or harbor some other objection to answering survey questions related to sexual
orientation, are probably among those who simply chose to ignore the survey.
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(5) The State Bar Data.

(4) The Focus Groups.
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The comparison of gay and heterosexual attorneys reflected in the State Bar
Data was prepared by SRI in January 1994 at the request of the State Bar of California's'
Standing Committee on Sexual Orientation Discrimination (the "State Bar Committee").
The State Bar Data compare gay and heterosexual California attorneys of similar age and

AI-4[L141936.5]

Each Focus Group was comprised of eight to 12 gay attorney volunteers, three
or four Committee members and Dr. Shepard. In all, 38 gay attorney volunteers
participated; there was no overlap of attorney participants in the four different discussions.
All but one member of the Committee attended at least one of the four Focus Groups. All
but three of the gay attorney volunteers who participated had reportedly disclosed their
status as a gay attorney to at least some people within their workplace. Thus, "closeted"
attorneys were, for the most part, not represented in the Focus Groups.

The State Bar Data derive from data gathered in mid-1991 as part of the State
Bar Demographic Survey, a survey of 14,300 randomly-selected active California bar
members. This survey was planned and conducted by SRI International ("SRI"), a
professional social science research organization headquartered in Menlo Park, California.
The questionnaire used in the State Bar Demographic Survey asked respondents for a
variety of professional and demographic information, including whether they identified as
"a member of the lesbian, gay and bisexual community." Accordingly, the data from the
State Bar Demographic Survey pennit comparison of the demographic and professional
characteristics of self-identified gay and heterosexual attorneys in California.

The Focus Groups were designed to elicit information from the participants
that might help to clarify the information obtained by the surveys. While non-Committee
participants were encouraged to contribute freely to each Focus Group, the discussion was
led by a Committee member following a pre-scripted set of discussion questions. The
discussion questions appear in Appendix A-7. Excerpts from the Focus Group discussions
compiled by the Committee appear together with the Attorney Survey Comments in
Appendix B-1.

To augment data gathered from the Attorney and Employer Surveys, the
Committee conducted four focus group discussions with lesbian, gay and bisexual attorneys
who returned a form attached to the Attorney Survey indicating their willingness to
participate in such a session. The Focus Groups took place in late October and early
November 1993; each took place on a weekday after regular business hours. Each of the
discussions was held in a different location: one at the Century City offices of Gibson,
Dunn & Crutcher, one at the downtown Los Angeles corporate offices of Bank of America,
one at the downtown Los Angeles offices of Fried, Frank, Harris, Schriever & Jacobson
and one at the University of Southern California Law Center.
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(6) Scope And Limitations of Analysis.
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with similar levels of experience. These comparisons are summarized in five tables and
eight charts reproduced in Appendix C-3.

This report presents findings from the Attorney and Employer Surveys, the
Focus Groups and the State Bar Data. The material covered by the AttorD:ey and Employer
Surveys and Focus Groups requires some caution in interpreting the fmdings.

AI-5

I ABCNY Study at 851.

[Ll41936 .5]

Third, in reporting its fmdings, the Committee considered whether to report
the fmdings from either a positive or negative perspective -- focusing either on levels of
satisfaction or levels of dissatisfaction. Because sexual orientation bias in the legal
workplace is prohibited by law and professional ethics, this report contains fmdings
regarding the incidence of bias (negative) rather than the absence of bias (positive). Put
another way, rather than report how satisfied Association members are with aspects of their
profession with regard to gay concerns, this study focuses on levels of dissatisfaction.

Second, these results are based on respondents' self reports, which are
inherently subjective. Thus, the incidence of bias or discrimination in the workplace may
be over reported or under reported due to psychological denial (of either discrimination or
the real merits of an adverse employment action), fear of reprisal or a desire to provide
socially acceptable answers. In any case, bias and discrimination can be subtle; something
that one person may not notice may be highly objectionable or offensive to someone else.

First, while the heterosexual attorneys in the Attorney Survey sample were
drawn from a random sample of Association members, the gay attorneys in the Attorney
Survey sample are not a random sample of all the lesbians, gay men and bisexuals in the
Association. Rather, most are self-identified lesbians and gay men who have joined a gay
legal organization or at least been open with friends. As was observed in the ABCNY
Study:

This bias might be assumed to make the survey results more typical of individuals who openly
acknowledge their sexual orientation. Thus, it seems likely that fears of adverse consequences
flowing from being openly lesbian or gay could be greater than those indicated in this survey
among those who could not be reached through this survey methodology. I

In February 1994, the State Bar Committee provided the State Bar Data to the
Committee as a courtesy and, in March 1994, formally authorized the Committee to use the
State Bar Data in its study and for publication in this report. The State Bar Committee and
the State Bar have expressly reserved all of their rights to the use and publication of the
State Bar Data for their own purposes.
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Fifth, there may be some reluctance on the part of respondents to admit, even
anonymously, that they or their employers are in violation of statutes, rules of professional
conduct, other laws or workplace policies that prohibit sexual orientation discrimination.
This may suppress the reported incidence of bias experienced or witnessed by survey
respondents.

Sixth, this analysis presents descriptive and correlational data and cannot be
used to detennine causal relations among the variables. In other words, the data do not
reveal the underlying causes of the differences reported. Further, due to the limited sample
size, tests of statistical significance do not apply to the data from the Attorney and
Employer Surveys. Tests of statistical significance also do not apply to the anecdotal data
from the Focus Groups or extemporaneous comments from the Attorney or Employer
Surveys. Tests of statistical significance do, however, apply to the State Bar Data.

Fourth, in interpreting responses to the Employer and Attorney Surveys, the
data cannot be read in the same manner as election results. That is, "majority rule" is not
dispositive of whether a significant problem exists. To illustrate, 9.4% of Attorney Survey
respondents believe that an attorney applying for employment in their workplace has been
declined employment as a result of being (or being perceived to be) gay.2 It follows that
90.6% of the Attorney Survey respondents either are uncertain or do not believe that such
hiring discrimination has occurred. These results should not be read to suggest that
discrimination against gay attorneys in hiring is not a problem.

AI-6

2 Appendix Col, Table 1.

3 Id.
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In this regard, it may be useful to compare the Attorney Survey data on the
perception of sexual orientation bias in hiring with the Attorney Survey data on the
perception of race/ethnicity or gender bias in hiring. Attorney Survey respondents were
asked if their employer applies its hiring criteria more severely depending on the sexual
orientation, race/ethnicity or gender of the attorney applicant; 14.7% said their employer is
more severe when the candidate is gay, 11.9% said their employer is more severe when the
candidate is a member of a racial or ethnic minority group, and 10.3% said their employer
is more severe when the candidate is a woman.3 Probably very few observers would
conclude from these figures that race/ethnicity or gender bias in attorney hiring does not
remain a significant problem. Nor should they conclude that sexual orientation bias is not
a significant problem. Invidious bias in the legal profession, even if experienced by a
minority of its members, is unlawful and unethical. Taken together with other survey
results, moreover, each fmding is part of a pattern of discrimination and bias described
throughout this report.
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LOS ANGELES COUNTY BAR ASSOCIAnON

SURVEY OF LOS ANGEl.ES COUN1Y, CALIFORNIA ATTORNEYS
CONCERNING SEXUAL ORIENTATION BIAS IN THE WORKPLACE

The Los Angeles County Bar Association asks that you complete
this survey so that it can bener understand the perceptions and
experiences of Los Angeles County attorneys concerning sexual
orientation discrimination. Based upon pilot tests. we estimate that
the survey will take only 15·20 minutes to complete. excluding
any extemporaneous material you wish to add. Your responses will
help the Association to evaluate cenain policies and practices
representing ways in which employers may attempt to provide for
fair and equal treatment of lesbian. gay or bisexual anomeys in
recruitment. hiring. retention. advancement and compensation.

BY OCTOBER 22. 1993, PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN THIS SURVEY TO:

Los Angeles County Bar Association
617 South OUve Street

P.O. Box 55020
Los Angeles, CA 90055-2020

A:I:rr!: Sexual Orientation Bias Survey

AS YOU COMPLETE nus SURVEY, PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING:

• Only present or former lawyers or law students should
complete this survey and only one copy of this survey
should be submitted for each penon completin& it.

• This survey is anonymo..; you need not identify younelf.

• This survey is also confidential; data collected will be
released only In disguised or aurepted form so as not to
ideatify individual respondents or their employers.

• We ask that you respond as fully as ....ble; to the extent
a particular question is Dot entirely lnappUcable to your
work or penonal situation, plck the best answer you caD.

• If you an Dot DOW employed as .... attoraey, or II you have
lDsuffldent experience on your current Job to respond to
the questioas in this survey, please answer with resped to
your most recent prior employment as an attorney.

• In this survey, we 1Be phrases such as "gay and/or lesbian"
and "lesbian and/or gay" to describe both bisexuals and
homosexuals of either sex.

• Please ignore the coding In the right margin (e.g.,
t1[V34-36]"), wblch is for tabulation purposes only.

A2-1



4. Do you bave any commenu about recruitment and hiring by your firmloffice as they penain to gay or lesbian
attorneys? (attach additional sbccu, if necessary) (V31

1. To your best knowledge:

• Has any attorney applying for employment in your fmnl
office ever been declined employment as a result, in whole More Than (V1J

or pan, of being or being perceived to be lesbian or gay? .... Once .....Once.....Never

• If your answer to the foregoing is "once" or "more than once", did management in your firm/office
learn of such incident(s)? (check all that apply; skip if inapplicable) (V).II\

_Don't know _Incident(s) not reponed due to fear of reprisal
_Incident(s) reponed formally or disapproVal by perpetrator(s)
_Incident(s) not reponed formally, but _Incident(s) not reponed due to fear of reprisal or

management learned of it informally disapproval by person(s) other than perpetrator(s)
_Incident(s) not reponed because the _Incident(s) not reponed because perceived to be

maner was dealt with privately unimponant or insignificant
_Incident(s) not reponed due to absence _Incident(s) not reponed because complaint perceived

of clear complaint procedures to be futile or not wonh the trouble

• How did management respond if it learned of such incident(s)? (check all that apply; skip if inapplicable) (VU.ZI!

_Don't know _Developed a plan/program to correct the problem
_Treated allegations seriously _Was indifferent to the charges
_Worked to determine truth of allegations _Tried to explain allegations away
_FollOWed up to learn relevant facts _Was embarrassed
_Showed initial concern but no follow-up _Other: _

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
Strongly Somewhat Somewhat Strongly

( VIl311...... _ ..yll

2 .....

_more severely
_more leniently
_no effect
_do not know

Disabled

3 2 ... " 1

3

3 2 ... " 1

... " 3 ..... 2 ..... 1

A2-2-1-

to ensure that iu recruitment and hiring do DOt
discriminale on the basis of sexual orientation 4

to ensure that lesbian IDd gay attorneys are not
disc:ouraIed from seeking employment here . • • . • . • . . • . • . . 4

10 make i1I policies IDd practices with respect to
lesbian ad IIY anorneys known to job applicants . . . . . . . . •• 4

10 ensure that iu attorney workforce reflects the
diversity of the attorneys in Los Angeles COUDty,
including lesbian and gay attorneys . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

RECRUITMENT & HIRING

3. Do you agree or disagree that your firm/office has taken steps
0ecessary to do the followio2 (circle one response for each):

2. Please indicate bow your firm's/office's criteria for hiring are applied if an attorney is:

~ Racial/Ethnic Minority Religious Minority Lesbian/Gay

_more severely _more severely _more severely _more severely
_more leniently _more leniently _more leniently _more leniently

no effect _no effect _no effect _DO effect
~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~
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RETENTION & PROMOTION

SOCIAL EVENTS & ACTIVITIES

11. Please indicate bow your firm's/office's criteria for advancement are applied if an attorney is:

[\131-341

Don't
KnowNo

Disabled

_more severely
_more leniently
_DO effect
_do not know

Yes
No Such
Events

Lesbian/Gay

_more severely
_more leniently
_no effect
_do not know

A2-3-2-

_more severely
_more leniently
_no effect
_do not know

Religious MinorityRacia1fEthpic Minority

~more severely
_more leniently
_no effect
_do not know

8. To the extent your finn/office sponsors social and other events.
does it do the following (circle one response for each):

7. How often would you estimate that same-sex domestic panners,
significant others or guests of lesbian or gay attorneys in your
fum/office attend social activities? (circle one response) Always Sometimes Never N/A

Welcome same-sex spouses, significant others or guests at
all employer-sponsored events at which heterosexual spouses,
significant others or guests are welcomed? 4 3 . . . . . 2 . . .. 1

In invitations to office functions or other employer-sponsored
events (at which spouses, significant others or guests are
welcome), use neutral designations such as wguest W or
wsignificant otherwrather than wspousewor whusband/wifeW? 4 3 2 . . .. 1

9. Do you have any comments about social events and activities within your fum/office as they penain to lesbian
or gay attorneys? (atlaCh additional sheets, if necessary)

5. How imponant are social activities to the advancement of Very Somewhat Not
attorneys in your fum/office'? (circle one response) ..... Imponant....Imponant. ...lmponant. .. .N/A

6. If your firm/office has social events to which attorneys may
bring spouses, significant others or guests, are lesbian or
gay attorneys welcome to bring same-sex domestic panners,
significant others or guests? (circle one response) Always Sometimes Never N/A

10. Please rank, in order of imponance in your firmloffice, the top 4 measures of attorney productivity or value
for purposes of advancement or compensation (the number 1 indiCates the most imporwu measure):

_Total hours reponed _Management activities
_Billable boun reponed _Leadersbip aetivities

Value of hours actually billed to clients _ TraiDiDg/mentoring activities
-Client production or development _Ability to work well or fit in with people
-Quality or results of legal work performed _Other: _

Female

mOre severely
more leniently

_no effect
_do not know
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• A lawyer in your firm/office make a derogatory remark
about someone in your firm/office that was based on that More Than
person being or being perceived to be lesbian or gay? Once Once Never

• If your answer to either of the foregoing is "once" or "more than once". did management in your
firm/office learn of such incident(s)? (check all that apply; skip if inapplicable)

_Don't know _lncident(s) not reponed due to fear of reprisal
_Incident(s) reponed formally or disapproval by perpetrator(s)
_lncident(s) not reponed formally, but _lncident(s) not reponed due to fear of reprisal or

management learned of it informally disapproval by person(s) other than perpetrator(s)
_lncident(s) not reponed because the _lncident(s) not reponed because perceived to be

matter was dealt with privately unimponant or insignificant
_Incident(s) not reponed due to absence _lncident(s) not reponed because complaint perceived

of clear complaint procedures to be futile or not wonh the trouble

• How did management respond if it learned of such incident(s)? (check all that apply; skip if inapplicable)

_Don't know _Developed a plan/program to correct the problem
_Treated allegations seriously _Was indifferent to the charges
_Worked to determine truth of allegations _Tried to explain allegations away
_Followed up to learn relevant facts _Was embarrassed
_Showed initial concern but no follow-up _Other: _

13. To your best knowledge:

• Has the concern been expressed in your fum/office
that some or all of the clients of your firml office
would prefer not to work with a lawyer due to that More Than
lawyer being or being perceived to be lesbian or gay? Once Once Never

• Has any partner or supervisor in your firmloffice expres-
sed a preference not to work with a lawyer due to that More Than
lawyer being or beiDI perceived to be lesbian or gay? Once Once Never

• Has any attorney in your firmloffice been denied assign-
ments, or not received assignments, as a result. in whole More Than
or pan, of being or being perceived to be lesbian or gay? Once .....Once.....Never

• If your answer to any of the foregoing is "once" or "more than once". did management in your
firmlOfflCe leam of sudl iDcidel1t(s)? (check all that apply; skip if inapplicable)

DoIl't bow Incident(s) not reponed due to fear of reprisal
=1ncideDt(s) reponed formally -or disapproval by perpetrator(s)
_lDcideDt(s) DOt reponed formally, but _lnci~t(s)not reponed due to fear of reprisal or

lDIDIIement leamed of it informally disapproval by person(s) other than perpetrator(s)
_lncidel1t(s) Dot reponed because the _lncident(s) DOt reponed because perceived to be

matter wu dealt with privately unimponant or insignificant
_Incident(s) DOt reponed due to absence _lncident(s) Dot reponed because complaint perceived

of clear complaint procedures to be futile or not wonb the trouble

• How did management respond if it learned of such incident(s)? (check all that apply; skip if inapplicable)

Don't know Developed a plan/program to correct the problem
-Treated allegations seriously -Was indifferent to the charges
-Worked to determine truth of allegations -Tried to explain allegations away
-FollOWed up to learn relevant facts -Was embarrassed
=Showed initial concern but DO follow-up Other: _

12. Have you ever heard:

• A lawyer in your firm/office make a derogatory state.
ment or joke about homosexuals or bisexuals? .
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More Than
Once Once Never
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14. To your best knowledge:

• Has any lawyer in your firm/office ever made a statement
t.o the effect that an applicant or lawyer shOWed poor judg- More Than
mem by openly identifymg her/himself as lesbian or gay? , Once Once Never

• Has any lawyer in your firm/office ever been asked or advised by More Than
someone in your fmnJoffice to conceal his/her sexual orientation? Once Once Never

• If your answer to either of the foregoing is "once" or "more than once", did management in your
firm/office learn of such incident(s)? (check all that apply; skip if inapplicable)

_Don't lcnow _lncident(s) not reported due to fear of reprisal
_lncident(s) reported formally or disapproval by perpetrator(s)
_Incident(s) not reported formally, but _Incident(s) not reported due to fear of reprisal or

management learned of it informally disapproval by person(s) other than perpetrator(s)
_Incident(s) not reported because the _Incident(s) not reported because perceived to be

matter was dealt with privately unimportant or insignificant
_Incident(s) not reported due to absence _Incident(s) not reported because complaint perceived

of clear complaint procedures to be futile or not worth the trouble

• How did management respond if it learned of such incident(s)? (check all that apply; skip if inapplicable)

_Don't know _Developed a plan/program to correct the problem
_Treated allegations seriously _Was indifferent to the charges
_Worked to determine truth of allegations _Tried to explain allegations away
_Followed up to learn relevant facts _Was embarrassed .
_Showed initial concem but no follow-up _Other: _

Discussin& Py or lesbian issues or
coDllllUDity activities in the office? .............- 4

Discussing hisIher personal or family
life involving a same-sex parmer? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Displaying a picture of a same-sex
partner in hisJher office? 4

Displaying indicators of gay or lesbian
community involvement in his/her office? • . . . . . . . . 4

Bringing a same-sex date to an internal office event
(without clients/outsiders) where dates are appropriate? . 4

Bringing a same-sex date to an outside social or
professional event where dates are appropriate? ..... 4

IS. How much would an attornev in your finn/office harm
or help his or her career prospects by the following Very
actions (circle one choice OD each line): Helpful

Letting peers know.that he/she is gay/lesbian? 4

Letting subordinates know that he/she is gayllesbian? .. 4

Letting supervisors/superiors know
that he/she is gayllesbian? 4

Letting selected clients know that he/she is gayllesbian? 4

Letting all clients know
tIw he/she is gayllesbian? 4

Taking OD lesbian or gay-re1alccl pro bono work? 4

Becomina active in py or lesbian
community Ollaniutjons? • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 4

I
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I
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Somewhat No Somewhat. Very
Helpful Effect Harmful Harmful

3 2 I 0

3 ••.... 2 ...•. 1 0

3 2 1 . 0

3 2 1 0

3 2 1 0

3 · 2 · . 1 0

3 · · . 2 . . 1 0

3 · 2 · 1 0

3 · 2 · 1 0

3 . · .2 1 . 0

3 · 2 1 0

3 · · 2 1 0

3 . 2 1 0

(V107·
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19. Do you have lIlY comments about advancement and promotion within your fum/office as they penain to
gay or lesbim Iltorneys? (attach additional sheets, if necessary)

20. Do you have any comments about the employee benefits, work environment or general policies and practices
in your firmloffice as they penain to lesbian and gay lawyers? (attach additional sheets, if necessary) (V

(VI

1"131.\301

2 .

2 .

4 3 2

4 , , 3 2

4 . 3 2

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
Strongly Somewhat Somewhat Strongly

A2-6-5·

Panner/panner equivalents
Other lawyers

to ensure that its work environment is as hospitable to
lesbian and gay lawyers as it is to heterosexual lawyers 4 ..... 3 ..... 2...... I

to ensure that performance reviews and work assignments
are not affected by the actUal or perceived sexual
orienwion of attorneys .

to ensure that its advancement and promotion decisions
do not discrimilWe on the basis of sexual orienwion . . . , . , .

to ensure thal its employee benefits treat lesbian and
gay lawyers comparably to heterosexual lawyers . . . . . . . . . .

to ensure that the interests and activities of lesbian and
gay lawyers here are acknowledged, addressed and supponed
to the same extent as those of heterosexual lawyers ..... . .. 4 ..... 3

to make its policies IDd practices with respect to lesbian
and gay anorneys known to its employees . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 ..... 3

16. Please estimate the number and level of lawyers in your office (i) who have identified themselves as lesbian
~ in the office, (ii) whom you believe to be gay or lesbian, whether or not they have identified them
selves as lesbian or gay in the office, and (iii) the total number of lawyers on each level:

Self·identified gay Total gay or
or lesbian lawyers lesbian lawyers Total lawyers

17. On the basis of your own estimate, over the last year or two, would you say that (circle one on each line):

The percent of the ethnic and racial minority law- More Same Less Don't know N/A
yers who have left your firm/office compared to
the percent of the white lawyers who have left is 4.... 3 2.... I 0

The percent of the female attorneys who have
left your fumJoffice compared to the percent
of the male attorneys who have left is 4.... 3 2.... I 0

The percent of the lesbian and gay attorneys who
have left your fmnloffice compared to the percent
of the heterosexual attorneys who have left is . . . . . . . . .. 4.... 3 .... 2.... I .... 0

18. Do you agree or disagree that vour finn/office has taken steps
necessary to do the followinc (circle one response for each):

[100482.3]
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22. Indicate bow satisfied you are with [VJJ6.1"

the following aspects of vour job Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
(circle one response for each): Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Dissatisfied N/A

Pay and fringe benefits · .. . S · ... . .4 ·.. 3 .2 I 0

Number of hours you work . · .... · . S · 4 ·. · . 3 ·.... . 2 I . .. 0

RelatioDS with male co-workers . . .. S ...... 4 .. .. . 3 · .2 . I . . . 0

Relatioas with female co-workers · . ·. S · . · .. .4 ·... ·. 3 .. 2 · I · . 0

Help you rec:ciw from support staff · . S · .. . . .4 . .. 3 · .... .2 · . I 0

0pp0nuDity for Idvaucement S ... .4 ·... 3 · . .2 .. . . 1 .. . .. 0· ....
Chanenpa, opportuDitiel ·. ·. · . · . S . . 4 · . 3 .2 . 1 .. ·. 0

Respect aDd prestip . . . .. · ...... S · . · .. .4 ·.. . . . 3 · . . . .2 . . · . 1 0

Job security . . . ... . . ·. ·. · . · S · ... .. 4 · ... 3 ·.. .2 . 1 0

General working coaditioas ••.•• · . S · . ·. . .4 · . ·... 3 .2 I 0

Pro bono opportUnities •••• ·.... . S ...... 4 · ..... 3 · .. .2 . · . 1 0

Overall job satisfaction . .. ·. . . S .4 ·. 3 · .2 . 1 · . 0

A1T1TUDES, BEUEFS & EXPERIENCE

My panicipation in community activities that are
of panicular interest to me bas been encoW'lled . . . . • . . 4 . . . . . 3 " . . . . 2 ..... 1

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
Strongly Somewhat Somewhat Strongly

(VIUoISJ\

o

o

o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

N/A

o3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 ; ..... 2 ..... 1

..... 3 2 1

A2-7

I have been·able to fmel a mentor or mentors
among my superiors/colleagues ......•.......... 4

My interest in the activities aDd management
of my fum/office has been encoW'lled . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

21. Indicate your level of agreement with the
following statements about your current job
(circle one response for each):

The opponunity for me to advance is very good . . . . . . . 4

I am respected and treated as a professional by
colleagues at my firmloffice 4

I am respected and treated as a valuable advisor
by my client(s) 4

In the profession generally, the statUs/prestige
of my work or my fum/office is high 4

My work is intellectually challenging . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Colleagues at my firmloffice perceive me as
fining in with them socially and personally 4

My superiors/colleagues provide me with
adequate feedback on my work 4

My superiors/colleagues are willing to provide
advice and assistanCe when I need it 4

[100412.3]
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23. Comparing yourself to heterosexual white male attorneys of similar seniority in your firm/office. l indicate
your perception of the following (please do so even if you are yourself a heterosexual white male attorney):

More Same Less Don't know N/A

(V1~1111

(VIa-I!

o
o

o

o

o
o

o

o

o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

1

I

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

· 1

· .. 1

· I

1

1

A2-a-7-

My compensation is ',...,..,."..,.,....., 4 . , . , , 3 ",'. 2

My opportUnity for advancement is . . . , . . . , . . . , . , 4 . . . . , 3 ..", 2

My opportUnity to work on matters considered by
the firm/office as imponant and challenging is . , , . , . , 4 . . . . , 3 "", 2

The amount of e!1couragement and appreciation
I receive from my superiors/colleagues is , . 4 . . . . . 3 ",'. 2

The amount of mentoring and other assistance
I receive from my superiors/colleagues is .. . . . . . . . . 4 . . . . . 3 ..... 2

The expectations of my performance by
my superiors/colleagues is , 4 , 3 ', 2

The extent of my panicipation in management is . . . . . . 4 . . , . . 3 2

The extent of my out-of-office socializing
with my superiors/colleagues is 4 . . . . . 3 ..,.. 2

My opportunity for contact with persons who are in
a position to refer lucrative legal matters to me is . . . . . 4 . . . . . 3 ..... 2

The amount of professional regard/respect I receive:

From superiors/supervisors in my firmloffice ... 4 ..... 3 2

From clients . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 . . . . . 3 2

From judgeslhearing officers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 . . . . . 3 2

From attorney peers/colleagues 4 3 2

From opposing attorneys 4 . . . . . 3 2

From counroom personnel . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • 4 . . . . . 3 2

From the public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 . . . . . 3 2

From my flrmloffice staff 4 . . . . . 3 2

• 0 ... if ~bIl....... _ oC UaU... na1or1~y. cbIldc ••,1.,.
[100482,31

24. In general, as compared with similarly-sinwed heterosexual anorneys in Los Angeles County, how
do you believe that gay IDd lesbian anorneys have fared in tenDS of the following:

Better Same Worse Don't know

ADDual iIK:oJDe •••••••••••••••••••••• 4 . . . • • . 3 • • • . . . 2

Worfdq relationship with clients 4 . . . . . . 3 ..•... 2

ConladS with poteDtial cliems •.•.•...•.•.. 4 • . .. .. 3 .. . . . . 2

Success in anractiDJlucrative legal work ..•.•. 4 . . . . . . 3 . . . . . . 2

Working relalioaships with office colleagues 4 3 ••••.. 2

Social relationships with office colleagues . . . . . . 4 . . . . . . 3 . . . . . . 2

Contacts with lawyers outside the firmloffice .•.. 4 3 ....•. 2

Achieving visibility within professional
associations 4 . . . . . . 3 . . . . . . 2

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I



27. If you have ever been the victim of discrimiDation or different treatment in any aspect of employment
or oppommity for employment u an attorney based on you being or being perceived to be lesbian or
gayt please explain (attach extra sheets if aecessuy):

[VI!

[VlfW:

(V%lh

o2 . . . . .. 1

..... 2 ..... '.... 1

A2-9

4 3

-8-

25. As an attorney. have you ever experienced or witnessed discrimination based on you or another
attorney being or being perceived to be lesbian or gay?

_No. I have neither experienced or witnessed such discrimination

_Yes. I have experienced or witnessed diScrimination in the following areas (circle all that apply):

Experienced Witnessed

Discrimination in hiring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1

Discrimination in pay 2 . . . 1

Discrimination in work assignments 2 . . . . 1

Discrimination in work evaluations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1

Discrimination in promotion/advancement at work 2 1

Discrimination inlby professional organizations 2 . . . 1

Discrimination by clients in attomey selection 2 . . . . 1

Advene rulings/treatment by judges or other officials 2 1

Discrimination in academic evaluations 2 1

Verbal abuse or harassment 2 1

Exclusion from social functions or groups . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1

Other (please describe): _

[100482.31

26. How recently have you experienced or witnessed any of the following involved in or responsible for acts
of discrimination against someone based on that person's being or being perceived to be lesbian or gay?

0-2 3-5 6-10 More thaa 10
years ago years ago years ago years ago Never

A supervisor/superior in your office •••.•.. 4 .....• 3 ..•••• 2 . . • . .. 1 0

An attorney co-worker in your office • . . . • .. 4 3 2 . . . . .. 1 0

A non-attorney employee in your office 4 3 2 . . . . .. 1 0

Aclient••..•••••.•.••..••.....•• 4 3 2 1 0

An attorney outside your office •..••••••• 4 3 2 . . . . .. 1 0

A judgelbeariDg officer 4 3 2...... 1 0

Other court persoDDe1 or aOVemmeDl official •. 4 3 2 . . . . .. 1 0

A potcDIiai employer • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • •• 4 3 2 . . . . .. 1 0

A law ICbooI profeaor. teacher or official ..• 4 ...•.. 3 2 . . . . .. 1 0

Alawaudeal •••••••••••..•••.•.•. 4 ....•• 3 ..••.• 2 .•.•.. 1 0

Other (please describe): _

I
I
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PERSONAL INFORMATION

ScxualOrientation "" .. ", .. ,., ,.,.3 2., .. ,,1

31. What is your sexual orientation? (check one) _Homosexual _Bisexual _Heterosexual

• If you are homosexual or bisexual. who among your professional colleagues/coworkers is aware of your
sexual orientation? (circle one response on each line)

29. Which best describes your race or ethnicity? (check one)

_Black!African American _Asian American/Pacific Islander
_Native American/American Indian _Caucasian
_Chicano/a or Latino/a _Other: _

IV:

Stayed
Decreased the Same

· , .... ,2

· , .. , .. 2

· , . 2

· 2

_Male

A2-10

45-55
55-65
over 65

_ Female

-9-

Gender ., .. ",." .. " .. ,., 3

Race " , .. , ", 3

Religion ",...""".",."......".,..,.". 3

Disability . , . , . . , . , , , . . , , . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . , 3

What is your sex? (check one)

Most/All Some Unsure None N/A
Superiors/supervisors
in my fmnloffice ......................................... 4 3 2 .. .......... 1 0

Clients .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ........................... 4 3 2 .. .......... 1 0

JudgeslhcariDg officen .................................. 4 3 2 .. .......... I 0

Anorney peers/colleagues ............................... 4 3 2 . , . . . . I 0

Opposing anomeys ........................................ 4 3 2 .. .......... 1 0

Counroom personnel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 3 2 ............ I 0

Non-anorney office suff ................................ 4 3 2 .. .......... I 0

What is your lie group? (check one)

under 25
25-35
35-45

28. In the legal profession in general, would you say that over the past 5
years discriminatory practices against attornevs based on the following
characteristics have increased, decreased, or stayed about the same? Increased

[100482.3]

30.

32.

34. How many children or stepchildren do you have? (check one)

_0 _1 _2 _3 _4 _Sormore

33. What is your current relationship/marital StalUS? (check all that apply)

_Married aDd living with spouse
_DivorcedlseparaIed

Widowed
-Single/Never Manied
_Uving with a domatic parmer of the opposite sex
_Uving with a domestic parmer of the same sex

In a committed relationship with someone of the opposite sex but not living together
_In a commined relationship with someone of the same sex but not living together

I
I
I
I
I
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38. How many lawyers are in your workplace? (check one in each column)

35. What is your present employment situation? (Check one)

_Not presently employed but planning to obtain employment
_Not presently employed with no plans to obtain employment
_Employed part time
_Employed full time
_Volunteer
_Student
_Retired
_Other: _

36. What is your position with your employer? (check one)

_Senior or managing parmer/general counsel
_Equity panner or equivalent/senior supervisory attorney
_Non-equity parmer/permanent associate/junior supervisory attorney
_Associate or non-supervisory attorney

Of counselor consulting attorney
Judge/commissioner/hearing officer

_Other governmental official
_ Professor/teaeher/instrUctor
_Non-law employment
_Other: _

39. How IDIDY years have you practiced law (in california or elsewhere)? (check one)

_Never practiced law _11-15 years
_Less than 2 years _16-20 years
_2-5 years _21-30 years
_6-10 years _More thaD 30 years

40. How many years have you beeD with your curreIU employer? (check one)

_Less than 2 years _11-15 years
_2-5 years _16-20 years
_6-10 years _21-30 years

_More than 30 years

r

A2-11

_Educational institution (pUblic or private)
_Court system (federal, swe or municipal)
_Other government (federal, state or municipal)
_Lobbyist/advocacy organization
_Legal aid provider
_Charity/other non-profit

_200 or more
_100-199
_SC>-99
_20-49
_10-19

2- 9
1

_No lawyers
_Not applicable - single office only

-10-

If multi-office. lawvm in entire organintionLawvers in your office

_200 or more
_100-199
_SC>-99
_20-49
_10-19

2- 9
1

_Nolawyen

(100..2.3)

37. What is your employment seaing? (check one)

_Self-employed
_Single-office law fum
_Head office of multi-office law fum
_Branch office of multi-office law fum
_In-house at head office of for-profit business
_In-house at branch office of for-profit business
_Other: _

I
I
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THANK YOU FOB YOUR TIME

BY OCTOBER 22, 1993, PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN THIS SURVEY TO:

42. What were your major reasons for changing jobs, or seeking to change jobs, during the last five years?
(check up to 5)

41. What is your net annual income level from the practice of law? (check one)

_No income from practice of law
_Below $50,000
_$50,000-100,000
_$100,000-150,000
_$150,000-200,000
_Over $200,000

-11- A2-12

Los Angeles County Bar AssodatloD
617 South OUve Street

P,O. Box 55020
Los ADceles, CA 90055-2020

~: Sexual OrieatatloD Bias Survey

_Does not apply

_Actual or prospective closing or dissolution of firm/office
_Actual or prospective layoff due to fmancial difficulties of firm/office
_Asked to leave or terminated by employer

_Higher paying or more prestigious position elsewhere
_Work not sufficiently challenging
_ Opponunities for advancement were limited
_Insufficient responsibility or cowtroomlclient exposure
_Insufficient or ineffective training or mentaring

_Level of pressure/tension on the job was too great
_Lack of personal compatibility with colleagues
_Disagreement with management policies/practices

_Amount of time required was excessive
_Wanted more time for family/personal life
_Wanted more time for community/pro bono/political activities
_Wanted to own and manage my own practice

_Insufficient number of minority momeys in work setting
_Insufficient number of women momeys in work setting

_General atmosphere of intolerance and discri.miDation

_Observed discri.miDation against others on the basis of (check all that apply):
-Bender _ rIl:e or ethnicity _disability _sexual orienwion

_Personal experience of discrimiDalion on the basis of (check all that apply):
-Bender _ rIl:e or edmicity _disability _sexual orienwiDn

Moved out of city or swe
Faciliwed spouselplll1Der's employment/professional opportunities

_Otber: _

[l004U.3]
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2. At what times could you be available to participate (please check 111 that you could make):

week of
Time 10/18 10/25 11/1 11/8 II/IS

LOS ANGELES COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION

FOCUS GROup DISCUSSIONS AMONG SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AITORNEYS
CONCERNING SEXUAL ORIENTATION BIAS IN mE WORKPLACE

IF YOU ARE WILLING TO PARTICIPATE IN SUCH DISCUSSIONS. PLEASE AlSO COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:

1. Name:
Address:

Telephone:

Monday evening D•••••••• D•••••••• D•••••••• D••••'•••• D
Tuesday evening D•••••••• D•••••••• D•••••••• D•••••••• D
wednesday evening D D D D•••••••• D
Thursday evening D•••••••• D••.••••• D••.••••• D•••••••• D
Friday evening D•••••••• D•••••••• D•••••••• D•••••••• D
saturday IIOrning D•••••••• D.••••••• D•••••••• D•••••••• D
Saturday afternoon D••••••••D•••••••• D•••••••• D•••••••• D
Sunday morning D•••••••• D•••••••• D•••••••• D•••••••• D
Sunday afternoon D•••••••• D•••••••• D•••••••• D•••••••• D
Sunday evening D•••••••• D•••••••• D•••••••• D•••••••• D

3. What locations are convenient to you (please check 111 that are convenient):

A2-13

D U.S.C. campus D Hollywood
D U.C.L.A. westwood Campus D San Fernando Valley

D Downtown
D Century City

[100412.3]

Thank you for completing the attached s~rvey. fn addition to tabulating and reviewing survey
responses, the Los Angeles County Bar Assoclatlon Commlttee on Sexual Orlentation Bias (the
"Committee") will be conductlng focus group discusslons during late OCtober and early November 1993.
The purpose of these dlScussions is to enable to the Committee to gather anecdotal information
concerning sexual orientation bias. Each of these discussion groups will include several attorneys
who believe that they have experienced or Witnessed sexual orientation bias as well as members of the
Committee (some but not all of whom will be lesbian. gay or bisexual). The Committee and the County
Bar hope that these discussions are frank and open.

The Committee and the County Bar hope that all information presented in these discussions
will remain strictly confidential. Nevertheless, participants should be aware that the Commlttee
intends,to use some anecdotes and other information from these discussions in its public report.
Attempts will be made to disguise or aggregate any anecdotes or information so used so as not to
identify the persons and/or organizations involved. The Committee and the County Bar will also ask
each discussion group partiCipant to treat all personally-identifiable information presented in these
discussions as strictly confidential,

If you belleve that you have ever witnessed or been the victim of discriminatory treatment
based upon sexual orientation, in any facet of employment as an attorney. and would be willing to
participate in a focus group discussion of the issues addressed by this survey, PLEASE FILL IN THE
INF~TION REQUESTED BELOW, TEAR OFF THIS PAGE AND RETURN IT (SEPARATELY fR(J1 YOlR COMPLETED SlRVEY)
TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS BY OCTOBER 22. 1993:

Los Angeles County Bar Association
617 South Olive Street
P.O. Box 55020
Los Angeles. CA 90055-2020
~: Sexual Orientation Bias Focus Group

I
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ATTORNEY SURVEY RESPONDENTS

Los Angeles County Bar AssociatIOn
Report on Sexual OrIentatIon Bias

APPENDIX A-3
METHODS
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Attorney Characteristics

Gender
Female
Male

Ethnicity
.African American
Native American
Chicano/a or Latino/a
Asian American/Pacific Islander
Caucasian
Other

Sexual Orientation
Lesbian or Gay
Bisexual
Heterosexual

Under 35
35-45
46-55
Over 55

Marital Status
Married and Living With Spouse
Divorced or Separated
Widowed
Single
Living with Domestic Partner

(opposite sex)
Living with Domestic Partner

(same sex)
In a Relationship but not Living Together

(opposite sex)
In a Relationship but not Living Together

(same sex)

Present Employment Setting
Self-employed
Single-office Law Firm
Head Office of Multi-office Firm
Branch Office of Multi-office flI'lIl
In-house, Head Office, Not-for-profit
All Other

[L141936.5] A3-I

Percentages

30.1%
69.9

2.4%
2.0
4.9
4.4

83.7
2.7

45.6%
2.7

51.7

38.4%
38.3
14.9
7.6

35.2%
6.2
.7

26.1
4.2

20.0

2.0

5.7

12.5%
33.7
13.5
15.0
6.5

18.5
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Position with Present Employer
Senior Partner (or equivalent)
Equity Partner/Senior Supervisory
Non-equity Partner/Junior Supervisory
Associate/Non-supervisory Attorney
Of Counselor Consulting
Judge/Commissioner/Hearing Officer
All Other

Annual Income
No Income From Practice of Law
Below $50,000
$50,000-100,000
$100,000-150,000
$150,000-200,000
Over $200,000

[L141936.5] A3-2

Los Angeles County Bar Association
Report on Sexual Onentation Bias

16.2%
20.0
9.0

35.0
2.5
.5

16.6

3.5%
13.6
45.6
19.1
8.1

10.1
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APPENDIX A-4
11ETHODS

FORM OF EMPLOYER SURVEY

Los Angeles County Bar AssociatIon
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QUALITY OF WORK LIFE FOR l..E..'iBlAN AND GAY ATTORNEYS:
.A SURVEY OF LEGAL RMPLOYERS IN SOTJmERN CALIFORNIA

J,os Angeles Cowuy Bur Association
Sexual OrientatiDn Bias Committee

The tol!0 ~lIg questiON represent ways in which employers may provide for the fair 41Id
equal rer,ndtment, hiring, rclention, advancement, and compensation o/women, minority and
lesbian wu! gay job applicants and attorneys. We are illlerested in your firm or office's
employment policies and practices.

BY OCTOBER 22, 1993, PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN THIS SURVEY TO:

Los Angeles County Bar AssociDtion
617 South Olive Street

P.O. Box 55020
Los Angeles, CA 90055-2020

A7TN: SulUll OrientDJion Bias Survey

AS YOU COMPLETE THIS SURVEY, PLEASE NOTE THE FOUOWlNG:

• The survey talus less tJuua twenty minutes to complete.

• Each firm or office should submit only one copy of this survey.

• This survey is anonymous,' you need not identify yourselfor your firm or office.

• This survey is also co1f!idential,' dtua collected will be released only in
disguised or aggregated form so as not to identify individual respondellls or
tMir employers.

• In this survey, wt use the phrases -gay and lesbian- and -lesbian and gay, - to
describe both homosexuals and bisexuals ofeither sex.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME

A4-1
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VI
RECRUITMENT A HIRING

1. To the same ptent comparable actiom are taken V2-1t

with aspect to women or people of color. does your
finn/office do the follm.. (circle ODe I'eSpC)me for No comparable Don't

each): aetioas taken Yes No know

Have a written DODdiscrimiDatioa policy covering
hiring, retention and promotioa that expressly prohibits
discriminatioa oa the basis of sexual orialtatioa? 4 3 2 I

Have stated goals (either general or numerical) for
.hiring lesbian or gay auomeys? 4 3 2 1

Have marketing or recruiting materials that include any
work your firmloffice bas done for or with gay and
lesbian organizatioas? 4 3 2 1

Provide training for its interviewers that includes
identificatioa of IppfOpriat.e and inappropriate areas of
inquiry, including covenge of issues related to sexual
orientation? 4 3 2 1

Actively seek out lesbian and JaY applicants when
recruiting new attorneys (e.g., through sending
recruitment letters to lesbian and JaY student
organizations)? 4 3 2 1

Give guidance to search firm (if a search firm is used)
oa your firmloffice policy regarding gay and lesbian
applicants? 4 3 2 1

Identify and publicize the names of attorneys in your
firmloffice who volunteer to be contacts for applicants
with questioas about the workplace climate for lesbian
and gay attomeys? 4 3 2 1

If your office bas openly gay or lesbian attorneys,
include them in the hiring procell

As members of hiring committees? 4 3 2 1

As OD-eampus interviewers? 4 3 2 1

In office interviews? 4 3 2 1

2. Do you have any Idditioaal COIIUDllIlts about the recruitment and biring of lesbian and gay attorneys
within your firmloffice? VI2

- 2-
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/.;fJC!AL b'VEN-iS &: ACTlViTlES
(f'lwse circle the Dllmber oorresponding to yOll,' ,esponse weach of the foEowing questions) Vl3

Very Somewhat Not
Important Important Important N/A

3. f{<)-.v importllut /lire n.:ia.l activities to "he
Advancement of gttonnys iJl yow' 1irmloffi~? 3 2 1 0

---;t~~~....... ..n=a ==. c:

Always Sometimes Never N/A VI4-19

4. lu~ aliomcyJ' ,'}'\.lISeS welcomed to participate
ill the social activities of your firmloffice? 3 2 1 0

S. Are non-mani,'~ ~ttom~ys welcomed to include
significant others or guests in the social activities of
your firmloffi~? 3 'J, 1 0

if so. do written invitations use neutral
designations such as -guest- or -significant
other-? 3 2 1 0

6. If yOloi tirmioff.ce has social events to which
attorneys may brinS spo..:.ses, significant others or
guests, are lesbian and gay attorneys welcomed to brinS
same-sex domestic partn,;i'S, significant others or guests? 3 2 1 0

If so, do written invitations use neutral
designations such as -pest- or -significant
other-? 3 2 1 0

7. ff welcomed, either formally or informally,
how "ften would you estimate that domestic partners,
significant others or suests of lesbian and lay attorneys
in your firmloffice attend social activities? 3 2 1 0

8. Do you have any additioaal comments about the social activities and events of your firmloffice as they
pertain to gay and lesbian attorneys?

- 3-
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GENERAL POUCIES AND PRACTICES

I
9. To the same extent mmparable Idiom DR taken V'Z1·31

I
with resped to women or people of mlor, doa your
finn/office do the followi.. (circle ODC response for No comparable Ooo't

each): actions taken Yes No know

I Provide. formal support structure, specifically
designed for ,.y aDd 1eIbian attorneys, such as an
organized peer Jroup or • meotoriD, propalD? 4 3 2 1

I Include in its ·Welcome Packet· (if it bas ODe) the
firmloffice policy 00 noa-discrimination on the bais

I
of:

Sexual orieatation? 4 3 2 1

I
Marital status? 4 3 2 1

HIV status? 4 3 2 1

I
Include in its newsletter (if it bas oae) reports 00 work
the firmloffice bas done for or with oflanizations
active on behalf of:

I
Lesbian aDd py ripts issues? 4 3 2 1

Lesbian and py IOCw/community services? 4 3 2 1

I
Include in replar office IUDCbeoas or other meetin,s
(if there are IUCb fuDctioas) It which curreat eveats are
addressed discussioas of issues that affect J.y aDd
lesbian lawyers? 4 3 2 1

I Pay employees' membenbip dues to py aDd lesbian
bar uaociatioaa 00 the lime buis as it pays for
memberships in other bar uaociatioas? 4 3 2 1

I Cooduct officelfirm-wide educatioa proarams 00:

Employmmt __ ficin, pya aDd lesbians? 4 3 2 1

I IDV or AIDS/ARC __? 4 3 2 1

Have • Wadin. committee to ovenee equal

I employa.at opportunity or employ. ripts illUCl.
includina __ of ccmcern to lesbian aDd py lawyers? 4 3 2 1

I
I
I

- 4-
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If yes, what, if anything, bas man&,emeot withil\ YOl~r firm/office done if it bas learned of
such incidents? (check all that apply)

If yes, what, if anythina, bas man&aemeot within your firm/office done to
respond if it bas learned of such incidents? (check all that apply)

VJ2

VS6

DO, .•• yes

.. '_Wu iadifferent to th·'} t;b!lt8es
_Tri~ to ~:tpllin allegatio:n.s away
_Was embarrassed
_DP,vl'lICoped • plan or prognm to correct the problem

_Was indifferent to the char,es
_Tried to explain alleBatioas away
_Was embarrassed
_Developed a plan or prosram to correct the problem

_ WU indifferent to the char,es
_Tried to explain allesatiODS away
_Wu embarrassed
_Developed a plan or prolfUll to correct the problem

If yes, -.0lllt, if anything, ~.~ lIJIUUgeJWllt within YO'lli' fi.rIilIoffir,e done to
:resplnd jf i~ bar. l,...med of such incidents? (cb")r.\(: ~t that apply)

_TfCIlt,e,.; 41le~atiOWi lM::tlous! y
__Worked ~ determine tr'lltll ..,1' al!egRtioos
~_t1Qllow.-d ~lP to l*~ :'el\ivml facts
"'_')cc"wd ;..,itial COllUOl blot .110 fellow-up
__,_Don't kuow
__locilient not tep(Jrte&i l>eeausc _
_ Otb:( __'__r_, ~,. • _

!hR..lQ.U ever hell.r~:

A lawye1' in yOllt fimUoffice ~\lIke dorcii~tory

stAteJDel1ts or jokes tbO-ut !Jays (' ( lesbiaw;?

A lawyer in jOu!' linn/office make a derogatory
remade about someol'e in your firm/office that was
based on that person's sexual orientation? _ _ . . . . . . . . . , , _. yes DO

_Treated alle,atioos seriously
_Worked to determine truth of alleaatioas
_Followed up to learn relevant facts
_Showed initial coocern but DO follow-up
_Don't know ,
_Incident not reported because _
_Other---- _

A lawyer in your firmloffice state that an applicant
or lawyer bas shown -bad judgment- by opeo1y
identifyin, himlherself as py or lesbian? . • . _ _ . . . . . . . . .. yes DO

_Treated alleaatioas seriously
_Worked to determine truth of allegatioos
_Followed up to learn relevant facts
_Showed initial coacem but DO follow-up
_Doa'tkDow
_lncideat not reported because _
_ 0tbeI' _

;1)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I



PERSONNEL POUCIES AND BENEFITS

12. Has your firmloffice reviewed penIOIJDCl and beaefit policies to
ensure that lesbian and py attorneys are treated fairly aod equitably? yes DO V69

~77

13. To the same extent mmpanble 'diom IR taken
with mpect to bctcrosexuaI 'UOmevs, does your
finn/office do the (oUowi.. (circle one response (or No comparable Don't
each): actions taken Yes No know

Offer health benefits to the domestic partners of ,ay
aod lesbian lawyers OIl the same or similar terms that
they are available to the spouses of heterosexual
lawyers? 4 3 2 1

Provide child care beaefits to the biolopcal and
noabiolopcal childreo of py aod lesbilD attorneys in
the same manner that they are provided to heterosexual
attorneys? 4 3 2 1

Have pareotin, leave aod part-time policies that are:

Gender neutral? 4 3 2 I

Marital stabII-aeutral? 4 3 2 I

Have pareoting leave aod part-time policies that are
offered irrespective of the biolopcal relationship
between pareat aod child? 4 3 2 I

Reim""" DeW lelbian aod py attorneys for the cost
of moviJII a domeItic putDer 011 the same terms that
the COllI of DMJYing a beteroIexual attorney's spouse
are reimbuned? 4 3 2 I

If there is ID employee uailhllce prognm tbroup
which beaefits (such as IUbItIDce abuse or crisis
COUIUIeIin,) are offend to aItomeys aod their families.
easure that benefits cover:

Domestic putDen of lesbilD aod py lawyers? 4 3 2 1

Non-biological childreo? 4 3 2 1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

11. Do you have any additiooal comments about general policies and practices within your firmloffice as
they pertain to lesbian and ,ay attorneys?

-6-
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16. To the same cxtmt comparable actiom are taken
with respect to WOOlen or people of wlor. does your
finn/office do the followi,. (circle one nspoDile for No comparable Don't
each): actions taken Yes No know

VIU3

Have policies or procedures desipeel to eosure that
performance reviews and work assipmeots are DOt
affected by the actual or perceived sexual orientation of
attameys'? 4 3 2 1

Have stated pis (either paeral or numerical) for
promotiD,lesbian and PY attorneys'? 4 3 2 1

11. Co y~u hAve any llddition~ comments about ~lmel policies tnd ~efitswithin Y01.U firm/office as
they peluin t.o t\lSbian and gay attorneys?

15. Plet.se estimate the number and level of lawyers in your office (i) who have identified themselves as
lesbianor~~.office, (ii) whom you believe to be gay or lesbian, whether or not they have identified
(hemselves as gay in the Dffice, and (iii) the total number of lawyers on each level:

---------------._--
V79

va-l1(3)

2

Total lawyers

3

--_._. --- - .._-
._-_.._------ ---

Total gay or
lesbian lawyers

- 7-
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Self-identified py
or lesbian lawyers

Partner/partner equivalents

Other lawyers

H"ve a bereavement leave polic; dUlt gives gay And
l~"bian attorneys the right to take be.eave~lt leave fOf
lolC d.'l&th of a domestic ?&J1Der?

-----_._----

-- ~. __.__ .- _....._~~ - - --~-----

ic£11lNinON • PROMOTION

I
I
I
I
I
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If yes. what. if anytbin&. bas mana&emalt within your firmlofficc done to respond if it bas leamed of such
incidents? (check all that apply)

If yes. what if anytbin&. bas managemeot within your firmloffice done to respood if it has leamed of
such incidents? (c:heck all that apply)

no

DO

_Wu indifferent to the charses
_Tried to explain allegations away
_Wu embarrassed
_Developed a plan or program to correct the problem

_Was indifferent to the charges
_Tried to explain allegations away
_Wu embarrassed
_Developed a plan or program to correct the problem

_Treated alle&atioaa leriously
_Worted to determine tnIth of alle&atioas
_Followed up to learn relevant facts
_Showed initial CODCen1 but DO follow-up
_Don'tkDow
_Incident not reported !Mallse _

_ Other------------------------------

_Treated. alle&atioaa eeriously
_Worted to determine tnlth of allegations
_Followed up to learn relevant facts
_Showed initial coo<:em but DO follow-up
_Don'tknow
_Incideat not reported because _

_Other---------------------------_

17. Within your firmlofficc. have you ever
beard the coocem expressed that lOme or all of
the clients of your firm would prefer not to wort
with an openly JaY or lesbian lawyer?.................... yes

18. To the best of your knowledge. has any attorney
within your firmlofficc been deoied assipme.nts. as a result
of beiD& openly JaY or lesbian? yes

19. In &cneral. do you believe your firmloffice has taken steps to ensure a wort environment that is hospitable to
lays and lesbians? Please use the lIf*e below to elaborate. VIl.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I



THANK YOU AGAIN FOR YOUR TIME

22. Title of individual completin, this
questionnaire: _

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

F4ii,~{/OFF1CE INFORMA nON

20. Type of OraanizatioD (check one)
taw Firm

_BU.1ine&s
_Governmeot

FflMWioD
_P'ilolic Interest
____Other (please specify) -

21_. Number of lawyers in your workplace:

In your office

Number of partners
(or equivalents)

Number of other lawyers

-9-
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If the OrglDizatiOD
bas more than one
office, in your
egtire Qrgnization
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EMPLOYER SURVEY RESPONDENTS

Los Angeles County Bar Association
Report on Sexual Onentatlon Bias

APPENDIX A-5
METHODS

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I [Ll41936.51

Employer Characteristics

Law Finn
Business' Law Office
Government Office
Law School
Public Interest Law Office

1 - 10
11 - 20
21 and over

A5-1

Percentages

68.1%
18.8%
4.3%
1.4%
7.2%

19%
29.3%
51.7%
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Los Angeles County Bar ASsocIatIon
Report on Sexual OrientatIon BIas

APPENDIX A-6
tvffiTHODS

E1vfPLOYER SURVEY PRE-LETTER
EMPLOYER SURVEY COVER LETTER

EMPLOYER SURVEY FOLLOW-UP CALLS
ATTORNEY SURVEY COVER LETTER

ATTORNEY AND EMPLOYER SURVEY REMINDER CARD



Los ANGELES COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION

STREET ADDRESS, GI7 SOUTH OLIVE STREET. Los ANGELES. CA 90014-IG05
'v1AILING ADDRESS PO Box 55020. Los ANGELES. CA 90055-2020
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I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I

GERALD L. CHALEFF
PRESIDENT

JOHN CARSON
PRESIDENT-ELECT

LAURIE D ZELON
SENIOR VICE-PRESIDENT

SHELDON H SLOAN
VICE-PRESIDENT/

TREASURER

RICHARD WALCH
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

DAVID PASCALE
AsSOCIATE EXECUTIVE

DIRECTOR €I
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE

JOSEPH KORNOWSKI
AsSOCIATE EXECUTIVE

DIRECTOR €I
GENERAL COUNSEL

TRUSTEES

RUDY AGUIRRE
EON A R.S. ALVAREZ
RAUL AYALA
MERRICK J. BOil
MARGO BOUCHET
JOHN J. COLLINS
PATRICK R.. DllON
LEE SMALLEY EDMON
MICHAEL S. FIELDS
MICHELE E. FLURER
ERNESTINE FORREST
DOLLY M. GEE
REX HEESEMAN
REGINALD A HOLMES
LESLIE R. HOROWITZ
ROBERT K. JOHNSON
ELIZABETH C. KAUFMAN
KAREN A LASH
PATRICIA A LOBELLO
RICHARD R. MAINLAND
MALISSA HATHAWAY
McKEITH

ARNOLD WILLIAM
MEDNICK

E. A <STACEY) OLLIFF III
BRADLEY S. PHILLIPS
PHILIP R, RECHT
MICHAEL D. SCHWARTZ
BARRY E. SHANLEY
KIM McLANE WARDLAW
MICHAEL F. YAMAMOTO
JAN A Yoss

TELEPHONE: (213) G27-2727
TELECOPIER: (213) 89G-G500
WRITER'S DIRECT LINE:

September 13, 1993

Dear Colleague:

We write to seek your assistance in an important
undertaking of the Los Angeles County Bar Association.

In November 1992, then-County Bar President Richard
Chernick created the Committee on Sexual orientation
Bias. Since its appointment, the committee, composed
of members with widely differing professional and
personal backgrounds, has worked diligently, with the
able assistance of an independent consultant, to
develop two written surveys. The surveys are designed
to assist the committee to formulate a recommendation
to the Board of Trustees as to whether the Los Angeles
County Bar Association should adopt and promote a
policy among legal employers on the SUbject of sexual
orientation discrimination. One of the surveys will be
directed to legal employers (to the attention of
managing partners or their equivalent); the other will
be directed to a sample of individual lawyers covering
all sexual orientations.

We anticipate that the two surveys will be mailed
within the next two weeks. Please help us. Your
cooperation is essential if the surveys are to be
completed and returned. Please do whatever is
appropriate to see that the employer survey is directed
to the right person within your firm or office and to
see that those attorneys who receive the survey
directed to individuals are encouraged to complete and

A6-1
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September 13, 1993
Page 2

Gerald L. Chaleff, President
Los Angeles county Bar

Association

Committee Members
Amelia A. craig
Knox M. cologne
Pamela E. Dunn
Eudon Ferrell
Raymond C. Fisher
Stuart P. Herman
Karen A. Lash
Joan M. Lesage
Nancy P. McClelland
Molly Munger
Arthur F. Silber
Richard J. stone
David C. Tseng
Eric A. Webber

Joseph D. Mandel, Chair
Committee on Sexual

Orientation Bias

Only with your assistance will we be able
any recommendation submi tted by the

Sincerely,

return them.
to develop
committee.
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Los ANGELES COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION

I
I
I
I
I

STREET .. DDRESS GI7 SOUTH OLIVE STREET. Los ANCELES. CA 90014-1605
\1 .. ,LI .... C "DDRESS PO Box 55020. Los ANCELES. CA 90055-2020

TELEPHONE. (213) 627-2727
TELECOPIER (213) 896-6500
WRITER'S DIRECT LINE

September 24, 1993

I GERALD L. CHALEFF

PRESIDENT

JOHN CARSON

I
PRESIDENT-ELECT

LAURIE D ZELON
SENIOR VICE-PRESIDENT

SHELDON H SLOAN

I 'vICE-PRESIDENT/

TREASURER

RICHARD WALCH

EXECIJTlVE DIRECTOR

I DAVID P....SCALE

ASSOCIATE EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR El
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE

I JOSEPH KORNOWSK.I

ASSOCIATE EXECUTIVE

DIRECTOR B
GENERAL COUNSEL

I TRUSTEES

RUDY ACUIRRE

I
EDNA R.S ALVAREZ
RAUL AYALA

MERRICK J. BOBB

'viARCO BOUCHET
JOHN J. COLLINS

I P",TRICK. R. DIXON
LEE SMALLEY EDMON

'viICHAEL S. FIELDS
MICHELE E. FLURER

I
ERNESTINE FORREST

DOLLY M GEE

REX HEESEMAN
RECINALD A. HOLMES

I
LESLIE R HOROWITZ
ROBERT K JOHNSON

ELIZABETH C. KAUFMAN

KAREN A LASH

PATRICIA A. LOBELLO

I
RICHARD R. MAINLAND
'viALISSA HATHAWAY

'viCKEITH

ARNOLD WILLIAM

I
'viEDNICK.

E. A (STACEY) OLLIFF III
BRADLEY S PHILLIPS

PHILIP R RECHT
'viICHAEL D. SCHWARTZ

I BARRY E SHANLEY
KIM 'viCLANE W ....RDLAW

'viICH....EL F YAM ....MOTO

JAN A Yoss

I

Dear Colleague:

In order to address the quality of work life
for lesbian and gay attorneys in Los Angeles County, the
Los Angeles County Bar Association has established a
Committee on Sexual Orientation Bias. The Committee's
charge is to study sexual orientation bias among Los
Angeles County legal employers, to report its findings
to the County Bar and to formulate a recommendation as
to whether the County Bar should adopt and promote a
policy regarding sexual orientation bias among Los
Angeles County legal employers.

With the assistance of an independent
consultant, the Committee has developed two written
surveys to assist it in its work. One of the surveys is
being directed to Los Angeles county legal employers.
The other survey is being sent to a sample of individual
Los Angeles county lawyers.

Your firm or office has been selected as part
of the sample of employers surveyed. Accordingly, we
enclose a copy of the Committee's survey concerning
sexual orientation bias in the legal workplace.

Please take a few moments of your time to
respond as fully and completely as possible to the
questions in the enclosed survey. We know that you are
busy, but we do not make this request lightly. We ask
because your responses are crucial to the Committee's
and the Association's understanding of this important
issue.
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Please return the completed questionnaire to the County
Bar in the enclosed, pre-addressed envelope by October 22, 1993.
Thank you in advance for your time and cooperation.

The questionnaire is anonymous, and the data collected
will be released only in an aggregated or disguised form so as
not to identify individual employers. We also ask that you
complete only one copy of the questionnaire.

J ph D. Mandel, Chair
ommittee on Sexual
orientation Bias

A6-4

Gerald L. Chale ,
Los Angeles County

Association

September 24, 1993
Page 2

Enclosure

Committee Members
Amelia A. Craig
Knox M. Cologne III
Pamela E. Dunn
Eudon Ferrell
Raymond C. Fisher
Stuart P. Herman
Karen A. Lash
Joan M. LeSage
Nancy P. MCClelland
Molly Munger
Arthur F. Silber
Richard J. Stone
David C. Tseng
Eric A. Webber
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Los ANGELES COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION

A6-S

Enclosure

TELEPHONE: (213) 627-2727
TELECOPIER.: (213) 896-6500
WRITER'S DIRECT LINE:

(213) 896-6407

Members of the Ad Hoc Committee on Sexual
Orientation Bias

Gracie Lee

Survey

October 26, 1993

TO:

FROM:

IMPORTANT MEMORANDUM

RE:

Your chair, Joe Mandel, has asked me to enlist your help
-- while the survey of individuals has been fairly
successful; the return of employer surveys has been
slow. Joe would like each firm/corporate law office
called in an attempt to elicit more survey returns.
Enclosed is a list of employers we would ask you to call
ASAP. If you have been assigned a list of law firms, we
would a~so ask the help of a secretary in your office to
look up some phone numbers.

When you call the people on your list, please explain
that:

1. We are extending the deadline to November 5;

2. They may call Gracie Lee, 213-896-6407, for a
copy of the survey.

** Please say something to the effect that the committee
is calling every recipient since the survey is anonymous
and we can't tell which offices have returned them, and
thank them if they've already returned it.

If you aren't able to reach the person to whom the
survey was addressed, please leave a message with
his/her secretary or in his/her voice mail.

Thank you for your investment of time and effort in this
project.

cc: Richard Walch

STREET ADDRESS; GI7 SOUTH OLIVE STREET. Los ANGELES. CA 90014-1605
MAILING ADDRESS. PO Box 55020. Los ANGELES. CA 90055·2020
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PRESIDENT
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GERALD L. CHALEFF
PRESIDENT

JOHN CARSON
PRESIDENT-ELECT

LAURIE D ZELON
SENIOR VICE-PRESIDENT

SHELDON H SLOAN
VICE-PRESIDENT/

TREASURER

RICHARD WALCH
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

DAVID PASCALE
AsSOCIATE EXECUTIVE

DIRECTOR &
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE

JOSEPH KORNOWSKI
AsSOCIATE EXECUTIVE

DIRECTOR &
GENERAL COUNSEL

TRUSTEES

RUDY AGUIRIU
EDNA R.S. ALVAREZ
RAUL AYALA
MERRICK J. 8011
MARGO 80UCHET
JOHN J. COLLINS
PATRICK R. DllON
LEE SMALLEY EDMON
MICHAEL S. FIELDS
MICHELE E. FLUIUR
ERNESTINE FORIUST
DOLLY M. GEE
REX HEESEMAN
REGINALD A HOLMES
LESLIE R. HOROWITZ
ROIERT K. JOHNSON
ELIZAIETH C. KAUFMAN
KAIUN A LASH
PATR.ICIA A LOIELLO
RICHARD R. MAINLAND
MALISSA HATHAWAY
McKEITH

ARNOLD WILLIAM
MEDNICK

E. A (STACEY) OLLIFF III
8RADLEY S. PHILLIPS
PHILIP R. RECHT
MICHAEL D. SCHWARTZ
8ARRY E. SHANLEY
KIM McLANE WARDLAW
MICHAEL F YAMAMOTO
JAN A Yoss

TELEPHONE: (213) 627-2727
TELECOPIER (213) 896-6500
WRITER'S DIRECT LINE.

September 13, 1993

Dear Colleague:

In order to examine the quality of work life
for lesbian and gay attorneys in Los Angeles County, the
Los Angeles County Bar Association has established a
Committee on Sexual Orientation Bias. The Committee's
charge is to study sexual orientation bias among Los
Angeles county legal employers, to report its findings
to the County Bar and to formulate a recommendation as
to whether the County Bar should adopt and promote a
policy regarding sexual orientation bias among Los
Angeles County legal employers.

with the assistance of an independent
consultant, the Committee has developed two written
surveys to assist it in its work. One of the surveys is
being directed to Lo~ Angeles County legal employers.
The other survey is being sent to a sample of individual
Los Angeles County lawyers.

You have been selected as part of the sample
of individual lawyers surveyed. Accordingly, we enclose
a copy of the Committee'S survey concerning sexual
orientation bias in the legal workplace.

Please take a few minutes of your time to
respond as fully and completely as possible to the
questions in the enclosed survey. We know that you are
busy, but we do not make this request lightly. We ask
because your experiences, perceptions and opinions are
crucial to the Committee's and the Association's
understanding of this important issue.

We encourage you to be both frank and thorough
in your responses. The questionnaire is anonymous -- in
your responses, you may, but need not, identify yourself
or other persons or organizations relevant to your
responses. Data collected will be released only in an
aggregated or disguised form so as not to identify
individual respondents or their employers. We also ask
that you complete only one copy of the questionnaire.



Please return the completed questionnaire to the County
Bar in the enclosed, pre-addressed envelope by October 22, 1993.
Thank you in advance for your time and cooperation.
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September 24, 1993
Page 2

Gerald L. Chaleff,
Los Angeles County

Association

Committee Members
Amelia A. Craig
Knox M. Cologne III
Pamela E. Dunn
Eudon Ferrell
Raymond C. Fisher
stuart P. Herman
Karen A. Lash
Joan M. LeSage
Nancy P. McClelland
Molly Munger
Arthur F. Silber
Richard J. stone
David C. Tseng
Eric- A. Webber

Enclosure
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October 7, 1993

Dear Member of the Bar:

Two weeks ago, we sent you the Los Angeles County Bar Association's
Survey on Sexual Orientation Bias. If you have already returned the survey,
we thank you for your participation. If not, please return it to us as soon as
possible. Your participation is important to the County Bar's evaluation of
employer policies relating to lesbians, gay men and bisexuals.

Gerald L. Chaleff, President
Los Angeles County Bar Association

Joseph D. Mandel, Chair
Committee on Sexual Orientation Bias

[For information or an extra copy of the survey
call Gracie Lee at (213) 896-6407]
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IntroductOly Remarks (Committee Member)

Establish Ground Rules (Dr. Shepard)
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APPENDIX A-7
~THODS

FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Thank you for coming, etc.

Make sure parking was validated

Overview of project/purpose of focus group (to enable Committee to gather
anecdotal information concerning sexual orientation bias to flesh out/support
the statistical data gathered in the survey)

Introduce and thank Curt Shephard, note that the has professionally guided us
through this entire project, has a Ph.D. in education, was formerly director of
Student Affairs Informatitm and Research Office at UCLA, and is currently
director of the Campus Project of the National Gay,& Lesbian Task Force.

Participants briefly introduce selves, including current work setting (don't
have to identify name of employer if prefer not to)

Location of rest rooms

Invite to partake of refreshments

Informal discussion, but we'd like to hear from one person at a time.

Try to be aware of how much air time you're taking up/let everyone in the
group have an opportunity to speak.

If it's all right with everyone, we'd like to tape this discussion. Be assured
that your comments will be kept confidential. The tape will be used only to
fill in our notes. The tape will not be transcribed, no names will be assigned
to any particular comments, and only the research team will have access to the
tape, which will be destroyed upon completion of the project. Any problems
with that? [pause]
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Any questions? [pause]

Discussion Ouestions (Committee Member)

Los Angeles County Bar AssocIatIon
Report on Sexual Onentatlon Bias

II. Describe the attitudes of senior management (i.e., employers, partners, other
decision-makers) toward lesbians and gay men in the fmn/organization.

A7-2

Other areas not covered by previous questions?

Ways in which the employer is supportive of l/g lawyers/employees (PROBE
FOR: overt expressions of support in work and social settings, lack of
"heterosexual assumptions," willingness to interrupt homophobic comments
and behavior, etc.)

Ways in which the employer is unsupportive of l/g lawyers/employees
(PROBE FOR: specific examples of harassment and/or discrimination
promotions/job assignments denied on the basis of sexual orientation,
willingness to tolerate homophobic comments and behavior, etc.)

Examples of degree to which "client relations" plays a role in determining
support within the organization for gil employees.

Stories re: availability of mentoring support/professional development for gil
associates (pROBE FOR: relations between senior and junior attorneys,
generally, and perceived influence of sexual orientation upon relational
dynamics.)

D.

A.

B.

Finally, the session should last about 90 minutes. We will take a formal
break. Feel free to step out to go to the rest rooms or to get more
refreshments, but please return to this room.

Please remember that we are interested in both negative and positive
statements regarding the quality of your work life. Weare especially
interested in specific examples to illustrate particular points; again, only the
people in this room will know who said what.

C.

E.

[L141936.S]

I. Describe the general climate/culture within the workplace, including specific ways in
which the culture/climate is manifest for lesbian and gay attorneys (and other gil
employees?). (PROBE FOR: significant others invited to social events? Is the onus
on gil attorneys exclusively to educate the workplace about gil issues? Levels of
tolerance for homophobic comments, jokes? Other specific ways in which the
culture/climate is manifest with regard to gays and lesbians?)
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III. What are the attitudes of coworkers/colleagues toward lesbians and gay men in the
fmnlorganization.

VI. Numbers of lesbian or gay people within the fmn/organization. (PROBE FOR:
seniority and level of openly gay and lesbian attorneys/employees)

A. Ways in which coworkers are supportive (PROBE FOR: overt expressions of
support in work and social settings, lack of a "heterosexual assumption,"
willingness to interrupt homophobic comments and behavior, etc.)

A7-3

IV. Existence of personnel policies and programs that support lesbians and gay men
within the fmn or organization. (PROBE FOR: a written nondiscrimination policy
that includes sexual orientation, spousal equivalent benefits for partners of lesbian
and gay employees, professional development programs/opportunities that address
diversity, including sexual diversity, policies or practices related to derogatory
remarks about sexual orientation, etc.)

V. Professional Development/Career Path -- Degree to which being gil has influenced
your career decision-making, including your decision either to stay at a certain post
or leave a post. (PROBE FOR: What would attract you to a new employment
setting?)

[L141936. S]
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APPENDIX B-1
ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE

SELECTED COMMENTS FROM ATTORNEY SURVEY RESPONDENTS
AND FOCUS GROUP PARTICIPANTS

[L141936.S]
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APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants1

1 A letter "G" at the left margin, following the comment
number, designates comments by persons who identified themselves
as homosexual or bisexual. All other comments are by persons who
either identified themselves as heterosexual or did not identify
their sexuality.

Bl-42

Bl-24

Bl-39

Bl-l

Bl-ll

Bl-74

Bl-20

Bl-45

Bl-48

Bl-27

Bl-31

· Bl-33

Bl-37

Bl-63

Bl-64

Bl-69

Bl-70

· Bl-73

· Bl-55

ON EMPLOYERS WHO DO NOT DISCRIMINATE

ON OVERT DISCRIMINATION .

ON SUBTLE DISCRIMINATION

ON ENFORCEMENT OF NONDISCRIMINATION POLICIES

ON EMPLOYEE BENEFITS POLICIES . . . . . . . . .

ON AFFIRMATIVE HIRING AND ADVANCEMENT POLICIES

ON NONDISCRIMINATION POLICIES GENERALLY .

ON PUBLICITY FOR EMPLOYMENT POLICIES . . .

ON STEREOTYPES/PERCEPTIONS OF GAY PEOPLE

ON DEMEANING ACTIONS AND
STATEMENTS CONCERNING GAY PEOPLE . . . .

ON HIV/AIDS AND GAY PEOPLE . . . . .

ON INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT FOR GAY ATTORNEYS

ON THE CAREER INFLUENCE OF SEXUALITY . . .

ON IGNORANCE ABOUT GAY PEOPLE AND THE LAWS
AGAINST SEXUAL ORIENTATION DISCRIMINATION .

ON PROBLEMS GAY ATTORNEYS ENCOUNTER NETWORKING
AND ESTABLISHING PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS . .

ON SELF-IMPOSED DISCRIMINATION -- THE "CLOSET"

ON "DON'T ASK; DON'T TELL" POLICIES ....

ON SAME-SEX PARTNERS AT OFFICE-SPONSORED
SOCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL EVENTS . . . . . .

C.

B.

A.

A.

B.

C.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

ON THE SURVEY AND THE LACBA S.O.B. COMMITTEE

A.

B.

G.

C.

D.

E.

F.

Topic

V.

II. 'ON SPECIFIC CONCERNS OF GAY ATTORNEYS

I. ON SEXUAL ORIENTATION DISCRIMINATION GENERALLY

III. ON THE VISIBILITY OF GAY ATTORNEYS

IV. ON EMPLOYER POLICIES
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I. ON SEXUAL ORIENTATION DISCRIMINATION GENERALLY

A. ON OVERT DISCRIMINATION

[SEE ALSO COMMENT NOS. 253, 267, 280, 335 & 336, BELOW]
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APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants

Openly gay attorneys or candidates [are] subject to
overt criticism and discrimination by partners; same
for heterosexual attorneys who support gay rights
and/or AIDS research and assistance. Prior incidents
have shown that being openly gay is fatal to any
professional advancement in the firm. [The] work
environment [is] openly hostile to gay or pro-gay
attorneys; [there is] no recognition or benefits for
same-sex partners of attorneys.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Sex lives of any personnel are not appropriate topics
for the law office. If someone is foolish enough to
discuss sexual practices, they risk dismissal for
improper conduct and stupidity, whether the person is
gay or not.

-~ Attorney Survey Respondent

I believe there is "unofficial" discrimination in
hiring -- the firm, as an institution, thinks of itself
as a tolerant, diverse community -- but I do not doubt
that individuals involved in recruiting and hiring have
their own biases which affect their decision-making.
The overwhelming majority of the approximately 200
attorneys in my firm are married, with kids. The
firm is overwhelmingly white and straight -- I think
most of the attorneys (and probably almost all of the
partners) don't even think about these issues. A few
openly gay associates have done very well at the firm
-- so either attitudes are not too terrible or these
attorneys are too extraordinary to make their lives so
miserable that they'd want to leave. There are no
openly lesbian attorneys in the firm.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

My firm has an old fashioned, "laissez-faire" approach:
the firm neither seeks nor discourages diversity and
simply attempts to hire the best people from its pool
of applicants. Our one gay attorney, who is out,
is outwardly treated no differently from others. But
there is an old boys mentality which treats non-white
non-males differently, or at least views them
differently. Perception that it is best to be
white, male, straight. The issue is ignored in firm.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent
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Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants
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ON OVERT DISCRIMINATION, CONTINUED)

The perception that I'm gay has caused discrimination
in hiring at ~ firms.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

My firm has never employed an openly gay or lesbian
attorney; the one gay attorney we had was not
comfortable disclosing his sexual preference at work
except to 2 or 3 of us, and understandably so -- the
male attorneys of the firm consistently and frequently
made jokes at the expense of gays. The gay attorney
was eventually given 60 days termination notice,
reportedly for quality of work reasons; however, he
found another job (an in-house position at a
prestigious, large company, doing similar work to what
he had done in the firm) and has done very, very well
there. After he left, I learned that the male
attorneys he'd worked with at the firm had in fact
suspected or been told of his sexual preference.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

[In my firm,] the recruiting is controlled by the male
labor group which is both sexist and~ homophobic.

Gay attorneys do not themselves attend social
events [let alone bring same-sex partners] . All
of the lawyers [who were openly gay] are gone. Other
than the overt hostile environment and assigning work
to others, there is no direct confrontation. I
have watched gay men be deprived of work and eased out
of jobs.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

It takes only one homophobe to blackball a qualified
attorney from being hired.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

[At this firm,] the policy is to discriminate against
gay men and lesbians. They are a bunch of bigoted SOBs
-- all aging white males -- I have to stay in the
closet at work and would never have been hired if they
knew.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

To my knowledge no gay/lesbian attorney has applied for
a job as an attorney. My belief is that if that fact
were known (sexual orientation is homosexual) they
would not be hired.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Bl-2
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APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants

11. We do not seek out [gay] applicants and have no
interest in hiring them. We are not interested in
lawyers with that type of disability -- a mental and
emotional problem of obvious magnitude.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I
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16.

17.

18.
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I was denied the opportunity to relocate to another
office [because I am gay] .

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

We (I) do not believe we (I) have to hire gay or
lesbian attorneys -- ever. Don't have any; don't
want any.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Probably, unless it was unknown, we would not hire [a
gay attorney] .

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I am in my first year as a lawyer. During my job
interview at one firm, an interviewing attorney made a
pejorative reference to the number of gays in Los
Angeles. [At my first job,] an openly gay attorney was
terminated by the firm probably for activities with a
gay bar group.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I avoid hiring them [gay attorneys] .
-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I would not knowingly hire any such [gay] attorney.
-- Attorney Survey Respondent

We will not hire them [gay attorneys] . We have
discussed the issue and how to prevent having them as
lawyers. I and the rest of the firm do not want
to work with them. My firm would only be concerned if
they were with our firm. We follow same rule as
the President of the United States: as long as we do
not know about it [an attorney being gay], we are not
concerned. But, they would be fired if we found
out; we follow the armed services policy. We are
multi-national with offices in Middle East. Unless we
had these policies, we could not get this business. Of
course, we only got the business in beginning because
of our perceived position.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent
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APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants

ON OVERT DISCRIMINATION, CONTINUED)

I was denied advancement to partner status after five
successful years as an associate in my former firm. A
friend who was one of the partners privately advised me
of what was going on: one of the partners did not like
gays and blocked my being offered a partnership.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I was not extended "call backs" from some firms, while
looking for a job during law school, on the basis of my
being a gay man.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I have experienced discrimination in job references
from my former employer to my current one ("0h that
little faggot .... ").

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

More than once, the firm manager was one making off-
color comments and jokes about fags. I'm not out
at my firm -- bear that in mind. They don't know; they
don't have a clue that I'm gay. If they did, things
would necessarily be much different for me.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I clerk [for a federal judge] and am not out. We have
one gay male and one gay female on staff, but the judge
is not pleased about it and will not hire more.
The judge has not created a hostile environment,
however, and the non-gay clerks are open to the
lifestyles of the gay clerks. But the judge would not
choose ever to hire a gay clerk.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

Partners do not want to· risk terminating a gay
attorney, but will not offer a partnership to one. For
me, there is no possibility for promotion here because
of my sexual orientation. Partnership takes active
steps to encourage my voluntary separation from the
firm.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

When interviewing for law school teaching positions
three years ago, interviewers with church-affiliated
schools (and schools in conservative, rural states),
explicitly or implicitly discriminated [against gay
candidates] in hiring. I know from word-of-mouth that
this practice continues.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent
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APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants

ON OVERT DISCRIMINATION, CONTINUED)

When seeking to change firms several years ago, a
number of firms simply wouldn't hire me or made it
clear how unpleasant it would be [because I am gay]

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

At my former firm, attorneys are encouraged to
eliminate candidates perceived as gay or lesbian
through initial interviews ... and an unfounded bias or
fear of gay and lesbian attorneys appears to prevent
advancement, even though sexual orientation is not
related to productivity. My experiences at the
firm: (1) during interviewing/hiring -- receiving
extensive questioning concerning personal background,
family and social activities; (2) being questioned if I
ever date women; and (3) being told to "stay closeted"
to improve advancement potential.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I was at a big New York law firm's Los Angeles branch
office that was extremely heterosexual in orientation
and the head of litigation hated me because I was gay.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

[Sexual orientation] is far less of an issue than 5
years ago. But it remains an issue reviewed by
management prior to hiring.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I was told I would not be able to advance after I
disclosed that I was gay.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

At [my firm,] there were blatant homophobic comments
made in my presence. I was told that client wanted an
attorney that was "more aggressive" or that "liked
sports." I was also told that the firm would not take
on a gay pro bono case because it would upset clients.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

I believe I was denied promotion because I was involved
with someone in the office. I and my lover both
received anonymous letters threatening to tell the
state bar and our boss that we were involved with each
other unless we hid or denied our relationship.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

The policies at my firm are purely bigoted. Gay men
and lesbians are not accepted by the partners. Getting
married, being Jewish and having children promote
advancement.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent
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ON OVERT DISCRIMINATION, CONTINUED)

In the last law firm I was with, the managing partner
said that I could not be affiliated with the lesbian
and gay bar association because that was not something
a partner of his firm should be doing. Another partner
continually made negative remarks about the fact that I
was a lesbian.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Basically, [I was] frozen out of a position when my
being gay was discovered.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I believe I have experienced discrimination [based on
my sexual orientation] in consideration for positions
on a law school faculty.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I was denied employment based on my sexual orientation
and was removed from a major case in one office due to
a client's objections to my sexual orientation.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

I believe the last firm I worked for openly
discriminated against gays and lesbians. I know
several associates who are gay or live in fear of being
outed and ousted. The firm is totally insensitive to
gay and lesbian issues.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

To my knowledge, no gay/lesbian attorney has remained
long at my firm; none have been named partner.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

I was told that I should not live in West Hollywood by
a mid-level partner when I first joined firm. After an
lIemergencyll meeting by partners, I was expressly told
that I was IInaive ll to talk to L.A. Times about diverse
families; I was terminated 2 months later.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

Although I am not on the hiring committee, I know that
members have expressed anti-gay/lesbian sentiments and
jokes in office surroundings, such as at office open
bars and parties. The firm in general is composed of
II macho II trial attorneys who are" unenlightened about
many issues -- either they don't try for diversity or
they are openly hostile toward anyone who does not fit
the partners' mold. The mentality at this firm
as expressed in jokes and even gender bias -- make
clear that advancement would stop if a gay attorney
were to openly admit to his or her sexuality. To a
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ON OVERT DISCRIMINATION, CONTINUED)

certain extent, however, the firm is naive in that it
cannot imagine that others are somehow different or
diverse.

Attorney Survey Respondent

I have heard rumors that a former firm partner was
fired because he is gay.

Attorney Survey Respondent

For gay attorneys there is a glass ceiling, as very
"clubby" partnership of predominantly white, Jewish men
in [another city] controls partnership.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

In a small westside law firm, I was subject to
discrimination by homophobic partners. I witnessed
discrimination against two openly gay attorneys in a
branch office of a large firm (my previous firm) .

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

When I put Lawyers for Human Rights on my resume, a
number of my job interviews were essentially terminated
once I explained what kind of organization it is.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Known or suspected gay job applicants are discouraged.
Only heterosexuals need apply (or expect to be

retained, promoted, made partner or compensated well) .
-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

At my former law firm discrimination was obvious and
too uncomfortable to endure! Recruitment [of gay
attorneys] at the associate level may have been
tolerated, but an associate who turned out to be gay or
lesbian would face discrimination. The only way a
gay or lesbian attorney would be advanced was control
of a significant book of business. I was told
"This firm will never allow a gay male partner."

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

An important case with media attention was taken from
me and given to another attorney by a supervisor from
downtown who was concerned about my openness on being
gay.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent
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APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants

49. When the gay associate was up for partner, it was made
clear that any reference to his sexuality would result
in his loss of the partnership opportunity. It is kept
so much under the rug, that any hint of sexuality other
than heterosexual becomes a scandal and rumors and
gossip fly.
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-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I am certain that I was passed over for partnership at
my most recent former employer because of homophobia on
the part of the minority of partners who stood in my
way.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Two months after the only lesbian partner left [mid
size firm], I was told I didn't fit with the corporate
image. This was after two years with no problems in my
reviews. Within 6 months the only other gay male
associate and all the gay support staff left.

-- Participant in 10/25/93 Pocus Group

My firm of 16 lawyers which includes one lesbian had an
extensive debate over whether to hire me. I'm told
they decided it was "o.k." if they don't hire another
gay or lesbian attorney. Since I've been there, all
gay and lesbian applicants have been denied.

-- Participant in 10/25/93 Pocus Group

[At my former firm,] it wasn't just a gay thing, it was
anything that wasn't the "old boys' network" or the
golf course syndrome. I got in trouble because I
usually didn't laugh [at sexist jokes] and I walked
away when sexually suggestive comments were made. I
was not part of "the group," and I suffered from it. I
think sexual harassment went hand in hand with the
whole line of discrimination ... including anti-gay
stuff.

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

In the courtroom where I work ... I got screamed at -
"dyke" -- by a guy, a father [in a custody case], who
was a very hostile person. I was really kind of afraid
for my safety so I told the court officers and the
clerk looked at me and said, "What's the difference?
It's a free country". All of a sudden it's a "free
country" and we're raising free speech issues when I
was really a little afraid of the guy's behavior. I
was pretty upset.

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group
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ON OVERT DISCRIMINATION, CONTINUED)

There is a woman who actually -- who became involved
with a female law clerk and there was kind of a hot
romance and most of the people on that floor knew about
it. And it was a big deal. And this woman does feel
that her career suffered -- that her transfers and her
promotions suffered.

Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

There has been one serious problem with a client who I
did everything I could to try to get him to like the
service and not complain ... not thinking of what it
was. And, finally, the [a supervisor in the office]
took me aside and said: "You know, I know he is being
professionally rude. I know its very difficult. He's
homophobic." So I went, "Okay, then we've got to
figure out another way of dealing with the problem,"
which I think we have. But that sort of problem
you're always going to have. And I knew that if I went
to the [head of the office] he would have supported me,
but that is not how to win a client. .

-- Participant in 11/15/93 FOCU8 Group

I was told by my best friend at one firm that the firm
would tolerate a lesbian but that they would never,
ever have a gay male partner at that firm. Probably
still would not. Two months after I started, I
was in a senior' partner's office one day and a
reference was made to my "personal life." He looked at
me. He went white in the face. And about five minutes
later, I was called in to the recruiter's office and
asked about the reference to "my personal life" -- did
that mean I was gay? The atmosphere changed
immediately. At the firm function which occurred a few
weeks later, I was shunned. I cannot tell you how many
times, in a professional atmosphere, I have felt like a
leper after having come out.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 FOCU8 Group

I became a law librarian at a big downtown firm where
my predecessor had been gay -- was, is gay -- so I was
kind out of out in that environment. But then, when I
started practicing law, it was a different thing, a
different story. Getting a job these days can be
rather rough; it takes some trouble and time. So I
decided to go to some recruiters. And to one
recruiter, I said that I would like to be out. And
they just wanted to drop me like a hot potato. They
encouraged me not to tell anyone ever, and particularly
not to tell any other recruiter about my orientation,
which was kind of a dampening experience for me.

Participant in 11/15/93 FOCU8 Group
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ON OVERT DISCRIMINATION, CONTINUED)

For one set of job interviews I had, I put Lawyers for
Human Rights on my resume, hoping that that would at
least relieve me of some kind of future conflict [about
whether I was out or not]. Out of quite a few
interviews that I had, only one group asked me, "Well,
what is this organization?" So I told them [that it is
the lesbian and gay bar association] and the whole
interview just came to a stop. A startling stop.
I mean, there was this long, very awkward silence. And
then they started asking me the same questions that
they had just asked me over again, which I thought was
a rather kind of bizarre response, but they really
they just really couldn't handle it.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

[To find a liberal work environment,] I interviewed at
places with relatively high numbers of minorities and
all these good [antidiscrimination policies]. When I
was in my decision-making process, I decided to ...
send out a trial bulletin to let it be known [that I am
gay] and see what kind of response I could expect.
This particular law firm was in a city which has an
anti-discrimination ordinance, so I just knew they
weren't going to tell me "go away," but I thought they
might at least give me some hint [of what their real
attitude was]. And the hint they gave me was in the
form of immediately revoking my offer.

Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

I represented an associate who had his lover pick him
up one day from work. A partner saw and decided he was
gay. I actually have a tape of two partners -- who
didn't know the conversation was being taped -- talking
about how they were worried about HIV, health
insurance, passing HIV to staff, needing to stop this
because they don't want to attract clients like that.

-- Participant in 10/25/93 Pocus Group

I work in a generally very positive environment. I
have been out since I was hired right out of law school
in part because of the horrible experience of a summer
clerkship in Washington, D.C., where I went from a
superstar to an outcast overnight for having attended a
social function with my lover.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

My guess is that there would be bias against gay
attorneys, but I have no knowledge. Gay secretaries
are ostracized by certain administrative/attorney
staff.

-- Attorney Survey aespondent
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My firm is in-house counsel for a very large religious
organization and many of the lawyers belong to the
religion. The religion frowns upon "alternate
lifestyles" and although I have never seen any job
applicants discriminated against, I know that most of
the lawyers would not approve of [a gay or lesbian]
applicant.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

This firm is a male-dominated, predominately Jewish
firm and conservative in nature. The issue [of
homosexuality] is taboo. Advancement and pay criteria
are subjective so that individual partners and the firm
as a whole can tiptoe through the issues professing
liberal attitudes.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

This firm does not discriminate against or in favor of
gays or lesbians in recruitment, hiring, advancement or
any other area. The firm's policy and practice is to
recruit, hire, and advance attorneys solely on the
basis of ability and quality of work without regard to
gender, race, religion, sexual preference or any other
characteristic that does not affect one's ability to
practice law. The firm does not inquire about the
sexual predilections of its attorneys.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

[I have] no knowledge regarding recruitment/hiring at
this firm. But the atmosphere is anti-gay. The
two individuals in our firm (1 gay man, 1 lesbian)
rarely attend firm functions with their significant
other. [Their] advancement is doubtful.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

[A]nyone who is different can expect to have other
human beings comment on that fact, and mere comments
themselves are not necessarily evidence of wrongful
discrimination. Male caucasians are subject to
comments and even outright discrimination too -- for
everything from their national origin (German, Italian,
etc.) to whether or not they like football. I am
opposed to limiting someone's career opportunities for
any of these reasons. However, in the real world, they
occur all the time. Anyone who has ever worked with
other people knows that career advancement can be
affected by such relatively minor things as whether one
plays golf well. Individuals have a certain
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ON SUBTLE DISCRIMINATION, CONTINUED)

responsibility to find a work environment where they
feel comfortable.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

To my knowledge only one openly gay person has even
been considered for partner. She didn't make it for
reasons that appear unrelated to sexual orientation. I
am openly gay and expect no difficulty in making
partner because of my success in retaining and
generating clients. Then again, I am not out to
clients. The firm has made no effort to address
benefits discrimination, although its gay employees
have not yet asked in an organized way. Our policies
are good but we allow private biases more sway than we
should -- and more than we say we do.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

For the most part, [sexual orientation] is not an
issue. Sexual orientation, religion, sex and race is
essentially ignored in terms of work and the work
place. I know it is not cool to say it, but I could
care less what people do when they are not practicing
law. I just care about the quality of their legal
work. Sorry, but I am old fashioned.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

The partners did know (figured out, but were not told
in advance of asking) that I was (and am) in a
committed lesbian relationship at the time they gave me
an offer, but I think it would have worked against my
candidacy if it was obvious that I was active in gay
and lesbian organizations, etc. The partners in this
firm are more interested in whether the associates come
cheap with decent to good qualifications than in sexual
orientation, but it helps a lot if they recognize
themselves in a candidate and none [of the partners]
are homosexual. I have never felt at liberty to
reveal my activities in the [gay] community on my
resume. Therefore, my leadership abilities have not
been reflected on my resume and this probably puts me
at a disadvantage with otherwise like qualified
candidates for emploYment.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

The firm recently refused to make any commitment not to
discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation.
However, I am not aware of any instance of such
discrimination.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent
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73. An attorney perceived to be gay was hired, however
remarks were made. I do not know whether individual
attorneys actually encouraged or discouraged hiring on
that basis but there was relief when he got engaged to
a woman. In my firm, there would be no overt
discrimination [against gay people]. I believe it
would be more subtle, i.e. "need to fit in" or failure
to do so.
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-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Our firm policy regarding nondiscrimination has for a
long time included sexual orientation and we have
something of a reputation as a "liberal" firm. There
are several gay attorneys here, including two of my
partners, although none are very public about it.
Nevertheless, two of my partners -- people wouldn't
dream of saying that we shouldn't have "too many" Jews
or Catholics, for example -- have expressed a desire
that we not have "too many" gays, out of the concern
that we might become known as a "gay firm" or attract
too many gay candidates we'd have to turn down. One of
the two also expressed a concern over healthcare costs
-- presumably, meaning AIDS-related claims. Being a
good liberal firm, of course, no one would articulate
these concerns publicly. And they are certainly not
shared by us all. But they're there.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

As a gay man, I encounter discrimination in very subtle
ways. For example, I attempted to rent space at some
legal executive suites and where office space was
available in larger law firms. At the more
"conservative" locations, although they were very
excited to consider me at first, I was eventually told
that the space had been rented (although I found out
that one of the spaces was rented to a lawyer who did
not even begin looking until after I had already
moved). Later, through another tenant, I found out
that my sexual orientation had been discussed.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

In my corporation, [advancement of gay attorneys] is a
big question mark. While management in my particular
office is neutral to supportive, I have no idea what is
said in regional or national offices. To the best of
my knowledge, the company has no specific policy of
non-discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

How does one know whether he/she has been discriminated
against? You can never be sure.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent
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-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

gay associate and a lesbian partner out of 15
there is an informal concern that hiring
or gay attorneys would make the firm "too

We have a
attorneys
more lesbian
gay" .

Our office has no policy at all [on sexual orientation
bias] -- most would publicly say it's not an issue.
But some in influential positions have been heard to
make derogatory remarks. Others would not openly make
such remarks but would probably discriminate against
perceived gays/lesbians.

ON SUBTLE DISCRIMINATION, CONTINUED)
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-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

I can only suspect that some emploYment opportunities
did not come to fruition because of sexual orientation
-- as perceived by a potential employer. The rationale
was that I "wouldn't get along" with the rest of the
firm.

In my office, management prefers to believe that we
don't exist and therefore no problems exist.
Gay/lesbian lawyers are "secure" only because of the
sheer size of our office and our civil service
protection. Management has made no effort to make
gay/lesbian lawyers comfortable or welcome.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

The hiring process is too subjective to ever guarantee
non-discrimination. The process of advancement and
promotion is even more subjective than hiring -- and
even harder to ensure as being non-discriminatory.
For example, in my first few years at this firm, I had
absolutely stellar reviews. But when my main mentor
left the firm, the new senior partner in my department
told me that my prospects with the firm were limited
because, in his view, I "didn't fit in." Afterwards,
he seemed to go out of his way to make my work
situation difficult and unpleasant -- berating me in
front of clients, giving me last-minute jobs with vague
instructions, etc. I also started getting very bad
work reviews from that partner. It all seemed personal
to me. I am very "out" at this firm, but I can't be
sure if that was part of my problem. In any event, I
plan to leave as soon as I can find another job.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

[L132028.2l
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I have heard homophobic comments made by our hiring
partner and our managing partner. When I "came out" at
work, however, the partners as a whole were relatively
supportive, or at least not openly negative.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

It would be best if the applicant isn't too obvious
about [being gay] -- but even then -- no real problem.

As long as one's sexual identity doesn't interfere
with one's work or personal attitude -- no problem.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Official policies are more tolerant of being "out" than
reality of the situation. Being closeted is more or
less encouraged.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

I was almost not hired [at this large firm] because I'm
gay. My "sponsor" as a potential employee felt he had
to justify hiring me. He is gay and feared being
perceived as favoring gays and lesbians in hiring.
Thus, I was held to a higher stan~ard.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

I am a gay man. When I was younger, I was invited to
firm social functions where arrangements were made for
me to be with [female] heterosexual secretaries. When
I was uninterested, very derogatory remarks were
circulated around the firm about me.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

Although my current firm is good on these issues, there
were other firms, including my former employer and
another firm I interviewed, where sexual orientation
other than the mainstream is frowned upon.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

My office is a governmental agency and I know that one
lesbian attorney had difficulty in being hired
(although she was). We need a nondiscrimination
policy. I identified myself as a gay attorney and
am not sure about the ramifications. I know, however,
that my supervisor was informed [of my sexual
orientation] by the chief attorney in the office.
Would he have done so had I been identified as
belonging to any other minority group? I doubt it.
There is very little protection for gays in the
government -- as the debate on the military ban shows.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent
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ON SUBTLE DISCRIMINATION, CONTINUED)

I am a second-year associate and I feel that I may
experience more problems the more senior I become, due
to more involvement in management activities.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

It's the unspoken policies at this firm that worry me.
Who knows what the policies here are pertaining to gay
and lesbian lawyers? We remain silent so as not to
find out. The policy may be to oust us before we reach
partnership. The partners on one matter seemed intent
on keeping me away from of the client's Vice
Presidents, whom they apparently regarded as attractive
-- though I did not. I found it offensive on a number
of levels; they all knew I've been in a committed
relationship with another man for twelve years, but
seemed to think I would be so unable to control myself
that I would land a big, wet kiss on this guy if I had
a chance. And I didn't notice them keeping their
distance from the client's rather buxom accountant.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

I wish the "post-hiring" was as good as the "pre
hiring" on lesbian/gay issues. There may be a "glass
ceiling" for lesbian/gays. ... Ultimately, openly gay
and lesbian attorneys are held back because of fears
(generally, of older, straight lawyers) of client
discomfort. We're considered a "liberal" firm, but
it's a pretty thin veneer.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

Senior management of my present firm has expressed
concern about client acceptance of an openly gay
lawyer. My senior partners profess not to be
prejudiced themselves, but express concern for "others"
(i.e., clients).

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

To have hope of advancement, the gay or lesbian
attorney must be willing to play the corporate game, en
toto, and must have a good client base/client
development.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

I perceive that my mentor at the firm may have
withdrawn support based on my sexual orientation [after
I came out], but it is difficult to tell.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Advancement may be affected. There are always
dinosaurs who discriminate despite efforts at the top,
even if not openly.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent
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ON SUBTLE DISCRIMINATION, CONTINUED)

I believe an effort is made to concentrate on merit as
the advancement issue, although it is impossible to
ignore subjective factors.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

It is possible that being gay slightly hinders one from
making partner.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Interviewing/recruiting procedures make it very easy
for a single attorney interviewing an applicant to
blackball him/her for completely subjective reasons
(e.g., the applicant won't "fit in"). This is a
problem at all firms, and I don't have any solutions to
suggest, but I'm aware of a number of instances when
this resulted in an otherwise qualified applicant being
rejected.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I don't think I have been the victim of intentional
discrimination because I am gay, but I have been
treated unfairly because of other related factors or
characteristics, such as being unmarried, not having
children, being thought of as not having any
responsibilities or pressures outside of work, being
thought of as immature or "unsettled" as well as a
greater degree of secrecy about my private life than is
typical.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Opportunities are open, lesbian/gay attorneys are
encouraged to apply, but seem to need additional "push"
to get the position.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I have never been privy to hiring decisions. Managing
attorneys were too cautious to allow any perceptions of
candidates to float around the office regarding any
matter that is related to discrimination. The
office is politically and socially conservative. All
lesbians and gays are closeted. It is difficult to
know the effect because the homophobia is so pervasive
at upper level management.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I was asked to leave a law firm because I was not
"aggressive" -- which I believe was a euphemism for
being gay; however, I can and will never be certain.
Hiring attorneys are far too clever to openly state a
bias.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent
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105. G At my firm, the primary problem is not that final work
product isn't assessed fairly (although that is a
problem) but lesbian/gay attorneys don't get as much
feedback (both positive and negative) at earlier stages
so the final product often suffers.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

106. G I would say that African Americans, Hispanics, Asians
-- if they complained of a bigoted act or statement, it
would be acted on immediately. Race-based
discrimination would be recognized as something you
just don't do. But sexual harassment or homophobic
remarks, they're not given as much credence. They're
not viewed as serious.

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

Bl-18

There are a lot of varied reactions [to my being out]
at my place of work. I'm very comfortable with a
number of people there, and other people who have not
spoken to me since I came out.

-- participant in 11/8/93 POCU8 Group

I worked at an extremely liberal firm which was very
gay-positive as large law firms go ... but there were
still individual partners and associates who didn't
really adhere to the firm's overall culture and were
nonetheless very discriminatory. I think that the
discrimination and the harassment, while not accepted
and not tolerated by the institution, was nevertheless
pervasive in a very subtle way.

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

[L132028.2]

108. G

107. G

104. G There appears to be a "glass ceiling" that keeps gay
associates from advancing to the partnership. A
minority (sometimes, even one member) of the
partnership can easily block any associate's chances.
They are, of course, too smart to articulate blatantly
discriminatory grounds for doing so. But I've seen it
happen to gay associates three times in the last five
years and it seems clear what's really going on. And
the other partners are either unable or unwilling to
counterbalance it -- and would never confront it
honestly as homophobia. As a result, qualified gay
attorneys usually leave after five to seven years.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent
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109. G I had a lunch date with a friend and the courtroom
bailiff "forgot" to give me a message, so we ended up
crossing paths and not making it. I said to the
bailiff, "How come you didn't give me the message?"
The court clerk overheard me and said, "Well, was it a
woman or a man?" -- the inference being that, because
I'm a lesbian, if it was a woman it wouldn't have
mattered.
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-- Participant in 11/8/93 Focus Group

The emphasis at [my prior firm] was on being straight,
being married and having children. And there were
rewards given for that and there were discounts given
for not fitting that lifestyle. The senior partners
would have'engagement parties for those who became
engaged and there was one partner who was gay and was
out who came to one social event that I attended and he
was basically shunned by the spouses of those who were
at the party. He felt very uncomfortable and so did
his partner. Unfortunately, he died of' AIDS. I
attended the memorial service. The two senior partners
who worked very closely with him were conspicuously
absent from that memorial, which bothered me. At that
time, I was not out. I did personally receive
communications from my managing partner who was very,
very curious ... as to whether I was gay or straight.
This made me feel even more fearful about my position
on the job and my own identity.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

Part of the reason I left [the office] was because of
that oppressive atmosphere that I did not feel I could
be out. I don't recall any specific anti-gay jokes ...
but I know there were some. When I returned to the
office, I was [out as] a lesbian, so what I have found
is to my face people are very nice. I haven't had a
single problem. But I don't think that's an accurate
reading. I think it's because I report directly to
[the supervisor] and that's why they're nice to me.

And that's unfortunate in a way because it makes it
more difficult for me to ferret it out and try to do
something concrete about it.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

I think that [the kind of discrimination] I experienced
most and what I saw most, both against gay people and
against women, was a -- how shall I say this -- less
tolerance for error. I saw many times where a straight
male associate -- who was a deacon at the Methodist
Church, you know -- could have the sorts of little
mistakes that come up in litigation and be immediately
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ON SUBTLE DISCRIMINATION, CONTINUED)

forgiven as just little litigation errors. But God
forbid that a female associate or, worse yet, a gay
associate should make such a mistake. If so, suddenly
it speaks to fundamental questions about their
competence and basic skills. I've seen that happen so
many times in [my prior law firm], it's shocking that
no one has ever been called on it. It is the issue
that, I think, is most critical to fair treatment [of
lesbians and gay men] and yet also the most difficult
to get your arms around. The problem is the different
standards you use when judging someone whom you
perceive to be like you versus someone whom you
perceive to be alien. And, unfortunately, I think many
people -- even relatively enlightened people -- tend to
see lesbians and gay men as alien in the extreme.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

How can we show disparate treatment? Silence is the
statement. There's no one out in our 100+ firm. The
disparate treatment is communicated in subtle ways.
One summer associate was not given an offer because he
wore an earring and was perceived to be gay. They have
accepted everyone in the summer class for the last
three years. There are other lesbians at the firm, but
we're not even out to each other. Two people have
joined the firm from [local law school] and know I'm
lesbian from school. I'm not sure what will happen
next year. The first few years at the firm were
easy -- I was single. Now, being in a relationship has
made things much more difficult. I brought my lover to
a firm event -- I was conscious not to introduce her as
anything -- just by her name. This firm is a very
male-dominated environment.

-- participant in 10/25/93 Pocus Group

ON EMPLOYERS WHO DO NOT DISCRIMINATE

There is no discrimination here on the basis of sexual
orientation or any other basis prohibited by law. 2

-- Attorney Survey Respondent
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-- Attorney Survey Respondent
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-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent
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-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

To my knowledge, I have never employed a gay/lesbian
attorney and my answers, accordingly, only express how
I feel. My feelings are that all such attorneys should
be treated equally with heterosexual attorneys or, in
another way, sexual orientation is just not an issue.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

Gay and lesbian attorneys are encouraged to apply to
our office. It is well known in the gay/lesbian
community that this office is a safe haven for
gays/lesbians.

[Our firm has] no known published policies regarding
gay or lesbian attorneys ... [but I] believe it is not
a factor. However, no gay or lesbian attorney has ever
forced the issue of their sexuality. Known gay
attorneys have been made equity partners.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

The firm'S stated policy of non-discrimination includes
sexual orientation and 3 openly gay attorneys
(including myself) are counted among the firm'S 65
attorneys.

[L132028.2]

120. G

117. [Sexuality] does not appear to be a factor [in hiring
or promotion], as one gay associate is next in line for
partnership and one attorney was hired with sexual
preference unclear.

121. G

115. [Sexuality has] no effect on one's career here.
Performance is the only issue. We have one attorney
who I believe is gay, but he has not identified himself
as such. He has performed above average and has
advanced at an above-average speed. We have no special
policies just for gays. Our firm policy is one of
nondiscrimination on all bases.

116. [Sexuality] is not a consideration in our hiring
practices. As long as the deportment of the individual
is professional, they are treated like any other
applicant.

119.

118.
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122. G My personal experience [as a first-year associate],
based on the fact that I am openly gay and the subject
came up a few times in my interviews with the firm, is
that the firm values diversity and honesty when making
emploYment decisions.
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-- Attorney Survey Respondent

This [large] firm advertises that it seeks a diverse
group of applicants, including lesbian and gay
attorneys. I believe this is true. However, people of
color have a difficult time getting offers. Lesbians
and gays do not seem to have that problem.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

All five attorneys in my office are gay or lesbian.
-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Ours is a small firm. My employers were aware that I
was a lesbian before they offered the job to me. They
have consistently been supportive in my being "out" at
work.

Attorney Survey Respondent

While sexual orientation has never been an issue (in
fact, gay couples and straight couples from the office
socialize together outside the work environment), as
far as I know, no statement is made to applicants of
non-discrimination policies. I think this is the case
because it has never been an issue.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I am one of two partners in the firm and I am an open
lesbian. The only issue is that we will not tolerate
anyone who exhibits racism, sexism or homophobia.

-- Attorney Survey R.spondent

I am lesbian and, in my interview for this job 1-1/2
years ago, this fact came out. I had my involvement
with Lawyers for Human Rights on my resume. No one
batted an eyelash -- there were 9 people in the room
when I explained what LHR was.

-- Attorney Survey R.spondent

I was hired by a very small firm with a younger partner
and a much older partner who was well-connected with
the Reagan administration, the rainmaker for the firm.
The younger partner was well aware that I had always
been openly gay, but I think the older partner was kind
of oblivious. I remember saying to the younger
partner, "Do you think [the Senior Partner] knows I'm
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ON EMPLOYERS WHO DO NOT DISCRIMINATE, CONTINUED)

gay?" He says, "Well, I don't think he'd have any
trouble with you being gay, but don't ever tell him
you're a Democrat."

Participant in 11/8/93 Focus Group

My workplace currently is extremely tolerant and very
supportive. We have three attorneys who we know who
are gay to our partners and myself. And I participated
in the AIDS Walk with [a gay partner] and there were a
number of people in the firm who supported that and who
have expressed absolutely no differentiation between
someone based upon whether they're gay or straight.
There have been some expressions of curiosity from the
associates. I'm out, I believe, to most of the
partners.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

I was out at the [government office] and, as far as I
could tell, it was not an issue. I know quite a few
openly gay attorneys [in that office] . And I
don't know whether I just have the good luck of being
at a happy office ... maybe some of the other offices
have a more repressive atmosphere or you have to take
more crap from people, ... [but at my office] people
have all different kinds of backgrounds and all
different kinds of things that made them different.
The atmosphere of the office seemed to encourage that
rather than repress that. One of things that really
impressed me was that they were very serious about
prosecuting domestic violence cases. Especially since
we saw quite a few domestic violence cases that
involved same-sex partners. As far as I could tell,
they were taken seriously. They were treated the same
and prosecuted the same as domestic violence cases
involving opposite sex partners. That struck me as
putting your money where your mouth is.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

[When I first interviewed with my current employer,] I
was very up front with making sure that they knew [that
I am gay]. I did not want to raise it, so I made sure
my references raised it, because I didn't want to make
a political statement. And the response came
back, "We don't care, we still want to go on with the
interview process." And it has' not been a problem
since the day I started. There are problems with
clients, but there's no problem in the [lawyers in the]
office.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group
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135. It is probably more difficult for a gay male attorney
to be recruited and hired if he is perceived to be
effeminate.

II. ON SPECIFIC CONCERNS OF GAY ATTORNEYS

A. ON STEREOTYPES/PERCEPTIONS OF GAY PEOPLE

[SEE ALSO COMMENT NO. 103, ABOVE]
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ON EMPLOYERS WHO DO NOT DISCRIMINATE, CONTINUED)

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

If a straight male associate brings a series of
different dates to firm events he is likely to be
perceived as "sowing his wild oats." If a gay male
associate or a female associate were to do so, I
perceive a risk that they would be perceived as
"unstable."

The only gay or lesbian attorney I know of did horrible
work (in addition to running up thousands of dollars of
900 number phone bills to a psychic) .

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I have never had any difficulties with co-workers. I
think occasionally you will have a certain degree of
curiosity. But I think that co-workers, generally,
when they discover that this is part but not the focal
point in your life. I mean, in my life, my
primary interest is the practice of law. And that's
where I focus most of my attention. And I found in
particular that, in the firm that I'm at now, it
doesn't seem to make a difference to any of the
associates. All of the younger people work with us. I
don't think it makes any difference what our sexual
orientation is.

(I. C.

[L132028.2)

133. G

136.

137. G

134. My firm does encourage "machoism" and "aggressiveness."
Anyone perceived as either "feminine" or "weak" may not
be as easily promoted. This hinders both men and women
with "feminine" qualities. There is an assumption in
my firm that "feminine" men are gay. Women are less
affected.
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CONTINUED)

One of the hiring partners made some comments
"favorable" to my hobbies and sports interests: "At
last, someone who isn't into 'fruity,' 'artsy'
pursuits."

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

As a lesbian, I was sexually harassed less than
heterosexual women -- the male partners wouldn't flirt
with me and so there wouldn't be that dynamic where I
had to either flirt back or not have a relationship
with them -- which was extremely helpful to me. Also,
I was perceived as being more assertive or aggressive,
as were the other lesbians, than the heterosexual
women. So, we were given opportunities to take
depositions when heterosexual women were not and to
meet with clients when heterosexual women were not.

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

[A man] applying for a job in my office is openly gay
and one of the comments being made [by attorneys in the
office] as to why they shouldn't hire him was that,
because he was so "flamboyant," he might ruin the image
of the firm -- especially in the way he dresses. This
comment was alleg~dly that he wasn't a good dresser,
but the reality was that the comment was about this
individual being openly gay -- including wearing
earrings and being colorful in his dress. I responded
that I thought it was homophobic and the person was
hired, not because of what I said, but because he was a
good lawyer.

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

I have heard the same [comments about inappropriate
appearance] and, surprisingly, it was always related to
men. Not that there was a problem in the firm with
hiring gays, but these particular candidates were "too
gay." In contrast, the comment that people have made
to me [as a lesbian] -- which I think they thought was
a compliment -- is that I didn't look like I was gay.
So there seems to be a really disparate approach, I
think, built on stereotypes of how people looked and
behaved.

Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

To pick up on [the subject of stereotypes] of lesbians
and gay men. I think that there is something I feel
could be a stereotype that works to my benefit as a
litigator. I'm out [as a lesbian] to about half the
people, including partners, and if as a result they
perceive me as tough, aggressive and tenacious -- which
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ON STEREOTYPES/PERCEPTIONS OF GAY PEOPLE,
CONTINUED)

is a stereotype for a lesbian -- that's great. But if
I was a gay male, with all the other stereotypes, that
would be negative. So, I've had a very positive
experience in my firm but I don't think it's supportive
of gay issues at all. I've had a hard time making
sense of it and, when I come out to people, I hate it.
They always say, "Well you know it doesn't matter," and
I always want to say, "Oh, yes it does." But
that's the best that they can do.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

I want to [discuss the topic of] what it takes [to be a
good lawyer] and stereotypes. I was asked to leave a
law firm, my first job, because I was not "aggressive
enough. " Now, that may be true. I was trying to do
litigation and I'm kind of an academic type anyway.
But I had just gotten out of law school and I've never
really been able to figure out in my own mind whether
"aggressive" was the synonym for being straight and not
being "aggressive" was the synonym in that firm for
being gay. It was a very small firm. There were only
four or five people. Everybody knew about everybody's
life pretty well. And I was really torn there,
especially when they had the male stripper in for the
single female attorney. I learned. I decided the
second time around I wasn't going to be closeted in my
job environment.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

I don't know any rule that explains how to deal with
people's perceptions completely. When I go meet with
[a particularly 'macho' client] I don't sit there and
say, "Oh, by the way, I'm gay." I mean, you have to
deal with the issue. You know, if they know you're
gay, they think you're a wuss, so what do I have to do?
I've got to have gutter gums like you wouldn't believe.
I've got to talk about how "We're going to rip their
guts out" and slam tables with my fist -- you know,
put on the tough act. But every lawyer -- certainly
litigators, but I think every lawyer -- does that. And
you put on the act and suddenly they come back: "Oh,
he's really tough," you know, "doing great!" You are
who you are but you also have to do what you do
professionally. Often, to be an effective advocate,
you do that act. I don't think that's wrong. I also
don't think that [your sexuality] is something that
necessarily should come up there. It could if it's
appropriate and works, but if it doesn't work, you
wouldn't use it. That's what we all do as lawyers.

Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group
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CONTINUED)

-- Attorney Survey Respondent
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ON DEMEANING ACTIONS AND
STATEMENTS CONCERNING GAY PEOPLE

Sometimes in the firms where there are gay attorneys,
there is a "cliquishness" among the gay male lawyers.

-- Participant in 10/25/93 Focus Group

It is acceptable in my office to verbally ridicule gays
and lesbians in a way that is not acceptable towards
other minorities. The manager of my department
participates in this verbal gay bashing.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I also worked for a medium-sized entertainment firm
where the head of the company was clearly homophobic.
I base this opinion on the fact that it was called to
my attention that, during high-level executive meetings
at which I was not present, he performed "feminine"
imitations of me for the other executives.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

B.

(II.A.

[L132028.2]

146. There does not seem to me to be an a priori reason why
comments about race or sexual orientation are
inherently more evil than comments about any other
personal characteristic.

148. Jokes not involving any particular person are not
perceived to constitute a problem.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

145. G

147. Freedom of speech and belief are~ important;
"political correctness" is perceived as very wrong.
People should be able to tell nasty jokes and make fun
of anyone.

151. G

149. This is a small firm with no gays, lesbians, minority
or women attorneys, or disabled. So derogatory
statements [about gay people and others] are accepted
and forgotten -- i.e., there is no one to complain
about them.

150. G
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ON DEMEANING ACTIONS AND STATEMENTS
CONCERNING GAY PEOPLE, CONTINUED)

[At my prior firm,] among other things, my managing
partner: (1) put his foot against my anus and my
scrotum while I was bending over to pick up a box; (2)
came into my office where I was on the floor looking at
some files and suggestively told me to "get off my
knees;" (3) purposely displayed his crotch to me by
pulling down his pants in the men's room so that I
could see the "bulge" in his underwear; (4) told me
that if I didn't "use my cock," he would cut it off;
and (5) asked me in the office parking lot after work
if I was going "to play with my homosexual friends."
Also at that firm, a senior partner's secretary,
surmising that I am gay, loudly commented to my
secretary, within the presence of another attorney:
"How do you know where he went this weekend? He was
probably at home getting butt-fucked."

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

I have been called names such as "dyke" by clients.
[Witnesses] have repeated what clients have called me
in court reports. A [government official]
commented to the clerk of the court, knowing that I was
a lesbian, "How can you stand her putting her hands on
you?" I found out about this comment because the clerk
is a lesbian and a friend of mine.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

At one Christmas party I was shocked to hear my boss,
other partners, their spouses, and the office
administrator laugh and joke about a former gay
partner.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

I was told a "gay" joke by a partner who did not know I
was gay.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

Comments by partners and other attorneys make it
evident that there is a general intolerance for
homosexuality at the firm. Based on this, I have not
felt that the atmosphere is one that would be
hospitable to an attorney who makes it known that he or
she is gay or lesbian. Accordingly, I am not out.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

In court, I was referred to as the "dyke attorney."
-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent
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ON DEMEANING ACTIONS AND STATEMENTS
CONCERNING GAY PEOPLE, CONTINUED)

The recruiting coordinator at a potential employer
(from whom I had received an offer) made homophobic
remarks (i.e., disparaging comments about gay and
lesbian attorneys in her office) to me. Upon being
notified of the incident, the firm refused to apologize
to me (the coordinator had been laid off -- for other
reasons) .

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I was at [in-house entertainment company] for five
years. There are lots of gays who work there -- yet
it's the most homophobic place. The level of denial is
profound. There are gays and lesbians at every level
but it's never talked about. I was present [at a
management meeting] when someone was called a
"faggot" -- everyone laughed.

Participant in 10/25/93 Pocus Group

Just this year, one of the attorneys was at a regular
meeting where attorneys talk about their schedules and
arrange [office staffing] at which he was subjected to
some very homophobic remarks by another attorney. The
supervisor just smirked; he thought it was kind of
funny. The result was a complaint to the higher-ups;
there is currently a disciplinary action pending
against both the person who made the comments and his
supervisor who didn't stop it. In part, that is
because [an outside lesbian & gay group] heard of the
incident and insisted on some action.

-- participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

[In my office, there was one attorney] who loved to
tell jokes about gays. A supervisor [at a government
agency] said to an employee: "with that pink shirt,
makes you look like a maricon [queer]." And the
institutional response was relatively half-hearted. No
disciplinary action was taken; really nothing was even
done to say that that was not appropriate for the
office.

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

At [myoId firm], there were a number of comments
evidencing bias, the use of the term 'faggot'
relatively consistently. At one point, a partner when
talking about a letter he got from BALIF, the lesbian
and gay bar association in San Francisco, inquiring as
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ON DEMEANING ACTIONS AND STATEMENTS
CONCERNING GAY PEOPLE, CONTINUED)

to the terms of the firm's policy regarding lesbians
and gays. The partner said, "How could I answer that
with a straight face?" He added that "they should know
that we don't allow homosexuality in associates".

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Focus Group

I was walking out to my car one night and [the managing
partner] screamed out at me, "Are you now going to play
with your homosexual friends?" He also, in the
office, on a subsequent date, it might have been six
months to a year later, placed his foot on my rear end
basically out in the open hallway when I was leaning
over to pick up some files and I turned around and
simply acted like it was some nonsense. He is a very
immature person but ... the fact is he was in a
position of power. He made me feel very uncomfortable.
On a subsequent incident, a later day, I was down on
the floor looking at some files and he very
provocatively said, "Well why don't you get off your
knees?" and [he] chuckled,. And I knew clearly what the
inference was there. He also made a comment to me in
the restroom about if I didn't use my penis that he was
going to cut it off. You know, in a jovial, good ole
boys type way.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 POCU8 Group

A number of the partners at my prior firm would display
derogatory remarks about gay people in a generic sense,
telling what I termed to be fag jokes, bar jokes,
things that would be very hurtful and were hurtful to
me at the time.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 POCU8 Group

We've had several incidents around the posting of
flyers in the office for [a Lesbian & Gay Attorneys
Group]. Its flyers have been ripped down, its flyers
have been defaced, and its flyers have been moved to
door of the mens bathroom with, you know, crude remarks
written on them. And when the [office head] was
confronted with these problems, he just denied that any
of his people would do that and said that it certainly
must have been [an outsider] wandering through.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 POCU8 Group

[At my former firm] there were definitely people at
that law firm who were very openly hostile and subtly
hostile. What I mean by open hostility is all the
snide joke stuff [about sexuality and gender] that I
have remarkably little tolerance for, and yet seem to
find myself letting go by on an almost weekly basis at
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ON DEMEANING ACTIONS AND STATEMENTS
CONCERNING GAY PEOPLE, CONTINUED)

that law firm. And I think it's just very difficult to
feel completely welcome where that sort of stuff goes
on. Even though I knew there were plenty of people I
could go to and say, "Tell so and so not to say, you
know, X, Y and Z about so-and-so or this-and-such," and
the management person would, in a minute, go and just
chew him out within an inch of his life. The damage
that I felt and the injury that I felt had already been
suffered at that point by virtue of just having to put
up with it in the initial instance.

-- participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

The same people who tell "fag" and "dyke" jokes today
are the people ten years ago that were discriminating
blatantly against women. And they wouldn't think about
it today. They just need to be told -- as they have
about sex discrimination -- clearly and repeatedly that
it is not acceptable behavior.

-- participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

I think what's so disturbing [about derogatory
comments] is the realization that things aren't as safe
as you'd hoped or believed. [W]hen I came to law
as a second career, I went back to law school after
being out of school for almost twenty years. I
sat down in my first class and all of a sudden I heard
this voice behind me saying, "Hey, where did you get
that faggot sweatshirt?" And, I don't know, my whole
expectation was just kind of blown away because I
thought I was going to law school. I was going to
be participating in a particular kind of community that
might maybe, say, be above that or be apart from that
and I was going to be with people who have power and
who are trying to weed our society or culture of
injustice.

-- participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

I spent a horrible morning at a breakfast meeting at [a
private club] where the Chairman of the meeting decided
to spend 15 minutes telling jokes about the gay march
in Washington in extraordinarily bad taste -- with
about 300 people in the room. And I wasn't the only
gay.

-- participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group
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ON HIV/AIDS AND GAY PEOPLE , CONTINUED)

The firm is unspokenly against hiring gay males. Their
reason is because they do not want to incur potential
costs of AIDS-related insurance claims.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

At my first firm, when our young partner died of AIDS,
those who were supposed to be his closest friends
behaved terribly. One of them was a junior partner and
said to the one gay in his office: "Now, we have to be
very, very careful about who we hire, because of the
insurance costs." The clear meaning was: no more gay
men. The perception was that the costs were just
astronomical when this person passed away. But the
truth was that he was only in the hospital for two
months. It was very minimal. He was sick and gone in
a very short period of time. It was outrageous the way
people distorted the facts to justify their prejudices.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

There were ... a number of comments the' partners made
about [a particular associate] regarding AIDS, such as,
"He's one of those and they all have AIDS." One
partner said "you £Sn get it through food" -
indicating why he didn't want to sit with [the
associate] in the lunch room.

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

At a firm lunch, the senior litigation partner raised a
hypothetical concerning anti-discrimination protection
for persons with HIV and whether you should advise a
corporate client to adhere to that statute. And the
advice of the senior litigation partner was that you
would advise them not to adhere to that statute out of
concerns about communication of the disease by casual
contact. Even when told at this luncheon that that was
not the mode of transmission for the HIV virus, he
continued to insist that, indeed, it was legally proper
advice to advise the client to ignore the law because
of the liability concerns, ostensibly.

-- participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

Well, one of the more annoying things about my
experience with one partner was that since AIDS is a
disease that is perceived to be a gay disease, rightly
or wrongly, it is used to justify discrimination.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group
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ON HIV/AIDS AND GAY PEOPLE, CONTINUED)

After a partner at my firm died of AIDS, being out
myself, I was constantly fielding questions from very
senior partners who would come to me and say "Okay, who
are they and are they sick?1I And I found that
there was a McCarthyite aspect to it. It was very
disturbing.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

[AIDS-related bias] is dealt with -- and very
effectively, I think -- through corporate policy. I'm
more familiar with [my employer], which has a
phenomenal policy that protects it from liability:
they will literally terminate supervisors who don't
follow the policy and don't protect the people who have
AIDS all the way. We protect their privacy and we
basically have full job protection. .... But it
doesn't work if somebody goes out there without good
controls and counsel. [People with HIV or AIDS] need
to have mentors designated to help or advise them and
who will make sure things work as they're supposed to.
I know of one case where a supervisor told [a person
with HIV] that "it was time to tell everybody else in
the office that he had AIDS because it was their choice
to have close contact with him -- and to decide how
closely they wanted to associate with him."
Fortunately, the employee relations people told the
supervisor, lIyou have absolutely no right to do that."
Even with a large employer with good policies, things
can go wrong.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

ON INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT FOR GAY ATTORNEYS

Gay/lesbian supervisors are pro-active in hiring and
promoting others of that type -- to the extent that it
appears biased to those in the office that are not
gay/lesbian. A written policy is needed.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

One partner recently said to me, when he heard I had
been referred a potential client from the Gay and
Lesbian Community Services Center, that he'd "prefer
that the referral come from URLA,II i.e., be pro bono,
non-paying.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

My boss, who is straight, and who does all the hiring,
with input from other lawyers and staff, hired me
because I'm gay. We know each other from various bar
activities, and he admired my openness and activism.
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ON INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT FOR GAY ATTORNEYS,
CONTINUED)

He hired another gay attorney who I had recommended,
but I don't know whether or not he knew that lawyer's
sexual orientation at the time of hiring. I don't
think it would matter either way.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I am one of the hiring partners -- in this small (6
attorney firm) office. I'm a gay man and every other
attorney (and the staff) know this fact. Therefore
(but maybe not obviously) there is no discrimination.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I'm in a state agency, which does not discriminate and
actively recruits minorities and women. While gays and
lesbians are not recruited, non-job related criteria
are so discouraged in all hiring practices that being
gay or lesbian is an irrelevant factor. I'm active in
hiring so it may be an advantage in that I may pick up
on discrimination factors others don't.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

That [the head of my office] has made it very clear
about sexual orientation discrimination not being
tolerated made a big difference this time -- I was in
the office before and I was not out and it was not
comfortable.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

At my law firm, we once had a very powerful gay partner
who was a mentor and policed the review process for gay
attorneys. After 20 years or so, the firm had over 100
lawyers, including about a dozen gay men and two
lesbians. But just over two years ago, [this partner]
became ill with AIDS and it was notable the difference
it made, as his illness diminished his influence.
While the firm continued to grow, the number [of gay
lawyers] declined from 14 to less than half that now,
and still dropping. And it happened just like
that, within a short time after his illness and death.

How he was treated as he was dying is an entirely
different issue. The way many of his partners
shunned him was just stunning. It was shameful.
And as soon as he was effectively out of the way, the
attorneys who were perceived as his proteges, including
every one of the gay attorneys, started feeling serious
heat in terms of bad work reviews, social distance at
firm functions -- it was remarkable. All in the course
of a year or so after his illness and death.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group
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There's a male-locker-room attitude among senior
management. It's redneck macho. But, when someone
said they weren't sure the lawyers would be comfortable
with my sexual orientation, a senior partner said to
"judge him on his work not his sexual orientation."
Although risky, in reality, I take my significant other
to events -- though we stick out a lot. The lawyers
are trying -- despite their backgrounds. I think most
of them don't have any gay friends.

-- Participant in 10/25/93 Pocus Group

If you are gay and thinking about coming out -- if you
can find a good place, it is possible to change some
attitudes, it is possible to have a relationship with a
firm in which it is dynamic and there is some growth so
that your own difference, as another person's racial
difference or religious difference, might be a source
of some edification. You have a responsibility to
nurture this relationship, too -- recognizing that the
firm is more powerful -- but, as a gay attorney, you
have responsibilities as well.

-- Participant in 10/25/93 Pocus Group

I have found that most of the allies who will step up
to the plate [and support gay people] are people of
color because they have some analogous experiences to
work from and some heterosexual women but I haven't had
any straight white men step up for me before.

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

As a lesbian attorney, I have an ally in my firm.
Definitely, he has totally gone to bat for me in the
courtroom. He's heterosexual, feminist, very active in
politics and he's always there.

Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

With my current employer, I don't have to hide [my
sexual orientation]. I put all my activist activities
on my resume -- all my employer said was, liDo you have
time to practice?" He then told his other partner that'
I was a lesbian and he was hiring me. He told the guy,
"If that's not okay, you can leave now. II

-- Participant in 10/25/93 Pocus Group

My fellow associates were very good [about my being
gay], except that none had power and none would risk
sticking up for me knowing the repercussions from the
partners against them. A lot of times when I think I'm
being discriminated against, I'll pooh-pooh it: "0h,
I'm just being hyper-sensitive. II Then, when other
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people say, "No, you're not -- I can't believe they're
doing this to you -- it's definitely a gay issue or
some other issue," I think, "Oh, maybe I'm not being
hyper-sensitive." As far as mentors and support, it
would be my peers who were there and were
understanding. But they weren't in a position where
they really could defend me.

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

As a relatively senior person in my firm at this point,
I do work on the recruiting and hiring committees and I
will be very much involved in follow up, of course, if
a gay or lesbian student has an opportunity. And
internally within the firm, you know, when I organize
special events, I will make certain that people
particularly find out if they're not sure about whether
they want to be out, I will make sure they know they
are welcomed. And beyond that, I mean, at least in a
social setting, I can't do much more. But I'm not
going to cow to anyone who behaves inappropriately
[towards a lesbian or gay man]. And it's important in

my environment that people know that about me. So
it's just sort of being there, being out, trying to
include people when they're ready to be included.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 POCU8 Group

My impression was that [at my former law firm] there
were people who were very supportive. There are, there
at least were, a lot of gay attorneys there so that
there was a good support group and there were always
people to talk to. And I think that's very important
when you're trying to make it through what is
basically, in my judgment anyway, a hostile society.
It's nice to feel like you're not on the lifeboat all
by yourself.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 POCU8 Group

I think the subtle double standard [in workplace
evaluations] is likely to be practically impossible to
overcome through lawsuits, because it is so difficult
to prove. I think we all know that -- many of us have
experienced blatant discrimination, but I think the
subtle double standard is far harder to address except
from the inside~ One of the things that I do in my
environment, where I am a fairly senior partner, is
that whenever a gay or lesbian lawyer is being reviewed
by a particular work group in my firm, I'll sit in on
the partners' lunch meeting in that work group. I will
be there to try to make my own judgments about whether
this is fair or whether it involves a double standard.
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It doesn't eliminate [all bias], but when people
more or less know that's what I'm about -- they're
aware that I'm there and watching -- it keeps the
process more honest.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

Most law firms don't have the kind of powerful gay
partner who can watch over the [evaluation] process and
ensure that it is fair. What is really needed is for
the straight, white male partners and managers to do it
... for the institution to pay special attention to
evaluations of gay -- and other minority -- attorneys
to make sure that the subtle double standard does not
work to weed them out.

Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

I left one large corporate law firm to go to another
after two years of practice, in part because it was
extremely uncomfortable at my first firm to be openly
lesbian. In fact, there were times where, even though
I was open as a lesbian, people pretended not to know
-- even if I'd bring a same-sex partner, or a date, to
a firm function. People would actually treat us as
though I was bringing some single woman to meet men
there. That's why I chose the second firm, where there
were people encouraging of gay men and lesbians. And
where I knew it was comfortably open and at the first

. firm event at my new firm, where I was for five years,
the managing partner and his wife, who also is a
partner, came up to me and my lover and said to both of
us, "We're really happy you're both here, if you need
any help getting settled in the community, let us know
. .. we want you both to feel welcome."

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Focus Group

ON THE CAREER INFLUENCE OF SEXUALITY

In myoId firm, the concern was expressed [that clients
would prefer not to work with a gay] and this was part
of the reason I opened my own office. In myoId
office, I was deemed to show poor judgment by being
openly gay. In myoId firm, my advancement to
partnership was in dispute because I was gay. I turned
down the eventual offer because I realized it would
continue to be an issue for the dissenters.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent
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I am a sole practitioner [and] a gay attorney. Indeed,
part of the reason that I practice alone is the
treatment I have received as a result of my lifestyle.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Our office is somewhat unconventional in that a non
gay/non-lesbian attorney runs the firm which
specializes in gay and lesbian domestic relations.
Therefore gay and lesbians are encouraged to apply.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

This firm is an identified lesbian/gay owned firm.
-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Though I hadn't seen it, the comments I heard and the
fears stemming from our oppressive society were enough
to keep me in the closet and ultimately to leave the
profession.... [I left my prior firm out of] fear of
discrimination regarding making partner and the nature
of work assignments and the likely deteriorations in
training/mentoring once my orientation came out.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

One incident was more of a hypothetical -- i.e., what
if a certain client learned of my sexual orientation.
Management (and I) decided to cross that bridge when we
came to it. Because I left the firm, we never did.

--Attorney Survey Respondent

I left a large firm because I had to go to a small firm
where I could be comfortable. After 12 years, I'm
changing careers. I'm giving up being a lawyer for
many reasons -- but mostly I need to leave -- this is a
socially conservative profession.

-- Participant in 10/25/93 Pocus Group

I know a lot of [gay attorneys] seek out smaller firms,
government jobs in some places, public interest jobs -
jobs that, you know, create a place where you ... get
to control your own thing. I think that that is a
large factor in the distribution of where gay attorneys
are found, the gay attorneys who want to be out, in
particular.

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

I think for me [the effect of being gay] has been a job
progression. I think that when I was at [my first law
firm] it was uncomfortable to be out, so I left. I
went to [another law firm] where one of the conditions
of my emplOYment was that I would be completely out or
I wouldn't come there. And it's actually been a good
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experience but now I even want more than that, so I'm
going to start a firm. I just want to control my life
and I really don't want to worry about who I am
anymore.

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Focus Group

I think there are also attorneys who project some of
their own internal discomfort by saying, "Well, clients
won't understand." I remember as a young lawyer being
counseled not to be very out in client relationships
until I somehow knew it was safe. And I do think that
in some respects it affects work opportunity. And at
my firm, even within an environment that I think is
generally positive, it has not been something that I
would call good for gay attorneys. In terms of finding
clients, support and mentoring as lawyers, it's not [an
atmosphere] I would even classify as being neutral. I
don't believe my sexuality ever fundamentally guided my
career opportunities, but it has definitely been an
influence.

Participant in 11/15/93 Focu. Group

We had lots of Pacific Rim clients. Gay and lesbian
attorneys were told not to have client contact. One
closeted lesbian actually got married so she would make
partner.

-- Participant in 10/25/93 Focus Group

[The matter of gay attorneys] has never come up at my
firm as far as I know. I have no idea if there are gay
or lesbian attorneys in my office.

-- Attorney Survey ae.pondent

My prior firm was essentially "clueless" and
insensitive regarding gay issues. My efforts to
probate the estate of a firm associate who had died of
AIDS were frowned upon, for example.

-- Attorney Survey ae.pondent

I don't think the hiring partners are aware of any
issue [concerning hiring of gay attorneys]. They
probably don't think they have had any gay or lesbian
applicants.

-- Attorney Survey ae.pondent
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There are people working in the [government office] I
work in who believe that there aren't gay and lesbian
children in the system we operate. And therefore, if
there are not gay and lesbian children, you don't need
to be enlightened and you don't need to provide
services special for them. There's a real
ignorance going on.

Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

Because Title VII [of the Civil Rights Act of 1964]
doesn't cover sexual orientation, the head of [the
federal office where I work] has this attitude that the
sexual orientation issue is not important. For
example, we had a "cultural open house" where everyone
was invited to celebrate their own culture. And when
some of us asked to put up posters relating to the gay
community, ... [the office head] refused to have them
put up. He said, "I don't want this -- what if someone
from the public complains? Anyway, it's not one of our
issues."

Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

A lot of people have the attitude that sexual
orientation discrimination ... is not covered, or that
it's not as well established under the law, or it's not
an important area of discrimination. I went to a firm
seminar in emploYment law about a year ago and I
noticed in their sample non-discrimination clause that
sexual orientation wasn't included. I asked the
partner in charge about it and he said, "Well, we just
don't think it's covered in the law" and I said, "Well,
what about the municipalities such as Los Angeles that
have non-discrimination clauses?" and he said, "Well,
we think that's all preempted anyway."

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

At my firm, even within what I think is a generally
positive environment, there's a lot of ... essentially
generational, ignorance -- older attorneys who reject,
who just don't have a clue on gay and lesbian issues.
Once you confront them, and particularly if you do it
in a style that isn't exactly offensive, in my
environment, they tend to be responsive. Still, I
distrust internal education to 'affect decisions ... to
avoid confrontations with powerful people and
institutions [over anti-gay bias]. It's always
easier to decide ... that, "Well, no one wants to
offend all our good friends and all these very good
fellows who send us work." But what do you do? I
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think that kind of unthinking lack of awareness of
issues that are of importance to gay and lesbian
lawyers can go on in what I like to think of as among
the best of organizations for this kind of issue.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

I was in a taxicab going to a board of directors'
meeting with two board members, one Hispanic and one
Black, and we were having a discussion about different
kinds of discrimination and all of the related issues.

Then, one of them turned to the other, said
something about discrimination and I interjected with
something like, "Well, I can understand that. II They
both looked at me, very surprised. One of them, the
Hispanic director, said to me, "Well, you wouldn't
understand. II I blew my top. I said, "That's right, I
guess I wouldn't understand -- after all, I'm
invisible. 1 don't count. II Then I just stared at them
and, finally, both looked back at me and one said, "You
know, you're right, and we haven't thought about anti
gay bias and we should." But it was very hard in
getting there because ... gay people ~ invisible, and
we can't be invisible. And that is painful, and it is
difficult, and it is risky, and that is all of those
things, and certainly, you know, it is foolish in some
work places. But, whether you've had a good experience
or a bad experience if you don't understand that
invisibility is fundamentally oppressive, you never get
to begin acceptance.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocu. Group

Many heterosexual people ... talk about the race and
gender bias issues and forget [gay people]. It is
frustrating to hear people saying all the right things
about hate and discrimination, but completely
forgetting sexual orientation. We need to have "sexual
orientation" added to all non-discrimination policies.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocu. Group

My clients all have my home number and when my
companion picks up the phone on occasion they ask who
that is and I'll respond either limy companion, II or
"that's my life partner." When I have parties at my
home, my companion is always very visible. I won't
have a party unless he is. His picture is on one side
of the mantle and my children are on the other side of
the mantle, so it's very obvious that he is a
significant part of my life. Only once have I been
asked, and it was -- I was having a non-profit board
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Once it's out [that an attorney is homosexual],
interpersonal relationships with co-workers change.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

I was really disappointed in the decision made by the
California Judges Association -- they voted down a
proposal to add sexual orientation to their canons
regarding nondiscrimination. I see the judges as the
leaders of the legal profession. As the
leadership of the legal community, that sends a very
strong negative message.

meeting or retreat at my home -- and one of the board
members who has been on this board with me for four
years said "by the way, who is that man?" And when I
explained "That's my companion," she said "Oh, well,
when did that happen?" ... because I also had pictures
of my children up on the wall.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

The California Lawyer article on "Gays 'at Law" ... I
kept that out on my desk at [my former employer's
office] until one of the senior executives finally said
"Why do you have that out there?" And I said "What do
you mean?" And he said "What does it do, talk about
all the crimes that the gays do?" And I looked at him
and said, slowly, "No." Then I opened it up and said,
"No, it's about all the senior partners and other
people at law firms that are gay .. Here's this one.
Here's this one." He's looking at me, looking away,
and then, looking again. Then I said, "No, I'm not in
there." And he ... well ... he just said, "Oh." I
think the publicity was very good. It was certainly
[good] for anybody gay ... whether you are out or not
out, I think it felt good to read it. To see it.
We need all of that kind of publicity we can get.
Getting it out there, even though there are people who
will find it offensive. You can't do anything about
them. That [California Lawyer] article got a lot
of very negative letters to the editor.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group
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I would feel uneasy about socializing with gay people.
-- Attorney Survey Respondent

There was a subtle chill in my relations with the
office after I came out.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I was out in a big firm but I knew I would never make
partner because I knew I would not even stay long
enough to be considered for partnership. How could I
network with the partners? They were all white male,
over 60 and married. We didn't belong to the same
country club, if you know what I mean. I left that
firm out of fear.

-- Participant in 10/25/93 Pocus Group

[At my firm,] the choice of confronting or acquiescing
in bigotry was a double-edged sword. I didn't want to
partake in any of the sexist or anti-gay jokes that
were being made in the groups who would gather to
socialize in the office. I didn't want to become one
of the associates who laughed at everything just to
kiss ass, so I typically removed myself from the
situation as opposed to vocalizing my objection,
knowing what hostility that would bring me. But in
removing myself from those situations, I was avoided by
a lot of partners. When I would try to say hello and
make conversation with them, it would never carry, and
then I got the reputation of being aloof. When I
did speak up I was seen as a malcontent, a trouble
maker. When I didn't speak up, I was seen as aloof and
held off onto my own.

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

As a gay person in a corporation ... you are just
another employee. But people also talk about who and
what you are -- I have had that happen to me. I know
it. I get it reported to me from other people. And,
you know, while I can't think of an occasion where I
have gone into a situation where it's been a strong
negative and had a confrontation with the person, but
you have to learn to work with it somehow. You learn
somehow to deal with it and develop a rapport with
people over time because there is always going to be
personal stuff. You know, people talk. And -- unlike
a private firm -- in a corporation, they are stuck with
me and I'm stuck with them. What am I gonna do?
Learn to work with them somehow. But, I also think
that if they absolutely ever refuse to speak with me,
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I'll just assign another lawyer. I'm in charge, so
they're still going to have to deal with me in terms of
budgets and answers, and whatever else they have to do.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

In terms of co-workers, I have never found [my
sexuality] to be a serious problem and by that I don't
mean that no one cares one way or the other -- I know
people who for religious reasons were absolutely
horrified and offended when I came out. They couldn't
believe that I wasn't getting terminated. And those
people had to work for me. And yet, I knew exactly how
they felt and what they did. I'd say, that by the time
I left [my prior employer], there was absolutely no
problem. They would come to my home. I would be
invited to their home. It was accepted. It was a
teaching process. They had to learn that I wasn't just
some strange being. To be honest, too, they were
strange to me. Why someone would want to live the way
they live is as strange to me as I may be to them.
That doesn't mean we can't respect each other and that
we can't work together or that we can't respect each
other's professional opinion on what we do. The same
thing is true of clients. Once we learn to work
together professionally -- that's the key point, the
professional relationship -- that's our job. They
don't have to come home with us, they shouldn't come
home with us, but developing that professional
relationship is what has to happen. And then, if they
happen to know, it" s there and if they want to talk
about it, you can give them the golden opportunity to
learn.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

It is very easy ... to become perceived as the
aggressive rabble-rouser -- the odd man out or the odd
woman out -- because you find yourself constantly
battling on all the issues. Where I am, I am fighting
on the racial/ethnic issues, I'm fighting on the
homophobia issues, and I frequently join up with the
women on the women's issues as well and after a while
you get a reputation for being a rabble-rouser and for
being automatically the odd man out. I mean, heck, you
could even try to laugh at the jokes and be part of the
game, and you are not going to be "in" because people
are being hyper-cautious around you.

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group
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[because
The

Respondent

perceived discrimination against me
though I am not "out" here at work.
probably believes I am gay.

-- Attorney Survey

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

Most of the gay attorneys in my department don't wish
to have it known that they are gay. Nevertheless,
their superiors know and don't consider it important,
as their skills as lawyers are what they are judged by.

The gay attorneys have achieved equal status in
the firm, though none have enough experience yet to
rise to supervisorial positions. This, I expect, will
resolve as their experience grows.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Bl-45

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I have not
I am gay] ,
management

I don't look gay, don't act any different don't wear
a badge. I "mainstream" thus I suffer no
discrimination.

I work for an insurance company as staff counsel; the
atmosphere is very conservative. No effort is made to
recruit minorities of any kind to my knowledge. I
would never tell my employer about my sexual
orientation.

You have to take some responsibility for your
relationship to the firm as well, and if you want to be
a passive victim to everything that the firm does, you
know, then just go there and be closeted. There are
some environments where they are simply not going to
change and you will be miserable and you will be
squashed if you try to change things.

Participant in 10/25/93 Pocus Group

We have no self-identified homosexuals in my firm, [a
very large, national firm with a significant L.A.
office]. I am, however, aware of the presence of at
least three homosexual attorneys. The issues, I am led
to believe, simply have not arisen since none of these
attorneys, including myself, are "out" in the firm or
otherwise self-identified. When we attend [firm social
events], we have not brought a "significant other."

-- Attorney Survey Respondent
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[In my former office,] it wasn't even comfortable
really being female and there were many situations
where I felt I was excluded or treated differently by
the "good old boy" network because I was female. I
have to say that some people suspected that I was gay
-- I wasn't deceptive about it and I think most of the
people who suspected didn't care. But I don't know.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

There is one woman in particular who doesn't seem to
have suffered any, but maybe its because she's not
really out. She basically has had a very positive
experience in the office. She is not out, but she has
never been exempted.

Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

My experience has been that if you're out and you're
open, people who have problems with homosexuality won't
confront you with the problem. They don't have the
guts if they have a problem with it. And most people
then get over their curiosity because its just part of
a routine and will deal with you just a professional.

But part of it is being just honest with who you
are. If you are not honest with who you are, you're
going to have problems -- I don't care what you are
hiding or what the issue is.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

When I was in law school, some people from the [local
gay and lesbian group] came and talked at a session
that we set up at the law school, where I was one of
the co-chairpersons of the gay law student group. And
they're talking about a study they had done regarding
job hunting where they had sent out essentially
similar, phony resumes except that one had gay stuff on
it and the other one didn't. And the ones with gay
stuff on it got like 30% fewer responses than the
"neutral" one. And, you know, I think, "I'm no fool!"
I heard that and, for a long time afterwards, basically
had two resumes. The gay stuff I sent, you know, when
I applied to public interest jobs and things where they
would be cool, maybe even be a plus, and the neutral
one that went to other places.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

Listening to everyone tonight, I'm so aware of how much
time and energy we all invest in being out or closeted
in the workplace. Conformity is what we're all aware
of all the time, wherever we are, even if we're in a
small firm, even if we're out, even if we're not out,
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and Focus Group Participants

ON SELF-IMPOSED DISCRIMINATION -- THE "CLOSET",
CONTINUED)

if we're in a big firm -- we're aware of it. Some of
it -- it's like driving a car and you don't notice that
you're shifting the gears anymore because it's become
so second nature to you. You're not consciously aware
of the steps you have to go through in order to get
from A to B or A to Z. But thinking about it, you
realize how much time [gay people] usually spend on our
differentness.

Participant in 10/25/93 Pocus Group

There's a powerful person, not a lawyer, but someone
important in my current company ... who does not
acknowledge his relationship of 14 years with his
significant other. And I think that's wrong. There
needs to be recognition [of gay people] from the top.
I would like to think that if, from the bottom, we all
came out, that would really do something. But as long
as the top is the way it is, realistically, that's not
going to happen. If the L.A. County Bar can do
anything to help, it is to urge aggressively that firms
and corporations institute policies that are supportive
of our relationships and our being. And only then will
it filter down so that we will see more people coming
out and taking responsibility. Without the work at the
top, it's just not going to happen.

-- Participant in 10/25/93 Pocus Group

One thing that I have found through my experiences is
if you are totally open and out with people, you don't
have a problem. It tends to be deception that is
related to trouble. I came out about ten years ago
when I was at [a large corporation]. And at that time
when they had hired me, I was married, two children.
Everything they thought I was supposed to be. And here
I get divorced and come out. And the General Counsel
there, who is a close personal friend and could not
have been more supportive, begged me -- begged me,
literally -- not to tell anybody, saying that it would
destroy my career. Even after I did come out -- and I
just insisted, "forget it, I don't care," -- he kept
saying that I would never be General Counsel. That
[the corporate management] had discussed that I wasn't
"one of the boys" and that I would not be General
Counsel. But I found that as I felt my way through
that period, which was difficult, people get back to
the fact that what counts is that you are a good
lawyer.

-- participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group
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ON SELF- IMPOSED DISCRIMINATION - - THE "CLOSET'~,

CONTINUED)

I'm working in a corporate environment and ... what's
been interesting, I think, is trying to gauge the
general safety level for gays. I'm closeted where I
work, and the issues of gays in the military has
provoked a lot of discussion at lunch, occasionally
even among the management. You can kind of see
where every person -- particularly all my colleagues
and management -- was on the spectrum as to what they
believe [about gays and lesbians generally] by what
they felt about that issue.

Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

ON "DON'T ASK; DON'T TELL" POLICIES

Here, you can "be" gay, but not "act gay" or show it at
the office.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I don't think the firm would care if a lawyer was gay,
but would care if he/she was openly gay at office,
social events, etc. Support staff would be up in arms.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

We do not have a policy on sexual orientation. [Sexual
orientation] is not an issue and therefore nothing
needs to be said about it. Such things should not be
discussed in the office anyway.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Sexual orientation is not an issue here because no one
talks about it. Neither of the homosexual lawyers are
"out of the closet" and no one else would bring up the
subject.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

[Sexual orientation] is a non-issue. It doesn't even
come up -- unless its thrown in my face by the
applicant -- at which time I would seriously question
that individual's discretion and judgment, two
qualities important to being an effective attorney.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent
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-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

would enable us to
Unless it is voluntarily

just do not know. A

ON IIDON'T ASK; DON'T TELLII POLICIES, CONTINUED)

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

Bl-49

We do not make inquiries which
determine sexual orientation.
mentioned by an applicant, we
private life is private.

Generally, [sexual orientation is] not a factor in
attorney advancement. No one asks or particularly
cares about sexual orientation. Open identification
and advocacy with clients would be a problem, just as
political advocacy would be.

My sense is that being gay or lesbian is not a
hinderance to advancement as long as one is quiet
(although not necessarily secretive) about one's sexual
orientation.

Gay and lesbian attorneys can advance [at this firm]
but there is pressure to keep a gay or lesbian
lifestyle private -- to not be openly homosexual.
Attorneys are not questioned about their private lives
and generally would not be judged by what they do in
their private lives. I'm not aware of any effort by
the firm or this office to promote equality for gay and
lesbian lawyers or to ensure that discrimination will
be dealt with and not tolerated. The message seems to
be IIDon't let us know and don't let us see it,ll or IIYou
can be gay, but keep it to yourself and your close
friends. II

[I h) ave never heard of a gay or lesbian lawyer being
open about sexual orientation in our office -- social
events or work place.

What's the point of all this openness [about
homosexuality]? Work is unrelated to sexual preference
-- why try to mix them? These are personal matters,
not work matters.

As far as I'm concerned, an employee's sexual
preference (straight, bi or gay) is absolutely private
and none of my business. I don't promote gay or hetero
attitudes. We don't ask our recruits about their
sexual practices nor is it ever discussed, mentioned or
considered!

APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants
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-- Attorney Survey Respondent

APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants

253. If gay people apply [for work in my office, they
should] hide their orientation ... a gay or lesbian
perceived person would not be hired. [Our policy
is] "don't ask/don't tell."

252. As the sexual orientation of job applicants is not the
subject of inquiry, the subject, to my knowledge, has
not come up directly. However, given our firm's basic
policies and philosophies, the issue is of no
significance.

ON "DON'T ASK; DON'T TELL" POLICIES, CONTINUED)

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

B1-S0

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Nondiscrimination based on sexual orientation is part
of the firm's employment manual. Explicitly, the firm
is supportive. Implicitly, there is a "don't ask,
don't tell" attitude. Although I'm out to my partner,
I'd not make a point of being perceived as gay.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

[An attorney's sexual orientation] is a non-issue so
long as it remains a non-issue. Its a private matter
that should remain private. I expect sexual practices
to be kept personal either straight or gay. So long as
it doesn't affect work or clients, its all O.K.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

[At this firm,] gays are not out of the closet. There
is not an issue of whether they are welcome.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

I am in a life partnership, and am currently
celebrating my 10th anniversary. I do not attempt to
hide this fact, although I do not bring it up unless
asked by a friend. I do not discuss it with most of my
clients.

Sexual orientation is irrelevant and not properly part
of the office environment.

If we have any [gay attorneys], it is not known to me.
In my personal experience at my firm, they keep

out of my personal business and I do the same. I do
not want to work at a firm where this kind of question
is asked of me or any employee. It is none of my
business what the sexual orientation of others is. How
do partners behind closed doors decide? I do not know.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

(IILB.
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(III.B.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

attorneys in my office, two are known gay or
It seems to make no difference so long as

competent and unobtrusive.
-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

ON "DON'T ASK; DON'T TELL" POLICIES, CONTINUED)

Bl-51

At my office, do not act in any way which one can
perceive as being gay or lesbian.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

[B]asically, our policy is "don't ask, preferably don't
tell."

OUt of 20
lesbian.
they are

Policy is: Don't Ask; Don't Tell; Don't Pursue.
-- Attorney Survey Respondent

No one is "out." The word is not to corne out to keep
your job.

I am not perceived as being gay by the office. I
believe the three attorneys who are gay know about each
other, but we do not socialize together or go out of
our way to become a "social group."

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

My office is small and does not hire attorneys often.
However, I would not recommend that someone be "out"
prior to being hired because the management is quite
conservative. Gay or straight, one has to know
how to manipulate the senior partner or stay out of his
line of sight altogether in order to prevent harassment
of any type. I look presentable and my work and
billables are good, and the management simply doesn't
scrutinize me any further.

This firm does not promote an open atmosphere for gay
and lesbian attorneys. Therefore, virtually all gay
and lesbian attorneys, including myself, hide their
sexual orientation. It is perceived that exposure of
homosexuality is detrimental to one's employment at
this firm.

Gay attorneys are often "out" with their colleagues at
the firm, but still feel they cannot be "out" with
clients due to prejudice by clients -- real or
imagined.

[L132028.2]
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and Focus Group Participants

ON "DON'T ASK; DON'T TELL" POLICIES, CONTINUED)

The firm does not actively recruit (and do~s not
actively encourage the recruitment of) gay/lesbian
attorneys. However, if one is gay, it is not held
against the applicant. It simply never is discussed.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

A gay and lesbian attorney have advanced to the level
of partner in the firm. But, they are basically
closeted by their own choice. I don't know how
openness would have changed their advancement. My
feeling is that the situation would be pretty much the
same. But, I don't know. And no one else has taken
the risk of being open. The firm's silence on the
issue can be more burdensome and oppressive than
outright discrimination which can be confronted.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

I think if the attorney were out and an activist, that
would probably preclude his/her being hired. If
nothing is said about being gay or lesbian, I think it
is not an issue or factor in being hired. I think
if nothing is said and one is not an activist bringing
attention to his/her being gay or lesbian, advancement
is possible. There is nQ discrimination to my
knowledge and utmost respect for everyone's privacy,
straight or gay.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

This office is decidedly heterosexual, with no freedom
to discuss sexuality unless you are male and straight.
It is inhibiting, particularly to lesbians. Gays or
lesbians do not feel the freedom to disclose their
sexuality. We are semi-closeted, so advancement
possibilities are considered, ostensibly, exclusive of
sexuality.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

I have been the object of critical statements about
"dragging in" my "personal" life because I mentioned my
life partner.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

I also think education is very important because I do
think there are certain people, generally more senior
people in many firms, who are uncomfortable with many
of the issues relating to people's sexuality. It
doesn't matter if it's gay or straight. I mean, they
just don't want to know.

Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group
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ON "DON'T ASK; DON'T TELL" POLICIES, CONTINUED)

If we sit here and talk only about how horrible some of
these experiences are, and I think they really are
horrible, we tend to forget the real comparison that we
want to make. It is not just the "don't ask, don't
tell" model where someone's sexual orientation doesn't
matter so long as it's never mentioned and that people
don't make bad comments and don't make someone defend
the fact that they're gay. The real level we want to
get to is someplace where we enjoy our sexual
orientation -- and I don't mean that in a lewd way at
all. I mean it in the sense of our identity being
well-known within the firm, being something we are
frank and open about with our partners, being complete
equals in every way and having people feel free to
tease each other, joke about each other and not feel so
extraordinarily afraid of talking about it. I can't
offer personal experience of being in a firm where I
was discriminated against, but I certainly have heard
of numbers of instances. When we are talking about a
benchmark [for a good work environment], I think we
need to keep our sights a little higher than just not
having to endure homophobic comments.

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

I remember once one of my ... senior partners, you
know, when he saw that ... we had changed our firm'S
anti-discrimination clause to include sexual
orientation, he made a comment that he didn't see why
it was anyone's business to know or anyone's business
to let it be known.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

The message is strong and clear: be closeted. No one
is openly gay at my firm. There is no discussion of
same-sex partners at work -- though there is lots of
discussion of husbands and wives.

-- Participant in 10/25/93 Pocus Group

There is a strong culture of conformity -- of not
sticking out. For gays and lesbians, that means we
must keep our personal life private. But, in our work
reviews we get criticized for being private and quiet.

-- Participant in 10/25/93 Pocus Group

I think we have to start -- what I would like to see
where I'm working is for the executive staff to start
somewhere -- by acknowledging the existence of gays and
lesbians within the corporation and in society. That's
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ON "DON'T ASK; DON'T TELL" POLICIES, CONTINUED)

very basic, but I think that's where we are [in my
office] because the policy where I am, is now "don't
ask, don't tell."

Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

I was told [by management] I would never have certain
jobs because I was openly gay. They said not to tell
anyone, to be grateful that I have that job. I told
them that I had to do it even if I had to change
[employers]. And they accepted it. There are other
general counsel at major institutions who are gay, but
aren't out. They were hired that way, but their
employers don't know it. You just have to do it. The
old story is that, if everybody who was gay on one day
just stood up and said so, everybody else would be
shocked and they'd accept it the day after because
what else are they going to do?

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

In my workplace, we have had only two social functions
in three years and neither one of them were put on by
any of the -- by what you would call the managing
partners -- they were functions that were hosted by co
workers. Because I'm closeted there, everybody seems
to know just how far they can go in a conversation as
to their own personal life. And that's kind of
where we are, where I'm working: very impersonal, very
easy to stay private. I have never tried to test
anything. I think the difficult thing -- I think all
of us have been in this situation -- the difficulty for
me personally is that I'm trying to be a holistic kind
of person. I had to settle a lot of internal problems
about who I am and I want to be able to develop in such
a way that I can be me. But its hard if I have to sit
anxiously in the office and at every moment try to
figure out whether and when I can say "we" and risk
someone asking who "we" is. You know, if someone
asks, "What happened this weekend?" and I slip and I
said "we" instead of "I" then I go through a kind of
turmoil. That really requires energy that kind of
prevents you, I think, from achieving any peace and
assurance.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

The emotional cost of being in the closet is enormous
-- you can't underestimate the potential lost. The
most important function we have is to make sure that
the younger people coming along will be the last to
have to deal with this sort of anxiety.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

B1-S4



-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants

287. Our attorneys feel free to bring same-sex significant
others to the firm's annual retreat, holiday party,
summer associate events, etc.

ON "DON'T ASK; DON'T TELL" POLICIES, CONTINUED)

Where I work now, in a corporate environment, I think
we need to start at the very beginning [on gay issues] .
Our corporation could not exist without its gay and
lesbian employees. They're everywhere. But everybody
acts as if they don't even exist.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

Bl-55

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

None of the gay attorneys are willing to be the one to
test the system. They either come alone [to social
events] or do not attend.

I am unaware if any gay or lesbian attorney has ever
brought a significant other to an event. Thus, whether
or not such a guest would be "welcome" is unknown.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

ON SAME-SEX PARTNERS AT OFFICE-SPONSORED
SOCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL EVENTS

[SEE ALSO COMMENT NO. 67, ABOVE]

C.

(III.B.

[L132028.2]

283. G

284. Same sex partners would not be welcome and would be
subjected to harassment. Gay attorneys attend
functions alone or with an opposite sex date for the
event.

285. At the last two Christmas holiday functions, same sex
partners attended. It is not promoted or advertised -
it simply occurs and no one objects. It would be
incorrect to suggest, however, that everyone is
thrilled by it -- nevertheless it is not an issue that
has been raised in any official way.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

286. I've never seen a gay or lesbian attorney bring his/her
partner to a firm function, even though I know of 2 or
more gay attorneys in the office. A partner expressed
his strong objection to a staff employee who brought
his partner with him to the firm holiday party last
year.

289.

288.
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290. Same sex partners are welcomed at LA office social
events; they would probably not be welcomed at II home II

office events -- our lIhomell office based in another
major US city.
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ON SAME-SEX PARTNERS AT OFFICE-SPONSORED
SOCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL EVENTS, CONTINUED)

.- Attorney Survey Respondent

No effort has ever been made to reach out to gay and
lesbian attorneys and to make them feel welcome at
social events.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

The partners are fairly accepting of same sex spouses
showing up at/attending social events though I don't
think that would apply if clients were also invited -
unless they could be fairly certain that the nature of
the relationship would not be revealed. Also, while it
would not (probably) be explicitly discouraged, I don't
think it would be wise to bring a same-sex boyfriend or
girlfriend, as opposed to a domestic partner, to a firm
event. I'm pretty sure that would be frowned upon.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

We have never discouraged attendance [at firm events]
by significant others. Attendance is governed by the
comfort level and choice of the gay employees.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Firm social invitations consistently use the term
lIsignificant other." I am at present unaware of any
homosexual "other" who has shown up at a firm function.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

[Regarding same-sex partners at social events,] there
is tacit self-discrimination based on perceptions of
what the clients' reactions might be rather than
adverse staff reaction as such.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

[On invitations to office social events,] the word
"guest" is used for single attorneys and probably
anticipates an opposite-sex guest. I have never tested
it by bringing a same-sex guest.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

At my firm, "significant others" are always invited
verbally where spouses are invited in writing. To my
knowledge, no attorney has ever brought a gay/lesbian
partner.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent
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ON SAME-SEX PARTNERS AT OFFICE-SPONSORED
SOCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL EVENTS, CONTINUED)

This [large] firm is comfortable with gay and lesbian
attorneys bringing guests to social functions.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

No one is going to go out of his or her way to
specifically invite same-sex guests in this corporate
environment. I bring my same-sex partner because I
treat him as a spouse and assume that he is welcome.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Although same-sex partners are tolerated, not "welcome"
at firm events, there is much informal socializing -
that is important to one's career -- from which gay
couples are often excluded.

Attorney Survey Re.pondent

Most lesbian/gay attorneys are subjectively
uncomfortable bringing same-sex partners to social
functions, so it is hard to gauge whether they are
truly welcome [at firm events] or not.

-'- Attorney Survey Respondent

[At my large firm,] firm-wide functions included all
significant others; functions at private homes or where
clients would be present did not.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

At my former firm, I was scared to come out -- and
never did! Firm social events were painfully formal
and boring -- but necessary for success. I was always
uncomfortable not having my lover present and politely
fending off "marriage" type questions.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

At my firm, significant others appear to be "welcomed"
but their presence is not desired. The same is not
true for heterosexual partners/spouses.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

[p]eople are concerned about bringing significant
others of same sex -- no one has yet.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Gay attorneys have been afraid to bring same-sex
spouses to social events. As a result, it is difficult
to evaluate whether the firm "welcomes" same-sex
spouses, or what its real reaction would be.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent
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ON SAME-SEX PARTNERS AT OFFICE-SPONSORED
SOCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL EVENTS, CONTINUED)

In my year of being "out" at the firm, my partner was
invited only to one small (6 person) function. My
partner has not been invited to any firm-wide
functions, particularly those which clients with
heterosexual spouses attend. There was little or no
recognition of our announced commitment ceremony.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Most of the social events we are expected to
participate in are sponsored by other than the firm.
Inasmuch as the firm does not control the invitation
list, most events I participate in are necessarily
homophobic, like society at large.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

During the firm's [long] history, there was only one
openly-gay attorney hired. He became a partner
[several years ago] and died of complications from AIDS
[less than a year thereafter]. He attended one firm
function, prior to his illness, with his life partner.
His life partner was isolated and alienated from the
heterosexual group during the entire evening.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

Because the office is small, the personality of each
attorney makes a difference to how accepted they are
socially. Almost everyone knows my lover because I
make a point to introduce her to people if she's around
the office, and they seem to take her in stride
(although gay issues are not discussed), but another
gay attorney is quite closeted.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

The firm's official "welcomes" to its social events are
more inclusive than the firm is truly comfortable with.
Some adverse comments are made behind closed doors
about gay attorneys bringing same-sex partners.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

The office has a good policy but the gay and lesbian
attorneys are afraid to bring a same-sex partner to a
social event.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

Before I was hired, the firm went out of its way to
include my significant other in various activities, so
that she could meet firm.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent
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APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants

ON SAME-SEX PARTNERS AT OFFICE-SPONSORED
SOCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL EVENTS, CONTINUED)

Why would anyone subject their partner to a social
event with people from work? Most employees dread the
events; I can only imagine how spouses and partners
feel.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I believe it would have been fatal to an attorney's
career to bring a gay significant other [to an office
event]. I know of one instance where a heterosexual
attorney brought a male friend to a firm function
because the friend was visiting from out of town. The
heterosexual attorney was effeminate. He was passed
over for partner although he was a good attorney.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

There are several gay attorneys in my firm. Only one
or two of them ever bring same-sex partners to
functions. I sense that this is a bold step and
somewhat difficult for the people who do it, not to
mention their partners.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

The first "significant others" invitation was recently
sent out by the firm. However, if one were to bring a
same-sex date/partner the attorney would either be
ridiculed or not advanced to partnership. I suspect
that the invitation was not a firm policy but the
product of a secretary (who is worldly) who is
sponsoring a benefit for her partner.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

The firm is~ social. There are two out attorneys
(including me) and we bring our partners to events
where spouses are welcome (usually recruiting events) .
However, this is fairly new for the firm as we are the
first out attorneys.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

I brought my boyfriend to a summer associates party at
a partner's house when I was a summer associate. Other
gay/lesbian associates and summer associates have
brought their respective partners to firm-sponsored
social events.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I am a lesbian and have been with my partner for seven
years. Though it is probably known within the firm
that I "may be" gay, it's not spoken about. I do
invite my spouse to some larger office functions if I
feel comfortable about it. It is very difficult,
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APPENDIX B-1 .
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants

ON SAME-SEX PARTNERS AT OFFICE-SPONSORED
SOCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL EVENTS, CONTINUED)

however, when you don't know what the office philosophy
on same sex partners is. When you don't know, you fear
discrimination, layoff or firing. Its still not safe
and there are many "closeted" attorneys here.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Given that there are no out attorneys at firm, I have
never seen a same-sex couple at an attorney event.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

One paralegal has brought a same sex date to the annual
Christmas dinner/dance. The attorneys have not been so
adventurous. Is that their fault or the firm's? Hard
to tell.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I am a gay man. At firm social events it is assumed I
am heterosexual and, if I am welcome to bring a guest,
I am told that I may bring "a girlfriend."

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Although "welcome," gay and lesbian partners do not in
fact attend: a dinner-dance still requires very
courageous same-sex couples to submit to disapproval by
colleagues -- who needs their social-leisure time spent
like that?!

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Office social events -- this is the area when gay and
lesbian attorneys are most likely to feel and be
perceived as "different" -- usually attending events
without a date/spouse, making it more difficult to
enjoy the event and participate fully. As a result,
they are often perceived by other attorneys as
antisocial or as mysterious -- i.e., not fitting in.

-- Attorney Survey aespondent

Management uniformly welcomes partners of lesbian/gay
attorneys, attempts to make all feel welcome; lower
level management and many attorneys are less welcoming/
inclusive.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I think, though I am not sure, that having one's gay or
lesbian partner at an event would violate the code of
silence about homosexuality in the firm.

-- Attorney Survey R.spondent
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-- Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Pocus Group

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

partners are always permitted but rarely feel
Older male attorneys especially become

awkward around such partners.
-- Attorney Survey Respondent

ON SAME-SEX PARTNERS AT OFFICE-SPONSORED
SOCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL EVENTS, CONTINUED)

I am very reluctant to bring my same-sex partner due to
stigma or unacceptance.

Bl-61

My partner was invited to "in-house" events because I
was open in the firm, but for events where clients were
included, [my partner] was excluded. [I]t would
be clear that ~ was expected to come by myself whereas,
when other associates had partners, their partners
came.

[T]he previous year, there was a firm-wide event to
which significant others of any sort were invited ...
The following year [invitations to] the same event
requested that only "spouses" be invited to attend.

I made a specific point of going to the managing
partner of the local office ... [to ask] if that meant
that I was excluded from bringing my significant other.
I recall saying, "What do you define as 'spouse' in
this policy?" and clearly making him uncomfortable.
His response was, "Well, I'm not even going. So, it's
clearly not an important thing or a command
performance."

Same-sex
welcome.
socially

If I chose to bring a guest to a social function,
clearly the guest was expected to be of the opposite
sex. On a firm retreat where spouses were included, it
was clear that my companion was not invited.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

The firm has been very supportive of attorneys bringing
same sex partners to social events -- including
recruiting dinners.

Because we are a small firm, we invite people
informally and by name. Partners/spouses are always
welcome and are integral parts of the firm. Children
are also a large part of the social life of the firm,
including the children of 2 of the 3 gay attorneys.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants
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APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants

ON SAME-SEX PARTNERS AT OFFICE-SPONSORED
SOCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL EVENTS, CONTINUED)

[A]n individual brought his significant other to a firm
Christmas party, and ... immediately after this party,
he noticed a marked change in the way partners related
to him, he noticed a significant drop off in terms of
the work assigned to him by a number of the partners
and, the following year, he was asked to leave the
firm.

Participant in 11/8/93 Focus Group

[When I asked about bringing my life partner,] one
partner said, "I don't care whether you bring a dog or
a horse." I took that as his way of saying that the
firm's rule was tolerance. But if you looked at the
firm's history and how the partners treated people, you
knew that this was not really the case. They may say
they don't care, but deep down, they did. And while
they would let you do that, your next year would be
made miserable -- your work assignments would be cut
back, etc. So, no one ever dared to bring same-sex
significant others.

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Focus Group

My partner and I got married a year ago, we had a
ceremony, and a number of heterosexual lawyers,
including partners from my former firm, came with their
spouses. Several of them said that they were really
honored to be invited and that they learned a lot just
by being there. I think that there is something that
we can do to try to encourage more interaction and to
foster an environment where people value diversity
because I think that's really what is most important.

-- Participant in 11/8/93 Focus Group

Although I was never told not to, it was not o.k. to
bring my significant other to social events. You need
to be careful -- I wouldn't be perceived to be fitting
in.

-- Participant in 10/25/93 Focu. Group
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IV. ON EMPLOYER POLICIES

[SEE ALSO COMMENT NOS. 4, 66, 192, 193 & 194, ABOVE]
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APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants

Formerly, I worked for a major studio and, although the
studio purports to have an anti-discrimination policy,
there are still pockets of discriminatory attitudes
throughout, which I felt. Any attempt to call this
fact to the attention of the higher executives would
have resulted in some dutiful lip service. However, it
would have been difficult to obtain another job in the
industry after having been labeled a "troublemaker."

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Correcting [sexual orientation bias] is so hard -- we
usually need to sue to get attention, but the hardest
thing is to get good cases.

Participant in 10/25/93 Pocus Group

When I had serious trouble [at my first firm], I
decided to make some inquiries about litigation and I
called Lambda [Legal Defense & Education Fund, Inc.],
and I called the Gay and Lesbian [Community Services]
Center in Hollywood. They arranged for me to have a
meeting with a pretty well-known Beverly Hills attorney
who basically said: "Forget it. You are gonna spend
several years in misery and you are gonna discover
every fault that ever existed about [you] and not any
of them are going to be related to your sexuality." I
mean, who wants that kind of pain and suffering? So
I'm not sure, I mean, if there is a really blatant
case, litigation may be the answer, but in most cases,
I don't think it is.

participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

Most people are willing to go on leading lives of
silent desperation, rather than take the risks involved
in a serious confrontation with an employer. Who
wouldn't rather have a career than a lawsuit? For
whatever [the wrong done] is, the lives of these people
are easy to disrupt very vulnerable ... because
they're gay.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

Whatever [policies employers adopt], there would have
to be reinforcement of the policies whether it be
through the threat of litigation or internal
enforcement -- it can be very tricky when you have
people like lawyers who are not stupid and are adept at
evading rules. Because they have learned, on the
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B. ON EMPLOYEE BENEFITS POLICIES

APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants

347. Management would probably be supportive of benefits for
same sex partners if coverage could be obtained at
reasonable cost and if coverage standards were
reasonably clear and limited to relatively stable,
committed relationships.

(IV.A. ON ENFORCEMENT OF NONDISCRIMINATION POLICIES,
CONTINUED)

-- Attorney Survey R••pondent

Bl-64

racial and gender issues, how not to speak their
prejudices but to still act on them.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

No policies address gays/lesbians per se. There are
older attorneys who I believe would balk at extending
protections and benefits to homosexuals. Others,
particularly younger attorneys, would be more tolerant.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Focu. Group

Someone mentioned earlier that their firm initiated an
antidiscrimination policy as a way of making it more
supportive of lesbians and gay men. In the environment
and at the firm that I'm with I'm not sure if we have
an antidiscrimination policy. But even if we did, it
wouldn't guarantee that all of us complied.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

I think you need to sit leaders in law firms down at
tables like this with people who experience
discrimination and really hash it out -- so that people
don't just respond with that liberal knee jerk and say
"Oh, yes, we won't discriminate ... we don't
discriminate" but, rather, look at some of the more
subversive lies about how lawyers are groomed and
evaluated which, institutionally, could be better.
That way, they would understand the need for the
policy.

Discrimination has not been an issue except, arguably,
lack of health coverage for unmarried partners.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

The only problem with paper policies is that many
people who will sign on because it seems right don't
really know how much work is needed because they don't
see in themselves some of the problems.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

[L132028.2]
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-- Attorney Survey Respondent

APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants

353. Gays should receive no better treatment than any other
unmarried individuals, whether they live together or
not.

The reluctance of gay lawyers to identify themselves
attests to the weight of the few lawyers who I believe
would not be receptive.

ON EMPLOYEE BENEFITS POLICIES, CONTINUED)

-- Attorney Survey Respondent
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-- Attorney Survey Respondent

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

It is disappointing that regarding medical benefits for
significant others [my current firm] lags behind
leading firms/companies.

I am not sure how my firm stands on the employee
benefits issue -- the issue has not come up.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

The firm will not consider extending benefits to same
sex domestic partners on cost grounds -- largely, fear
of AIDS-related health claims.

Employee benefits ought to be the same for same-sex
partners, and they are not.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

As a small firm struggling to survive in this adverse
economic environment, we do not provide group health
insurance for any of our personnel. We do, however,
provide a flat monthly contribution to our non-attorney
staff on account of their individual health insurance
coverage, which they are able to apply as they desire.
Other benefits (vacation, sick days, paid parking,
etc.) are afforded equally to all.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Unfortunately, as with national policies, the corporate
dictates of this firm as an in-house legal firm are
conservative and don't allot family-oriented benefit
packages for non-traditional couples.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

(IV.B.
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to gay couples, although I don't believe it has changed
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APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses
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ON EMPLOYEE BENEFITS POLICIES, CONTINUED)

My firm's failure to provide benefits to domestic
partners of gays was justified as "acceptable to
community as a whole."

Attorney Survey Respondent

Employee benefits do not treat lesbian and gay lawyers
comparably to heterosexuals if insurance benefits [are]
not available to non-married couples.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

No benefits extend to gay lawyers' significant others
as would happen for heterosexuals.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

My feeling about life partner health benefits is that
even in firms where they might consider giving
benefits, it is viewed as a huge benefit to ~
gay/lesbian employee. Most firms, however, do not even
consider those benefits.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Company cars may be driven by heterosexual spouses, but
not by significant others.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Firm has recently instituted program of funding
domestic partner health insurance.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

There are no employee benefits (other than paid
parking), which is one reason why I left. If the firm
offered insurance, I think my boss would want gender
neutral coverage, but small firms may not have access
to the few carriers who offer it, and couldn't afford
to reimburse lawyers who get their own coverage.

-- Attorney Survey R••pondent

The firm seems to be "neutral" towards gays and
lesbians. It does not actively promote or discriminate
against gays. However, it does not provide domestic
partnership benefits.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

I think my firm should treat same sex domestic partners
the same as spouses for the purposes of benefits.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent
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ON EMPLOYEE BENEFITS POLICIES, CONTINUED)

There are no efforts to achieve equity [for gay
attorneys] in benefits or other policies. I would
guess this is due to neglect, not deliberate
discrimination.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

At my firm, there is no issue yet regarding work
benefits, but I believe the firm would be receptive to
suggestions, should any issue arise.

Attorney Survey Respondent

Gays do not have spousal benefits -- and should.
Attorney Survey Respondent

[My employer] does not currently offer benefits for
domestic partners, but I don't have one anyway.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

Same sex couples are not entitled to family benefits
(health). A same-sex insurance beneficiary's
designation is never commented upon.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

Our firm provides health benefits to the partners and
dependents of the gay and lesbian attorneys.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

There is no insurance for same-sex partners (mates) of
employees/attorneys.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

There is no same-sex health coverage for domestic
couples -- a clear discrimination against gay and
lesbian attorneys.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

The firm at one point offered to see if my partner
could be covered by my insurance. However, my partner
found a job and the coverage didn't become an issue.
I'm not sure, if push came to shove, how the firm would
have come out in the end.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

The firm, after uncharacteristically strenuous debate
(probably due to economic hard times), adopted domestic
partner health care benefits for next year.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Health care should include same-sex domestic partners.
-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent
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ON EMPLOYEE BENEFITS POLICIES, CONTINUED)

The benefits issue has not come up, but I have heard
partners express a willingness to address the issue if
a gay/lesbian attorney requests.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Benefits [for gay life partners] are non-existent!
Still an "unmentionable."

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

We need health benefit coverage and pension coverage.
-- Attorney Survey Respondent

My long term companion should be provided with the
identical benefits a spouse is provided with.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

We would include Domestic Partners on a group medical
plan if we could find a plan that offers such coverage.
We currently pay for domestic partners' individual
policies if they are not covered by another plan.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

We need insurance and pension benefits for same-sex
partners.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Spousal equivalent benefits ... that says it all to gay
employees.

Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

Same-sex spousal benefits. That's the biggest single
statement that an employer can make. That says we're
going to treat you like we treat everybody else, pay
you the same, let you get the same perks as everyone
else does.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

The fact of the matter is that, for employees who use
outside insurers for health benefits, [spousal
equivalent benefits] can involve substantial
surcharges. In an environment where, you know, money
is tight ... the legal community being where it is
these days, to try to argue persuasively for a
significant new expense like this, people say, "You
know, we know it's important, but geez .... " I want
to underscore the importance of spousal benefits,
because I think we have to move beyond it being
considered as an economic issue to one of moral right
and wrong. It is simply unjust that we are paid less
than our heterosexual peers.

Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group
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389. I absolutely oppose the notion that each office, no
matter how large or how small, should try to represent
the racial/gender/sexual orientation mix of the
community in which it happens to be located.
Individuals should be evaluated on their own merits,
and not on whether they make an office more
representative of the community. If anything, "reverse
discrimination" will only undermine tolerance for
minorities in the long run, especially if someone is
hired for minority status and does not fit into a work
environment for other reasons, including quality of
work.

C. ON AFFIRMATIVE HIRING AND ADVANCEMENT POLICIES

[SEE ALSO COMMENT NO. 177, ABOVE]
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To my knowledge, our firm has not actively pursued or
discouraged gay/lesbian hiring. I believe our firm
seeks the best attorneys regardless of race, sex,
sexual orientation or otherwise.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Our office actively recruits from the lesbian and gay
community.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

We have a strong affirmative action policy that
management considers applicable to gay and lesbian
attorneys. Work environment and general policies and
practices are supportive of gay and lesbian issues.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Fairness is great! . Quota-thinking is awful!
-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Our firm does not discriminate either in favor of or
against any gender, race, class, or group. I believe
that this type of designation [of gay people as a
"minority"l is segregationistic and actually
contributes to the problems being encountered.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

There appears to be affirmative action [to recruit gay
candidatesl, which some perceive to be reverse
discrimination. The office does a good job on
minority/gay/female recruitment and promotion. As
stated above, however, its affirmative action policies
sometimes are controversial.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent
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-- Attorney Survey Respondent

APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants

395. We think that diversity is nice, but we do not consider
it significant. We hire people based on our perception
of how good they are and how much fun they will be to
have around. We try not to hire attorneys who lack
humor.

394. I disagree with the assumption or implication ... that
law firms have an obligation to engage in affirmative
action "to ensure that its attorney workforce reflects
the diversity of the attorneys" in the county. At the
same time, when given the opportunity to select among
two or more candidates for the same position, all of
whom otherwise are equally qualified for the position
without regard to gender, race, religion, disability,
sexual orientation, and other "subjective" criteria,
then and only then should these other criteria be
invoked by an otherwise insufficiently diverse firm to
achieve that diversity.

ON AFFIRMATIVE HIRING AND ADVANCEMENT POLICIES,
CONTINUED)

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

ON NONDISCRIMINATION POLICIES GENERALLY

Bl-70

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

We do not specifically identify sexual 9rientation as a
discrete criterion on the basis of which we do not
discriminate. We advise recruiters and applicants that
we select solely on the basis of demonstrated legal
ability and willingness to participate in bar
association and pro bono activities.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

One of the things that the firm that I'm with has done
to make it supportive for gays and lesbians is to
actively recruit gay and lesbian attorneys.

-- participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group

The office attempts to conduct outreach to the
lesbian/gay community, but only sporadically and half
heartedly, and at the prodding of lesbian/gay
attorneys.

Here, things are excellent -- the firm goes out of its
way to include gays and lesbians (as well as other
"protected groups") in recruiting and hiring. One
of firm's main goals is to promote diverse workforce.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

(IV.C.
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APPENDIX B-1
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and Focus Group Participants

ON NONDISCRIMINATION POLICIES GENERALLY,
CONTINUED)

There are no explicit policies relating to lesbian and
gay lawyers, other than the general anti-discrimination
policy of the company (this is an in-house department)
incorporating state law. Nevertheless, the General
Counsel has demonstrated his lack of bias.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

We do not have a policy [on sexual orientation
discrimination] since it is not relevant. We do not
attempt to recruit anybody in particular. We have a
racially diverse attorney force, and whether or not any
are gay is beyond me. We ignore racial, sexual,
religious preference and hire the most qualified person
for the job.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

My firm's non-discrimination policy does not include
lesbians and gay men. When a candidate has come
through the office and identified him/herself, the need
to reassess the policy has arisen, but nothing has been
done. These candidates have been given offers, but
none have accepted. I believe the firm
management, at least in my firm's L.A. office, has not
confronted a single homosexuality-related decision
simply because no attorneys have raised them.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I do not believe the firm has differentiated between
gay/lesbian candidates or non-gay/lesbian candidates.
Consequently no special policy has been adopted nor
needs to be adopted.

-- Attorney Survey ae.pondent

The office did attempt to put a gay/lesbian task force
and support group together -- but didn't work since
most won't identify because rank and file employees
would probably cause a lot of problems. Office has
done much to educate on AIDS and ensure no
discrimination.

-- Attorney Survey ae.pendent

In a firm of our size, the approach to recruiting is
not regulated by formal policies.

-- Attorney Survey ae.pendent

The firm should, but does not utilize the value of its
gay and lesbian associates in sending a message that it
is aware and concerned with associate quality of life
and issues such as minority hiring. Does not promote
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ON NONDISCRIMINATION POLICIES GENERALLY,
CONTINUED)

the idea that it is forward thinking and progressive
and therefore supportive, and more attractive to any
given applicant.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

The firm does try to match up an interviewee with an
out gay/lesbian attorney if the interviewee requests or
if his/her resume reflects activity in gay/lesbian
organizations.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

The firm has all the good intentions. It has the
reputation for being a friendly place for gays and
lesbians. I know letters are sent out to gay/lesbian
law student groups to invite people to interview with
the firm.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Recruitment should encourage openness pertaining to
their hiring and or retaining attorneys who are/may be
gay/lesbian.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I am on the recruiting committee and know that we make
an effort to put gay/lesbian potential hirees in
contact with our openly gay/lesbian attorneys.
Otherwise gay/lesbian status is not considered.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

The firm has totally accepted the openly gay/lesbian
attorneys but has not done anything affirmatively to
improve the work environment.

-- Attorney Survey Re.pondent

The military issue allowed an expression of negativity
by upper management, though many attorneys were
supportive of gays and lesbians.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Non-discrimination policies must specify sexual
orientation. A general statement does not reassure
lesbian/gay applicants sufficiently.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

At least when you invite your employees to a social
function, should we recommend that they make it open to
everyone to bring their spouses, significant others,
lovers, boyfriends, girlfriends -- everyone included
so that they all know that they are welcome and then
they could bring this other part of their life into the
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APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants

ON NONDISCRIMINATION POLICIES GENERALLY,
CONTINUED)

office and share it with everyone without it being a
problem. And, if they do that, they have got to go the
next step and that is making them feel welcome.

-- participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

In terms of helping or starting firms to be more
supportive, one way is starting at the law school
phase. The school that I attended, [a local law
school], has an antidiscrimination policy covering
every improper basis. And I think it's not just a
policy for the school; the school has taken a stand
that employers who want to interview on campus also
must have that antidiscrimination policy. If they
don't, they're not welcome to interview at the school.
So the firms that are homophobic or who don't have the
internal safeguards against discrimination, you know,
won't have the privilege to interview at the school.
At the same time I don't know what's being done [to
support gay and lesbian students] on the law school
level. In some ways, I feel that help there would be
most beneficial because, unless the students are in the
process that they can come out of the closet and find
support, once they enter the profession they may be
overwhelmed when they start practicing law. And
the heterosexuals in law school who are entering the
legal field also need to be told that this kind of
discrimination will not be, you know, allowed in the
field they're entering.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

ON PUBLICITY FOR EMPLOYMENT POLICIES

We do not affirmatively publicize our policy of non
discrimination. We simply allow our actions to speak
for themselves.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Since the firm/office has no criteria concerning sexual
orientation or otherwise nor any discriminatory
practices, there is no reason to make its policies
regarding gay/lesbians known to applicants.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

A formal non-discrimination policy should be adopted
and announced to all employees.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent
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APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants

424. After spending more than half an hour responding to
these inane questions, I decided to give up. I know of
no discrimination against gays and lesbians in my firm,
and I don't see how one's sexual orientation affects
his or her practice of law. I trust that each attorney
is judged on his or her merits.

(IV.E.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Bl-74

ON PUBLICITY FOR EMPLOYMENT POLICIES, CONTINUED)

My firm is a small firm that has no known written or
otherwise articulated recruitment and/or hiring
policies.

My firm is supportive of lesbian and gay lawyers at the
office. The firm renounces homophobic attitudes and
does not tolerate any type of discrimination.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Focus Group

My firm publishes an anti-discrimination policy
statement that includes sexual orientation.
Attorneys, gay and lesbian, are given the same abuse
and often lack of guidance as are heterosexual
attorneys.

My firm appears to have no consciousness of the issue
of sexual orientation bias. The silence is deafening.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I think it's really, really crucial to have a written
policy. I mean, separate from the issues of
enforcement. I have worked on a lot of such policies
for other organizations. But I can also say that
I've seen them from the receiving end and know the
message they send out. I am always very glad to see it
because, if you're a new employee someplace and you
come in and you are given, you know, the employee
manual and you open it up and you seek "sexual
orientation" in there in type it means someone has
thought about this enough to put in on a parallel with
all those other prohibited discrimination categories
that are in there. I think that, in itself, is a very
powerful message: "Oh, here is a firm that knows that
people come in more than one flavor." And I think that
is absolutely crucial.

[L132028.2]
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(v. ON THE SURVEY AND THE LACBA S.O.B. COMMITTEE, CONTINUED)

APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants

428. My firm's recruitment and hiring of homosexual
attorneys is no business of the L.A. County Bar.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

427. I don't think the [survey] questions are written in a
neutral fashion. Built-in bias.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Bl-75

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I am unwilling to participate in the survey and
strongly believe it is not an activity the Los Angeles
County Bar Association should be carrying on. There
are many more important and pressing matters about
which the local bar should be concerned. All the
survey is going to do is to upset many people and
create unnecessary problems among attorneys and firms.

Doesn't the County Bar have better things to do with
our dues besides establishing a Committee on Sexual
Orientation Bias to "examine the quality of work life
for lesbian and gay attorneys in Los Angeles County?"
What next? "Pay Discrimination Against Marginally
Competent Attorneys?" How about examining the "quality
of life of all attorneys?" Come on!

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

[L132028.2]

426. I grew tired of this survey and did not complete it. I
realize you all took considerable time and thought to
create it but I found the issues very biased toward
favoring gay/lesbian attitudes in the work place.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

425. I believe this survey is indicative of over-sensitivity
to large and recognized minority groups. We all need
more tolerance toward others, and that includes more
tolerance by "traditional" minorities of "minor" acts
of perceived discrimination. I recognize that these
comments will probably be used to characterize me as
"racist" or "homophobe" or whatever. For the record,
this respondent is absolutely opposed to limiting an
individual's advancement because of any ethnic, race,
sexual or similar characteristics.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

431.

429. Excuse me, but no professional should be treated
differently within the office. Outside, personal
preferences and activities belong outside and should
not even be an issue inside the office. Quality of
performance is the only issue. To spend this amount of
time on what should be a non-issue is approaching the
absurd.

430.
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-- Attorney Survey Respondent

(v. ON THE SURVEY AND THE LACBA S.O.B. COMMITTEE, CONTINUED)

APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants

433. There are plenty of important issues that the Bar
should be addressing, this certainly is not one of
them. Find someone else to spend his/her valuable time
responding to this garbage.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

-- Attorney Survey Respondent
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-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I believe your survey is slanted toward private firms
-- as opposed to public agencies.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

Thanks for doing this!

Thank you for caring about this subject.
-- Attorney Survey Respondent

I object to the intrusion of sexual questions such as
those contained in the attached questionnaire. I
object to a committee on the purported subject of
"bias" in sexual orientation. Please discontinue this
obnoxious intrusion. Why are the sexual practices of
lawyers of interest to my bar association?

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

This is a very poorly written and developed survey. It
does not permit any real flexibility in answering these
issues. I regard this as a very unreliable indicator
of anything.

I am sure you are aware of the many complex legal,
moral, religious and political problems and questions
which exist in this field. Look at what happened
to the American Bar Association over the abortion
issue.

[L132028.2]

432. Frankly, I can find no justification for the Los
Angeles County Bar Association to be expending its
funds (and my dues) on investigating policies regarding
lesbians, gay men and bisexuals. I have practiced law
for 20 years in Los Angeles County, and I know many,
many attorneys. To date, not a single attorney has
ever expressed an interest to me in this subject nor
has it ever been discussed. The most probable reason
for that lack of interest is that there are some
subjects which may better be left unevaluated.

-- Attorney Survey Respondent
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3 There were several similar comments not reproduced here.
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APPENDIX B-1
Selected Comments from Attorney Survey Responses

and Focus Group Participants

Ours is a small firm -- these questions seem to apply
to large bureaucracies. 3

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

This survey does not fit well with a sole practice like
mine; many of the questions are inapplicable. 3

-- Attorney Survey Respondent

This survey is particularly geared to employment in a
large firm. I work in a small firm where the turnover
is not very high and the management actually prides
himself on the fact that we have no written policies
and procedures, particularly regarding employment
matters. The employment decisions made are often
completely irrational, which makes it difficult to give
a response regarding how things are generally done in
my firm.

- - Attorney Survey Respondent

I have to compliment this task force and the County Bar
for undertaking this project. [T]his is very
important.

-- Participant in 11/15/93 Pocus Group
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- Small Law Firm

- Small Law Firm

- Medium-Sized Law Firm

- Small Law Firm

B2-1[L141936.5]

- Large Law Firm

4. We hire strictly on the basis of merit -- sexual orientation is irrelevant.
- Small Law Firm

3. One's sexual orientation is not a factor or in our selection of attorneys.
- Medium-Sized Corporate Law Office

2. Sexual orientation is neither a positive [n]or negative consideration. As a small firm,
we do not have the structure and procedures anticipated in the above question. We
have hired and will continue to hire openly gay/lesbian attorneys and employees.

- Medium-Sized Law Firm

1. We do not care what sexual orientation [an attorney] is. We have gay attorney[s] on
staff (we're [a] small firm).

Los Angeles County Bar Association
Report on Sexual Orientation Bias

SELECTED COMrvlliNTS FROM EMPLOYER SURVEY RESPONDENTS

APPENDIX B-2
ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE

5. There simply is no issue as to gay and lesbian attorneys bringing their significant
others/domestic partners. They are expressly invited and welcome at all events that
include uspouses."

9. We have gay attorneys in our office and do not discriminate against or for them.
- Medium-Sized Corporate Law Office

6. There are two openly gay/lesbian attorneys in this firm of 15, one of whom is
responding to this survey on behalf of the frrm. Sexual preference simply has not
been an issue in terms of work assignments, partnership, committee assignments,
social events or interaction with clients. This is a very good environment for gay
and lesbian attorneys.

8. If they are talented, we want them.

7. We strive [to hire] the best qualified candidate without regard to gender, color,
sexual orientation, etc.
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- Medium-Sized Law Firm

- Medium-Sized Law Firm

- Medium-Sized Law Firm

- Small Law Firm

B2-2[L141936.5]

Los Angeles County Bar AssOCiation
Report on Sexual Onentatlon Bias

- Small Corporate Law Office

18. We do not discriminate against gays and lesbians. To the extent your survey
indicates a bias towards favoring gays and lesbians we believe such a course of
action would result in hostility from other minority groups we employ.

- Large Law Firm

16. The response was negative and the speaker [was] made to feel like a jerk.
- Medium-Sized Law Firm

11. [The] office has been very accepting of both openly gay attorneys who have worked
here. One continues as an officer/manager of the company. Open acceptance of his
sexual orientation by company management has helped create [a] hospitable work
environment.

13. This office has a national reputation for bring[ing] cases on behalf of gays/lesbians....
- Large Law Firm

10. We have notified search firms that we have an openly gay attorney in our office and
asked them to notify applicants of this fact. We do this to identify possible
homophobic attitudes of applicants which might affect their being able to work for
our openly gay attorney, who is in a management position.

- Small Corporate Law Office

17. It is hard to be successful in our frrm as a woman, minority or [presumably] gay or
lesbian. We have a bunch of prima donnas who think they are too smart for the
world. Has nothing to do with [being] gay or lesbian.

15. Of the four-five gay/lesbian attorneys in [the] office, only one regularly brings his
mate; all [the] others are somewhat closeted, i.e., only partially out to some attorneys
or staff.

12. No one asks about an individual's sexual preference because it is irrelevant. If an
attorney volunteers that she (he) is lesbian (gay) it won't cause her (him) to be
treated differently.

14. [The] firm has hired one openly gay attorney, although several others are partially
open after hiring. [A] concern about hiring [was] expressed by one senior partner re
[the] effect on mainstream, stuffy business clients.
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- Small Law Firm

- Small Law Firm

- Large Law Firm

- Large Law Firm

B2-3[L141936.5]

Los Angeles County Bar Association
Report on Sexual Orientation Bias

19. One's sexual preference has no business being considering in the hiring process.
- Medium-Sized Law Firm

22. .We have no "policy." Why should there be?

24. We have not perceived a problem and, therefore, have not addressed the issue.
- Small Law Firm

23. We hire any qualified candidate, gay or straight, minority or majority, male or
female.

20. I do not know if any of our lawyers is gay or lesbian - we try to ignore any evidence
in that respect.

21. I find this entire survey absurd and a total waste of time and money. Doesn't the
Bar Association have anything of importance to do?
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-------------------
TABLE 1

% who believe an attorney applying for employment in his/her firm/office has been declined
as a result of being or being perceived to be lesbian or gay

G/Bo So LIB9 S9 Total

17.3 2.3 15.0 4.1 9.4

% Believe that management in his/her office learned of such an incident<s)

Don't know 4.7 .7 4.3 -- 2.5

Reported formally -- -- 2.1 -- .2

Learned informally 6.8 .7 4.3 -- 3.2
Dealt with privately .7 .7 -- -- .5
No clear complaint process ·3.4 -- 4.3 -- 1.7
Fear of reprisal by perpetrator 2.7 -- 2.1 -- 1.2

Fear of reprisal by others 2.0 -- -- -- .7
Perceived to be unimportant 1.4 -- 2.1 1.3 1.0
Perceived to be futile 2.7 -- 2.1 1.3 1.5
% Believe that management response was:

Don't know 4.1 .7 4.3 -- 2.2
Treated seriously -- .7 -- -- .2
Worked to find truth -- -- -- -- --

Learned facts -- -- -- -- --
Initial concern, no follow-up 2.0 -- -- -- .7
Develop a plan to correct .7 -- -- -- .2
Indifferent 6.1 1.5 -- -- 2.7
Explain away 1.4 -- 6.4 1.3 1.5
Embarrassed -- -- -- -- --
Other 2.7 .2 -- -- 1.2

Corresponds to Question 1
Cl-l



-------------------
TABLE 2

% who believe that hislher % who believe that hislher % who believe that hislher fmnloffice's
fmnloffice's criteria for hirinl fmnloffice's criteria for hiriDI criteria for hiriDI GAYILESBIAN
FEMALE attorneys is: ETHNIC MINORITY attorneys is: attorneys is:

GIBo So UB9 S9 Total IOIBo I So IUB9 I S9 I Total II OIBo I So IUB91 S9 I Total I
more 9.2 3.1 23.3 17.3 10.3 14.3 5.4 25.0 10.7 11.9 19.7 11.8 20.5 6.7 14.7
severe

more 14.7 7.0 4.7 2.7 8.5 27.9 19.4 13.6 18.7 21.6 4.9 4.7 4.5 5.3 4.9
lenient

no 63.1 82.9 37.2 68.0 67.8 41.4 66.7 27.3 52.0 50.3 51.4 64.6 29.5 52.0 53.4
effect

don't 13.5 7.0 34.9 12.0 13.4 16.4 8.5 34.1 18.7 16.2 23.9 18.9 45.5 36.0 27.1
know

Corresponds to Question 2
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TABLE 3

% who believe that his/her firm/office has not taken steps necessary to do the following:

GIBo So L1B~ S~ Total

ensure that recruitment and hiring do not discriminate 34.5 21.6 40.0 21.7 28.6
on the basis of sexual orientation

ensure that lesbian and gay attorneys are not 34.7 26.8 51.1 22.1 31.8
discouraged from seeking employment here

make policies and practices with respect to lesbian and 62.9 45.0 62.2 56.7 56.0
gay attorneys known to job applicants

ensure that its attorney workforce reflects the diversity 59.9 54.9 65.1 43.9 56.0
of the attorneys in Los Angeles County, including
lesbian and gay attorneys

ensure that the work environment is as hospitable to 49.3 28.8 52.3 34.9 40.6
lesbian and gay lawyers as it is to heterosexual
lawyers

ensure that performance reviews and work 42.1 23.7 40.9 25.8 33.3
assignments are not affected by the actual or perceived
sexual orientation of lawyers

ensure that advancement and promotion decisions do 44.6 26.3 47.7 29.7 36.4
not discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation

ensure that employee benefits treat lesbian and gay 63.0 31.5 67.4 35.1 49.0
lawyers comparably to heterosexual lawyers

ensure that the interests and activities of lesbian and 59.6 42.5 59.1 45.0 51.7
gay lawyers here are acknowledged, addressed and
supported to the same extent as those of heterosexual
lawyers

make policies and practices with respect to lesbian and 61.7 44.7 53.5 50.0 53.3
gay attorneys known to its employees

Corresponds to Questions 3 & 18
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TABLE 4

% who believe that hislher % who believe that hislher % who believe that hislher finn/office's
rmnloffice's criteria for advancement rmnloffice's criteria for advancement criteria for advancement of
of FEMALE attomeys is: of ETHNIC MINORITY attomeys is: GAYILESBIAN attomeys is:

GIBo So UB9 S9 Total GIBo So UB9 S9 Total IGIBo I So IUB9 [S9 I Total I
more 23.7 5.6 39.5 27.4 20.3 21.6 6.3 26.2 13.7 15.5 23.0 9.6 32.6 9.6 17.1
severe

more 7.2 7.2 2.3 5.3 9.4 13.5 9.5 5.5 10.0 1.4 3.2 1.6- - -
lenient

no 49.6 77.6 34.9 57.5 58.7 44.6 69.0 28.6 52.1 52.4 44.6 61.6 32.6 47.9 49.5
effect

don't 19.4 9.6 23.3 15.1 15.8 24.5 11.1 35.7 28.8 22.1 30.9 25.6 34.9 42.5 31.8
know

COtrelpOndl to Queltion 11
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TABLE 5

I G/Ba I Sa I L/B9 I S9 I Total I
% of people who said that a lawyer in his/her rmnloffice made at least one 65.5 69.5 64.4 61.2 65.9
derogatory statement or joke about homosexuals or bisexuals

% of people who said that a lawyer In his/her rmnloffice made at least one 38.2 27.5 40.9 29.8 33.4
derogatory statement or joke about someone in the rmnloffice that was
based on that person being or being perceived to be lesbian or gay

% Believe that management in hislher office learned of such an incident(s)

Don't know 14.2 20.0 12.8 30.7 19.0
Reported formally 2.7 2.2 6.4 2.7 3.0
Learned informally 14.2 11.1 12.8 5.3 11.4
Dealt with privately 4.1 2.2 2.1 1.3 2.7
No clear complaint process 10.8 2.2 6.4 6.7 6.7
Fear of reprisal by perpetrator 14.2 .7 19.1 4.0 8.4
Fear of reprisal by others 11.5 .7 14.9 5.3 7.2
Perceived to be unimportant 23.0 31.9 23.4 20.0 25.4
Perceived to be futile 18.9 5.2 19.1 8.0 12.3
% Believe that management response was:

Don't know 10.1 15.6 4.3 18.7 12.8
Treated seriously 2.7 5.2 6.4 5.3 4.4
Worked to find truth 1.4 2.2 2.1 1.3 1.7
Learned facts 2.7 1.5 2.1 1.3 2.0
Initial concern, no follow-up 5.4 3.0 8.5 -- 4.0
Develop a plan to correct 1.4 3.0 4.3 2.7 2.5
Indifferent 12.8 7.4 6.4 6.7 9.1
Explain away 2.0 .7 .5 .2 1.7
Embarrassed 4.1 2.2 4.3 -- 2.7
Other 10.1 10.4 8.5 5.3 9.1

Corresponds to Question 12
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TABLE 6

IGIBo I So I LlB9 I S9 ITotal I
% of people who said that some or all of the clients of his/her fmnloffice have expressed a 23.6 9.4 21.0 4.2 ·14.9
preference not to work with a lawyer who is (or is perceived to be) lesbian or gay
% of people who said that a partner or supervisor in hislher fum/office has expressed a 18.7 10.0 16.6 2.8 12.6
preference not to work with a lawyer who is (or is perceived to be) lesbian or gay
% of people who said that at least once an attorney in his/her fum/office has been denied 17.3 .8 14.3 -- 8.4
an assignment as a result of being or being perceived to be gay or lesbian
% Believe that management in his/her office learned of such an incident(s)
Don't know 2.7 4.4 6.4 4.0 4.0
Reported formally 2.0 -- 4.3 -- 1.2
Learned informally 7.4 3.0 8.5 1.3 4.9
Dealt with privately 2.7 .7 -- -- 1.2
No clear complaint process 6.1 .7 -- -- 2.5
Fear of reprisal by perpetrator 7.4 .7 10.6 -- 4.2
Fear of reprisal by others 6.1 .7 4.3 -- 3.0
Perceived to be unimportant 1.4 3.7 . 2.1 -- 2.0
Perceived to be futile 8.1 1.5 6.4 2.7 4.7
% Believe that management response was:
Don't know 2.7 4.4 2.1 5.3 3.7
Treated seriously 2.7 1.5 8.5 -- 2.5
Worked to find truth 1.4 1.5 2.1 -- 1.2
Learned facts .7 .7 2.1 -- .7
Initial concern, no follow-up .7 -- 4.3 -- .7
Develop a plan to correct 2.0 .7 -- -- 1.0
Indifferent 8.1 1.5 4.3 1.3 4.2
Explain away 2.0 -- 2.1 -- 1.0
Embarrassed .7 -- -- -- .2
Other 5.4 3.7 4.3 1.3 4.0

Corresponds to Question 13 ,., _e:.
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TABLE 7

IG/Bo I So I LlB9 I S9 I Total I
% of people who said that a lawyer in his/her firm/office has made a statement to the effect 23.1 5.5 27.2 1.4 13.7
that an applicant or lawyer showed poor judgment by openly identifying her/himself as
lesbian or gay

% of people who said that a lawyer in his/her rmnloffice has been asked or advised by 17.9 -- 27.9 2.7 10.2
someone in the firm/office to conceal her/his sexual orientation

% Believe that management in hislher office learned of such an incident(s)

Don't know 6.8 1.5 12.8 4.0 5.2
Reported formally 1.4 .7 -- -- .7
Learned informally 3.4 -- 4.3 1.3 2.0
Dealt with privately 1.4 -- 4.3 1.3 1.2
No clear complaint process 2.7 -- 2.1 1.3 1.5
Fear of reprisal by perpetrator 3.4 -- 8.5 -- 2.2
Fear of reprisal by others 3.4 -- 8.5 -- 2.2
Perceived to be unimportant .7 3.0 4.3 -- 1.7
Perceived to be futile 7.4 -- 8.5 -- 3.7
% Believe that management response was:

Don't know 4.1 .7 10.6 4.0 3.7
Treated seriously -- .7 2.1 -- .5
Worked to find truth -- -- -- -- --
Learned facts .7 -- -- -- .2
Initial concern, no follow-up -- -- -- -- --

Develop a plan to correct .7 1.5 -- -- .7
Indifferent 5.4 2.2 6.4 1.3 3.7
Explain away 2.0 -- 6.4 -- 1.5
Embarrassed 1.4 -- 4.3 -- 1.0
Other 4.7 -- 2.1 1.3 2.2

Correspondato Question 14
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TABLE 8
% who believe that the effect to an attorney in his/her firm/office of the following would be

HARMFUL to his/her career prospects:

G/Bo So L1B9 S9 Total

Letting peers know that he/she is gay/lesbian 44.1 32.6 36.6 26.5 36.2

Letting subordinates know that he/she is gay/lesbian 36.1 29.1 35.7 29.4 32.5

Letting supervisors/superiors know that he/she is 47.9 34.9 50.0 33.3 41.1
gay/lesbian

Letting selected clients know that he/she is gay/lesbian 41.5 43.1 43.6 50.8 43.9

Letting all clients know that he/she is gay/lesbian 76.2 66.4 71.8 83.9 73.8

Taking on lesbian or gay-related pro bono work 29.5 19.0 32.5 31.3 26.6

Becoming active in gay or lesbian community 34.7 26.2 37.5 35.3 32.3
organizations

Discussing gay or lesbian issues or community activities 37.5 33.9 41.0 38.6 36.9
in the office

Discussing his/her personal or family life involving a 48.6 45.2 46.3 43.7 46.3
same-sex partner

Displaying a picture of a same-sex partner in his/her 47.8 29.4 45.2 39.1 39.7
office

Displaying indicators of gay or lesbian community 51.1 43.5 53.7 46.3 48.0
involvement in his/her office

Bringing a same-sex date to an internal office event 45.4 31.7 41.0 31.8 37.9
(without clients/outsiders) where dates are appropriate

Bringing a same-sex date to an outside social or 55.5 36.3 50.0 43.1 46.2
professional event where dates are appropriate

Corresponds to Question IS
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TABLE 9

% who believe they are disadvantaged in the following aspects of their current job:

I G/Bo So LlBS? SS? Total

Opportunity for advancement 34.4 17.5 25.0 29.9 27.4

Respect by colleagues within firm/office 7.9 .9 9.3 8.5 6.0

Respect by client(s) 2.3 .8 7.7 2.9 2.5

Personal status/prestige within profession 10.5 10.1 7.1 14.1 10.7

Intellectually challenging work 16.7 10.0 11.4 12.7 13.2

Colleagues perception that I fit in socially and 17.0 6.1 19.0 11.6 12.8
personally

Adequate feedback on work 29.5 15.9 32.6 38.5 27.4

Superiors/colleagues willingness to provide advice and 15.1 7.8 13.6 13.2 12.3
assistance

Availability of a mentor or mentors 22.2 24.0 35.7 39.7 27.9

Encouragement to participate in firm/office activities 34.1 10.6 33.3 28.4 25.7
and management

Encouragement to participate in community activities 39.7 20.2 37.5 35.5 32.7
of interest to me

Corresponds to Question 21
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TABLE 10

% who are DISSATISFIED with the following aspects of his/her job:

GIBo So LIB9 S9 Total

Pay and fringe benefits 23.9 18.8 37.8 12.7 21.8

Number of hours you work 28.3 37.0 36.4 33.3 33.0

Relations with male co-workers 12.9 3.5 20.9 10.0 10.4

Relations with female co-workers 2.2 1.8 2.4 4.4 2.5

Help you receive from support staff 15.8 12.8 18.2 21.1 16.2

Opportunity for advancement 24.8 19.0 27.9 25.4 23.6

Challenging opportunities 17.3 6.1 15.9 14.1 13.0

Respect and prestige 9.9 9.2 15.9 11.1 10.6

Job security 23.4 12.9 18.6 21.7 19.2

General working conditions 22.1 8.4 36.4 15.7 18.2

Pro bono opportunities 28.6 18.5 35.9 37.1 27.8

Overall job satisfaction 20.6 10.3 21.4 18.6 17.0

Corresponds to Question 22
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TABLE 11

% who believe that GAY and LESBIAN attorneys have fared WORSE than similarly-situated heterosexual
attorneys in Los Angeles County in terms of:

O/Bo So L1B9 S9 Total

Annual income 37.2 18.8 40.5 25.7 29.3

Working relationship with clients 41.0 25.8 37.2 27.0 32.9

Contacts with potential clients 57.0 25.8 55.8 27.0 40.8

Success in attracting lucrative legal work 52.1 24.2 55.8 18.9 37.0

Working relationships with office colleagues 48.3 25.0 54.8 31.5 38.1

Social relationships with office colleagues 68.3 38.3 65.1 38.9 52.6

Contacts with lawyers outside the firm/office 39.3 20.3 47.6 19.2 30.2

Achieving visibility within professional associations 44.8 18.8 44.2 21.6 31.8

Correspond. to Question 24

Cl-ll
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TABLE 12

% who have experienced or witnessed G/Bo So LlB~ S~ TOTAL
discrimination to themselves or other
attorneys based on being or being perceived 58.3 17.2 67.4 24.0 38.6
to be lesbian or 2av

% EXPERIENCED I % WITNESSED I
G/Bo So LlB~ S9 TOTAL IGIBo Iso I LIB9 I S9 I TOTAL I

Discrimination in hiring 16.2 -- 6.4 -- 6.7 22.3 8.2 29.8 5.3 15.3

Discrimination in pay 8.1 -- 10.6 -- 4.2 7.4 -- 8.5 2.7 4.2

Discrimination in work assignments 11.5 -- 6.4 -- 5.0 16.9 3.8 17.0 9.3 11.2

Discrimination in work evaluations 8.8 -- 6.4 -- 4.0 18.9 3.0 25.5 8.0 12.4

Discrimination in promotion/advancement at 14.9 -- 19.1 -- 7.7 23.6 6.0 19.1 8.0 14.4
work

Discrimination inlby professional 4.1 -- 6.4 -- 2.2 4.1 2.3 10.6 1.3 3.7
organizations

Discrimination by clients in attorney selection 6.1 -- 10.6 -- 3.5 10.8 6.0 14.9 1.3 7.9

Adverse rulings/treatment by judges or other 4.1 -- 4.3 -- 2.0 4.1 .8 14.9 2.7 4.0
officials

Discrimination in academic evaluations 4.7 -- 6.4 -- 2.5 4.1 1.5 8.5 -- 3.0

Verbal abuse or harassment 15.5 -- 17.0 1.3 7.9 18.9 8.3 25.5 12.0 14.9

Exclusion from social functions or groups 18.9 -- 17.0 1.3 9.2 20.3 6.1 25.5 13.3 14.9

Other 2.7 -- 2.1 1.3 1.5 3.4 1.5 2.1 5.3 3.0

Corresponds to Question 25
Cl-12
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TABLE 13

% identifying following reasons for changing or seeking to change jobs,
during the last 5 years:

G/Bo So UB9 S9 Total

Does not apply 44.5 52.6 34.0 36.0 44.4
Actual or prospective closing or dissolution of firm/office 8.2 7.4 4.3 6.7 7.2
Actual or prospective layoff due to fmancial difficulties of 10.3 6.7 10.6 5.3 8.2
firm/office
Asked to leave or terminated by employer 11.6 1.5 4.3 2.7 5.7
Higher paying or more prestigious position elsewhere 15.8 9.6 12.8 . 16.0 13.4
Work not sufficiently challenging 10.2 7.4 19.1 12.0 10.6
Opportunities for advancement were limited 19.0 17.8 27.7 28.0 21.3
Insufficient responsibility or courtroom/client exposure 6.8 6.7 17.0 6.7 7.9
Insufficient or ineffective training or mentoring 7.5 2.2 12.8 10.7 6.9
Level of pressure/tension on the job was too great 14.4 5.2 19.1 12.0 11.4
Lack of personal compatibility with colleagues 10.9 4.4 12.8 12.0 9.2.
Disagreement with management policies/practices 10.3 10.4 19.1 21.3 13.4
Amount of time required was excessive 9.6 7.4 6.4 9.3 8.4
Wanted more time for family/personal life 7.5 7.4 8.5 22.7 10.4
Wanted more time for community/pro bono/political 6.2 3.0 10.6 6.7 5.7
activities

Wanted to own and manage own practice 3.4 8.9 6.4 8.0 6.5
Insufficient number of minority attorneys in work setting 1.4 .7 8.5 1.3 2.0
Insufficient number of women attorneys in work setting .7 -- 6.4 2.7 1.5
General atmosphere of intolerance and discrimination . 13.5 .7. 8.5 5.3 7.2
Observed discrimination against others 7.6 - 8.5 5.3 4.7
on the basis of gender 5.5 -- 12.8 4.0 4.2

race or ethnicity 3.4 - 8.5 8.5 2.7
disability 1.4 -- -- -- .5
sexual orientation 6.2 -- 12.8 2.7 4.2

Personal experience of discrimination 9.7 -- 8.5 8.0 6.0
on the basis of gender - -- 8.5 8.0 2.5

race or ethnicity .7 - -- -- .2
disability - - -- -- --
sexual orientation 9.7 -- 10.6 -- 4.7

Moved out of city or state 2.8 2.2 12.8 5.3 4.2
Facilitates spouse/partner's employment/professional .7 .7 2.1 1.3 1.0
opportunities
Other 8.9 5.2 6.4 6.7 6.9

COm:spondl 10 Question 42
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TABLE14A

% who. comparing themselves to heterosexual white male attorneys of similar seniority
in their firm/office. believe that:

O/Bo So L/BS? SS?

Less More Less More Less More Less More

My compensation is 11.2 7.7 42.4 22.4

7.8 15.4 6.1 13.8

My opportunity for advancement is 28.9 9.9 50.0 36.7

6.1 7.7 8.8 11.7

My opportunity to work on matters considered by the 11.1 6.3 30.3 15.0
firm!office as important and challenging is

12.8 15.8 15.2 13.3

The amount of encouragement and appreciation I 16.2 11.7 40.0 30.4
receive from my superiors/colleagues is

9.4 11.7 14.3 7.1

The amount of mentoring and other assistance I 19.0 13.0 38.9 31.0
receive from my superiors/colleagues is

6.9 8.7 16.7 5.2

The expectations of my performance by my 4.2 4.3 8.6 12.1
superiors/colleagues is

17.6 21.5 40.0 19.0

The extent of my participation in management is 25.0 7.5 45.5 35.6

13.4 23.7 15.2 13.6

The extent of my out-of-office socializing with my 51.8 25.3 62.9 50.0
superiors/colleagues is

6.3 5.7 11.4 7.4
My opportunity for contact with persons who are in a 38.2 15.7 70.4 44.2
position to refer lucrative legal matters to me is

5.6 13.3 3.7 3.8

Corresponds to Question 23
Cl-14
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TABLE 14B

% who, comparing themselves to heterosexual white male attorneys of similar seniority
in their firm/office, believe that the amount of professional regard/respect they receive:

G/Bo So L1B9 S9

Less More Less More Less More Less More

From superiors/supervisors in my firm/office is 16.1 7.1 34.3 30.5

13.6 18.8 28.6 15.3

From clients is 2.8 1.1 46.4 30.0

17.8 26.7 14.3 11.7

From judges/hearing officers is 2.2 1.2 33.3 34.0

9.9 21.4 13.3 10.0

From attorney peers/colleagues is 3.4 2.2 23.5 20.3

8.4 24.7 11.8 8.5

From opposing attorneys is 3.7 1.1 51.5 39.3

9.2 22.0 9.1 12.5

From courtroom personnel is -- 2.4 36.7 13.7

13.6 18.1 13.3 13.7

From the public is 4.7 -- 29.0 24.1

9.3 17.0 12.9 12.1

From my firm/office staff is 4.2 2.1 25.0 24.6

20.2 27.7 25.0 16.4

Corresponds to Question 23
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TABLE 15

0/0 of homosexual and bisexual respondents whose professional colleagues/coworkers
are aware of their sexual orientation:

G/Bo L/B<.i?

None/Unsure Some Most/All None/Unsure Some Most/All

23.9 29.3
Supervisors/Superiors 18.8 12.2

57.2 58.5

51.9 55.0
Clients 37.2 40.0

10.9 5.0

72.0 69.3
Judges/Hearing Officers 21.6 20.5

6.3 10.3

17.6 13.6
Attorney peers/Colleagues 43.7 45.5

38.7 40.9

66.6 56.4
Opposing attorneys 29.4 30.8

4.0 12.8

77.3 79.5
Courtroom personnel 15.5 15.4

7.3 5.1

22.8 27.9
Non-attorney office staff 28.6 20.9

48.6 51.2

Corresponds to Question 31
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TABLE 16

% who believe that social activities are very or somewhat important
to advancement of attorneys in his/her firm/office:

GIBo l/B9 So S9 Total

61.7 42.7 51.9

Private Firm Self-employed In-house Non-profit & Lobbyist
Respondents Respondents Respondents Government Respondents

Respondents

58.2 45.7 38.9 39.0 8.3

Corresponds to Question 5

Cl-11
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APPENDIX C-2
SUMMARIES OF SURVEY DATA

EMPLOYER SURVEY RESPONSES

Los Angeles County Bar AssociatIon
Report on Sexual Orientation BIas



-------------------
TABLE 1

% OF EMPLOYERS WHO HAVE A WRI'ITEN NON-DISCRIMINATION POLICY
THAT EXPLICITLY COVERS LESBIANS AND GAYS

TO THE SAME EXTENT AS WOMEN AND PEOPLE OF COLOR
(BY SIZE OF EMPLOYER)

LARGE MEDIUM SMALL TOTAL

YES 83.3% 25.0% 70.0% 67.2%

NO 13.37% 56.3% 10.0% 22.4%

NO COMPARABLE
ACTION TAKEN 3.3% 18.8% 20.0% 10.4%

DO NOT KNOW -- -- -- --

[L148265.1] C2-1
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TABLE 2

% OF EMPLOYERS WHO HAVE A WRITIEN NON-DISCRIMINATION POLICY
THAT EXPliCITLY COVERS LESBIANS AND GAYS

TO THE SAME EXTENT AS WOMEN AND PEOPLE OF COLOR
(BY TYPE OF EMPLOYER)

CORPORATE
LAW FIRM LAW OFFICE OTHER TOTAL

YES 64.4% 75.0% 66.7% 67.2%

NO 24.4% 25.0% 11.1% 22.4%

NO COMPARABLE
ACTION TAKEN 11.1% -- 22.2% 10.4%

DO NOT KNOW -- -- -- --

[L148265.1] C2-2
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TABLE 3

% OF EMPLOYERS THAT PROVIDE TRAINING
FOR INTERVIEWERS ABOUT APPROPRIATE

AREAS OF INQUIRY
(BY SIZE OF EMPLOYER)

LARGE MEDIUM SMALL TOTAL

YES 73.3% 47.1% 63.6% 63.2%

NO 13.3% 29.4% 18.2% 22.1%

NO COMPARABLE
ACTION TAKEN 13.3% 23.5% 18.2% 14.7%

DO NOT KNOW -- -- -- --

[L148265.1) C2-3
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TABLE 4

% OF EMPLOYERS THAT PROVIDE TRAINING
FOR INTERVIEWERS ABOUT APPROPRIATE

AREAS OF INQillRY
(BY TYPE OF EMPLOYER)

CORPORATE
LAW FIRM LAW OFFICE OTHER TOTAL

YES 59.6% 75.0% 62.5% 63.2%

NO 25.5% 16.7% 12.5% 22.1%

NO COMPARABLE
ACTION TAKEN 14.9% 8.3% 25.0% 14.7%

DO NOT KNOW -- -- -- --

[L148265.1) C2-4
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TABLE 5

% OF EMPLOYERS THAT GIVE
GUIDANCE TO SEARCH FIRMS

ON THE EMPLOYER'S NONDISCRIMINATION POLICY
(BY SIZE OF EMPLOYER)

LARGE MEDIUM SMALL TOTAL

YES 32.0% 6.7% -- 15.3%

NO 52.0% 66.7% 60.0% 54.2%

NO COMPARABLE
ACTION TAKEN 16.0% 26.7% 40.0% 30.5%

DO NOT KNOW -- -- -- --

[L148265.1] C2-5
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TABLE 6

% OF EMPLOYERS THAT GIVE
GUIDANCE TO SEARCH FIRMS

ON THE EMPLOYER'S NONDISCRIMINATION POLICY
(BY TYPE OF EMPLOYER)

CORPORATE
LAW FIRM LAW OFFICE OTHER TOTAL

YES 15.0% 18.2% 14.3%

NO 60.0% 54.5% 14.3%

NO COMPARABLE
ACTION TAKEN 25.0% 27.3% 71.4%

DO NOT KNOW -- -- -- --

[L148265.1] C2-6



-------------------
TABLE 7

% OF EMPLOYERS THAT INCLUDE LESBIANS AND GAYS
IN THE INTERVIEW PROCESS

IN HIRING COMMITTEE DURING IN-OFFICE DURING ON CAMPUS
APPOINTMENTS INTERVIEWS INTERVIEWS

YES 39.6% 41.2% 29.8%

NO 22.9% 21.6% 23.4%

NO COMPARABLE
ACTIONS TAKEN 37.5% 37.3% 46.8%

DO NOT KNOW -- -- --

[L148265.1) C2-7



-------------------
TABLE 8

% OF EMPLOYERS THAT HAVE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
TO ENSURE THAT PERFORMANCE REVIEWS AND WORK ASSIGNMENTS

ARE NOT AFFECTED BY ACTUAL OR PERCEIVED
SEXUAL ORIENTATION OF ATTORNEYS

LARGE MEDIUM SMALL TOTAL

YES 66.7% 43.8% 63.6% 60.9%

NO 3.3% 18.8% 9.1% 8.7%

NO COMPARABLE
ACTION TAKEN 30.0% 37.5% 27.3% 30.4%

DO NOT KNOW -- -- -- --

[L148265.1] C2-8
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TABLE 9

% OF EMPLOYERS THAT HAVE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
TO ENSURE THAT PERFORMANCE REVIEWS AND WORK ASSIGNMENTS

ARE NOT AFFECTED BY ACTUAL OR PERCEIVED
SEXUAL ORIENTATION OF ATIORNEYS

CORPORATE
LAW FIRM LAW OFFICE OTHER TOTAL

YES 4.4% 84.6% 33.3% 60.9%

NO 53.3% -- 22.2% 8.7%

NO COMPARABLE
ACTION TAKEN 42.2% 15.4% 44.4% 30.4%

DO NOT KNOW -- -- -- --

[L148265.1] C2-9



-------------------
TABLE 10

% OF EMPLOYERS THAT HAVE EDUCATION PROGRAMS
TO COVER ISSUES RELATED TO

GAYS AND LESBIANS

[L148265.1]

YES

NO

NO COMPARABLE
ACTION TAKEN

DO NOT KNOW

C2-10

9.2%

55.4%

35.4%



-------------------
TABLE 11

% OF EMPLOYERS THAT HAVE STATED GOALS
FOR GAYS AND LESBIANS

YES 5.7%

NO 55.7%

NO COMPARABLE
ACTION TAKEN 35.7%

DO NOT KNOW 2.9%

C2-11
[L148265.1}



-------------------
TABLE 12

% OF EMPLOYERS THAT HAVE HEARD, SEEN, OR BEEN
MADE AWARE OF CONDUCT DIRECTED TOWARDS

OR CONCERNING LESBIANS AND GAYS

DEROGATORY STATEMENTS DEROGATORY STATEMENTS OR
OR JOKES RE LESBIANS AND JOKES RE AN INDIVIDUAL IN

GAYS GENERALLY EMPLOYER'S OFFICE

YES 26% 8%

NO 74% 92%

RESPONSE:

1. TREATED THEM SERIOUSLY 25% 50%

2. WORKED TO DETERMINE
TRUTH OF THE ALLEGATIONS
(LEARN RELEVANT FACTS) 25% --

3. DEVELOPED A PLAN TO
CORRECT PROBLEM 44% 50%

[L148265.1) C2-12
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TABLE 13

% OF EMPLOYERS WHO HAVE A WRITTEN NON-DISCRIMINATION POLICY
THAT EXPLICITLY COVERS LESBIANS AND GAYS

TO THE SAME EXTENT AS WOMEN AND PEOPLE OF COLOR
(BY SIZE OF EMPLOYER)

LARGE MEDIUM SMALL TOTAL

YES 83.3% 25.0% 70.0% 67.2%

NO 13.37% 56.3% 10.0% 22.4%

NO COMPARABLE
ACTION TAKEN 3.3% 18.8% 20.0% 10.4%

DO NOT KNOW -- -- -- --

(L148265.1J C2-13



-------------------
TABLE 14

% OF EMPLOYERS WHO INCLUDE THEIR NON-DISCRIMINATION POLICY
IN THEIR "WELCOMING PACKET"

(BY TYPE OF EMPLOYER)

CORPORATE
LAW FIRM LAW OFFICE OTHER TOTAL

YES 43.6% 53.8% 33.3% 45.8%

NO 23.1% 30.8% -- 22.0%

NO COMPARABLE
ACTION TAKEN 33.3% 15.4% 66.7% 32.2%

DO NOT KNOW -- -- -- --

[L148265.1) C2-14



-------------------
TABLE IS

% OF EMPLOYERS WHO HAVE REVIEWED THEIR
BENEFITS POLICIES TO ENSURE THAT

GAY AND LESBIAN ATTORNEYS ARE TREATED FAIRLY

[L148265.11

YES

NO

C2-IS

54.0%

46.0%



-------------------
TABLEt6

% OF EMPLOYER POllCIES THAT ARE
GENDER OR MARITAL STATUS NEUTRAL

GENDER NEUTRAL
PARENTAL LEAVE/PART

GENDER NEUTRAL TIME POllCY (IRRESPECTIVE MARITAL STATUS NEUTRAL
PARENTAL LEAVE/ OF BIOLOGICAL PARENTAL LEAVE/
PART TIME POlley RELATIONSHIP) PART TIME POllCY

YES 67.2% 70.3% 67.8%

NO 20.3% 17.2% 13.6%

NO COMPARABLE 12.5% 12.5% 18.6%
ACTION TAKEN FOR
HETEROSEXUALS

[L148265.1] C2-t6



-------------------
TABLE 17

% OF EMPLOYERS WHO EXTEND CERTAIN POLICIES
TO SAME-SEX DOMESTIC PARTNERS

HEALTH BENEFITS
ON THE SAME OR

EMPLOYMENT SIMILAR BASIS AS
REIMBURSEMENT ASSISTANCE BENEFITS SPOUSES OF

BEREAVEMENT OF MOVING (e.g. substance abuse or HETEROSEXUAL
LEAVE COSTS crisis counseling) ATTORNEYS

YES 50.8% 19.6% 15.1 % 15.1%

NO 23.7% 26.8% 35.8% 64.2%

NO COMPARABLE
ACTION TAKEN FOR
HETEROSEXUALS 25.4% 53.6% 49.1% 20.8%

[L148265.11
C2-17



-------------------
TABLEt8

% OF EMPLOYERS WHO PAY BAR DUES TO
LESBIAN AND GAY BAR ASSOCIATIONS

[L148265.1]

YES

NO

NO COMPARABLE ACTION
TAKEN FOR WOMEN OR
PEOPLE OF COLOR

C2-t8

34.9%

28.6%

36.9%



-------------------
TABLEl9

% OF EMPLOYERS WHO ALLOW ATTORNEYS TO INVITE
SAME-SEX GUESTS TO OFFICE-SPONSORED SOCIAL EVENTS;

ATTORNEY ATTENDANCE WITH GUESTS

HOW OFTEN GAY/LESBIAN ATTORNEYS
ARE WELCOME TO BRING SAME SEX GUEST HOW OFTEN GAYILESBIAN ATTORNEYS

TO OFFICE-SPONSORED SOCIAL EVENTS BRING SAME SEX GUESTS

ALWAYS 93.7% 13.0%

SOMETIMES 4.8% 71.7%

NEVER 1.6% 15.2%

[L148265.1) C2-l9



-------------------
TABLE 20

% OF EMPLOYERS THAT TAKE STEPS IN
RECRUITMENT AND HIRING OF GAYS AND LESBIANS

TO THE SAME EXTENT STEPS ARE TAKEN
FOR WOMEN AND PEOPLE OF COLOR

IDENTIFY
ATTORNEYS WHO INCLUDE

VOLUNTEER TO BE GAYS AND INCLUDE
CONTACTS RE GAY ACTIVELY LESBIANS AS INCLUDE GAYS GAYS AND

AND LESBIAN RECRUIT PART OF AND LESBIANS LESBIANS IN
ISSUES IN THE GAYS AND HIRING IN IN-OFFICE ON-CAMPUS
WORKPLACE LESBIANS COMMITTEES INTERVIEWING INTERVIEWING

YES 9.2% 6.0% 39.6% 41.2% 29.8%

NO 69.2% 76.1% 22.9% 21.6% 23.4%

NO COMPARABLE
ACTION TAKEN 21.5% 17.9% 37.5% 37.3% 46.8%

[L148265.1) C2-20



-------------------
TABLE 21

FORMS OF SUPPORT PROVIDED TO LESBIANS AND GAYS
COMPARED TO WOMEN AND PEOPLE OF COLOR

NEWSLETTERS WHICH EMPLOYEE MEETINGS
PEER GROUP CONTAIN REPORTS RE WHICH INCLUDE ISSUES

COUNSEliNG OR ACTIVITES ON BEHALF OF RELATED TO LESBIANS
MENTORING LESBIANS AND GAYS AND GAYS

YES 3.1% 22.6% 12.5%

NO 49.2% 24.5% 43.8%

NO COMPARABLE
ACTION TAKEN 41.1% 52.8% 43.8%

[L148265.1] C2-21
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C3-2

COMPARISONS OF GAY· AND NON·GAY STATE BAR MEMBERS:

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY LEGAL POSITION, BY AGE,
AND BY YEARS IN PRACTICE

·Survey respondents who identified themselves as members of the gay, lesbian, or bisexual community.*The overall difference between gays and non-gays is statistically significant (p < .05).
**The overall difference between gays and non-gays is statistically significant (p < .01).***The overall difference between gays and non-gays is statistically significant (p < .001).

Source: 1991 SRI International survey of members of the State Bar of California

40 or Older*

Gay Non-Gay

Age

Years in Practice

Under 40***

Gay Non-Gay

Fewer than 10** 10 or More**

Gay Non-Gay Gay Non-GayLegal Position

Legal Position

Sole practitioner 16 14 31 35

Partner 4 11 26 38

Associate 60 54 13 6

Corporate in-house counsel 10 6 11 9

Government attorney 10 15 19 12

TOTAL 100 100 100 100

Number ofrespondents 142 3417 111 5126

Sole practitioner 12 13 38 38

Partner 6 21 24 33

Associate 57 45 16 8

Corporate in-house counsel 11 7 8 8

Government attorney 14 14 14 13

TOTAL 100 100 100 100

Number ofrespondents 144 3953 104 4596
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Fewer Than 10 Years In Practice

Figure 1-A

COMPARISON OF GAY AND NON-GAY MEMBERS
OF THE STATE BAR OF CALIFORNIA

I D Gay

I • Non-Gay
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10 or More Years In Practice

COMPARISON OF GAY AND NON-GAY MEMBERS
OF THE STATE BAR OF CALIFORNIA

Figure 1-B

Percentage Distribution by Legal position
(10 or More Years in Practice)
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Under 40

COMPARISON OF GAY AND NON-GAY MEMBERS
OF THE STATE BAR OF CALIFORNIA

o Gay

• Non-Gay

0-5
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In-House Attorney
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Figure l-C

Percentage Distribution by Legal Position
(Under 40 Years of Age)
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2

COMPARISONS OF GAY* AND NON-GAY STATE BAR MEMBERS:

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF ATTORNEYS IN LAW FIRMS
BY SIZE OF LAW FIRM, BY AGE, AND BY YEARS IN PRACTICE

*Smvey respondents who identified themselves as members of the gay. lesbian. or bisexual community.
* The overall difference between gays and non-gays is statistically significant (p < .05).** The overall difference between gays and non-gays is statistically significant (p < .01).

Source: 1991 SRI International survey of members of the State Bar of California

Non-Gay

Non-Gay

40 or Older

Gay

Gay

Age

Non-Gay

Non-Gay

Under 40**

Fewer than 10 10 or More*

Years in Practice

Gay

Gay
Number of Attorneys

in Law Finn

Number of Attorneys
in Law Finn

5 or fewer 12 20 42 34

6t020 14 26 18 27

21 to 75 30 23 13 17

More than 75 44 31 27 22

TOTAL 100 100 100 100

Number ofrespondents 92 2622 45 1982

5 or fewer 13 20 39 32

6t020 20 24 9 28

21 to 75 27 24 19 17

More than 75 40 32 33 23

TOTAL 100 100 100 100

Number ofrespondents 91 2232 46 2353
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COMPARISONS OF GAV· AND NON-GAY STATE BAR MEMBERS:

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION WHO PRACTICED LAW 35 OR MORE HOURS PER
WEEK, BY INCOME DERIVED FROM THE PRACTICE OF LAW,

BY AGE, AND BY YEARS IN PRACTICE

·Survey respondents who identified themselves as members of the gay, lesbian, or bisexual community.*The overall difference between gays and non-gays is statistically significant (p < .05).
** The overall difference between gays and non-gays is statistically significant (p < .01).
*** The overall difference between gays and non-gays is statistically significant (p < .001).

Source: 1991 SRI International survey of members of the State Bar of California

Non-Gay

Non-Gay

40 or Older***

Gay

Gay

Age

Non-Gay

Non-Gay

Vears in Practice

Under 40*

Fewer than 10 10 or More**

Gay

Gay

Income Derived from the
Practice of Law

Income Derived from the
Practice of Law

Less than $50,000 27 23 30 13

$50,000 to $74,999 40 34 25 19

$75,000 to $99,999 19 20 20 18

$100,000 to $124,999 9 8 5 12

$125,000 to $199,999 4 10 8 18

$200,000 or more 1 5 12 20

TOTAL 100 100 100 100

Number ofrespondents 150 3668 97 3909

Less than $50,000 36 31 15 9

$50,000 to $74,999 37 38 29 17

$75,000 to $99,999 17 18 23 20

$100,000 to $124,999 8 7 6 13

$125,000 to $199,999 2 5 11 20

$200,000 or more 0 1 16 21

TOTAL 100 100 100 100

Number ofrespondents 149 3184 101 4383
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COMPARISON OF GAY AND NON-GAY MEMBERS
OF THE STATE BAR OF CALIFORNIA

Figure 3-A

Percentage Distribution by Income Derived
from the Practice of Law

(Fewer Than 10 Years in Practice)

Fewer Than 10 Years In Practice
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COMPARISON OF GAY AND NON-GAY MEMBERS
OF THE STATE BAR OF CALIFORNIA

Figure 3-B

Percentage Distribution by Income Derived
from the Practice of Law

(10 or More Years in Practice)

More Than 10 Years In Practice

Less than $50,000 - $75,000 - $100,000 $125,000 $200,000
$50,000 $74,999 $99,999 or more

$124,999 $199,999
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COMPARISON OF GAY A..'tID NON-GAY MEMBERS
OF THE STATE BAR OF CALIFORNIA

Figure 3-C

Percentage Distribution by Income Derived
from the Practice of Law
(Under 40 Years of Age)

Under 40
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COMPARISON OF GAY AND NON-GAY MEMBERS
OF THE STATE BAR OF CALIFORNIA

Figure 3-D

Percentage Distribution by Income Derived
from the Practice of Law
(40 or More Years of Age)

40 or Older

Less than $50,000· $75,000 - $100,000 $125,000 $200,000
$50,000 $74,999 $99,999 or more

$124,999 $199,999
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COMPARISONS OF GAY· AND NON-GAY STATE BAR MEMBERS:

PERCENTAGE WHO SPENT TIME ON VARIOUS TYPES OF UNCOMPENSATED
LAW-RELATED ACTIVITIES AND MEAN NUMBER OF HOURS SPENT ON

UNCOMPENSATED ACTIVITIES, BY AGE

·Survey respondents who identified themselves as members of the gay, lesbian, or bisexual community.
1( The difference between gays and non-gays on this item is statistically significant (p < .05).** The difference between gays and non-gays on this item is statistically significant (p < .01).
*** The difference between gays and non-gays on this item is statistically significant (p < .001).

Source: 1991 SRI International survey of members of the State Bar of California

40 or Older

Gay Non-Gay

Under 40

Gay Non-GayType of Activity

Free legal services to indigent
29*** 26***clients, provided through an 18 13

organized program

Free legal services to indigent
clients, provided on an ad hoc 29 31 41 39
basis

Free legal services to religious,
educational, civic, or other 32 31 37 38
community or charitable groups
or organizations

Volunteer services to bar
associations (e.g., committee 22 21 20 24
work, staffing bar programs,
etc.)

Any of the above-listed
uncompensated law-related 67 61 68 65
activities

Number ofrespondents 165 4226 129 5342

Mean number of hours spent on
all of the above-listed
uncompensated law-related 100*** 75 127*** 89
activities (of those who spent at
least some time on these
activities)
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COMPARISONS OF GAY* AND NON·GAY STATE BAR MEMBERS:

PERCENTAGE WHO SPENT TIME ON VARIOUS TYPES OF UNCOMPENSATED
LAW-RELATED ACTIVITIES AND MEAN NUMBER OF HOURS SPENT ON

UNCOMPENSATED ACTIVITIES, BY YEARS IN PRACTICE

·Survey respondents who identified themselves as members of the gay, lesbian, or bisexual community.*The difference between gays and non-gays on this item is statistically significant (p < .05).** The difference between gays and non-gays on this item is statistically significant (p < .01).
***The difference between gays and non-gays on this item is statistically significant (p < .001).

Source: 1991 SRI International survey of members of the State Bar of California

10 or More

Gay Non-Gay

Fewer than 10

Gay Non-GayType of Activity

Free legal services to indigent
35*** 19 18 13clients, provided through an

organized program

Free legal services to indigent
39clients, provided on an ad hoc 34 30 34

basis

Free legal services to religious,
educational, civic, or other 35* 27 34 40
community or charitable groups
or organizations

Volunteer services to bar
associations (e.g., committee 25* 17 17* 25
work, staffing bar programs,
etc.)

Any of the above-listed
uncompensated law-related 73*** 58 60 66
activities

Number ofrespondents 162 3680 136 5879

Mean number of hours spent on
all of the above-listed

112***uncompensated law-related 74 100 88
activities (of those who spent at
least some time on these
activities)
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MODEL DOCUMENTS REGARDING DOMESTIC PARTNER BENEFITS

Heller, Ehrman, White & McAuliffe Medical Insurance Program for
Domestic Partners, including affidavits regarding spousal
equivalency

Lotus Development Corporation Enrollment Instructions for Spousal
Equivalent Benefit, including affidavits of spousal equivalency

Levi Strauss & Co. documents regarding benefits for domestic
partners, including enrollment forms and tax tables

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts policy regarding
insurance coverage for employees with domestic partners

City of New York domestic partner policy and affidavits of
domestic partnership in Stipulation of Settlement and
Discontinuance of Lesbian & Gay Teachers Ass'n v. Board of
Education of the City School Dist. of the City of New York

Model documents for extending group health coverage to employees'
domestic partners published by Hollywood Supports Domestic
Partner Task Force

Millbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCoy's policy regarding insurance
coverage for employees with domestic partners, including
affidavits regarding spousal equivalency



same-sex domestic partners, which is described in detail in the

domestic partner. SUbject to a maximum reimbursement· amount, the

This coverage is not currently practical through the firm's

indemnity or HMO providers, although we will continue to pursue

For some time, the firm has been investigating ways to

offer medical insurance coverage to same-sex domestic partners.

M E M 0 RAN DUM

August 31, 1993

Medical Insurance Program for Domestic Partners

Everyone . ,.. l-P
Barry Levin, Chair, Insurance Committee~

RE:

FROM:

DATE:

TO:

this possibility and hope to encourage our insurers to change

their policies.

As an interim step, the firm has developed an

alternative program to provide medical insurance benefits to

attached policy statement. Under this new program, which will

become effective October .1, 1993, associates, special counsel and

non-attorney staff who qualify may purchase individual medical

insurance coverage (from any provider) for their same-sex

firm will then pay the employee the difference, if any, between

the cost of such coverage and the amount a married employee would

have to pay for spousal coverage under the Prudential HMO

coverage offered by the firm in California -- currently $57 per

pay period ($124 per month). The current maximum reimbursement

amount will be $26 per pay period ($56 per month).
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To qualify under this new program, the employee and his

or her domestic partner must share living quarters and must be in

an intimate and committed relationship of mutual caring. They

must also have agreed that they will be j~intly responsible for

their basic ~iving expenses.

.,.. ,This new program is intended to further the firm's
" .

commitment to fair and equal treatment of all employees,

regardless of sexual orientation. We recognize that it is more

complicated than direct coverage under the firm's group medical

plans, and .we realize that individual medical insurance purchased

for a domestic partner may, in some cases, provide more limited

coverage than the coverage provided under the firm's group plans.

However, this program is the most reasonable alternative we have

found in our continuing effort to provide equivalent medical

insurance benefits to our gay and lesbian employees.

Questions or inquiries about the program should be

addressed to Marla Morton, Employee Benefits Manager, San

Francisco (room 1906; extension 6417).

-2-
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HELLER EHRMAN WHITE , McAULIFFE

MEDICAL INSURANCE PROGRAM
FOR DOMESTIC PARTNERS

Effective October 1, 1993

Heller Ehrman White & McAuliffe is committed to fair

and equal treatment of all employees, irrespective of sexual

orientation. To further that general policy, the firm has

investigated the possibility of obtaining and offering to its gay

and lesbian employees the same medical insurance coverage for

their domestic partners as is available to the spouses of married

employees. To date, Heller Ehrman has been unable to persuade

the providers from whom the firm obtains medical coverage to

offer our gay and lesbian employees the,option of purchasing

medical coverage for their domestic partners on a viable basis.

The firm intends to revisit this issue every year at the time of

contract renewal discussions with those providers, and to attempt

to persuade them to offer benefit coverage to domestic partners

of Heller Ehrman gay and lesbian employees on the same basis that

spousal coverage is provided.to married employees. In the

interim, the firm adopts the following program regarding medical

insurance benefits for domestic partners of gay and lesbian

employees of the firm, effective October 1, 1993. This interim

program will be reviewed from time to time, and may be modified

or terminated' by Heller Ehrman at any time, in its sole

discretion.

Which Employees Are Eligible. This program will be

available to all associates, special counsel and non-attorney

-1-
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employees who are covered by one of the firm's medical plans.

(It will not be available to partners, or to associates, special

counselor non-attorney employees who do not qualify for the

medical insurance coverage provided by Heller Ehrman.)

Definition of Domestic Partner: A domestic partner for

purposes of this program means an adult person of the same gender

as an employee, with whom the employee shares living quarters and

an intimate and committed relationship of mutual caring, and with

whom the employee has agreed that they will be jointly

responsible for their basic living expenses incurred during their

domestic partnership. To be considered domestic partners, the

employee and the other person must provide a properly completed

"Affidavit of Spousal Equivalency" (in the form attached to this

memorandum) to the firm's Employee Benefits Manager in San

Francisco.

Description of the Program: Under the firm's domestic

partner medical insurance program, any gay or lesbian employee

who is covered by one of the firm's medical plans may purchase

individual medical coverage for his or her domestic partner.

Upon providing satisfactory proof of the purchase of such

coverage, the f~rm will reimburse the employee for the difference

between the premium the employee is required to pay for the

individual medical coverage for his or her domestic partner and

the amount a married employee would have to pay for spousal

coverage under .the firm"s Prudential HMO plan in California.

currently, this cost is $57 per pay period ($124 per month). The·

-2-
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current maximum reimbursement will be $26 per pay period ($56 per

month).

All reimbursements from the firm will be paid each pay

period, based on the prorated annual cost of the domestic

partner's co~erage, and will commence with the first paycheck

received by the employee after the later of: (1) the effective

date of the domestic partner's medical insurance coverage; or (2)

the date the employee submits satisfactory proof of his or her

purchase of such coverage.

To commence reimbursement, employees must sUbmit:

(1) a copy of a properly completed Affidavit of Spousal

Equivalency; (2) where applicable, a completed "Statement of

Domestic Partner's Dependent Status for Purposes of Health Care

Taxation"; and (3) evidence of the purchase of medical insurance

coverage for his or her domestic partner, the cost thereof, and

the nature of the coverage purchased. All of this documentation

must be submitted to the firm's Employee Benefits Manager in San

Francisco. Evidence of ongoing domestic partner coverage (such.

as a canceled check) must also be submitted to the Employee

Benefits Manager in San Francisco on at least a quarterly basis.

If such evidence is not received in a timely manner,

reimbursement from the firm will stop. (No reminder notice will

be sent, so employees should be sure to mark their own calendar

to remind themselves of this requirement.)

Employees who use this new program should be aware that

the full amount paid by the firm to sUbsidize medical coverage

for domestic partners will be taxable income to the employee (and

-3-
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will be reported as such on the employee's W-2), unless, for the

relevant calendar year: (.1) the employee provides more than

one-half (1/2) of the support of the domestic partner; (2) the

principal place of residence of the domestic partner is the same

as the employee's; and (3) the relationship between the domestic

partner and the employee is not in violation of local law. (This

rule applies for purposes of both federal and California income

taxes.) If all three of these conditions are met, any

reimbursement by the firm will not be included in the employee's

(or the domestic partner's) taxable income, and the value of any

benefits received under the domestic partner's medical coveraqe

will not be included in the employee's (or the domestic

partner's) taxable income. However, if any of these three

conditions is not met, the full amount of the firm's

reimbursement will be taxable income to the employee (not to the

domestic partner), and will be subject to income tax and social

security withholding. In these "taxable reimbursement"

situations, the value of the medical benefits rec~ived by the

domestic partner (as distinguished from the firm's premium

reimbursement) will still not be taxable to the employee (or the

domestic partner). The firm will report any reimbursements as

taxable income to the employee (on the employer's W-2), unless

the employee completes a "Statement of Domestic Partner's

Dependent Status for Purposes of Health Care Taxation" (in the

form attached to this memorandum), and submits the signed

Statement to the Employee Benefits Manager in San Francisco.

-4-
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Employees should also be aware that the $26 per pay

period maximum reimbursement has been calculated on the

assumption that any reimbursement Hill be taxable to the

employee. As a result, in those cases where the reimbursement

for domestic. partner medical coverage is not taxable to the

employee, the $26 per pay period maximum reimbursement -- and any

reimbursement payment that is less than the maximum -- will be

reduced bv 30%, to convert it to an after-tax equivalent.

Finally, employees should also understand that COBRA

health care continuation rights will not be available to domestic

partners, because their medical insurance will not be provided

under one of the medical plans offered by the firm.

-5-



HELLER EHRMAN WHITE , McAULIFFE

Employee Address and Telephone Number

Employee Name (please print)

Employee signature

(employee), hereby.certify that:I,

Ie STATUS:

STATEMENT OF DOMESTIC PARTNER'S DEPENDENT STATUS
FOR PURPOSES OF HEALTH CARE TAXATION

1. I have provided (or expect to provide) more than one
half (1/2) of the support of my domestic partner,

(print name of partner), during the
current calendar year, and expect to continue to do so, unless
and until we cease to be spousal equivalents.

2. My above-named domestic partner's principal place of
residence is the same as mine.

3. To the best of my knowledge, the living relationship
between me and my above-named domestic partner is not in
violation of local law.

II. CHANGE IN STATUS:
I hereby agree to notify the Employee Benefits Manager of

Heller Ehrman White & McAuliffe within thirty-one (31) days after
any element of the status described in part I above changes. I
understand that any change in such status·will have an effect on
the income tax consequences of my participation in the Heller
Ehrman Medical Insurance Program for Domestic Partners.

III. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:
I affirm, under penalty of perjury, that the statements made

in this Statement are true and correct :to the best of my
knowledge.

I.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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HELLER EHRMAN WHITE , McAULIFFE

CHANGE IN SPOUSAL EQUIVALENCY:

5. We are of the same sex and neither of us is married;

and ~_---:_~ _
spousal equivalent (print)employee (print)

2. We live together (i.e., we share the same living
quarters);

3. We have agreed to be jointly responsible for the basic
living expenses we incur during our domestic
partnership;

1. We have an intimate, committed relationship of mutual
caring;

AFFIDAVIT OF SPOUSAL EQUIVALENCY

DECLARATION:

4. We are both at least eighteen (18) years of age and
mentally competent to consent to contract;

We,

hereby declare, under penalty of perjury, that we are
spousal equivalents in accordance with the following
criteria:

6. Neither of us is related to the other as a parent,
brother, sister, half-brother, half-sister, niece,
nephew, aunt, uncle, grandparent or grandchild;

7. We are currently each other's sole spousal equivalent;
and

I, (employee), agree to notify the

Employee Benefits Manager of Heller Ehrman White & McAuliffe
within thirty-one (31) days after there is any change in our
status as spousal equivalents, as attested to in this
Affidavit (for example, if we cease to share the same living·
quarters or we are no longer each other's sole- spousal
equivalent). Such notice will be made by filing a Statement

8. Neither of us has had a different spousal equivalent
within the last six (6) months. (NOTE: This last
certification is not required if either of you had a
former spousal e~ivalent who died within the last six
(6) months. If either of you did, you may cross out
this item.)

I.

II.

I.
I
I
I
I
I
I
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of Termination of Spousal Equivalency, affirming that our
spousal equivalency status was terminated on or before its
date of execution and that a copy of the Statement has been
mailed to the other party.

III. PURCHASE OF MEDICAL INSURANCE COVERAGE:
I (empl~yee) certify that I have purchased individual
medical insurance coverage for my spousal equivalent as
follows: _

(~escribe insurance company and type of coverage). This
coverage costs $ per Attached are proof
of coverage and payment.

IV. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:
We have provided the information in this Affidavit for use
by Heller Ehrman White & McAuliffe for the sole purpose of
determining our eligibility for reimbursement under the
firm's Medical Insurance Program for Domestic Partners. No
third parties shall have any rights under this Affidavit.

Employee Signature

Employee Name (please print)

Employee Address and Telephone Number

Spousal Equivalent Signature

Spousal Equivalent Name (please print)

Spousal Equivalent Address and Telephone Number

-2-



Address:

Print Name:

Date:

STATEMENT OF TERMINATION OF SPOUSAL EQUIVALENCY

(employee), hereby certify

HELLER EHRMAN WHITE , McAULIFFE

(name of former spousal
equivalent) and I are no longer spousal
equivalents.

I make and file this Statement of Termination to
cancel the Affidavit of Spousal Equivalency filed
by me with Heller Ehrman White & McAuliffe.

I mailed my former spousal equivalent a copy of
this notice at

--------~---------on (address)
(date)

1.

3.

2.

I,
that:

Signed:

I declare, under penalty of perjury, that the above
statements are true and correct.

I:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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LOTCS DEVELor\1E~"T CORPORATI01'\

ENROLLME~l INSTRUCTIOi'S FOR SPOUSAL EQljrVALE~T BE~EFIT

IPLAN COVERAGE I
Spousal equivalents have the same e}j~jbilir\' for benefits as a legally rec:og:1ized s?ouse 
provided the individual is the spousal equivalent of an eligible err:.?loyee anci me::s :he
established criteria for determining spousal equivalency. Upon cornj'lerion of an afficavi:, ;l.

spousal equivalent can be enrolled in the following plans unoe: the Lotus Ben~fits ?:"ogT:lm.

., The Lotus Medical Plan· Options 1,2 or 3

1< Han'ard Community Health Plan

.. Dental PI.m

* Vision/Hearing Plan

* Prescription Drug Program

* Dependent Life Insurance

In addition, spousal equivalents will be :lble to access the Eoployee and Fa.~!y Assis:a:ice Pl:l:~

(EFAP), Catasrropic Care and Assistance PrOg:-ar.l, Elder & Disabili:y Care Refe:":":ll Sc:"Vice :l:'ld
Child Ca.~ Resource Cen:er (Cambridge only).

j.:,HO'\\"~O"El\'R 0 LL', :::',' ':~. ::1

To enroll an eligible spousal equivalent, both the employee and t~e designated j'z..-:r.:r rr:~s~
jointly complete and sign an " Affidavit of Spousal EquiYaJency". The employee !':'lUSt ~so
complete and sign an "Enrollment Form". Both of these forms will be :!,vailable :.~rough the
Benefits Department and must be 1'e:'.:rned to the Benefits Department within 31 0:3\'5 of :he

. change in family status event,

NOTE: The IRS does not recognize spousal equivalents as eligible dependems '.:nde: the
Internal Revenue Code gove:":'ling flexible benefit p~ogrJ:::s. The:erore, benerits
may only be purchased on an after-tax basis a.,d the present mark:: vllue of t1e
cove:-age is taXable income to the employee.

If there is any change in the criteria certified in the" Affidavit of Spousal Equivalenc)·tt, the
employee or registered parmer must complete a .. Sbtement of Termin~tion of Spousal
Equivalency" within 31 davs of the change in family status. ThlS form is available through ,!'Ie
BenefitS Dej)a.rtment. All Benefits will be disconri!iued as of the signing date of the St:l.te~e:-:: of
Te:":':1in:uion except for Dependent Life coverage which ceases alter 31 diP'S.

It is the responsibility of the pa."'tne: who ini:iates the St3ternen: ofTe:min~tion to nOtify the
other par.y of such action. The former spousal equivalent will be eligible for continu:ltion of
coverage under equivalent terms as p:t.-:icipants covered under the Consoiid3.:ed Orr.nibus
Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA).

Once a "Statement or Termin:ltion or Spousal Equi\'alenc~r" has been submitted. the
employee m!y not register another spousal equivalent for twelve m("lnths, except in the ins:~nce

of the re-registT!tion of the same pa."1ne: witl':in 31 days.
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Criteria for Spousal Equivalents
Lotus emoloyees can ceslg:1ate only on~ persen as an eii!#ibie de~endent

;or ~enefits as a s;::>ousal equivalent: each person :":'\l.:S~ be the s::>l~

Effective immediateiy, ihe phrase "spousal eQuivalent" will be added to
all Lotus policies in the U.S. wherever the wore "spouse" IS used.
(Among the policies this affects are Relocation, Bereavement Leave an~

Expatriate Assignments.) Spousal equivalents of lesbian and ;ay
employees and their qualified dependents wiil alSO be eligibie to
receive medical, dental, VISIon i:'1d heannQ hea:th coverage.

LOSVAX::MCONSID1NE @ L~T:JSVAX

09/03/9' 04:38:28 PM
Spousal Equivaient Benefits Announcemen~

LD8VAX::SH07GUN_L1Si! CAMSRIDG=.US_FiELD @ LOiUSVAX

All U.S. '..otl.:$ Employees
Russ Campanello, Vice President. Human Resources
Soousal EQuivalen: Benefits

To:
From:
Subjec::

Whiie many companies throughout the U.S. are cutting back health
coverage lor emoloyees. the issue of extending benefits to em~loyees

wrth non-traer-ienal families is currently being given serious
considerall:m by a number of public and private institutions. Few
companies in the private se~or have provided benefits to emPloyees'
domestic ~a~ne~s: eXi'e:'ts anticipate tna: we're on the c~~:in9·ed~e ct
a trend ~re e01'l'\~arlles are likely to join. These who have extended
heal:h ceVe~a9! 10 domestic pal'::'lers of employees have been closely
watched. Their rf~oons are uniformly similar. D2ta indicates ~hat that
coverage of Sime-sex em;:>loyees and Iheir pan~ers :'las not si;nificantly
increa$e~ :helf per eaor.a healtn eare ex=,enses. Fears tl"li: AIDS will
orive up cos~s have proven to be unlcunded.

Spousal Equivalent
Lotus poiicies anc benefits will refer to employees' same-sex ;:;anne~s

as ·spousal eQuivaieilts,· rather than "domestic partners" or
·significant others." This phrase has been seiected to highlight the
~a~ that, uniiKe couples of the opposite sex, marriage for gay and'
lesbian couples is not an option, since it is not sanctioned by U.S.
s~ate laws.

Since eany in its history, Lotus has had a stated policy prohibiting
discrimination based on sexual preference. Lotus recognizes that
lestlian anc gay employees do not have the cnoice to legalize perr:"',anenl
and exclusive relationships through marriage: tnus, they cannot legally
sMare financial, health and other oenefits with their significant
partners. Fo~ this reason, in the Interes: of fairness and diversity
Lotus will recognize the significance of such relationships by includin;
tnem in our policIes and benefits.

io:
c::
From:
Oate:
Subject:

I·
I·
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~anner 01 tne other.

Spousal eQuIvalents must:

• be the same sex as the employee:

0':<: 16Ar'1 LA!·1f.DH LEGAL DEFEnSE EEti

Employees ir, the Cambridge area are welcome to join the Diversity Advisory
Group, Keith Peden. director of Compensation &Benefits. 3:"lC me in an Oi'er:
~ot\Jm 10 disc~ss this information. The forum is sCheduied Wednesday,
September j 1. from 2 p.m. ·4 p.m. in Rogers Auditorium ASS.

Diversity at Lotus
In the past year, we have made great strides in our continuing ef.orts
to c~eate a workplace wnere all employees are vaiued. respected and
given eCllJal and fair treatment. This new policy is further evidence of
our firm commitment to value differences and provide fair and equal
access to benefits for all Lotus employees. I wholeheartedly endorse
this policy and am proud to be par. of a company in which SUCh policies
are ~sS:ble.

Empioyees interested in receiving more information about spousal
eQuivalent benefits can cema~ their Human Resources representative: to
enroll. contact Helen Be- i in the Benefits deparlment. (Note: all
Lotus benefit information 'IS sub/ect to strict confidentiality between
the employee and Human Resources and may not be shared with anyone
without the employee's written consen:.)

.' live in the same residence w~h tne intent to resice together
permanently;

• be jointly responsible lor the common welfare and financial
obligations of both individuals.

t1('l'v' 23I
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LOTUS DEVELOPME~TCORPORATIO:"

AFFIDAVIT OF SPOUSAL EQUIYALE~CY

1. DECLARAT1QN:

We, ~_~-:--~_ and certify that
employee (print) spousal equivalent (print)

we are spousal equivalents in accordance with the following criteria and eligible for benefits cov
erage as spousal equivalents under Lotus Development C011'0ra:ion' s benefits program:

II. STATUS:

1. We are each other's ~ole spousal equivalent and intend to remain so indeflnitelY.

2. We are of t.~e same sex a."ld neither one of us is married.

3. We are at least eighteen (18) years of age and mentally competent to consent to
contract.

4. We are not related by blood to a degree of closeness th:m which would prohibit legal
marriage in the state in which we legally reside.

5. We reside together in the same residence :md intend to do so indefinitely.

6. We are jointly responsible for each other's common welfare and financial o~liga-
tions. .

7. We understand that as spousal equivalents we are sUbject to the same thirty-c:'Ie (31)
day notice requirement set forth in Lotus' Flexible Benefits Program as ~e all other
Lotus employees who are covered by or applying for Lotus benefits.

;Ill. CHAJ)QE TN SPOUSAL EaUNALENey:

8. We agree to notify the Lotus'Benefits Department if there is any change in our SUtus
as sp'ousal equivalents as attested to in this Affidavit which would make us no longer
eligIble for Lotus benefits (for example a change in joint-residence or if we are no
longer each other's sole spousal equivalent). \Ve will notify Lotus within thirty-one
(31) days of such change by filing a Statement of Tennination of Spousal Equiv
:l1ency ("Statement of Tennination"). The Statement of Termination sha.ll affirm tha~

the spousal equivalency status is terminated as of its date of execution and that a
copy of the Statement of Termination has been mailed to the other party by the party
:luthori~ing such action.



IV. acKNOWLEDGEMENTS:

12. We affum. under penalty of perjury, th:lt the assertions in this Affidavit a:e true to
the best of our knowledge.

10. We understand that any person/employer/company who suffers <l:;y loss due tv any
false statement contained in this Affidavit may bring a civil action against eitioter or
both of us to recover their losses, including Teasona~le attOrneys' fees.

Date

Date

11. We have provided the information in this Affidavit for use by Loms' Benefi~s
Department for the sole purpose of determining our eligibility for SpCluSal equiv
alency benefits.

9. After such ternlir.~tion, 1, . ~r.dcr$t:lnd th:.t :l

(employee)
subsequent Affidavit of Spous~ Equivalency cannot be filed u=1til ~wel\'e (l~)

months after a Statement of Termination has been filed wit~ the Lotus Eel~dits

Department. (The twelve (12) month w:J.iting period will be waived only if anot~::r

Affidavit is filed for the same spousal equivalent within thirty-one (31) days fol1c\w·
ing the filin£ date of the Statement of Termination.)

employee signature

Community Property Implications: Please be ad\ised that,some courts have reco;;t'ized
non-marriage relationships as the equi"alent of marriage for the purpose of establishing
and dividing community property.

SPO\;SAl.:.ooc

employee address

spousal equiv;l1ent address

spousal equivalent sign:lture
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3. I mailed my former spous~ equiv.uent a copy of this notice :It_________________on _

2. I make :lnd file this St:l.tement of Ter.nin:nion in order to c:lncel t:,e Affid:lvit of Spou
sal Equivalency filed by me with Lotus Deveiopment Corporation on

I,.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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LOTCS OEVELOr~1E:'\T CORPORATIO~

STATE~1E~TOF TERMI:\ATIO!" OF SPOUSAL EQUIVALENCY

__~ -:-_~-:----:-_-:-'being duly sworn, deposes :lnd SOly that:
em?lo)'ee or spo~S:l1 equiv~ent (pnn:) .

1. o...'1d I a:e no lon!:er
(name of employee or spousal equIvalent) print •

spo1.:sal equivalents.

I declare, under penalty of pe..jury, that the a.bove s~tementS are U"Je and correct.

Signed:

P:int:

Address:

Da~::
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6. Ify~ partner has dependent children. use the Medical Coverage Certification For
Depencie.~t Children Living With An Unmarried Couple sign up form (page 7) to
enrqll them if they are eligible. Eliglbility criteria is provided on the form..

I

.
We are happy to announce that Kaiser will extend coverage for Domestic Partners in the San
Francisco Bay ~e2. At this time, coverage through our other HMOs and VoluntaIy Accidental
Death & Dismemberment in..rurance is not available.

At"..ached are the sign up materials to enroll your partner (and the parmer's qualified
dependents, if ~pp1icable) in the LS&CO. Aetna Medical Plans, the Dental Plans and/or Vision
Plan. Ii you choose coverage for your partner, it must be the same coverage you have chosen
for yourself.

1213S37~~81 P.01TO

'Benefits for Domestic Partners

L.EV1 STRAUSS & CO.
Inter-Office Correspondence

!LS&CO. Home Office Payroll Employ~

iBev Beaudreault, Manager Health & Welfare Plans /,:fi(
I

~riI 19, 1993

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DAn::

4. Certify that your relationship meets our definition by sist1ing and dating the
~llment Form.

5. Fill ~llt the Partner Surcharge Form (page 6) indicating whether your partner is or is
not tliglole for medical coverage from another employer and whether or not your
p~er is signed up for that coverage.

t

,

2. Read :he matedals in this package, especi3.lly the definition of unmanied couples. All
iour,conditiolls must be met for eligtbility to aist. If you want clarification, call Mae
Lee at en. 6483 or Profs SLee127.

3. Usmg rhe Enrollment Form in this packet of information on page 5, input parmers
!l~, birth date, sex, Social Security Number and date relationship was formed.

'To:

'The process is !is follows:

1. Ch~se the program you wish to enroll in using the FLEX enrollment fonn. Include
other p.ligl"ble depe.'"1denrs on the FLEX form, but not your domestic partner or hislher
children. .

7. Return all of these forms with your FLEX enrollment materials.

Due to IRS re~tions, contODutions cannot be made on a pre-tax basis and the value of the
benefit must be considered as taxable income to the employee. Three tables are provided on
page 10 whic.hshow the amOlL'lt of the additional contribution and tIle amount of the imputed
income appli~ble for your situation.

11-23-1993 02: 1SPM FROM LAr1EiDA LEGAL DEFEHSEI·
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of the couple are LS&CO. Home Office payroll
should sign up for his/her own single

TO

i

~ "unma~ied couple" does not include roommates, siblings,
parents o~ other similar relationships.

I
The COUP1~ must consist of two people who are not legally married
'and who ar;e free to enter into the relationship (no similar

I
,relations~ip with another person). Couples must be free of
previous relationships which LS&CO. would have recognized for

I
purposes df this coverage for at least 12 months.

I

!
I

'. If boJ members
I
I

employees, each
I

covera~e.

I
i

• If an tarried partner of an LS&CO. employee qualifies but
elects ;coverage elsewhere, the LS&CO. employee should still
compl.~e the Enrollment Form (page 5) and:waive coverage for

•
their partner. This Enrollment Form will prevent the need for

I
evidence of insurability if unmarried partner is added to

I

LS&CO. !employeels coveraqe at a future date.
I

11-23-1993 02: 2iZlPM FROM LAMBDA LEGAL DEi=aSE

i
I
i
!

OEFINITIO~ OF UNMARRIED COUPLE
I

I
For purpo4es of this coverage, LS&CO. defines an "unmarried
couple" a. any eligible employee and one other person (the
'"partner" lor "unmarried partner") sharing a committed
:relations,iP with the following characteristics:

I
• Living ltogether

:. Financ~allY interdependent
• Jointl~ responsible for each other's common welfare,
• Considering themselves as lite partners,

I
I·
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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I
HOW TO ENRbLL

Levi stra~s & Co. makes" medical, dental and v~s~on coveraqe
availableJ~o employees in an unmarried relationship. Coveraqe is
available nder the Aetna medical plans (the $200 Deductible,
$1,000 De ctible, Manaqed Choice and the Preferred Provider
Orqanizatibns [PPQs]). The 20% working Spouse Plan is not

I

available ~o unmarried couples since most other companies' plans
would not boordinate benefits with the LSieo. plans.

I
Employees ~ill have 31 days within the formation of a domestic
partner re~ationship to add his/her domestic partner to medical,
dental andl vision plans. If the employee does not add his/her

I

domestic p~rtner within the 31-day period, evidence of
insurability is required by Aetna Life Insurance Company.

I
Most HMOs ~re not available at this time, however, Raiser
PermanenteI of Northern California is available •

• ICoverage ~s also available under both Aetna dental plans
(Indemnityl and Pref~rred) and the Vision Service Plan (VSP).

I
To enroll Kor to waive the coverage now but maintain future
eligibility), the employee must sign up as follows:

I
• For emp~oyee and the employee's natural children: Complete

the enr~llment form included in your LSiCO. FLEX enrollment
materials.

I

• For parhners of Unmarried IS'CO. employees: Complete the
enrollm~nt form on page 5.

I

I
• For an .1i9ib1e dependent child of the partner: Use the form

on pagel', Medical Coverage Eligibility Certification for
Depende~t Children Living with an unmarried Couple.

I
Both members of the unmarried couple must sign up for the same

Iplan. I
I
I,

I·
I· I

I
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If you ha~e a valid common-law marriaqe in one of these states,
you may s~qn up your common-law spouse using the FLEX enrollment

I

rorm. Yo~ do not havo to oomp1ete the rorm. in thi. pa~kot.
!

I
I

• Alabama • Oklahoma
i

• Colo~aclo • Ohio (if ..tablished before Octob.r 10, 1991)
I

• Distljict of Columbia • Pennsylvania
• Geor~ia • Rhode Island
• Idaho • South Carolina

I
I

• Iowa! • Texas
I

• Kansas • utah
• Mont~na

!

I

The follo~inq states/locations currently recoqnize common-law
I

marriaqes :;

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

11-23-1993 02:22PM FROM L~MBD~ LEG~L DEF:NSE

COMMON-LAM MABRTAGES
I

TO 1213'3:70601 P.04

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

y~ i. eur !und.rctandino that if you .n~.r.d into a common-law
I

marriage ~n one o~ the above state. and now reside in another

etate, th. marriese p~QbAb1y wi11 be recogriizea in the stete in
I

Which you ~resicle. If this applies to you, you are advised to
~·~~.r --~ ~~-~~~ ~. T~~ ~~1_~~~~_h~p ~.~ r~~ p~~-~~-~ .~,-~

adviser. !
i
I

!

ea.- ....-ApriI19. lP111l1f4 fII U



I would like to enroll the following individual as my partner:
I

,
Dental Pl~n:

j
'Aetna Indemnity Dental Plan

:: Aetna Preferred Dental Plan
I wish to waive coverage at this time

- I
I

Vision se~ice Plan
_ !Employee« Dependents ExamfMaterials Option
_ ;1 wish t,:) waive coverage at this time

in the fol1owinq LS&CO. Health Planes)
I

i
Medical Plan:

!Aetna $200 Deductible Medical Plan

'

Aetna $1000 Deductible Medical Plan
Aetna Open Choice PPO

IETH1X Southwest PPO
Managed Choice Plan
IXaiser (San Francisco Bay Area Only):1 wish to waive coverage at this time

Date

Telephone Number

Date Relationship Formed

TO

I
I
I

ENROLLMENt FOEM
I

I

Partner's IName Birthdate Sex,
i

partner'slsocial Security t
,,

Employee's Signature

,,

I hereby dertify that the above named person and I meet all of
the eliqil)ility requirements as an "unmarried couple" under the
LS&CO. He~lth Plans. I understand that falsely certifying
eliqibili~y or failing to inform LSiCO. if we dissolve our status
as an unmarried couple could result in disciplinary action,
includinqltermination. I also understand that the cost of
providinq~these benefits to my partner is considered taxable
income to :me. I understand that unless I change my elAction
during th~ open enrollmen~ period, these elec~ions will continue
indefinitely, and I will have deducted from my pay the required
contribut~ons set in subsequent years.

Print Name of Employee

11-23-1993 02: 22PM FROM LAMBDA LEGAL DEFEt~SEI
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PARTNER INFORMATION

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WILL BE USED TO DETERMINE WHETIiER OR NOT

YOU ARE REQUIRED TO PAY THE 570.00 SURCHARGE PER MONTH (535.00 PER

PAY PERIOD) TO COVER YOUR PARTNER UNDER-AN LS&CO. MEDICAL PLAN.

12139370501 P.06

Date

Dept _

Location -------

TO

PARTNER SURCHARGE FORM

Employeets Name _

Social Security # _

Telephone NF~ (__), _
Partners Name _

1. Do you wish to cover your partner under an LS&CO. medical plan?

_ YES (continue to #2)

_ NO (stop here)

2. Is youi' partner employed?
I

:_ Yes (continue to #3)

:_ No (stop here)

3. Please' check ONE of the following statements.

mE $70.00 SURCHARGE WILL BE REQUIRED BECAUSE:

_ My partner is eligible for but not enrolled in hislher own

employer's medical plan.

:1liE $70.00 SURCHARGE WILL NOT BE REQUIRED BECAUSE:

, My partner is NOT eligible for coverage through bislher own

employer.
My partner is CUITently enrolled. in hi:slher own employer's medical

plan.

My partner is self-employed.

Employee's Signature

11-23-1993 02:23PM FROM LAMBDA LEGAL DEFENSEI·
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==============================================

B. A parent-clUld relationship exists between the employee and the child based on
the following:

I understand the Company periodically may request verification of the eligibility of my
dependent child and to review copies of legal documents establishing this relationship.

Date Child Became
A Dependent

TO

Date

0--;._~ 19. 1991/1 ell2

Telephone Number

RelationshipBirthdatePrint Name
of Child

1) The child must be unmarried and reside in the same household as the
employee. If th~ child is between 19 and 23 years of age and attending
school as a full·time student, the employee's home must be the child's
primary place of residence.

2) The employee must assume full parental responsibility and control
including any and all debts inCUITed by the child (i.e. cl1arges for health
care services and supplies).

3) When a natural parent lives in the same household, a parent-child
relationship will only be considered to exist between the employee and
the child when both the natural parent and the child are primarily
dependent upon the employee for support. .

4) Employee or employee's partner must be the biological parent, the step
parent or grandparent of the child. If not, the employee or the employee's
partner must have a court-appointed legal relationship with the child (Le.
guardianship, adoption, foster child).

The Eligibility Requirements are:

A. The child is primarily dependent upon the employee for support. Primarily
dependent upon is defined as lithe employee claims the child as an exemption on
the most recent income tax return" and

MEDICAL COVERAGE ELIGIBILITY CERTIFICATION FOR DEPENDENT CHILDREN
LMNG WITH AN UNMARRIED COUPLE (ONE FORM PER DEPENDENTI

I certify that I have a dependent child meeting the following eligibility requirements for
coverage W1der the Levi Strauss & Co. Health Care Plan. The name, birthdate,
relationship of the dependent child, and date child became a dependent are as follows:

I HEREBY CERTIFYTIiAT niE ABOVE-NAMED DEPENDENT MEETS AlL OF THE
EUGIBIUTY REQUIREMENTS AND I UNDERSTAND THAT FALSELY CERTIFYING A
DEPENDENTS EUGIBILI1Y OR FAILURE TO INFORM LS&CO. WHEN A DEPENDENT
NO LONGER MEETS THE EUGIBILrIY REQUIREMENTS COULD RESULT IN
DISCIPUNARY AcrION, INCLUDING TERMINATION.

Print Name of Employee

Employee's Signature

1 1-.23-j,993 02: .24PI"! FRO"I L.t=lI'1EDA L.EGAL. DEFENSEI.
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• The contrl~utlon5 fer your unmarr~ed partner oe m~de on a
post-tax basi••

T CArt i ~v ~h,,~ ~h. nr.vi nlll1:' v n"'l'/UDn nll:lrlO::t"n ,.;hn:n j ",m !l; ; O'T\ i na un
for coverage is my leqal tax dependent und..r ~~c Scc.!.52. :
understand that falsely certifying my dependgncy sta~us could
result in disciplinary action (includinq te~inaticnj from
LS&CO., as well as potential charqes of tax fraud. ! further
agree to notify LS&CO. immediat~ll of any ch~nge in this tax
status.

CONTRIBUTIONS FOR COVERAGE

Your contributions for providinq benefit coverage to your
unmarried partner will be the same as that charged for a spouse.
This includes the spousal surcharge if your partner waives
coverage under his/her employer's plan (see Partner Surcharge
Form). Howav.r, curr.nt ~RS ru1es re~~~re:

11139370601 P.08

Date

Telephone Number

TO

You moy n",..'" to p0"f tox•• on "imputed illeome"--the
a.ddj. ~.1.gnClJ. ClDlUu.nt. I.:Saco. con~.... .il;,oU't;.Ol:l 't;.owa.~-..t oover0ge ~or

your unmarried partner.
No~e: The 1mputeC 1ncome/reature coes no~ app.1.y J.r your
unmarried partner is your tax dependent. In general, your
unmarried partner is your dependent in any calendar yea= for
purposes of the tax laws if he or she: (1) is a citi:en or
national o~ the United Sates or a resident of the united StatQ~,

Mexico, canada, the Canal Zone or the Republic of Panama, (2) is
a member of your household ~or the year, had his/her principal
p1a.e .E alotCKle .Ln "'0'\&:11:" ho.co E.:II:" "='he :1"0..0:' ..ntil 'W•• no, :1"0'\&:11:" _po......
at any ~ima durinq ~he year, (3) engages in ~~ rela~ionship with
you and does no~ v~o1a~. 1oca~ 1aw., ana (~} ~~~oiv.g Qv.r ha~f

of his or her support for the year froM you. Support includes
food, 8h.1'tor, elothinq, m.dieal and don'tal ea rl!!', "nd ~.~l1C~" ~ on .
The amount or support you prov1~e .~QU1~ ~e comp~r.~ 't;.o yo~:

partner's support from all sources, includinq support provid.d by
the partner (a.q. 8a~ary). Zn eQr~a1n casas your partner ~ay

qua.1i~y GS your dependent even i~ the suppo~t yOU provide i3 less
than half of th~ paren.r's total support. This de~criptio~ of
the requirements ~o claim your parener as a tax clepend~"t i~ only
a summary of current law and is not to be consid3r~d specific
legal advice. It you are considering clai~ing yo~r pa~ner as a
tax dependent, please see your tax advisor. If :-'ou cro,lalif~", sign
the following statement:

Employee's signature

Print Name of Employee

11-23-1993 02: 25PM FROM LAMBDP LEGAL DEF=t~SE
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TABLES

The following tables show the additional bi-weekly post-tax
contribution amount and the imputed income amount due for your
plan options. Note that the tables reflect current costs and are
subject to change in the future.
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IMPUTED INCOME

EE + PARTNER

DOMESTIC PARTNER RATES
EFFECTIVE JUNE 1, 1993

e:!8.10

~11.~'"

$9.31
$0.00

$55.44
$22.76
S41.19
$43.71

12139378601 P.10TO

WITH SURCHARGE CONTRIBUTION
Aetna $200 $52.23
Aetna $1,000 535.00
Managed Choice ~48.45

PPO $49.99
Kaiser $46.65
Indemnity Dental 52.00
Preferred Dental $1.64
Vision Ser. Plan $5.89

AetnaS200
Aetna $1 ,000
Managed Choice
PPO
Kal_r

Indomnity Oon,..1

Preferred Dental
Vision Sec. Plan

S90.44
$57.76
$76.19
$78.71
$01.18

~11.a.,.

$9.31
.0.00

W/O SURCHARGE CONTRIBUTION
Aetna $200 $17.23
Aetna $1,000 $0.00
Managed Choice $13.45
PPO $14.99
Kaiser $11.65
Indemnity Dental $2.00
Preferred Oental $1.64
Vision Ser. Plan $5.89

Aetna $200
Aetna $, ,000
Managed Choice

iPPOIKal_r .

Iindornoity Oorl'cll

I
Preferred Oerital
Vision Sec. Plan--'--_---'- ....:::.....;;..;.::..:.....J

11-23-1993 02:27PM FROM LAMBDA LEGAL DEFENSE
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FROM LRMBDR LEGRL DEFENSE

DOMESTIC PARTNER RATES
EFFECTIVE JUNE 1, 1003

W/O SURe~ARG~

P.ll

$55.45
S1~.n~

~1.00

$43.71
$29.10
'11.3:5

$9.13

SO.OO

12139370601

OONT~lavTiON

552.22
$43.60
$;1&.&2

~9.99

$47.22
52.01
$1.$1

55.8i

Aetna $200
Aetna $1,000
Uanaeed eholc..

PPO
Kaiser
Indemnity Dental
Preferred O.ntaJ

Vision 5er. Plan

Aetna $200
Aetna $1.000
M .....soc! Ohol....;.

PPO
Kaiser
Indemnity Dental
Preferred Centf'1

Vision Ser. Plan

$17.22-
sa.sa

S12.52

$14.00

$12.22-
$2.01
C1.~1

$5.89

S90.45
$50.03
.7'0.00

$78.71
$64.10
.".35

59.13

SO.OO

IMPUTED INCOME

. -- - ..__ •..: ....

AetnaS200
Aetna $1,000
U"na~Ohoice
PPO
KaIser
IndemnitY Dental
"r.forrod Oontal

VIsion 5er. Plan

Aetna $200
Aetna $1 .000
M_••• Ch.l_

PPO
Kaiser
Indemnity Oental

Preferred Cental
Vision Sar. Plan

11-23-1993 02:28PM
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WITH SURCHARGE CONTRIBUTION
Aetna $200 $6~.62
A.tn. s, .000 S4:1•••

Managed Cnoice $56.64
PPO $59.04
Kai.., $~.El6

Indemnity Dental $3.80
Preferred Dental $3.82
Vision Ser. Plan $5.89

IMPUTED INCOME

EE +' (PARTNER + CHILD(REN))

$110.03
$46.68
$87.65
·$91.20
$69.24
$21.52
$21.64

SO.OO

1':::1,j':lS"~bIL11 i-'. 1~

__ApnI 19. 19'1II1~ or 12

Aatna$200
Aetna $1,000
Managed Choice
PPO
Kaiser
Indemnity Dental
Preferred Dental
Vision Ser. Plan

$145.03
$81.68

$122.65
$126.20
$104.24

$21.52
$21.64

$0.00

DOMESTIC PARTNER RATES
EFFECTIVE JUNE 1, 1993

W/O SURCHARGE CONTRIBUTION
Aetna $200 $27.62
Aetna s, .000 sa.••
Managed CnoiCe $2'.64
PPO $24.04
Kal.., $10."

Indemnity Dental $3.80
Preferred Dental $3.82
Vision Sar. Plan $5.89

,\etna$200
Aetna $1.000
Managed Choice
PPO
Kaiser
Indemnity Dental
Preferred Cental
Vision Sar. Plan
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• continued -

TIt. 12-month. $2.000 linlit 011 olainur £or pro-oxictins oondittolUl UItO applioa to no-ty

enroll.d UDmam.d coupl• .nd th.ir .lilibl. depondents.

PLAN PR.OVISIONS! The beftefiu plU1 provisions for unmarried coupl.. Are generally the
same as for married cowles. For examDle.··the·same employee contJ:iburio~, ·en-I'nllrneftt·· ......."
procedures and coverage limitations apply to everyone.

LSACO. is e,,'.nding medical lind dental benefits U) eligible unmazried oouples and their
alief!.l .. d~d..,tc tor all is do_.nio_o_.d .~ploy._. Not. Us.t tb_••o ....r.cl _wpl_ t&o

NOT include roommates, siblings, parents or other relationships.

P.131213'?370~OlTO

SUMMARY OF BENEFITS FOR UNMARRIED COUPLES

DEFINITIONS: For the purpose of this benefit, Levi Strauss & Co. defines "unmarried
couples" as an eligible employee and one other person sharing a Committed relationship:

o Uving together
o Financial interdependence
o Joint responsibility for each other's common welfare
o Those who consid..r themselves life pannen

The _\U"vb__50-no'W in ploQO Cor mcarriod GOupl~ abo appli~ to unmarrtod wuple;s. It" lho

non-LS&CO. employee member of the couple is eligible for coverage through their employer
but dec1in_ that cover__ in laYftr nf' T_~kCO. C"oC'v..r"s•• there -ill 0. • .u.rch....S. - via

payrolJ deduction.

The coupl_ ftIlust consist ot~ p_ple -bo are Dot le8all)' nsAl'l'i.d aDd lDuA b. i'r_ w .atw

into the relationship (no similar relationship with another person). Couples must b. fr.. of
previous relationships which LS&CO. has rec;ognizec1 for mese benefit purposes for at le:st 12
months.

cn:cn"·fzr.la gr; J:lDplo".~ will l~l"o IlIun~ l&&tUIUIAUUU 111 alIUu& ... 0 wcc..~. .1'\.& unit nuu:,
....plO)'- ....y ..--I..... - ...~U...en' I'ona 6'9....hh.r •• a_ploy•• a_oAw cl.pCl.r1:l'ft9ftt o'C

their looal HUJDaft I\caourc:~ ManG5cr. n". sianina thc cnrollmcut tQHI~ 'be: c&&IV1uyoc .rtlII1UO

that hi. 01:~....latio• .Aip !Deets LS&:CO.'s definition. If'dUll reloftonDhip .a.c!Q or ehQn5=':.o

that it no longer meets LS&CO.'s definition, the employee is required to notify the Employee
Benefits department immediately.

Falsification of information on the enrollment form or failure to notify the company of any
relevant change in the relationship win subject the employee to disciplinary action including
termination.

ll-23-l~93 02:29PM FROM LAMBDA L:GAL DEFENSE
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Employ~c::s must sign up for ihi. benefit within 31 del)'s of either 1) eligibility of the benefit
or %) the date that the relationship becomes one that meets LS&CO.'s criteria. Failure to siBIl
up within this rime frame rna)' require procf of insurability before coverage will be grantod at

a future date.

During this initial sign up period, employees' must sign up on or before July 1. 1992 in order
to avoid having to p~ovide proof of insurability at a later date.

If a person in an unmarried relationship with an LS&CO. employee qualifies for this coverage
but also bas coverage available through bislher own employers plan. the LS&CO. employee
should register this person under the LS&CO. plan but waive coverage. This would eliminate
the need to provide "evidence of insurability" if coverage is sought at a later date.

If the Wlmarried couple relationship ends for any reason. the employee may not enroll with
another person in the plan for 12 months.

COVERAGE CONTINUATION: Federal law requires that medical coverage be offered for
certain periods of time to married couples and dependents when they become ineligible for
the plan.

We will extend medical coverage to unmarried couples and their eligible dependents in the
event of an employee·s death or layoff. Coverage will not continue if the employee
voluntary resigns or jf the relationship changes and no longer meets LS&CO.'s definition.

TAX CONSEQUENCES: In order to comply with certain tax regulations, the cost of
providing these benefits to unmarried couples and their qualified dependents is considered
taxable income ~k§mp1oyee. The employee will pay income taxes, through regular
payroll deductions, based on the value of the coverage extended to his or her partner and
eligible dependents. This does not apply in common-law locations such as Texu and Georgia
if the couple bave entered into a common-law marriage.

Other common-law states include: Alabama, Colorado, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Montana,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina and the District of Columbi~
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A. w. aX1:.cnoac..a ~~_c JJcno.r.J.1:... , 1:.... cr.1:1. ... :I..L~.Lu:l.o=o yuaacr.•• .LCI~

couples, heterosexual, gay ~nd lesbian, in our u.s. work
torce.

Commonly-Asked Questions About
Levi strauss & Co.'s Extension of Health Benefits

To Unmarried Couples

Q. 07 40 you iDclude hetero••zual couple. that have aD
opportUDit,. to aArzy'l

A. oaittinq this group of employees, based on marital status,
would conflict with our non-discrimination philosophy and
policy. .

12139370601 P.1STO11-23-1993 02:32PM FROM LAMBDA LEGAL DEFENSE

Q. Why 4i4 LaSCO. extend health ~.n.fit. to unmarried coupl••?

A. We extended health benefits to unmarried couples in an '
effort to aliqn our Human Resources practices with our non
discrimination policy and philosophy.

Q. What other benefits do you extend' to unmarried couples'

A. We offer employee assistance program (EAP) services,
bereavement leave, TOPP (our time off with pay program) time
to care for ill family members or other persons of special
siqnificance. We also welcome unmarried couples at company
s~onsored social events.

We also offer employees the opportunity to name anyone as a
beneficiary to their savings, life insurance and as a
survivor under our pension plan.

Q. Who i. e1igib1. fo~ ~bi. b.al~b b.D.fi~?

Q. Bow do 70U cbaracterise the.e relationsbips?

A. For the purpose of this benefit, Levi Strauss « Co. defines
"unmarried couples· as an eligible employee and one other
person sharing a committea rela~ionship:

• ~1v1n9 together
• Financia~ interdependence
• Joint responsibility for each other's common welfare
* Those who consider themselves life partners
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Q. Who cre.~e4 ~hi. policy cbange?

Q. What vas the impetus for making this benefit chanqe?

A. Lavi Strauss , Co. wanted to align its bene~i~. offering_
with its non discri.ination policy.

12139370601 P.l0TO

g8 , Aa/2

A. We believe LS'CO. is the largest u.s. employer and the first
Po~une soo company to extend health and dental bene~its to
unmarried couple••

o. & ~._ • __11.~ a __p __~__ ~_~ ~_D4_4 ~~••_ ~._.~£~. ~.

" P~.7••• ' ~. 7.'" io~. 1.~W•• i;. GO-FaD%" 1io~.io h ••
dODe it?

Q. Why areD'i: l'arent.. or ot.he~feily" membe:s inelu~a~ in
70ur 4efiZ\1~1e~?

Q. Do•• ~S'CO. a4voc&~e/co~4o~. unmarried co-habi~a~ion?

A. Levi strauss , Co. 1s not makinq jUdqments about our
employees' lifestyle decisions.

A. w••~e.ftcl.cI D.no~~'\:.. tl.o ~nmca=,=,~.cl Qoup1•• too;, .1.1.w.1.uca\-_ •
d~.or~m~nAt~on ~s.ue. other ~am~ly members Are no~ 1nc1u~e~

in the coverage provided tor married.or·single·employees
_;l.~_... ~_p1.:r-_-~ ._p_n.a~... vbJ..1c1ao-on-, ._' ~onCl30a.11r ..:lo.c.luo..:l
~y the ~RS, Are el~9~bl. ~or heAlth coverAge.

A. WO ha4 aft in~.rn.l ~••k fo~o. ~eview and .ake a
recommendation on ~!. policy chAnge. The recommendations
were approved unanimously by our senior manaqement and
rece!vac1 the support of· our board of directors.

Q. no va. OD thi. ta.k forc.?

11-23-1993 e2:33PM FROM LRMS~ LEGRL DEFENSE

A. We hael represent:at:ives from HWilan Resources, EEO,
Communications, and an external employee benefits consultinq
~irm to do research.

A. '%'be to.k :toroe conducteCS an in-CSepth study, developed a
recommendotien ond pr••en~.d ita £indings to our senior
executive t:eams. The recommendation received their
support.

o.
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A. Yea.

october 1992

g. , 1.8/4

Q. will the addition of unmarried couple. ad4 to the h.alth
care cost for other employ•••? Why? Why not?

A. We do not believe that addinq unmarried couples will have
any significant "impact on the-east of other employees'
health care costa. There are many factors involved in the
rising cost of health care. We continually monitor these
costs and seek ways to restrain them.

Q. I. LS'COc ••If iDsure4?

g. What haa ~.D the reaction from employee. and ••naqement?

A. We received approval from the senior manageMent of the
company. We received very positive reactions from e~ployees

in San Francisco. Some of our other e~ployees did not aqree
with this change.

Q. What was the consumer reaction to LS'CO. making tbis benefit
ohaD".?

A. This change is consistent with our ant1~discriminatory
policy. We received both positive and negative reactions.

Q. What r.action have you received from the business community
about yeur deciaion?

A. We have had more than 100 companies call and ask for
information about our program. Additionally, we have been
asked to apeak at four major benefits conferences on this
aubjece. ae.ction bas been very positive.

NOV 23 ' 93 132: 36PM LAMEOO LEGAL DEFEflSE EBtj
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PROGRAK ADKIHIS~TIOHs

g. Bow do employ••••iqn UP?

A. Employees may.sign up on our medical enrollment form by
certitying that their relationship meets our definition and
is eligible tor coverage. We will not require any tormal
reqistration or affidavit at this time.

Q. 1)0 you think that by Dot requlrillg "r!lczi8t,ration" 'that
employe•• vill abu.e this beDetit? . '

A. No. We believe that our employees are honest. Our
employees are aware that any fraUdulent claims will be
eoncidered falsification ot company docu~ents and will lead
to appropriate disciplinary action includinq termination.

O. ~o whoa 18 this benefit available?

A. This benefit is available to all the unmarried couples in
our U.S.-based work force -- about 23,000 people.

COST' a
, .

g. With the C08t of health care 80 high, vhy 4i4 you a44 people
&Dd increa.1Di your health care budget?

A. Sometimes there are costs associated with creating an
equitable situation. In this case, we believe the costs
associated with extending this benefit to unmarried couples
are manageable.

g. Bow b19 • taotor 1. the oo.~ of treat1~q XXV figured into
tbi. coat tiiU%e7

A. HIV and AIDS were figured into the cost analysis but we do
not choose to discuss specific costs. The costs associate~
with ere.tinq other more, prevalent medical conditions such
a. heart disease, cancer and high-risk pregnancies, play a
much biqger role in our total health care bUdget.

g. Bow 414 70U ooapute tbe coat ot eztending thi. beD.tit?

A. We computed costs by estimating enrollment, looking at 1992
costs and adjusting them tor expected utilization. We also
incorporated costs for HIV and AIDS and made adjustments for
employee contributions.
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November 8, 1993

Contact: Susan Leahy
(617) 956-2614

CORP. CO~. BCBS~l 617 958 396:

BlueCrossBlueSbield
of Massachusetts

Bum CROSS AN!) 8WE SHIELD OF XASSACHOSE'1"1'S EX'l'ENDS
INstmANCB COVERAGE TO EMPlOYEES WI'l'H DOMES'nC PA.RT1.~--

PIRST MAJ'OR HEALTH Dfsmu:R '1'0 PROVIDE BENEfiTS FOR SAKE
SEX AND OPPOS:ITE SEX C01JPLES AND 'rBEIR CHILDRE1f

FOR TMMEDIATE ULDSI

BOSTOlf-- ~izing the value of its diverse and cbanginq
workforce, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Massachusetts annOW1ced
today that it is otferinq d01llestic partner coverage to its
ellPloyees beqinning January 1, 1994.

An eIRPlayee's dODlestic par1:ne% and any eliqible dependents
will receive coverage like any dependent under Blue cross and Blue
Shield's medical and dental plans.

Arthur Banks, Blue Cross and Blue Shield's Senior Vice
President. for Bwen Resources, said t.hat domestic partner coverage
is aerginq as an important benefit for employers. "By offering
this coveraqe, Blue cross and Blue Shield is deJICnstratinq to
_ployeas that ve are ea-aitted to supporting the needs of a
divers. workforce. Blue cross and Blue shield vanta to attract and
retain the best people to our COlllpany. PrOCJreasive benefits suCh as
the on-site day care center VA opened in Septa2llber and domest.ic
partner coverafle maJce it easier for w; to keep valuable employees,
laver 't:urnover and recruit1lent costs, . and improve employee
satisfaction and Jlorale," Banks salCS.

-There vas no competitive pressure on Blue cross and Blue
Shield to add this benefit, since so few employers and no major
health insurera offer it,· he added. "We're orrerinq domestic
partner coveraqe DOW because it esta]:)11shes equality and fairness
in our benefits package.-

Banks said another reason Blue cross and ~lue Sbield decided
to offer domestic partner coverage is its experience insurinq other
caapanies with domestic partner coverage. "In the past two years,
we found that this benefit vas not administratively cample% or
cos'tly. EIIployen and insurance consultants have found the claims
experience for damestic partnars bas been the same as £or married
or single e-ploywes.-

A Member 111' Ihe Blue cross aDd Blue Shield AS&OCianan. D A.WXlIaDon DrIII~l Blue Cro&5 and Blue~ld Plana
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Locally, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Massachusetts joins
just a handfUl of businesses and ~unicipalities offerinq domestic
partner coverage to sa.me sex and opposit.e sex couples. Children IS

Hospital ~ the Cities of Boston and cu.bridge offer domestic
partner coveraq8 to sue sex and opposita sex couples. Domestic
partnar coverage at HI'!' is offered to salle sex couples only. Blue
Cross and Blue Shicl1d has worked with these employers to help ~em

establish their domestic partner coveraqe plans.

outside Massachusetts, Ben i Jerry's, Borland and Levi Strauss
are amonq the employers who otter domestio eovera.qe simile-.r to BluQ
cross and Blue Shield of Massachusetts. Apple COmpu-cer, MCA,
stanford University aDd the Cities of Berkeley, San Francisco and
Seattle are among the uployera wbo offer domestic partner coveraqs
to same sex couples only. Other 10ca1 orqanizations with dOilestic
part:ner coverage include Lotus, WGEm and the Greater Boston Hotel
Worken.

Blue cress and Blue Shield of Massachusetts has developed a
c:o:m:prehe.nsive Diversity strateqy to be reSfonsive and sensitive to
its diverse workforce and the chanqinq busU1esS eDVirol'Dllent. Banks
said the company beliwu its d.iversity c;ives Blue Cross and Blue
Shifillc:l a competitivo aclvanuqo. ·we under&'tand ~t e=ployee
productivity and rcatention is inextricably linked. to our abilit.y to
provid.e our va~uQd ~loyees with an environment that supports
l.ndivi~ua1. initiative, tosters multi-tunctional teamwork and
recognizes valua);)le contributions no matter where or from who. they
come. Since many tuilies today do not rit traditional definitions,
o\.U:' new domestic partner ceverage is another example of Blue Cross
arA Blue Shie14's c:ommitaent to appreciating and, indeed
celebratinq diversity."

Banks said. Blue Cross an<l Blue Shield of' !!a.ssa·chusetts intends
to remain at the forefront of employee benefit development. "When
we're recruiting potential employees locally and nationally, va
want them to recognise the naae Blue cross and Blue Shield of
Kassachusetts, and say, ''l'hat's where I want to wcrk."

Recognizing that contidentially
employees, Banks said the company
confidentiality procedures tor handlinq
inronaation.

l(1,. \)I;J": 'U",J

is a concern for all
has established stric~

of enrollment and claims

CORP. CO~. BCBSftl 617 956 396211/08/\)3 1~:52I.
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• Domestic partners are required to sign a notarized affidavit

certifyinq their relationship and provide documentation that they

share financial responsibilities.

* The domestic partner and any eliqible dependents must meet all

other applicaDle eligibility requirements, such as t:.he sa-month

waitinq period for coverage Under sOJI1e medical plans.

* Dependent children of domestic: partners are covered. These

children m.ust meet the current eligibility requirements for

dependent children under 'the medical and dental. plans with one

exception: They don' t have to be the employee's -children.

.. The dODlestic partner of the salla of opposite se~ with whom. an

employee has an exclusive relationShip and shares financial

interdependence. The dcmestic partners also must have a joint

living relationship, have resided toqether for at least six months

and intend to reside together and share an exclusive relationship

indefinitely.

~lOUJ/U03CORP. con. BCBSfrl 817 956 3962

BLOB CBOSS A!lD BLtrS SHIEIJ)' S l)OOS'rIC P~m:R POLICY:

no 'S COVBRED?

• 11/05/93 12:52I: .
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The parties to this action, by their undersigned attorneys, he~by stipulate and

same insurers andIoe providen as are available to manied~ (and their dependent

1. The City of New York will make health insurance benefits and options

available to the domestic partners (and their dependent children) of its active and retired

P.2/1I3

SI'IPULATION OF
SETILEMENT AND
DISCONTINUANCE

Index No. 43069/88
(Moskowitz. J.)

----x

Defendan1s.

Plaintiffs•

- against -

--·----------------,x

NOV 22 '93 06:39PM LAMBDA LEGAL DEFENSE EBN

A. EQUALITY OF BENEF'IIS

SUPREME COURT OF TIm STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK: lAS PART 9

LESBIAN &. GAY TEACHERS ASSOCIATION,
~J1.,

agree to settle this action upon the following tenns:

THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF TIlE CITY
SCHOOL DISTRICT OF TIlE CITY OF NEW
YORK. mil..

employees that are in every way identical to the health insurance benefits and options offered to

manied spouses (aDd their dependent children) of its active and retired employees. Domestic

partners (and their dependent children) shall be able to choose the same health coverage,

inebJding without limitation. dental care. vision care, SHIP and hmpitaIization. from each of the
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thirty (30) days of its submission in proper fonn. Denial of bt-.nefits is subject to the grievance

procedure provided for in the collective bargaining agreements between the City and its several

unions.

4. ApplicantS who assume respoI1S1bility for e.1.Ch other'~ basic living expenses

by signing the sworn Joint Declaration of FInancial Interdepende~ set forth in Exhibit I shall

not be required to submit further proof of economic interdependence.

C. CONFIDENTIALITY

1. Subject to the provisions of paragraph C2 below I all records peruining to

an application by domestic partners for health insurance benefi1s shall be held in strict ~.fidence

in a man~er consistent with the handling of health benefit records of all City employees.

2. Employee.s shall be presented with the option of submitting their

applications for health Insurance benefits for domestic partnerships directly to a central location

in lL-u of submission at the employee's worlcplace. Employees slWl also be presented with the

option that none of their health records be kept at the workplace where either of the domestic

partners identified in the application is employed.

D. MISCELLANEOUS

1. For purposes of domestic partnmhips under this Stipulation, -!iving

together- shall mean a couple shares a place to live without regard to whether both members of

the couple owu the residence jointly or appear jointly on the rental lease, whether one or both

also has a separate place, or whether ODe leaves temporarily as long as there' is an intention to

~tum (e.g. studies, job assignment elsewhere, family obligations, etc.).

·3·



successor.

of the Board of Education of the City School District of the City of New York. and his

O. PETER SHERWOOD
Corporation Counsel
of the City of New York
Attorney for Defe.ndams
100 Church Street
New Yode. NY 10007
(212) 788-0800

By:o..Xj{~
O. Petr.:r Sh

New Yode. New York
Qaober 29, 1993

Dated:

District of the City of New York; the Health and Welfare Services Unit of the Board of

4. Effective January 1. 1994. or upon ratification by the MLC of the extension

this day as to each of the following defendants: The Board of Education of the City School

3. The parties hereby stipulate that this action shall be discontinued effedive

2. Subject to ratification by the members of the Municipal Labor Committee

("MLC"). the health insurance benefits provided for in this Stipulation shall be available effective

January 1, 1994.

Education of 1be City School District of the City of New YorX; Joseph A. Fernandez, Chancellor

fees. including attorneY' fees. and pumwlt to Rule 3217 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules.

of health insurance benefits as contemplated in this Stipulation. whichever OCCUD later, p~~

hereby voluntarily discontinue this action with prejudice with each side bearing its O'WJ1 oosa and

By: ~~
Evan Wolfson

LAMBDA LEGAL DEFENSE &.
EDUCATION FUND, INC.
Attorney for Plaintiffs
666 Broadway
New York. NY 10012
(212) 995·8585
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SO ORDERED:

J.S.C.
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EXHIBIT I

JOINT DECLARATION OF FINANCIAL INTERDEPE:'lDENCE

We. the undersigned domestic partners. are economically interdependent. W~

agree to be responsible for each other's basic living expenses. if one partner is unable to provide

for these expenses during our domestic partnership. We also agree that anyone who is owed

the~e e~penses cnn collect from either of us.

Signing this affidavit may have legal implications affecting the sign3tors

beyond the extension of health benefits for which it is intended. (f you desire further

information concerning the possible legal consequences of e.'(ecuting this declaration, plc:l..'ic

consult an attorney.

Declared to be true and correct under penalty of perjury:

..--;= . 7' ~c

Signature

Print Name

NOTARY PUBLIC

Print Name

Signature

"Basic living e."<penses" means the cost of basic food and shelter. It <llso includ~s

any other expense which is paid by a benefit you or your parn1er gets because of the partnership.

For example. if you get he31th insurance from your job. and the insurance covers your panner,

you will be responsible for medical bills which the insurance does not pay. You don't have to

split basic living expenses to be domestic partne~. You just have to agree to provide these

things for your pnnner if he or she can't provide for him or herself.

Swom to before me this
day of , 199.
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1 To be completed and submitted if an Affidavit of Domestic P:1rtnership is nor submitted.

We have a close and committed pet"Sonal relationship.

We have been living together on a continuous basis prior to the date of this affida"it.

One of us is a retired employee of the City of New York.

Neither of us has been registered as a member of another domestic pllr'.ner.ihip within the

last six (6) months.

F'. ~ :.:'.

Print Name

Signature

SS.:

EXHIBtT II

ALTERNATIVE AFFIDAVIT OF DOMESTIC PART~ERSH(PI

NOTARY PUBLIC

Pnnt Name

Signature

STATE OF

COl:NTY OF

The undersigned, being duly sworn, depose and declare as follows:

We are both eighteen years of age or older and unmarried.

We are not related by blood in a manner that would bar maniage under the laws of the

State of New York.

Sworn to before me this
day of , 199.
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HOLLy\VOOD SUPPORTS DOl\fESTIC PARTNER TASK FORCE

MODEL DOCUMENTS FOR EXTENDING GROUP HEALTH
COVERAGE TO EMPLOYEES' DOMESTIC PARTNERS

As you know, employees of MCA INC.; Viacom, Inc.; Home Box Office and
Warner Bros. now have the option of including their same-sex panners as dependents
under their employer's group health plan. This option also provides coverage for the
same-sex panner's eligible dependent children, if any. To exercise the option,
employees must file an affidavit like the one enclosed stating that their partner is their
"spousal equivalent" Employees then have 31 days from the date of fIling the affidavit
to enroll in one of the company's health care plans that permit coverage of spousal
equivalents. The documents each of these companies is using to establish eligibity and
to enroll the spousal equivalent into the health plan are based on the enclosed
Hollywood Supports model documents.

These documents were drafted by Hollywood Supports' domestic paroter task
force for use by entertainment industry employers and unions interested in extending
benefits either to employees' same-sex panners only, or to employees' domestic
partners in general, including same-sex panners. Each document was drafted so as to
be equally usable in establishing eligibility for dependent coverage for married partners
and unmarried partners. The documents could be easily altered, however, for use in
establishing eligibility only for spousal equivalents. In addition, the documents contain
a number of optional provisions and optional time periods (variable by employer),
which are indicated by brackets. The model documents contained in this packet are as
follows:

(1) Health Coverage for Employees' 'Spousal Equivalents': Overview of
Model Plan;

(2) Spouse/Spousal Equivalent Health Care Coverage Information Sheet;
(3) Affidavit of Marriage/Spousal Equivalency;
(4) Health Care Enrollment Statement (including exhibits summarizing

continuation of coverage benefits and tax consequences); and
(5) Statement of Disenrollment, Legal Separation, Divorce, Death or

Termination of Spousal Equivalency.

The Hollywood Supports domestic partner task force included Susan
Goodwin, Manager of Group Benefits at MCA; Lynn Franzoi, Vice President,
Benefits, at Fox Inc.; Glenn Carlson and Janice Phoenix of Price Waterhouse; Mike
Powers of William M. Mercer Incorporated; AIDS Project Los Angeles insurance
expert Jacques Chambers; Hollywood Supports Executive Director Richard Jennings
and GLAADILA board member Will HaIm.

Please call Hollywood Supports at (213) 962-3118 if you have questions
regarding these documents. Hollywood Supports is available to arrange meetings
between task force members and interested individuals to explain and discuss the
issues involved in implementing this coverage.
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Group Health Coverage for Employees' Same-Sex Partners

I. PolicVlMoral Considerations

A. The issue is fairness.

1. Most major entertainment companies have adopted, or are in the
process of adopting, policies of nondiscrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation, and California now bars"discrimination or different
treatment in any aspect of employment" on the basis of sexual
orientation.

2. Lesbians and gay men have a strong claim that their long-term,
committed relationships should be treated with the same respect as
marriage for purposes of an employer's benefits program.

3. Basing benefits on marriage is not mandated by law, and a benefit
that recognizes marriage as the only vehicle for extending benetits to
employees' partners creates a criterion that not all employees can meet

4. Denial of benefits to employees with long-term, marriage-equivalent
pannerships on the basis that they are not married creates resentment on
the basis that such employees do not receive equal pay for equal work.

a. Benefits are a signiticant percentage (roughly 30%) of total
compensation. and health insurance is the major component.

b. While there is a similar case to be made for heterosexual
domestic panners in long-term, committed relationships, it is
considerably weaker:

i. Heterosexual unmarried partners have the option to
marry.
ii. Heterosexual partnerships face little social stigma,
whereas extension of benetits to gay and lesbian
employees provides much-needed symbolic support.

B. The policy of most large employers in the entertainment industry is to
provide benefits that are competitive with others offered in the industry, to
enable the employer to recruit and retain valuable employees.

Besides the plans at MCA. Viacom, HBO and Warner Bros., other
entertainment companies and guilds reportedly considering extending
this benetit include Disney, Sony. Paramount Pictures. the Writers
Guild. and the Directors Guild.

C. Providing this coverage improves employee morale and productivity; it's a
forceful statement that lesbian and gay employees are full and valued members
of the workforce.
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II. Practical Considerations

A. Workable documents to implement the plan already exist.

A Hollywood Suppons task force that included insurance expens, tax
counsel and entertainment industry representatives has drafted model
documents (now being used by MCA, Viacom. HBO and Warner
Bros.) and the necessary definitions (see below). The model documents
provide further infonnation on the tax and continuation of benefit
(COBRA) issues.

B. Cost:

1. Relatively few employees will opt for the coverage.

a. A Stanford study of existing plans (recommending that the
University extend all benefits to employees' same-sex partners),
estimates that only about 0.3 to 0.7 % of a company's
employees are likely to elect the coverage, since both members
of same-sex couples are typically employed and able to obtain
medical coverage less expensively through their own employers.

b. The actual experience so far in the entertainment industry has
been that the percentage of eligible employees opting for the
coverage is even smaller.

2. The cost is insignificant based on the experience of other employers.

a. Surcharges that insurers initially imposed on early plans
adopted for city employees in Berkeley and Seattle were
subsequently dropped.

b. Private employers that have had plans long enough to have
cost experience -- Ben & Jerry's, Montefiore Hospital and
Village Voice -- all report no increase in health plan costs.

c. Couples opting for coverage are much more likely to be under
40 and much less likely to be over 50, and younger people incur
fewer expensive medical costs.

d. The risks of adverse selection -- less healthy spousal
equivalents enrolling at a higher rate than healthy spousal
equivalents -- have proven to be no greater than in the case of
married spouses.

C. Insurers have begun writing this coverage on a fully insured basis

While most of the companies that initially provided the benefit have been
large, self-insured companies, it is increasingly becoming possible for
smaller companies with insured plans. (Insurers offering coverage on a
fully insured basis now include CIGNA. Aetna, Prudential, Blue Cross
and Vision Service Plan.)

D. Studies show that peopl~ in long-tenn relationships live longer, healthier
lives.

By providing this benefit, employers support relationships that. in tum,
will ensure that employees remain healthy and live longer.
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III. Puhlic Relations Considerations

A. Extension of these benetits is fast becoming an industry standard, and each
new announcement has helped to motivate similar action at other companies.

B. In addition to the competitive and employee morale benefits described above,
adoption of the benetit is wannly received by the gay and lesbian community
nationwide, and their families and friends -- major consumers of entertainment
products.

IV. Additional Notes

A. Other Employers/Unions:

Over 60 employers have either extended, or agreed to extend, health
coverage to employees domestic panners, including same-sex panners,
or to same-sex panners only. These employers include Alben Einstein
College of Medicine; American Civil Libenies Union; American Friends
Service Committee; American Psychological Association; Apple
Computers; ASK Corporation; Children's Hospital; City of Atlanta,
GA; Bay Area Rapid Transit System; Ben & Jerry Ice Cream; City of
Cambridge, Massachusetts; City of Berkeley; Berkeley Unified School
District; Beth Israel Medical Center, NY; Borland International Inc.;
City of East Lansing, MI; Clark University; Crum and Forster Insurance
Corp.; Frame Technology; Gardener's Supply Company (Burlington,
VT); Greater Boston Hotel Employees Local 26; Greenpeace
International; Home Box Office; Human Rights Campaign Fund;
Interleaf; International Data Group, Boston; City of Laguna Beach;
Lambda Legal Defense Fund; Levi Strauss; Los Angeles Philhannonic;
Lotus Development; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; MCA Inc.;
Microsoft; Milbank, Tweed, Hadley and McCloy; Minnesota
Communications Group; Montetiore Medical Center: New York Times,
Inc.; NEXT Computer, Redwood City; NGLTF Policy Institute; NOW;
City of Oakland, CA; Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe; Para Transit, Inc.
(Sacramento); Planned Parenthood; City and County of San Francisco;
City and County of Santa Cruz: Santa Cruz Metropolitan Transit
District; City of Seattle; Silicon Graphics; Stanford University;
Starbucks, Inc.; Sun Microsystems; Supermac Technology;
Swarthmore College; Sybase; University of Chicago; University of
Iowa; Viacom; Village Voice; Walker An Center; Warner Bros.; City of
West Hollywood; and Ziff-Davis Publications.

B. Detinition:

1. "Two adults of the same sex who have chosen to share their lives in
an intimate and committed relationship, reside together. and share a
mutual obligation of suppon for the basic necessities of life."

2. Employees must provide proof that they and their spousal equivalent
(a) reside together, and (b) are tinancially interdependent.

3. Eligible employees also affirm that they and their spousal equivalent:

a. Are not related by blood to a degree of closeness that would
prohibit legal marriage
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b. Are mutually responsible for the cost of basic living expenses
c. Are both at least the age of consent in the state in which they
reside
d. Reside together and intend to do so permanently
e. Are not married to anyone else
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HEALTH COVERAGE FOR EMPLOYEES' 'SPOUSAL EQUIVALE~TS'

OVERVIE\V OF MODEL PLAN

HOW DOES AN EMPLOYEE QUALIFY FOR THIS BENEFIT?

• If an employee and his or her partner are "spousal equivalents," they can qualify
for this benefit by fIling an Affidavit of Marriage/Spousal Equivalency with the
Company Plan Administrator or designated representative.

• "Spousal equivalents" are defmed in the model affidavit as "two adults [of
the same sex] who have chosen to share their lives in an intimate and
committed relationship, reside together, and share a mutual obligation of
support for the basic necessities of life."

• Specifically, the model affidavit asks employees seeking this benefit to
acknowledge that they and their spousal equivalent are not related by blood
to a degree of closeness that would prohibit legal marriage; are mutually
responsible for the cost of basic living expenses; are both at least the
minimum age of consent in the state in which they reside; reside together
and intend to do so permanently; and that neither is married to anyone else.

• After the affidavit is filed, the employee has 31 days to enroll for coverage of
the spousal equivalent and his or her eligible dependents, if any. Enrollment
is accomplished by filing a Health Care Enrollment Statement.

• The Health Care Enrollment Statement must be accompanied by some proof
that the employee and the spousal equivalent reside together and that they
are fmancially interdependent:

• Proof of residing together can include driver's licenses or passpons
showing the same address, mortgage documents or a deed.

• Proof of fmancial interdependence can include a joint checking account,
credit cards with the same account number in both names, designations
of each other as authorized signatories on safe deposit boxes, joint
wills, or powers of attorney for health care.

• If the employee does not enroll the spousal equivalent and eligible
dependents for this coverage within the 3l-day time period, evidence of
insurability of the spousal equivalent and eligible dependents, if any, may
be required, unless the spousal equivalent has lost his or her existing
employee health coverage, as defmed under the terms of the underlying
plan(s).

• If an employee chooses to exercise this option, he or she will be able to choose
from health care plans offered by insurers that have agreed to coverage of
spousal equivalents. (This may not include all of the company's health
insurance plans; for example, as of yet, most of MCA's HMO plans have not
chosen to provide this coverage for spousal equivalents.)

Hollywood Suppons Spousal Equivalent Coverage Overview - 1
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WHAT HAPPENS TO THE SPOUSAL EQUIVALENT'S COVERAGE
WHEN THE EMPLOYEE LEAVES EMPLOYMENT OR DIES?

• Although a spousal equivalent does not have the right to COBRA coverage
under existing federal law, the model documents contemplate that the employer
will offer continued coverage in certain cases in which COBRA coverage is not
available. Specifically, the model documents provide a covered spousal
equivalent. and his or her dependents, if any, to continue coverage at the
COBRA rate applicable to the plan follovr.ng:

• The employee's termination of employment, until the expiration of the
employee's COBRA coverage, for up to 18 months.

• The death of the employee, up to 36 months.

• Except in the event of the employee's death, the spousal equivalent shall not be
permitted to continue coverage beyond the date of the tennination of the spous:J
equivalent relationship, or beyond the date L~at the spousal equivalent becomes
eligible for coverage under Medicare.

WHAT ARE THE TAX CONSEQUENCES OF THIS BENEFIT?

• Unless the spousal equivalent is also considered the employee's dependent for
tax purposes under Section 152 of the Internal Revenue Code, the Internal
Revenue Service currently treats as imputed income to the employee the value of
the health coverage provided spousal equivalents and ,their dependents, if any.
less any contribution paid by the employee for this coverage.

• To calculate an employee's income attributable to the spousal equivalent
coverage, the task force suggests the following formula:

I = F • S • C, where
F =applicable COBRA rate Oess the 2% administrative fee) for family
coverage;
S = applicable COBRA rate Oess the 2% administrative fee) for single
coverage;
C =additional after-tax contribution to cover nondependent(s); and
I =imputed income to employee with respect to nondependent(s)
coverage.

• Employees are advised to review the consequences of electing this benefit with
their own tax advisors.

ARE THERE ANY OTHER LEGAL CONSEQUENCES?

• Employees wishing to opt for this benefit are advised to consult an anorney
regarding the possibility that the filing of the Affidavit of Marriage/Spousal
Equivalency may have other legal consequences, including the fact that it may. in
the event of termination of the spousal equivalent relationship, be regarded as a
factor leading a court to treat the relationship as the equivalent of maniage for the
purpose of establishing and dividing community property, or for ordering payment
of suppon.

Hollywood Supports Spousal Equivalent Coverage Overview - 2
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SPOUSE/SPOUSAL EQUIVALENT HEALTH CARE COVERAGE
EMPLOYEE INFOR~tATION SHEET

Coverage for Spouses. General Instructions

• Before you can elect to cover your Spouse under Company's group health care
coverage, you must file an Affidavit of Marriage/Spousal Equivalency.

• To extend coverage to your Spouse and eligible dependents, if any, you must
complete the Health Care Enrollment Statement and provide a copy of the maniage
certificate.

• [Evidence of insurability of your Spouse will be required unless you opt to extend
coverage to your Spouse and eligible dependents, if any, within 31 days of the
date of marriage, or unless your Spouse subsequently loses employee health
coverage, as defined under the terms of the underlying plan(s) ("Plan").]

Coverage for Common Law Spouses. General Instructions

• Before you can elect to cover your Common Law Spouse under Company's group
health care coverage, you must me an Affidavit of Marriage/Spousal Equivalency.

• To extend coverage to your Common Law Spouse and eligible dependents, if any,
you must complete the Health Care Enrollment Statement and provide
documentation demonstrating that you and your Common Law Spouse have
established a valid common law marriage.

• [Evidence of insurability of your Common Law Spouse will be required unless
you opt to extend coverage to your Common Law Spouse and eligible dependents,
if any, within 31 days ofming the Affidavit of Marriage/Spousal Equivalency, or
unless your Spouse loses employee health coverage; as defmed under the terms of
the underlying plan(s) ("Plan"), after an Affidavit of Marriage/Spousal
Equivalency has previously been med.]

Coverage for Spousal Equivalents· General Instructions

• Before you can elect to cover your Spousal Equivalent, as dermed in the Affidavit
of Marriage/Spousal Equivalency, you must first file the Affidavit of Marriage/
Spousal Equivalency.

• To extend health care coverage to your Spousal Equivalent and eligible
dependents, if any, you must complete the Health Care Enrollment Statement and
provide the required documentation as outlined in the Statement, and as further
explained below. The Health Care Enrollment Statement includes attachments
listing the plans available and explaining the estimated value of the benefit for tax
purposes, as well as the continuation of coverage benefit in the event you are
terminated from employment or die.

• [Evidence of insurability of your Spousal Equivalent and eligible dependents, if
any, will be required unless you opt to extend coverage to your Spousal Equivalent
and eligible dependents, if any, within 31 days of flling the Affidavit of
Marriage/Spousal Equivalency, or unless the Spousal Equivalent loses employee

Hollywood Suppons Employee Information Sheet - 1
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health coverage, as defined under the tenns of the Plan, after an Affidavit of
Marriage/Spousal Equivalency has previously been filed.]

Affidavit or l\farriage/Spousal Equivalency

• An Affida\it of Marriage/Spousal Equivalency is required if you wish to opt for
group health coverage for your SpJuse, including a Common Law Spouse, or
Spousal Equivalent on or after , 19_.

• For manied employees, the name of the Spouse and the date and place of marriage
must be completed.

• For employees who have established a valid common law marriage in one of the
15 states listed in the pJIidavit of Marriage/Spousal Equivalency, the name of the
Common Law Spouse must be completed.

• For a Spousal Equivalent relationship, the Spousal Equivalent's name must be
completed. For purposes of the definition of "Spousal Equivalents," the following
tenns have the following meanings:

• "Reside together" means that the two individuals share the same
residence. It is not necessary :hat the legal right to possess the
residence be in both of their names (Le.• the lease or deed need not be
in both names). The two may "reside together" even if one or both
have additional living quaners as long as they generally share the same
residence. Spousal Equivalents do not cease to reside together if one
temporarily leaves the shared residence but intends to return.

• "Basic living expenses" means the cost of basic food and shelter. The
individuals n~d not contribur.e equally Oi jointly to the cost of these
e~penses as long as they agree Ll1at both are responsible for the costs.

[In addition. if you and your Spousal Equivalent reside in a jurisdiction that
permits registration of domestic parU1ers, including Spousal Equivalents, you will
have to provide evidence iliat you and your Spousal Equivalent have registered as
domes~c partners with.in J1 days cf the filing of the Affida\it of Marriage/Spousal
Equivalency. The jurisdictions in which regislratkn of domestic panners is
currently permiLted. as of July 1, 1992. are: Berkeley. Laguna Beach. San
Francisco and West Hollywoc.A1, C:ilifvrTti~ the District of Cclwnbia; Ann Arbor
and East Lansing, Michigan; Minneapolis. Minnesota; Ithaca. New York; and
Madison. \V~onsin. The on.!y e:J:ception to tlili requirement is if the public nature
of the registration would create a hardship fer either you or your Spousal
Equivalent, in which case a statement as to the nature of the hardship must be
submitted to Comp::my's Plan Administr:ltOr or designated representative.]

• For a Spousal Equivalent relationship. you cannot file a subsequent Affidavit of
Spousal Equi"'alency for a new Spousal Equivalent until at least six months after a
Statement of DisenroIlment, Legal Separation. Divorce, Death or Tennination of
Spousal Equivalency has been tiled. To allow for reconciliations of Spousal
Equivalents. however. mere is no waiting period required for filing a se.cllnd
Affidavit of Spousal Equivalency with res~t to a partner as to whom you
previously filed both an Affidavit and a Statement of DisenroIlment, Legal
Separation. Divorce, Death or Tennination of Spousal Equivalency.

Hollywood Suppor'..s Employee Infonnation Sheet - 2
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Health Care Enrollment Statement

• A Health Care Enrollment Statement is required if you wish to opt for group health
coverage of your Spouse, Common Law Spouse, or Spousal Equivalent on or
after • 19_.

• Married employees are asked to provide a copy of the marriage certificate.

• Employees with common law marriages are asked to provide documentation that
they have entered into a valid common law marriage

• Employees with Spousal Equivalent relationships are asked to provide the
following documentation:

• Proof that you and your Spousal Equivalent reside together - e.g.,
driver's licenses or passports showing the same address, mortgage
documents or a deed.

• Proof of fmancial interdependence - e.g., a joint checking account, credit
cards with the same account number in both names, designations of each
other as authorized signatories on safe deposit boxes, joint wills, or
powers of anorney for health care. .

• If you elect to enroll your Spouse, Common Law Spouse or Spousal Equivalent in
Company's group health coverage. the Spouse or Spousal Equivalent's eligible
dependents. if any, will also receive coverage, if requested. Eligible dependents
are defmed as:

• An unmarried child who is dependent upon you for support and who is not
employed on a regular, full-time basis. An eligible child may be covered until
hislher 19th birthday, or in the case of the child who is a full-time student in
an accredited university or college, until hislher 23rd birthday.

• An unmarried child for whom the employee assumes full parental
responsibility and control including any and all debts incurred by the child
(Le., charges for health care services and supplies).

• When a natural parent lives in the same household, a parent-child relationship
will only be considered to exist between the employee and the child when the
child is primarily dependent upon the employee for suppon.

• Coverage of your Spouse, Common Law Spouse or Spousal Equivalent. and
eligible dependents, if any, will end, according to the tenus of the particular
plan(s) in which they are enrolled, when you me a Statement of Disenrollment.
Legal Separation, Divorce. Death or Tennination of Spousal Equivalency with the
Plan Administrator; when you and your Spouse are legally separated or receive a
fmal decree of divorce; when the criteria for a Spousal Equivalency relationship.
listed in the Affidavit of Marriage/Spousal Equivalency. are no longer met; or
when your Spouse or Spousal Equivalent dies.

Hollywood Supports Employee Infonuation Sheet - 3
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Statement of DisenroUment, Legal Separation, Divorce, Death or
Termination of Spousal Equivalency

• If you enroiled your Spouse. Common Law Spouse or Spousal Equivalent in
Company's group health coverage. you are obligated to file a Statement of
Disenroilment. Legal Separation. Divorce. Death or Termination of Spousal
Equivalency with the Plan Administrator within [30] days of the death of your
Spouse. Common Law Spouse or Spousal Equivalent

• In the case of married employees. the Statement must also be filed within [301 days
. of the date on which you are divorced or legally separated.

• In the case of employees in Spousal Equivalency relationships. the Statement must
also be med within [30] days of the date on which the criteria of a Spousal
Equivalency relationship, listed in the Affidavit of Marriage/Spousal Equivalency.
are no longer met.

• The Statement may also be filed at any time you wish to disenroil your Spouse.
Common Law Spouse or Spousal Equivalent, and eligible dependents, if any,
from Company's group health coverage.

Hollywood Supports Employee Lt1formation Sheet - 4
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AFFIDA VIT OF l\-tARRIAGEISPOUSAL EQUIVALE~CY

1, ~_----,.~ , submit this Affidavit of
(Name of Employee)

Maniage/Spousal Equivalency to establish _~_~....,..-__~__----,, _
(Name of Spouse or Spousal Equivalent)

as my Spouse/Spousal Equivalent (as those tenns are dermed below) for the purpose of
any benefits that Company may extend to employees' Spouses or Spousal Equivalents.

I, __~~_--=--=-~_-:- ' declare and acknowledge as follows:
(Name of Employee)

For Marria~e

I and __""':":"':__~__~ were legally married to each other on
(l'ame of Spouse)

~=-_""";:"':"-:---:--~__ at and are now married. For purposes
(Date of Marriage) (Place of Marriage)

of this affidavit, "Spouse" means the person to whom I am currently lawfully manied
under the laws of the state in which we reside, and from whom I am neither divorced nor
legally separated.

For Common Law Marria~e

I and have met the criteria for a valid common-law
(Name of Spouse)

marriage in one of the following states where we both currently reside: Alabama, Colorado,
District of Columbia, Georgia, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Montana, Oklahoma, Ohio
(relationship established before Oct 10, 1991), Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South
Carolina, Texas and/or Utah.

-OR-

I and entered into a valid common-law marriage in one
(Name of Spouse)

of the states listed above, and now reside in another state which, according to our personal
legal advisor, recognizes the validity of such marriages established under the laws of one of
the states listed above.

In either case, I further acimowledge that my Spouse and I continue to reside together and
that we are neither divorced nor legally separated from each other.

For Spousal EQuivalent Relationship

I and ~:::--_..,..."",.-.-.-....,...--,,...----,.__ are Spousal Equivalents. "Spousal
(Spousal Equivalent's Name)

Hollywood Suppons Model Spousal Equivalency Fonn . 1
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Equivalents" means two adults [of the same sex] who have chosen to share their lives in an
intimate and committed relationship. reside together. and share a mutual obligation of
support for the basic necessities of life.

Specifically. I declare and acknowledge that I and my Spousal Equivalent named above
meet the following criteria:

• We reside together and intend to do so peI1I1anently.

• We are not related by blood to a degree of closeness that would prohibit
legal marriage.

• We are mutually responsible for basic living expenses.

• We are both at least the age of consent in the state in which we reside.

• Neither of us is married to anyone else.

[In addition, if we live in a jurisdiction which permits registration of domestic partners.
including Spousal Equivalents. I declare and acknowledge that I and my Spousal
Equivalent have registered, or will register within the next 31 days, as domestic panners in
that jurisdiction. The jurisdictions in which registration of domestic panners is currently
peI1I1itted, as of July 1, 1992, are: Berkeley, Laguna Beach, San Francisco and West
Hollywood. California; the District of ColumlJia; Ann Arbor and East Lansing. Michigan;
Minneapolis, Minnesota; Ithaca, New York; and Madison, Wisconsin. I further understand
that this requirement may be waived if the non-confidential nature of the registration (which
is usually a matter of public record) would create a hardship for me and/or my Spousal
Equivalent To request a waiver of this requirement, a statement regarding the nature of the
hardship must be submitted to Company's Plan Administrator or designated
representative.]

For Marria~e/Spousal EQuivalent Relationships

I acknowledge that:

• I cannot me another Affidavit of Spousal Equivalency for a new Spousal
Equivalent until at least six months after a Statement of Termination of
Spousal Equivalency has been filed.

• If health care coverage is requested, I will provide to Company's Plan
Administrator or designated representative a completed Health Care
Enrollment Statement along with documents establishing the eilitence of
my Marriage/Spousal Equivalency relationship.

• I ~nderstand that I would be well advised to consult an attorney regarding
the possibility that the filing of this Affidavit may have certain legal
consequences, including the fact that it may. in the event of termination of
the Spousal Equivalent relationship, be regarded as a factor leading a coun
to treat the relationship as the equivalent of marriage for the purpose of
establishing and dividing community property, or for ordering payment of
support.

Hollywood Suppons Model Spousal Equivalency FOI1I1 - 2



Hollywood Supports Model Spousal Equivalency Form - 3

I affirm, under penalty of perjury, that the statements in this Affidavit are UUe to the
best of my knowledge.

[Please Note: If you wish to enroll your Spouse/Spousal Equivalent for group
health coverage, you must complete and return the Health Care Enrollment Statement,
along with the documents establishing the existence of the marriage/spousal equivalency
relationship, to the Company Plan Administrator or designated representative within 11
~ of the earliest of: (a) the date of marriage; or (b) the date of filing this Affidavit of
Marriage/Spousal Equivalency. If the Health Care Enrollment Statement and the required
documents are not filed within this time period, evidence of insurability of the
Spouse/Spousal Equivalent and eligible dependents, if any, will be required, unless the
Spouse/Spousal Equivalent has lost his or her existing employee health coverage, as
defmed under the terms of the underlying plan(s), after an Affidavit of Marriage/Spousal
Equivalency has previously been filed.]

I have an obligation to me a Statement of Disenrollment. Legal Separation.
Divorce, Death or Termination of Spousal Equivalency with Company's
Plan Administrator or designated representative with.in [30] days of the
earliest of (a) the death of my Spouse or Spousal Equivalent; (b) the date of
legal separation; (c) the date of the divorce decree; or (d) the date on which
any of the criteria of a Spousal Equivalency relationship is no longer met. I
further understand that the effective date of the end of the Spouse/Spousal
Equivalency reiationship is the earliest of (a) the death of my Spouse or
Spousal Equivalent; (b) the date of legal separation; (c) the date of the
divorce decree; or (d) the date on which I me a Statement of Disenrollment
Legal Separation, Divorce, Death or Tennination of Spousal Equivalency
with Company's Plan Administrator or designated representative.

I understand that I am responsible for reimbursement of any expenses
incured as a result of any false or misleading statement contained in this
Affic.avit of Marriage/Spousal Equivalency.

(Name)

(Signature)

(Address)

(City, State, Zip Code)

..

..

DATED: _
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STATEMENT OF DISE~ROLLMENT,LEGAL SEPARATION, DIVORCE,
DEATH OR TERMINATION OF SPOUSAL EQUIVALENCY

1, __--::-:-_~=____:_-_:__----'make and file this Statement of
(Name of Employee)

Disenrollment, Legal Separation. Divorce, Death or Termination of Spousal Equivalency in
order to cancel the Affidavit of MarriagelSpo'Jsal Equivalency previously flied.

1, __~-=--_--:-:::---:--~ ' declare and acknowledge as follows:
(Name of Employee)

For Mania~e (fill in appropriate line)

I wish to cancel, effective immediately, the Health Care Enrollment Statement previously

flIed with respect to ~~--::-:::"----:----
(Name of Spouse)

-OR-

I and __..,.".."._--.,........._--,... were legally separated on -=~---:"..",...._....,...._

(Name of Spouse) (Date of Separation)

-OR-

I and __~_---::~_--:- dissolved our marriage on ~::--~"=':""_--:-_
(l'ame of Spouse) (Date of Divorce)

-OR-

My Spouse, _---::~_----::-~-~---' died on _...;.-.-.=""_.........:~~ __

(Name of Spouse) (Date of Death)

For Spousal Eguivalent Relationship (fill in apprQpriate line)

I wish to cancel, effective immediately, the Affidavit of Marriage/Spousal Equivalency

previously flIed with respect to __~_---,........._~=-.....-......-....,.... __
(Name of Spousal Equivalent)

-OR-

The Spousal Equivalent relationship between me and _"=":'__::-=-_--:--=-....,....-;---:-_
(Name of Spousal Equivalent)

ended on
~(D~a-te-o~f::-::T=-e-rm--,...in-au-:-· o-n~)

-OR-

My Spousal Equivalent, , died on ~==--~::-=----;-~_
(Name of Spousal Equivalent) (Date of Death)

Hollywood Supports Model Disenrollmentffermination Form - 1



Hollywood Suppor..s Model DisenrollmentlrermiIlation Form - 2

I affirm that the statements in this Statement are true to the best of my knowledge.

For Termination of Group Health Covera~e of SpQuse/SpOysal ~uiva1ent

I understand that, if my Spouse or Spousal Equivalent has pre\iously been covered by
Company's group health coverage. the effect of filing this Statement of Di.senrollment.
Legal Separation. Divorce. Death or Termination of Spousal Equivalency is that my Spouse
or Spousal Equivalent. and his or her eligible dependents. if any. will no longer be covered
by Company's group health coverage. in accordance with the terms of the underlying
plan(s) ("Plan"). subject to any provisions in such Plan permitting the continuation of
coverage in the event of legal separation. divorce. death or termination of !.he Spo~sal

Equivalency relationship.

I further acknowledge Liat it is my responsibility to mail a copy of this signed statement to
my surviving Spouse/Spousal Equivalent, or former Spouse/Spousal Equivalent. named
above.

(Signature)

(Name)

(City. State. Zip Code)

(Address)

DATED: _
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Introduction
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Proof of Cohabitation· means two forms of supporting documentation to show

that you and your same sex domestic partner have cohabited together for 12

You can enroll only one Qualified Domestic Partner of the same sex in the

Program.

• is otherwise not a qualified dependent under the Plan.

• has cohabited with 8n eligible employee for at least 12
consecutive months prior to his or her enrollment in the Program
in sucn a relationship that is meant to be of lasting duration; and

Qualified Domestic Partner· means a person who:

• is an unmarried adult of the same sex as the eligible employee

coverage under the Milbank Tweed Hadley &. McCloy Medical Comprehensive Expense

Benefit Plan the "Plan" administered by the Prudential Insurance Company. Under the

Program, medical coverage will be available to the Qualified Domestic Partner of an

active employee of Milbank Tweed beginning on January 1, 1993.

This document summarizes the benefits which may be available to you and your

same sex domestic partner unoer the Program.

If you and your same sex domestic partner qualify for the Program and you

cseclde to participate, the tlenetJts available to other covered dependents under the

Medical Plan will be available to your same sex domestic partner under the Program.

To help you understand how your same sex domestic partner medical benefits

work, it IS important for you to know the following terms and definitions as they are

used under the Program.

Eligible Employee· means an active. full-time employee or Partner (more than
21 hours per week) of Milbank Tweed who is enrolled in one of the Prudential
Medical Plans. and who does not have a spouse or former spouse who is or
could be covered as a dependent under the Medical Plan.

Milbank Tweed IS offering a program of same sex domestic partner health care

benefits called the Domestic Partner Program (the "Program"), The Program broadens
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Who is Eligible and When

Under the Program, your Qualified Domestic Partner is first eligible for coverage

on the later of:

(1) January 1, 1993 if you are an eligible employee on that date;
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consecutive montl'ls prior to I'lis or her enrollment in the Program. Acceptable

Proof of Cohabitation including but not limited to copies of your domestic

partner's voter registration care. driver's license, signed lease, billing statement

(utility bill. bank aCCOUr",: ;;~aolt card), payroll stub, tax filings or unemployment

insurance documents,

Imputed locome • means any premiums paid by Milbank Tweed for same sex

domestic partner coverage under the Program if your domestic partner is not

a dependent for federal tax purposes. Imputed Income is subject to ordinary

federal income taxatlor, ana to socIal security taxes (FICA), which are witl'lheld

through payrOll deductions.

Proof of Insurability· meanS.proper completion of a health statement provided

by the Prudential Insurance Company to show that your same sex domestic

partner is in good health at the .tlme of enrollment as determined by Prudential.

No Proof of Insurability need be prOVided if your domestic partner is enrolled in

the Program within the applicable 31·day enrollment penod,

(2) The date you become an eligible employee if you become an
eligible employee after January 1, 1993; or

(3) The first date your Same Sex Domestic Partner becomes a
Qualified Domestic Partner if on the date you become an eligible
employee your same sex domestic partner is not a Qualified
DomestiC Partner !i.e., you and your same sex partner have not
yet cohabitated for 12 consecutive months).

2
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How to Enroll in the Program

If you wish to cover a Qualified Domestic Partner under the Program, you must

properly complete and return an enrollment form. Your enrollment form is not

complete if you do not submit Proof of Cohabitation and an Affidavit of Spousal

Equivalency. You must return the enrollment form within 31 days of the day in which

your Qualified Domestic Partner IS first eligible for coverage. If you do not submit the

enrollment form, within the 31·day period, you will be required to submit Proof of

Insurability which must be approved by Prudential Insurance Company in order for

coverage to be effective.

The Form requires you to:

• elect dependent coverage for your domestic partner

• provIde dependent data, including name, address, social security
number, etc.

• authorize Milbank Tweed to make payroll deductions for coverage

• indicate if your domestic partner meets the Internal Revenue Code
(IRC} definition of a dependent for exemption from taxes on
Imputed Income

• indicate that you understand that your domestic partner is not a
"Qualifying .beneficiary" under COBRA rights and is not entitled to
these rights.

• co-sign the form with your domestic partner

• return the form to SalOl Liberti, Benefits Department, room 4617.

Enrollment forms including the Milbank"Affidavit of Spousal Equivalency" must

be submitted no later than Oecember 31, 1992 or 31 days after the eligibility

requirement of the Domestic Partner Program are met.

Cost

As with the cost of dependent covera~ provided under the Medical Plan, the

cost of covering your Qualified Domestic Partner under the Program will be shared by

Milbank Tweed and you. Your portion of the cost will be deducted from your

paycheck, The amount deducted 'from your paycheck will be the same as the amount

3
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you would pay to cover a dependent under the Medical Plan, and will depend on the

type of coverage you elect for your Qualified _Domestic Partner..

Federal tax law and regulations generally provide for favorable tax treatment of

the cost of covering a "dependent" i.mder this type of health care program. Federal

tax rules and regulations generally define 8 dependent as a member of your household

who receives more than one-half of his or her support from you during the year.

Further, your ho~e must be the prinCipal place of residence for the dependent during

the year. An individual is not a member of your household for federal tax purposes

if, at any time during the year. your relationship with that individual violates the law

of the state in which yOu anc your domestic partner live.

If your domestic partner does not qualify -as a dependent for federal tax

purposes, the amount- you pay to cover your Qualified Domestic Partner under the

Program may not be deducted from your paycheck on a pre-tax basis under the

Milbank Tweed Flexible Compensation Program. Payroll deductions for your portion

of the cost of domestic p-anner coverage will be made on an after-tax basis. In

addition. you will be taxed on Imputed Income for the portion of the benefit cost paid

by Milbank Tweed. You shOUld consult a tax advisor to determine whether your

domestic partner is a qualified dependent for federal tax purposes and, if not, how the

tax on Imputed Income may affect you.

Coverage Under the Program

Qualified Domestic Partners who are covered under the plan receive the same

coverage as dependents under the Prudential Medical Plan Options.

Termination of Coverage

Coverage for your Qualified Domestic Partner will terminate the earlier of:

1. the date your Same Sex Domestic Partner is no longer a Qualified
Domestic Partner;

2. the date as of which the Program is discontinued by Milbank
Tweed; or

3. the date on whIch your coverage under the Plan is terminated.

4
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Continuation of Coverage

It is important to note that a Qualified Domestic Partner is not a It Qualified

beneficiary" under the Consolloated Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1985 ("COBRA").

As a result, the COntInuatIon o~ --ecHcal coverage under COBRA is not available to a

Qualified Domestic Partner.

Conversion of benefits

You may have the right to convert your group medical insurance to an individual

policy if your coverage under any of the PrUdential Medical Plan Options terminates.

This individual POlicy may, sublect to Prudential's rules, cover your Qualified Domestic

Partner in addition to you and vour eligible children. Note, however, that termination

of your Qualified Domestic Partner's coverage under the Program due to the

Program's termination or for any other reason will not entitle your Qualified Domestic

Partner to conversion privileges.

Termination of Coverage

Coverage under the Program IS available to your same Qualified Domestic

Partner only as long as you continue to meet the requirements of an eligible employee

and your partner continues to meet the requirements of a Qualified Domestic Partner.

Failure to meet the eligibility requirements of the Program will result in loss of

coverage under the Program,

Appeals Procedure

Timely submission of a completed enrollment form does not guarantee that your

same sex domestic partner will be coveted under the Program. Likewise, coverage

under the Program does not guarantee that all claims for benefits will be approved.

Should your application for coverage or a claim for benefits under the Program be

denied, you would be entitled to follow the Plans' appeal procedure.

6
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For Employees of Milbank Tweed

(month/day/year)

ENROLLMENT FORM FOR THE DOMESTIC PARTNER PROGRAM

c0:c1 v661-[0-Nnr

Fernale_--:-_

-6
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Male _

Cenification of Domestic Partner as Dependent

Sex:

Domestic Partner's
Social SecuritY No.

Date of Birth:

Domestic Partner Information

Benefit Coverage

Part II.

Part III.

Please provide the following Information about your domestic partner:

Name:

Address:

Employee Signature

You should consult tax and legal experts before you certify that your domestic partner
is a dependent as defined by the Interne' Revenue Code. Keep in mind that if your
domestic partner does DQ1 meet the IRC dependent definition, you will be taxed on
Imputed Income from the dependent coverage premiums paid by Milbank Tweed and
you will not be eligible to have domestic partner medical premiums deducted on a pre
tax basis.

I hereby certify that my (name) Qualified Domestic Partner is my
"dependent" as that term is. defined in Section 152 of t~e Internal Revenue Code of
1988 as amended.

I wish to enroll my domestic partner for coverage under the:

Prudential High Option

PruOentlal Medium/PruCare Option

PruOentlal Low Option

Part J.

If you tlave a Qualifiec Dcmc~~;: ;.'~7~-.ei '/ihCili you wOLild like to cover uncier one of
'no Mil~a"'k Tweed H::l~'e\' \( ~.;1,.r·", .. , "Ao~i"al f" ....m""(I:» ... "'- .. i\,"\ S.. -",f'I A ola'" "lea~e.......... , .... f. __ • I -.. ••• __ ._, 1:_ ........ -.J',., ••.W••J.lI..,. l:;a ..... ".; _I,,. •

complete this form, Rememoer. you can enroll only one Qualified Domestic Partner,
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Please sign your name ana nave your domestic partner sign his or her name.

I authorize Milbank Tweed :0 oeouct contributions on a pre-tax basis if I Mave
certified, In Part II above. that certify my Qualified Domestic Partner as a dependent
in Part III above.

I also understand that if my Oomestlc partner's coverage under this Program ends for
any reason, my Qualified DomestiC Pa"ner does not have COBRA rights to
continuation coverage.

Domestic Partner Signature/Date

Your Signature

Authorization of Payroll Deductions

Part V.

Employee Signature/Date

Part IV.

Please review your enrollment form and make sure you have filled it out accurately
and completely. Return this form with photocopies of two acceptable forms of Proof
of Cohabitation and Affidavit of Spousal Equivalency no later than December 31,
'992, or within 31 days after your Qualified Domestic Partner is eligible for coverage
pursuant to the Domestic Partner Program to: Sal Oi Libe"i, Benefits Department,
room 4617.

I authorize Milbank Tweed to Cleduct contributions as determined by Milbank Tweed,
from my pay on an after· tax llaSIS for Qualified Domestic Partner health care
:~·....eraga.

I
~
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11. STATUS:

1. DECLARATION:

-'.FF'O.-\\IT OF ~PO'.JS.UEQUIV.4.1.E.'lCY

IlL CHANGE IN SPOUSAL EQUIVALENCY:

We are committed to each otber's CDIDIDOIl welfare.

We are each other s sole spousal equivaJent and intend to remain so indefiDitely.

We are ot the S3mc sex .1nd neither one of us is married.

We are at least c.,hteen (18l yean of a.e aDd meDtaJJy competeDt to CODSellt to
contract.

We are DOt related by blood to a depec of c10lcaeu thaD that which would
otherwise prohibit legal mlrri_to in the stlte ia which we le.ally reside.

We reside tOlether'in the same reaideftc:e an4 intend to do so indefinitely.

We IlI'ee to notify the: MUbank 8eftcfilS Department if there is any cbangc 111 oW'
status IS spouul equivalents IS attested to in tbia Affidavit which would chanp
oW' c1ipbility for MUbank beDe8aa (Cor c:amplc, it~ c:aIC &D n:aidc toIc&hcc or
if we are DO loaF c:ad1 olber'lsoie lpouaal equivaleDt). L ,
(member or employee) will notify MI1baDk within tbiny-onc (31) days of such
c:hmae by tlJifta • Swement of TermiDaUoa of Spouaal Equivalency (-SlltaleDt of
Termia.tioDj, aft1rmUl1 that the lpouaal equivale1lcy SlItuI is termiDated II of ilS
dace of aec:utiOIl aad that a c:apy of the Swement of Termination hal beCIl
mailed to the other pany by the party IUtboriziDS such action.

After such termination. I. • (member or employee)
understaDd tbat a subsequent AfIldavtt of Spousal E.quiva1eIlcy cannot be filed
until 6 monw aCter a Statemeat of Term.iution bas been filed. with the Mi1baDk
Seaefitl DepanmenL The sillftODth waiting period will be waiw:d 0." if aDOtber
AfBdaYit is tiled Cor the sa. spt)UII1 equivaleDt who is a sipatOry to this
AffidlYiL '

~ULBANK.1WEED, HADLE\' a McCLOY

1.

1.

s.

"-

We.,_~__~ Jnd __~~~_~ cenify that
emptoyc:c (print I spouaai .eqWyalent lprint)

we are spousal equivalentS In accordance with the foUowiq criteria aDd eliple for
benefiu eoverage as ipousal equlyalenu uncicr Milbank's bc:DefilS PfOJf&lll:

3.

.,-

6.

11

11

11

11

11

j;

1
J

1_.

1
~

1
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member or employee signature

member or employee addrcss

IV. .-tCKNOWLEDGEME.V7'S:.

spousal equivalent address

We have provuied the miormation in this Affidavit for usc by Milbank's 8eftetits
Department lor the sale purpose of determining our eligibility for spousal
~uiyalency nenC:liu. So third panics shall have any rights under this Affidavit.

We affirm. unaer penairy of perjury. that the asaenions in this AfficiaYit are true to
the best of our knowledge.

We uncierstand that any penoDlemployer/company who suffers any lou due 10 any
false statement contained in this Affidavit may bring a civil action agaiDsl either or
hoth of us to r~('o\'er t~elr losses. including rea.~nable auom~' fees.

..
J.

1.

..

Propeny IlDpUeatiolW Pleas. be adVised tba. 10.. collJ'tl Iaaft recopi&td IlOII-IDaI'I'taae
relatioasbipl u tbe equivaltDl of mani_1t tor tbe purpolC 01 CI1abUJlLlaa IIId dlYidlJll Jota.
property.

spousal equivalent signature

I,
il

I

I
-I
-I
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II
I I

I I

I I

II
I I
, I

I
I
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1. ...... (lDember or .&Ilpl~) bcinS dul~ awoCQ. ,",cIA*»

and say that:

~I.
-I

I
-I
-I
-I

1.

.,-

\ULBANK. TWEED. HADLEY '" McQ.OY

STATEME.Vf OF TER.\tlNATION OF SPOUSAL EQUIVALENCY

~-__~-~------_(spousalequivaient) and I are no
lODger spousal equivalents.

. I make and file this Statement of Tenninalion to cancel the Affidavit of Spouaai
EquiYa1cnc:y tiled by me with MilbaDk. Tweed. Hadley • MeQoy on

~•.. 3. I mailed my fonner spousal equivaieDt a copy of this DOtice at_________________ 011

Date:

Addrcsa:

1declare. under penalty of pel'Jury. that the above statcmeD&a are true aDd con-eeL

v0:c't V66't-£0-Nnr

1

Cv't) ~VX~~ JAN JW~H1W WO~~

Signed:

Print:

c't0'd

•
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